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Preface

The basis for this life of Hilda Marjory Ingle is her own writing.  
What seemed to me significant was that she wrote accounts of her 
brothers’ lives, two of her daughters’ lives, as well as putting together 

her children’s wartime letters and writing an account of our life in France, yet 
it was not until she was in her eighties that she managed to bring herself to 
write about her own life.  Even then, once she met her husband, it became 
his life.

I felt I wanted to complete the picture, but this is very much a personal 
point of view and not necessarily how others saw things.  Because I am very 
much My Mother’s Daughter I couldn’t resist the opportunity of diving into 
the archives and trying vaguely to put her life into some sort of historical, 
social – and particularly educational context.  Nor could I resist long 
quotations from her children’s letters, partly because her children were her life 
but also because they wrote good letters which do bring out the personalities 
of the individuals concerned (she had of course selected each letter for this 
reason).  I should add that in all the archive material I have seen I have found 
nothing which conflicts with my mother’s memory, though sometimes it has 
provided additional information.

It is clear from her memoirs that she identified herself with her father and, 
surprisingly, with Lord Reith (first Governor General of the BBC) who was 
a particularly large and successful man, wheras Marjory was small, slight and 
self-effacing.  However both Marjory and her father felt, like Lord Reith, 
‘a need to feel stretched to the limit of one’s powers’ – and Lord Reith’s 
description of his youth could equally have applied to Marjory Ingle: 

I was tremendously serious and over-serious, in too much of a hurry to succeed 
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and I doubt if I have ever been young. I don’t think I took the potential 
enjoyments of life as most people of my age would and did. Life itself was a 
headlong race for me – because of an inordinate ambition to server others.

Marjory certainly had ambitions to serve others, but was she also like Lord 
Reith who felt that his abilities had never been fully used?  I think there 
was undoubtedly an inner conflict between what have been traditionally 
regarded as ‘masculine’ traits i.e. ambition and love of power, and the more 
acceptable ‘feminine’ ones of meekness and unselfishness, both of which 
Marjory had in large measure.  When I asked my neice, Felicity, how she 
remembered her grandmother she immediately replied that Granny seemed 
like a man because her clothes were masculine – the tweed jacket and big 
masculine handkerchiefs were so unlike the style of most elderly women (the 
jacket was the top half of a suit whose skirt had long since worn out and had 
convenient pockets for handkerchiefs).  Felicity added that se was fond of her 
grandmother though somewhat in awe of her.  As the youngest of four girls 
she saw Granny as an ally who once gave her a box of chocolates as a parting 
present but gave nothing to the older girls.  It was perhaps typical of Marjory’s 
lifelong identification with the underdog.

My mother devoted her life to Education and to her children and could 
have justifiably felt that her organizing abilites were under used in a wider 
context.  If so, she gave no hint of it.  She believed firmly that life is an 
adventure and a challenge and luckily her need to ‘feel stretched’ and her 
‘joy in struggle’ helped to sustain her in crises that would have daunted a less 
adventurous woman.
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A Note on Sources

This account is based on my mother’s unpublished memoirs, letters from 
her children and lives of her brothers.

Miss Cubitt of Perse Girls’ School, Cambridge, Mrs Gibson of Keighley 
High School and Miss Ann Phillips of Newnham College Cambridge were 
most helpful in providing access to school and colleges records.

The GLC Record Office, London EC1, provided access to Brondesbury 
and Kilburn High School records, and Birkenhead Record Office to Wallasey 
High School records and Wallasey News.  Records of the Browning Settlement, 
Camberwell House and the South London Press are in Southwark Local 
Library, and the Fawcett Library contains many records of the Campaign for 
Women’s Suffrage.  Huddersfield University holds the Annual Reports of the 
Women’s Industrial Council.
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‘You need to have a lust for power in the classroom if you are 
to be a good teacher.’

Mary Warnock, BBC Radio programme on Education 
5th September 1988.
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Chapter One 
Roots

By far the most important person in Marjory Ingle’s early life was 
her father, Robert Ingle.  She admired his energy and ambition, and 
believed that it was as a result of his exertions that the family leaped 

in one generation from agricultural labourer to Cambridge don.  In fact, this 
was not entirely correct, but may have been Robert’s version of the family 
story.

The Ingles came from Willingham, a village in North Cambridgeshire, 
standing on the edge of the fens, which meant that for generations, the 
inhabitants had depended on fishing, fowling, stock rearing, and milk 
production for their survival.  In the Middle Ages, the villagers had common 
rights on the fen and this, combined with the absences of a Lord of the Manor, 
bred in them a spirit of independence.  In spite of the changes brought about 
by the enclosure of the fens in the seventeenth century, this spirit survived 
and, as a result, Willingham has a long history of respect for Education and 
of Religious Dissent.  The village school, founded in the sixteenth century, 
is unusual in that it was built not as a charitable institution, but with money 
raised by public subscription in the village (to which men named ‘Ingle’ 
contributed).  Although the school came under the jurisdiction of the Church 
of England, Willingham was, in fact, a hotbed of Dissent where theological 
disputes were commonplace and the villagers were described as a ‘a factious 
set of people.’1 

1. Willingham’s history of Education and Dissent can be found in two fascinating accounts
(a) Margaret Spufford.  Contrasting Communities – English Villagers in the C16 & C17 . C.U.P. 1974.
(b) Cottenham Village College Local History Group.  Charity School to Village College.  Echo Press.  
Loughborough.  1968.
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Marjory Ingle’s ancestors were part of this tradition and appear to have 
been typical Willingham men (little is known of the Ingle women).  Her great-
great-great grandfather, John Ingle, born in the early years of the eighteenth 
century, was a weaver, but as he left his son Jonathan his ‘implements of 
husbandry’ he presumably had a small holding as well.  It seems likely that it 
was this John Ingle (the name is common in Willingham) who was twice ‘cut 
off’ by his fellow members of the Baptist Chapel for ‘breaking the covenant’ 
which may account for there being no record of his son, Jonathan’s, baptism 
in either church or chapel. However both John Ingle’s sons remained within 
the fold (by this time the chapel had changed from Baptist to Congregational) 
and had their children baptised there. Marjory’s great-great Grandfather, 
Jonathan Ingle, was able to sign his name (as was his father, John), and both 
men had enough material goods to deem it worth making a will in spite of 
the fact that Jonathan was ‘very sick and weak of body but of sound and right 
mind’. Jonathan Ingle was described at different times as a dairyman and as 
a weaver, but his will refers to ‘live and dead stock’ so he may have started 
butchering in a small way for his son, John, and most of his male descendants 
for at least a century were butchers.

Robert Ingle (son of John the Butcher) and his wife, Sarah Norman 
(daughter of another butcher) owned a butcher’s shop in Willingham High 
Street and in addition kept a small number of animals and poultry. Here they 
brought up their nine children of whom Marjory’s father, another Robert 
Ingle, was the seventh child. (His father was also a seventh child and the 
tie between Robert senior and junior was said to be very strong). Life in 
Cambridgeshire village in the middle of the nineteenth century was unhurried, 
standards of living though not high were adequate for most families though 
large numbers emigrated from Willingham to America in the 1840s. The 
hazards of life and death were much as they had always been – weakly infants 
might give up the unequal struggle, women might die in childbirth and men 
could have accidents at work like Thomas Norman who was ‘killed by a 
scythe in Stanton field’. But most people like the Ingles and Normans could 
expect their children to survive, were prepared to pay out a few coppers each 
week towards their education at the village school, and could themselves look 
forward to a ripe old age. 
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In the early 1850s the nonconformists opened their own school in 
Willingham and it was to this establishment that the young Robert Ingle, 
aged four, was sent in 1858. The school gave him a good grounding in the 
three Rs as well as plenty of opportunities for singing and recitation. The 
children provided their own slate pencils and, as they grew older, their own 
exercise books, for there was little basic equipment; in fact some years after 
Robert left the school a lesson ‘on the form and motion of the Earth’ was 
illustrated by ‘blackboard sketch and ball of wool on knitting needle’. The 
Ingles were a musical family and Robert learnt to play the piano and violin 
and later played the organ in chapel. A report of a school concert in 1872 
refers to his younger brother and school friends reciting the Pied Piper and 
his elder sister playing the piano. Probably these skills were handed down in 
the family for it seems unlikely that there was spare money for music lessons.

The village did not lack cultural pursuits. There was a local public reading 
room where magazines and newspapers could be read, Penny Readings of 
novels and poems and a Young Men’s Mutual Improvement Society. In 
addition university lecturers from Cambridge could be heard from time to 
time. One of these, Rev. William Monk of St John’s College, gave two talks in 
1859, one on Modern Travel in Central Africa, the other on Dr Livingstone. 
Probably the Ingles were among his ‘crowded, attentive and enthusiastic 
audience’ and may well have passed on to the young Robert some of their 
enthusiasm which he in turn passed on to his daughter. David Livingstone was 
one of her heroes, his struggles in an unknown land gripped her imagination 
and she longed for a similar kind of life.

It is unlikely that Robert Ingle showed any missionary seal but he was 
certainly ambitious. One of the few stories handed down is of how he would 
drive with his parents in a horse and trap to the Saturday market in Cambridge 
where his responsibility was to deliver baskets of eggs at College kitchens.  
The sight of the undergraduates in their gowns apparently filled him with 
envy and his daughter believed, with some justification, that Robert Ingle was 
equal in ability to those priviledged young men.  As it was he is said to have 
been a pupil teacher but this may only have meant that he stayed at school 
until the age of fourteen when most of his contemporaries left at twelve, 
for by the time of the 1871 Census Robert, aged seventeen, was a butcher 
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helping in his father’s shop. Here was a clever, ambitious and frustrated young 
man whose elder sister became a teacher, a profession, which presumably 
Robert could also have followed. Perhaps he was too impatient to follow her 
example, wanting money and quick success but he vowed that one day he 
would send a son to Cambridge University. Meanwhile Robert decided to 
leave Willingham and obtained work in the office of Mr Thomas Wenn, a 
corn merchant in Downham Market who turned out to be a hard taskmaster 
but Robert was not afraid of hard work and appreciated the discipline.

He settled down in his lodgings in Downham Market and after a day’s 
work would pore over the serial numbers of the ‘Popular Educator’ and read 
standard works of literature. On Sundays he attended the Free Methodist 
Chapel where William Bennett, a successful builder, was one of the leading 
lights – a Chapel Trustee and laypreacher. Robert Ingle was a small, good-
looking young man with an extraordinarily youthful appearance which meant 
that even in old age, he could be taken for a much younger man. Perhaps his 
bright-eyed cocksureness and obvious ambition to succeed combined with a 
certain emotional vulnerability appealed to William Bennet who, in spite of 
his shrewd business sense enjoyed writing and publishing colloquial verses. 
Probably both men saw that they had much to gain from their acquaintance. 
Robert was invited to Sunday tea and found a comfortable household ‘ruled 
by a housekeeper’ for although William Bennett’s wife was alive she seems 
to have been a shadowy figure, possibly a physical or mental invalid. She 
had married at seventeen and produced a baby practically every year so she 
may simply have been worn out. Mary Bennett is said to have had nineteen 
children and certainly had fourteen of whom nine survived to adulthood. 
Only William and Mary Bennett’s youngest daughter, Harriet, remainded at 
home when Robert came to tea. Then aged twenty-six Harriet was small and 
slender with neat features and a tendency to stylish dressing. She had been 
sent to boarding school in King’s Lynn at a very young age which may have 
increased her natural reserve for her daughter described her as cold – the very 
opposite of the emotional and impulsive Robert Ingle.

Harriet Bennett’s family on both sides were fen people. Her grandfather, 
John Bennett, was a gardener  at Stow Hall though on his death in 1845 
he was described as ‘gentleman’, a status he may have achieved by virtue 
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of being father of a local worthy – William the builder and lay preacher. 
William Bennett’s rise from bricklayer to successful builder and brick and 
lime manufacturer was probably helped by his marriage to Mary Lee, whose 
father Thomas, was a corn merchant of Stow Bardolph and owned small 
amount of land and property in the area. Earlier generations of Lees are said 
to have been ferry owners at Stowbridge but the only trace of them in the 
village today is a tiny Methodist Chapel which bears a plaque stating that 
it was bulit by William Bennet and partners and that he and several of his 
wife’s Lee relations were Chapel Trustees. These close family links provided a 
support system that carried on into the next generation for William Bennet’s 
six sons were all in trade locally as plumber, builder, stonemason, bricklayer, 
ironmonger and draper. 

Harriet was much the youngest of William and Mary Bennett’s large 
family. Besides her six brothers she had two elder sisters, Elizabeth and Mary 
(known as Polly), but she was isolated by a five year gap from the brother next 
in age and was seven years younger than Polly. In fact it was her eldest sister 
Elizabeth, nineteen years older than Harriet, who is said to have had the most 
influence of her. Elizabeth married a local draper’s assistant, Henry Scott, and 
produced four daughters who were closer in age to their aunt Harriet than 
she was to her sister.

According to her daughter, the boarding school that Harriet attended was 
less concerned with education than with social accomplishments and class 
distinction, and after leaving school she settled down to life in Downham 
Market, becoming her elderly father’s chief companion. There were chapel 
functions and small town events to attend and her many relatives provided 
companionship. ‘She filled large exercise books with verse and prose passages 
from her reading, copied out in neat handwriting and adorned with marginal 
sketches of delicate foliage, and entertained her father with her piano playing 
and singing’.

On Harriet’s seventeenth birthday she was given a photograph album 
inscribed ‘with the affectionate regards of her brother George’. In it she 
fixed studio portraits of her relations and friends. Trips to Norwich to be 
photographed, or other nearby towns with a cousin or friend seem to have 
provided the sort of entertainment which later generations were to obtain 
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from a visit to the cinema. Prominent among these photographs are those of 
Harriet’s four Scott nieces whom she regarded as cousins. Sometime in the 
1870s the girls’ father, Henry Scott, became a commercial traveller and the 
Scotts moved to Leeds (and later Harrogate), where Harriet would visit them. 
Leeds introduced her to a very different world from the Norfolk fen country. 
Two of her cousins were teachers and had many friends and Harriet found 
them stimulating after the narrowness of life in Downham Market.

On her twenty-seventh birthday Harriet received an autograph album 
inscribed ‘with R.I.’s best wishes’ for by this time Robert Ingle was a regular 
visitor to the Bennett household. Most of the album entires are cloyingly 
sentimental with titles such as ‘On a Lock of Mother’s Hair’, ‘Woman’s 
Duties’ and ‘She is Thine’, though her Leeds friends and relations tended to 
inscribe Shakespearean quotations. On the first page of the album, written in 
beautiful copperplate writing is a poem ‘A Woman’s Hand’ which is signed 
R.I. The final lines read:

Made to be won by a loyal heart, 
Who in its labour will bear a part; 
Made to be elapsed by a loyal hand, 
Which chooseth the best in all the land. 
Worth – oh! double its weight in gold 
This useful hand that can ne’er grow old.

It is clear from this that the romantic Robert Ingle was by this time courting 
Harriet. She responded by writing the next entry which reflected the accepted 
view of a wife’s role:

To be resigned when ills betide, 
Patient when favours are denied, 
And pleased with favours given; 
Most surely this is wisdom’s part, 
This is the incense of the heart, 
Whose fragrance swells in Heaven.

Hawthorn Cottage. H.A.B. 
Nov 8 1878.

Soon the young couple became engaged to be married.  This may have 
provided Robert with much needed emotional security, for both his father 
and his elder brother Norman died within the year, leaving Robert’s younger 
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brother to inherit the butcher’s shop in Willingham. In any event Robert Ingle 
and Harriet Alice Bennett were married at Downham Market parish church 
in August 1879; the bride was twenty-eight, the groom three years younger. 
They moved in to Holly Lodge, not far from Harriet’s old home where she 
was able to continue her former social life, but for Robert Downham Market 
proved frustrating.  By this time he was attending markets in King’s Lynn and 
Norwich on behalf of his employer but he longed to start his own business, 
to attend the London corn market, own a farm and found a family. In 
preparation for the latter he proceeded to fill in all the facts relating to Harriet 
and himself in the huge family bible they had received as a wedding present 
– and then waited with impatience for the arrival of the first baby, which 
was not for another three years.  Meanwhile, to realise his dreams of a career, 
Robert needed to be nearer to London – he also needed money.  William 
Bennett came to his assistance, and provided a loan of £100, which enabled 
them to move to Bishops Stortford, where (in Marjory’s words), ‘they would 
abandon a life of controlled enterprise on his part, and of anchored security 
here, for a life of hazardous adventure.’  (Setting out into the unknown was 
what appealed to both father and daughter.)  Marjory wrote:

For Robert, the move opened up a path of fulfillment.  Traveling daily in the 
company of fellow merchants, now to East Angelia, now to Mark Lane Corn 
Exchange in London, where he soon had his own ‘stand,’ or desk, he felt the 
exhilaration of effort almost beyond his powers.  Day after day, he came home 
from momentous enterprises to a small house and a bored wife.  For Harriet 
Alice disliked Bishop’s Stortford, where she led an almost house-bound life in 
the company of one young servant.  Homesick, dull, and pregnant, she could 
not enter into Robert’s enthusiasm.  She was always outspoken, and it is not 
difficult to imagine the long discussions preceding their decision to leave Bishop’s 
Stortford.

In those three years, Harriet was said to have had three dead babies, possibly 
miscarriages, for they are not recorded.  The absence of children cannot have 
helped Harriet’s frame of mind.  She knew Robert longed for a family, and 
may well have feared the fate of her sister-in-law, who lost six children in 
infancy and two more before they reached the age of ten.

Following her mother’s death in January 1882, Harriet found herself once 
more pregnant and these two events influenced the young couple in moving 
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to Ely which had the strategic advantage of being a junction of three railway 
lines, on the borders of good cornland – and much nearer Harriet’s father in 
Downham Market. They hurriedly took rooms in an old house by the river, 
arriving in Ely just in time for the birth of their first, much wanted child 
in September 1882. The baby was given the names Hilda Marjory but was 
always called by her second name (though she liked the fact that Hilda means 
‘warrior maiden’). Within her family she came to be known by the pet name 
given her by her father – Chick.

The Ingles soon moved from the damp and dark house to Waddington 
Terrace, St Mary’s Street, within sound of the cathedral bells whose chimes 
punctuated Marjory’s early years. She said she could not exaggerate the 
ultimate influence of Ely Cathedral on her life. ‘The chimes meant to me 
what the sea or mountains mean for others’. It was at Waddington Terrace 
that Marjory’s two brothers, Norman and Roland, and three sisters Gertrude, 
Olive Mary (always known as Mollie) and Elsie was born. Harriet had six 
babies in seven years and then stopped.

Marjory’s earliest memory was of

staggering across a lawn encumbered by the giant weight of a rabbit held by it’s 
ears. On the far side of the lawn, near the rabbit hutch stood my father, smilingly 
encouraging me to reach him.

She could not recall whether she and the rabbit ever reached the hutch, what 
remmained vividly after eighty years was ‘the great thrill of that undertaking’. 
She felt she shared with her father that ‘joy in struggle’. Both had a need ‘to 
be stretched almost beyond our powers.’

The nursery and breakfast room at Waddington Terrace were on the ground 
floor, overlooking the garden where the children kept their rabbits.  The 
nursery held a wooden cradle on rockers and Marjory had a clear memory of 
sitting on a low stool in a dimly lit nursery with the blinds drawn, rocking the 
cradle containing yet another baby.  Another early memory also concerned 
her father.  On her sixth birthday, he met her at the foot of the stairs and 
handed her a parcel that contained a book called No Place Like Home.  On 
the cover was a picture of a small boy with his mother; inside was a tale of the 
boy’s naughtiness in running away from home resulting in his suffering and 
his mother’s grief.  It was Marjory’s first long story and she treasured it for 
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~ The Ingle Family ~
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years, suffering with both mother and son.
On the wall of the breakfast room hung a portrait of Gladstone, regarded 

by the Ingle children –and many others – as a kind of god.  ‘From his lofty 
position above the breakfast table he seemed to count our offences. Never 
were children more governed than we were.  Subservience was bred in us.’  
The controller of the household seems to have been Harriet of whom both 
servants and children were in awe, but Robert also expected instant obedience.  
The children learnt that the greatest offence was idleness; woe betide them if 
they were caught doing nothing.  There was never any question of them being 
allowed to relax by sitting on the hearthrug in front of a glowing fire; instead 
they lived by a strict timetable.  The routine of early bedtime with clothes 
folded neatly on the chair, followed by prayers kneeling beside the bed was 
strictly adhered to while their father never allowed a mean to commence until 
everyone was at the table when Grace would be said by one of the children.  
No food was ever left on a plate, if it had been it would simply have appeared 
again at the next meal (I remember how frightened I was by my grandfather’s 
extreme displeasure when, aged four, I did not want to eat the rind of the 
marmalade or the fat on the bacon).

Their father gave the Ingle children piano lessons while their mother 
taught the girls to sew and there were enjoyable sessions of reading aloud in 
a family group.  Although toys and books were not permitted on Sundays, 
Marjory was encouraged to play hymns on the piano and she welcomed the 
opportunity of singing at the Wesleyan Chapel though she said she ‘was not 
attracted by the very good people’ in the congregation. (Even though she 
herself had a stern self-discipline she much preferred undisciplined people.  
All her life she had a weakness for sinners even though she could not be 
one herself.)

One of their neighbours in Waddington Terrace was Dr Hulbert whose 
sons, Jack and Claude, became well-known comic actors in the 1930s.  The 
Ingle children would stand at their front window to watch the doctor setting 
out on his rounds with his tall top hat held firmly on his head as he sat in the 
high dog-cart driven by a coachman with a cockade in his hat.  Opposite their 
house was a small school kept by a Miss Palmer and her brother and mother, 
to which Marjory and Gertrude were sent.
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The schoolroom was a top back room with a small window overlooking slate 
roofs.  It depressed me very much but I liked Miss Palmer with her placid ways 
and happy smile and was fascinated by the way she would take a fat round ruler 
and deftly rule lines on our slates – lines designed for our ‘pot-hooks’.  Spelling 
was my favourite lesson, drawing and sums were detestable.  On wet days 
Mother would send a servant over with our dinner, eating in that dreary school 
room was the final misery.  There was also the awful humiliation when, in snowy 
weather he had to wear Father’s socks over our boots to keep us from slipping. 
How we hoped we would meet no-one!

One day while the children were out walking with their nursemaid, they 
saw a small, excited crowd outside the Lamb Hotel. They joined the crowd 
and saw a curious shaped carriage but no horse to pull it. Presently a man 
appeared from hotel, stopped into the carriage and, as if by magic, it moved 
away. They had seen their first motorcar.

During these years Robert Ingle was developing his business as a corn 
merchant and making many friends in Ely, while his wife was loosening her 
ties with Downham Market. Both Harriet’s eldest and youngest brothers had 
died very suddenly and were soon followed to grave by her old father. William 
Bennett’s death and the birth of the last Ingle child, Elsie, occurred within 
the same month – February 1889. The terrace house was becoming cramped 
and Robert Ingle was anxious to find a house more appropriate to his rising 
status and his growing family, so with the money inherited by Harriet from 
her father, Robert bought the house of his dreams on the outskirts of Ely. 
It was typical of the impulsive Robert that he gave notice to the landlord of 
Waddington Terrace before they were able to move into their new home which 
needed considerable alteration. To tide them over he took temporary house 
in Bread Street with only a small back garden. The street proved noisy, nerves 
were frayed, so to ease the situation it was decided that the children should 
spend several weeks by sea at Hunstanton. It was at the start of the holiday, 
as they waited for train on Ely station that Marjory remembered seeing the 
portly and dignified figure of Prince of Wales, later Edward VII, as he stood 
in his Norfolk jacket and knickerbocker trousers waiting for the Sandringham 
train.  (References to the Royal family is something that strikes one in reading 
Marjory’s memoirs. It may simply have been due to the proximity of Ely to 
Sandringham or that these incidents helped her to date events for she was not 
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an ardent royalist like her sister Mollie.  In fact Marjory was proud of the fact 
that Oliver Cromwell was a fenman.)

The Hunstanton holiday became a landmark in the lives of the Ingle 
children.  At last they tasted freedom – no piano practice, no sewing and 
plenty of idle playing on the beach with no complaints about noise or wet 
shoes and clothes.  It was a new world in which they revelled, sharing it with 
Harriet’s Scott cousin and her family.  A faded beach photograph certainly 
gives an air of relaxation with the little girls in their sunbonnets and spades, 
buckets and a parasol in evidence though the boys in their sailor suits and 
boaters and Harriet, her cousin and the three maids in large Victorian hats 
seem overdressed.  It is the two men who strike one as being more suitably 
attired with Robert Ingle in his collarless open-neck shirt, jacket and light 
cricketing cap appearing quite unlike his usual dapper self.  Later photographs 
(and there were to be many) show the young Ingles usually looking serious 
and strained but in this on they are all smiling.

The family returned to their temporary home for a few months, which 
Marjory remembered as immensely happy because she was gripped by the 
story of ‘The Children of the New Forest’.  At night when their mother had 
turned down the gaslight in the children’s bedroom to a flickering jet, the 
shadows on the wall became in Marjory’s imagination trees in the New Forest 
and she thought she could ‘see figures of men running stealthily from tree to 
tree.  They were making for Jacob’s cottage, where stout hearts awaited their 
attack – and I was among those gallant ones.’ 
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Chapter Two 
Victorian Childhood

It was a bitterly cold day in January 1890 when the Ingle family 
eventually moved into Denmark House but there was a rearing fire in 
every room to welcome them into what they came to regard as their 

‘true Ely home’. The house stood a little way back on the Prickwillow Road 
which led to a stretch of common fringed by beautiful reed beds known as 
the Roswell Pits where many rare birds were to be found. Denmark House 
was square and substantial but compact, a former farmhouse with stone floors 
in the hall and kitchen. There was a large garden with a lawn and many fruit 
trees, including a mulberry tree, and in one corner a beehive. At the side of 
the house was a yard with stable, granary, dovecote and harness-room, which 
in later years was used by Norman as a dark room for his photography. In 
the coach house they kept their dogcart and gig and a large kennel for the 
dog, Rover; and when, in the latter half of the 1890s the children became 
enthusiastic cyclists, their bicycles were also stored there. Across the road was a 
field where Robert Ingle established a miniature farm of hens, ducks, turkeys, 
a pony and a cow, which were looked after by Clark, their handyman, whose 
duties also included cleaning the household shoes and knives, and driving 
Robert Ingle in the gig to and from the station. Harriet had several maids to 
assist her, one of whom would always be called Eliza irrespective of the name 
she had been given at birth.
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The schoolroom at Denmark House was on the ground floor, overlooking 
the front garden, its walls were hung with pictures of cricketeres taken from 
their father’s cricketing magazines. He was a devotee of the game, captaining 
the Isle of Ely team and soon had all his children playing on the pitch laid out 
in the field opposite.

Suspended on the walls, in among the cricketers, were paper bags containing 
our silkworms, fed on leaves from the fine old mulberry tree in the back garden. 
Each silkworm had a name and output of cocoons was carefully recorded. Under 
the schoolroom window Clark planted a bed of mignonette. 

Miss Julian, our resident governess, had been chosen for her musical proficiency. 
We enjoyed drilling and marching to the tune of ‘The Harmonious Blacksmith’. 
I remember a plaintive song about pattering raindrops that filled me with 
delirious sadness. 

Marjory had piano lessons from her governess who in addition to training 
her voice also taught her strange names for parts of the body and called 
the lesson Physiology, using a book brought back from London by Robert 
Ingle. Apparently Marjory pored over the pictures in this book. Miss Julian 
also taught the children painting in oils, which seems a rather extraordinary 
medium for young children.

The regime at Denmark House was less strict than previously and Marjory 
remembered the ‘delirious pleasure’ of chasing games round the haystack and 
the joy of lying in a hammock under the mulberry tree, reading a favourite 
book. What comes across from her Memoirs is the sense that enjoyment 
involved ‘Father’, control and criticism came from ‘Mother’ who at this period, 
thinking that her daughter was becoming round-shouldered, produced ‘an 
instrument of torture called a back-board’ which Marjory had to wear.

The field sloped away in the direction of other fields beyond, so that in 
winter rain and frost it soon flooded and then froze. Robert Ingle bought 
skates for the children and left them to flounder; the theory being that this 
produced poise. When the whole field was covered over with ice the public 
were admitted. A kind stranger seeing the young Ingles falling about offered 
assistance but was firmly warded off by their father and as a result, so Marjory 
believed, they soon became mobile. The children were taken by their father to 
watch the International Skating Championships at Littleport where they saw 
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the national champions Turkey and Fish Smart and Housden. When these 
heroes appeared in the Marquis of Granby Inn, Robert Ingle would offer 
them a drink while his children gaped in admiration. On one memorable 
occasion (January 1895) a Great Frost froze fields and rivers for miles around 
and Robert Ingle led his family on a skating expedition forty miles down the 
river to Denver; Marjory remembered the thrill of the thick ice as it heaved 
and swayed and the ‘great stillness – no sound but the swish of our skates as 
on and on we sped.’

Another occasion which Marjory recalled vividly occurred in January 1892, 
when the Duke of Clarence, direct heir to the throne, died at Sandringham 
and a flag hung at half-mast from the western tower of the Cathedral. As the 
train bearing his body passed through the station, the bells of the Cathedral 
and churches tolled in the chill wintry air. Miss Julian took Marjory to the 
Memorial Service in the Cathedral where the nine-year-old girl was impressed 
by the large congregation clothed entirely in black and by the slow playing 
of the funeral march. She said she was haunted all her life by a verse of one 
hymn:

Days and moments quickly flying 
Blend the living with the dead, 
Soon will you and I be lying, 
Each within his narrow bed.

On fine days Miss Julian took them for walks along the country roads or 
to the Common while on Sundays, when the maids were in charge, the walks 
became livelier affairs in which they were joined by the maids’ young men 
friends. But the children preferred their days playing in the field where they 
could toboggan down a steepish bank using an upturned bench. There was 
also a swing made from a cart seat, big enough to hold three small children. 
As an occasional treat their mother would send a meal across to be eaten in 
the field.

Much to the regret of the whole family, the governess, Miss Julian, left to 
be married at Easter 1893.  To mark the occasion Harriet Ingle produced 
the autograph book of her girlhood days, in it Edith Julian inscribed the 
following verse:
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Mollie Ingle Gertrude Ingle

Marjory Ingle
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The world goes up, the world goes down, 
And sunshine follows the rain, 
And yesterday’s sneer and yesterday’s frown, 
Can never come o’er again.

Charles Kingsley.

It was curiously appropriate for Miss Julian’s reign assumed a golden glow 
of relaxed childhood happiness never quite recaptured by the Ingle household.  
For Harriet Ingle it was the end of an era.  Never again did she invite anyone 
to sign her autograph book and the words that she herself had inscribed in it 
fifteen years earlier

To be resigned when ills betide, 
Patient where favours are denied

were to be tested in the immediate future.
Their next governess, Miss Wightman, was very young (but old enough 

to be a Licentiate of the Royal Academy of Music) and talked to Marjory 
almost as an equal.  She arrived accompanied by her father who fascinated 
the children by his grimaces which they later realised were caused by ill-fitting 
dentures.

Once again Marjory linked this time with a Royal event – being taken 
to a level-crossing to wave to the train carrying the future King George and 
Queen Mary on their honeymoon.  But that same month (July 1893) 

a great blow fell on our family.  Little four year old Elsie fell ill with pneumonia 
– at that time nearly always fatal. There was the usual crisis, then Father came 
down to the schoolroom to tell us that Elsie had passed the worst. But a few days 
later he was urgently summoned from the Ely Corn Exchange – and came to the 
schoolroom to tell us that she was dead. I stole out of the schoolroom and went 
to the piano and began to play a Hymn for Mourners:

Draw near, ye weary, bowed and broken-hearted, 
Ye onward travellers to a peaceful bourn, 
Ye from whose path the light has all departed 
And who are left in solitude to mourn.

But I got no further than the first few notes, for Mother came in and stopped 
me.

It was natural for Marjory to turn to music or poetry to express her 
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emotions (possibly something her father might also have done). Physical 
demonstration and tears were frowned upon. To maintain a stiff upper lip 
and suppress emotion was the rule by which the Ingles were brought up and 
which Marjory maintained all her life.

In that hot July all the rooms were darkened by drawn blinds and three 
days were spent in fitting out the household in black clothes including black-
bordered handkerchiefs. Harriet took the children into the darkened bedroom 
where the small body lay, almost completely covered with water-lilies from 
the Roswell Pits. Taking a clean handkerchief Harriet wiped the dribbling 
little mouth and turned to the children saying: ‘Will you ever forget her?’ 
They could make no reply. On the day of the funeral the children walked in 
twos, hand-in-hand behind the tiny white coffin down a nearby lane leading 
to the cemetery. Marjory said that she was only conscious of ‘myself and my 
rage. I wanted to shout a loud defiance to the skies’. Later she suggested that 
her rage was as much due to the stupid conventions attached to death as at 
the Fate which had allowed her little sister to die.

Following Elsie’s death there was yet another family crisis. Five-year-old 
Mollie became ill with typhoid fever and the other children were ‘dispersed 
among strangers’. Gertrude and Marjory aged nine and ten, were sent to 
Wisbech to stay with a miller and his family. Every morning they were called 
at 6.30 to fill watering-cans, and to water rows and rows of cabbages which 
Marjory believed was therapeutic, commenting ‘the miller’s grown-up family 
understood that to a homesick child time stands still and that the cure for 
heartsickness is occupation’. In spite of these well-intentioned efforts, Marjory 
remembered that time as ‘an exile, doubly sad in which our black-bordered 
handkerchiefs were much in demand.’

But their home-coming was disappointing. Their mother and aunt had 
taken the convalescent child to the seaside and Miss Wightman was in 
charge. She had not Harriet Ingle’s ‘stern ability’ to control the servants and 
she seemed to have lost interest in the children and gave them few lessons. 
Marjory spent whole days reading to herself.

The three came back in early winter. Even in my self-absorption I detected 
that Miss Wightman was somehow unpopular with Mother. Father was very 
tired after the strain of the last months and all of us, children and servants as 
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well, were disturbed. We went back to the old routine but none of us was quite 
ourselves. One day Miss Wightman asked me a strange question – did I notice 
anything different about her? Never have I acquired the habit of noticing what 
people are wearing. I pretended to take stock of her clothes, but had to admit 
that I thought she was wearing the same clothes as usual. Then one day Miss 
Wightman went away, rather suddenly.

The young governess was pregnant – her career in ruins. The emotional 
Robert Ingle whose verses in Harriet’s autograph book spoke of a ‘loyal heart’ 
and a ‘loyal hand’ found it impossible to be sexually faithful to his wife and 
there were to be many more infidelities. The effect on the Ingle household 
was probably like that described by Mary Gawthorpe (born the year after 
Marjory) who also experienced a small sister’s death and her loved father’s 
infidelity and wrote of her mother ‘She could not forget it and she could not 
forgive what Fate had done to her house... Her resentment was as silent and 
deep as her patience in other things... A black cloud had descended on our 
growing family in very young childhood (but) the parental authority was 
still upheld between them, Father saying at intervals ‘Your Mother’s the best 
woman in the world’.2

Marjory’s reserve prevented her from discussing family emotions in her 
memoirs, but she did convey a sense of strain in the Ingle household and 
the children certainly had divided loyalties. Although the six children were 
close in age there was a definite demarcation line within the family between 
the eldest four and the two youngest girls. Marjory, the eldest, was a clever, 
pale, good-looking girl who resembled her father and was his favourite. 
Gertrude, thirteen months younger, was quiet, delicate and rather plain 
and very much in her sister’s shadow. The two boys, Norman and Roland, 
were close companions and seem to have been on terms of equality with the 
two elder girls. Norman was a dark, serious, gentle boy who took after his 
mother.  Early photographs show him with an impish look, which gradually 
disappeared under a look of strain. The fair-haired, handsome Roland was 
sociable and extremely sensitive. Both boys were clever and very good at sport 
and the ambitions of the whole family rested on them. The two little girls, 
Mollie and Elsie, were regarded as the babies. Both were dark, like Norman.  
After Elsie’s death Mollie became very close to her mother and although there 
2. Mary Gawthorpe. Up Hill to Holloway. Traversity Press. Main. 1962.
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were only five years between her and Marjory, the gap seemed very great at 
that stage in their lives and was never completely overcome.

Following the departure of Miss Wightman it was decided that the four 
elder children should go to school. Norman, nearly ten and Roland aged 
eight, entered the Kings School, Ely and to all intents and purposes became 
like boarders, arriving at school before breakfast in summer and attending 
preparation classes on winter evenings. Marjory and Gertrude were sent to 
a Private School in Waddington Terrace kept by two sisters, the Misses Bird, 
whose family had once been prosperous but had fallen on hard times and the 
two women, after an affluent youth, had to earn money by teaching.

Each of them presided over a classroom of some dozen girls ranged on each side 
of a long table. Miss Dora, the elder sister, gave piano lessons as well. Miss Kate 
taught ordinary class subjects. Madame Souter visited the school two or three 
times a week to give French lessons.

Marjory was in Miss Kate’s class where the girls read aloud in turn from their 
own History or Geography text book and Miss Kate would then comment 
after which they noted down important passages and memorised them. This 
no doubt helped to encourage Marjory’s excellent memory. Even in old age 
she said she could find herself reciting a piece about the crisis of James II’s 
abdication and the accession of William and Mary – learnt at the Misses 
Bird’s school. She recalled the pleasurable French lessons and commented 
that Madame had been ‘a conscientious and thorough teacher who drilled us 
in French irregular verbs with tireless energy. At a snail’s pace we read Prosper 
Merimée’s Colomba and learned verses of Victor Hugo’.

The two girls stayed to school dinners joining the boarders on their 
afternoon walks where Marjory noticed ‘certain youths passing and repassing 
the school crocodile’ in order to deliver surreptitious notes.  She was asked to 
act as go-between, calling at a certain shop on her way home to deliver the 
girls’ replies.  It is surprising that she agreed to do so since she ‘felt no interest 
in either the girls or their boy-friends.’

In due course both Norman and Roland were elected King’s Scholars.  
This involved attendance at the Cathedral, where the surpliced scholars 
walked in procession with the choir and clergy and sat in the chancel.  It was 
unthinkable that their proud father should not be present so the Ingle family 
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switched their allegiance from the Methodist chapel to the Cathedral.  For 
Marjory this was wholly beneficial for she loved listening to the Cathedral 
organ and choir and claimed that she owed to the Cathedral ‘the better and 
more enduring part of my education.’

Sunday was kept very strictly in the Ingle household but Music was allowed.  
The Ingle children composed a small orchestra in themselves – two violins, 
one cello and a viola – and on Sundays would perform places from oratories 
to which their father never tired of listening, sometimes joining in himself on 
the viola or violin.  Although neither novels nor schoolbooks were allowed 
on Sundays, eventually both Milton and Tennyson were permitted – both 
favourites with Robert Ingle.

In 1897 Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee was celebrated, a procession 
and a military band filed past their house to the Common where a huge 
bonfire blazed.  At Denmark House they hung coloured lanterns from the 
line of lime trees in front of the house and small lamps twinkled round the 
flower beds on the front lawn.3  That same summer the children and their 
mother paid a visit to their elderly (and rather fierce) Aunt Scott, now living 
in Harrogate where her two granddaughters were visiting her as well. There 
the five girls and two boys became enthusiastic bagatelle players, absorbing 

3. The present owner of Denmark House says they did exactly the same thing for Queen Elizabeth’s Silver 
Jubilee.

Perse School VI Form (Marjory front row, left)
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themselves in their aunt’s selection of books and becoming familiar with the 
locality.

At fifteen Marjory passed the Cambridge Local Junior Examination and 
left Miss Bird’s school. She and Gerrude were sent to the Perse School for 
Girls in Cambridge where ‘four short years followed, spent in quenching my 
thirst for knowledge and changing the quality of my life. There was a rush 
to begin German, Latin, Greek and Greek History.’ Her imagination was 
gripped by the Perse School emblem – a pelican biting her own breast to feed 
her young.  It was a maternal image that became the inspiration of Marjory’s 
life.

One vivid memory remained with Marjory all her days -

Clark used to drive Gertrude and me to the station for the 9.25 a.m. train to 
Cambridge. One winter morning we, with other Perse girls, were huddled near 
the fire in the waiting room when a woman entered whom I recognised as Miss 
Wightman, our former governess. She pretended not to see us and I made no 
move. When the train came in, she slipped (unnoticed by Jackson, the guard, 
who protected our privacy) into our reserved carriage and sat down in a corner, 
obviously keeping an eye on us. No-one except myself paid any attention to her. 
I was too dumbfounded to do anything. At Cambridge she remained in the train 
and vanished forever from my sight.
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Chapter Three 
Cambridge Schoolgirl

The Perse Girls School, Cambridge had been founded the year 
before Marjory’s birth, so by the time the Ingle girls arrived there the 
school had settled down in Panton Street in a pleasant house with 

a large and beautiful garden. Though well established in the town the school 
was still struggling for recognition by University parents who thought little of 
the school and preferred daily governesses for their daughters.4

The Headmistress, Miss Street, a formidable character known as ‘Madam’ 
was short and stout but impressive according to this description by an ex-
pupil:

The day began with prayers when the girls sat on long forms in complete silence 
until the rustle of silk heralded the approach of Madam. She was a very dignified 
figure, with a stately carriage, much enhanced by her long dresses with full skirts 
and heavy brocade. The four maids attended Praryers bringing their chairs and 
sitting in a row near the platform (where Madam presided). Train girls and other 
latecomers had to stand in a row down one side of the hall, and answer ‘Late’ 
when names were called.5

4. Gwen Raverat, Period Piece – A Cambridge Childhood.  Faber.  1952. says “the Perse School for Girls 
was not well spoken of, at that time. My aunts would not have dreamt of sending my cousins there.  The 
upper classes did not approve of day schools – they had daily governesses.’
5. From a booklet produced for private circulation, compiled by Miss Maisie Cattley, with recollections 
contributed by Old Perseans, to mark the 75th Anniversary of the School in 1956.  I have also used school 
records of the School Magazine and the Debating Society.
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This practice of latecomers, including train girls, standing in a line down 
one side of the hall watched by the whole school who were seated, still existed 
in the 1930s when Marjory’s daughters were at the Perse School. Train girls 
like the Ingles were never fully integrated into the school. Arriving late, they 
often had to leave activities early and seemed like visitors whose real world 
was elsewhere.

Formal school in Marjory’s day (and right up to World War II) ended at 
12.45p.m. but as girls proceeded up the school there were more and more 
‘extras’ for which they had to return. School rules were strict, silence reigned 
almost everywhere in the building, girls were not allowed to go into the garden 
without first donning galoshes or changing into outdoor shoes, gloves were 
compulsory outdoor wear. (Most of these regulations existed in our time and 
were a source of much irritation to us but I was never aware that my mother 
must also have endured them for she never spoke of her schooldays, she lived 
very much in the present, never in the past.) Only once did she mention her 
Perse School days, and that was when she was an old woman sitting in the 
back of our car and able to confide intimacies to the backs of our heads. She 
told us that when she was seventeen, one morning Madam sent for her and 
held out a letter for her to read, making no comment. It was from a woman 
in Ely alleging that Robert Ingle was the father of her child. Marjory was 
dumbfounded and passed the letter back to Madam who simply remarked, 
‘You can be sure this will go no further, Marjory’. Just why the letter was 
written or why it should have been shown to Marjory was not made clear 
but I had a distinct impression of a shy adolescent shattered by this exposure 
of her father.

The fact that she was already fifteen, a train girl, an outsider who had at last 
found real academic stimulus probably increased Marjory’s exceptional powers 
of concentration for she threw herself into her studies and did well. School 
records show that she gained form prizes in the Vth and VIth forms and 
achieved a distinction in English in the Cambridge Higher Local examination. 
She did not mention these achievements in her Memoirs but did recall every 
subject studied in each group of the Junior and Higher Local examinations 
– something that one finds in the autobiographies of other women of this 
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period.6 It is as if these details became engraved in their memories as part 
of their fight for equal treatment with their brothers which could only be 
achieved through examinations. In Marjory’s family her father had already set 
these goals for his sons – though in their case they could also achieve through 
sport. Both boys responded to his pressure, eventually achieving his dream by 
winning scholarships to Cambridge University. It is not clear whether Robert 
Ingle made the same demands on his daughters, probably not, though he was 
naturally pleased when they succeeded. But Marjory was too close to him not 
to have acquired the same ambitions – examinations were the only form of 
success that mattered to her and she imposed her own pressures.

There was however one form of semi-light relief which Marjory greatly 
enjoyed and that was the School Debating Society in which she appears to 
have been very active. Looking through the school records of the debates one 
can recognise in the schoolgirl something of the woman she later became. For 
instance she spoke for the notion ‘That Beauty is only skin deep’. This was 
something she tried to put across to her daughters. We could have learnt from 
her example – she never wore make-up and never throughout her life varied 
her severely pulled back hair style – but we belonged to an age of film stars 
with heavy make-up and could see that Beauty could achieve a great deal. For 
Marjory, Vanity and Gluttony were the deadly sins.

Throughout her life Marjory was progressive in her views, there was 
nothing she liked better than to discuss new ideas so it is not surprising to 
find that as a schoolgirl she was the official opposer of the notion that ‘the 
decay of old customs is to be regretted’. She was not one to cling to old habits 
and beliefs. One theory she liked to put forward was that marriage should 
be by contract for a five or ten year period renewable only with the consent 
of both parties. This, she felt, would demand a sense of commitment and 
would prevent one partner being exploited by the other. On sexual matters 
she was almost unshockable, so that it never occurred to me that to produce 
an illegitimate baby was particularly reprehensible – I almost felt one would 
be welcome. But in spite of her many progressive views she was always torn 
between her Establishment conditioning (which included confirmation in 

6. To name just two – H.M. Swanwick  I Have Been Young  Gollancz.  1935; and Mary Gawthorpe, op, cit.  
Both remembered every detail of their academic curriculum over a period of at least 50 years.
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Ely Cathedral), and rebellion against conventional behaviour. In old age she 
became a great admirer of Winston Churchill who in many ways fitted into 
the same mould of traditionalist and rebel.

When the Society debated that ‘This House deplores the production of 
cheap literature’, Marjory led the opposition, affirming her deep conviction 
that any reading is better than none at all. Though she herself would never 
have dreamed of reading ‘trashy’ (her word) women’s magazines, she never 
prevented us from reading them.

The school debates cannot have been of a high standard for they were 
short – two were held in an evening, followed by dancing.7 But the Ingle girls 
hurried away to catch their train when the debates were over, missing out once 
again on the social life of the school. One evening the second debate was on 
the motion that ‘long-standing pre-eminence is demoralising to a nation and 
leads to its ruin’. This was soon after the outbreak of the Boer War so a debate 
of this sort would provide an opportunity to express views on the war. As 
one might expect Cambridge schoolgirls were patriotic Little Englanders and 
sixty-eight people, including Marjory’s sister Gertrude (one of the speakers), 
voted against the motion, confirming their faith in the British Empire. 
Only four people voted for the motion, perhaps one was Marjory Ingle or 
maybe the debate helped to influence her, for at home her brothers were 
preoccupied by the war. On the wall of their study at Denmark House was a 
map on which they marked every step of the campaign. At Kings School, Ely, 
there was much talk of ex-pupils who were fighting in South Africa, while 
the young Roland Ingle was drawing cavalry men with lances at the ready 
in his elder brother’s autograph album. But Marjory and Norman became 
increasingly uneasy about the war and were soon outspoken opponents of it – 
just one example of those two appearing more progressive in their views than 
their siblings.

Underneath the controlled exterior Marjory was a highly emotional person 
who sought the dramatic in life – as her son Andrew, once remarked ‘You 

7. M.A.Scott, The Perse School for Girls, The First Hundred Years. Cambridge, 1981, comments that the 
Debating Society “was quite ambitions as far as attention to the rules and conventions of formal debate 
is concerned, but it seems likely that the standard of the speeches was not very high.’  She also points out 
that two debates on whether the University should give degrees to women were lost, adding “the Perseans 
of the 1890s were clearly not the stuff of which suffragettes were made.’
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could rely on her not to take the obvious rational course if there was a problem 
to be solved’. So it is not surprising to find that she spoke against the motion 
‘this House considers that Common Sense is the best kind of sense’ How she 
must have enjoyed that debate, throwing herself in eagerly and emotionally 
for it apparently gave rise to lively discussion. Although only four people took 
her point of view (decrying Common Sense), that would not have disturbed 
her for what she relished was the opportunity to be on her feet endeavouring 
to convert others.

The Ingle girls had never been encouraged to form friendships, now having 
come late to the Perse School and with the additional handicap of being train 
girls, they made few friends.8 However there was one friendship that Marjory 
treasured. Every year her father hired a tennis-court for the summer season at 
a neighbouring Tennis Club and here Marjory made friends with the Head 
Boy of Kings School. He was editor of the school magazine, school librarian, 
and a naturalist who wrote occasional articles for a Nature magazine, in fact 
a boy whose attentions would flatter any schoolgirl. He took to lending her 
books and calling in at Denmark House for a cup of tea when he visited the 
Roswell Pits on Sundays. It was there, on one never to be forgotten moonlit 
evening, that Marjory heard her first nightingale.

Every summer the Ingles returned to the same boarding house in 
Hunstanton for their holiday. One year her schoolboy friend and his family 
were also in Hunstanton. The friendship ripened and they spent much time 
together playing tennis and walking on the pier. One day her new friend 
asked if she would care to see a poem he had written which contained the 
following lines

We are dreamers alike, love, thou and I, 
Lovers alike of that beautiful land. 
Let us soar on wings o’er all earthly things 
And ceaselessly stray through, hand in hand, 
Fair meads of poesy.

That Marjory remembered these turgid lines all her life is a tribute to her 
memory as well as underlining the importance of the relationship to her 
(the young man was killed in World War I, which inevitably added a certain 
8. Marjory could only recall one Perse girl who once stayed a night at Denmark House “but there was too 
much to do, with homework, piano and violin practice every evening and on Saturdays.’
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poignancy to the memory). She was seventeen and the friendship left its 
mark.  It had been founded on a mutual love of literature and poetry – indeed 
she had been the inspiration of a poem.  Any man who could offer these same 
delights would inevitably attract her.

Curiously, although Marjory remembered her friend’s poem she seems not 
to have recalled her own literary efforts in the school magazine.  Two articles 
and a poem bear her initials, H.M.I., and appear to have been written at 
the time of this friendship. One is a long and flowery piece full of poetic 
quotations, the second article was obviously written at Hunstanton

... The tide is far out... All over the great brown sands little pools twinkle in the 
sunshine... Light and dreamy music floats from the adjacent pier-head... The 
sound of the soft lapping of the waves, the murmuring music and the far-off 
voices brings on a dreaming fit...

... The fall of a certain German poet’s legacy to posterity upon the wet sand re-
awakens me to consciousness, and I regretfully discover how speedily the sands 
of Time have shifted – and I have implanted no footprints thereon!..

Those extracts and the poem that follows show that Marjory was impatient 
to make her mark in some way.  When I read the poem for the first time 
twenty years after my mother’s death I found myself singularly touched by 
the dreams of the seventeen year old girl for I know the stern reality of the life 
that was to follow.

DAY DREAMS

Those day-born visionary schemes 
Which by the mind are ever kept 
Locked in its secret chamber – dreams  
Such as none ever knew who slept –

Children of clouds alone are they, 
Like rainbow’s smile that flees anon, 
Like butterflies that live a day, 
They charm a moment and are gone.

But as the clouds in summer sky, 
Though visitants for one brief hour, 
Still this earth’s beauty magnify: 
So these o’er beauteous minds have power.
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Those dreams of future joy or gain, 
Or glory, though they fade ere long, 
Sometimes will echo like refrain 
Of some once-heard half-vanished song.

H.M.I. 1899.

This poem with its dreams of future glory makes one ask what went wrong? 
Why was her future career unplanned even though she led a debate in her 
final year at school ‘that every woman should have a profession’? Perhaps a 
clue can be found in the school records which contain frequent references to 
a contemporary of Marjory (Phyllis Fulford) who shared form prizes with 
her, edited the school magazine and became Head Girl.  She was younger 
then Marjory, stayed on an extra year, and became the first Perse Girl to 
win a scholarship to Cambridge University – thus putting the school on 
the educational map.  Marjory must have longed for a similar opportunity.  
Possibly if she and Gertrude had not been sent so late to the Perse School 
things might have been different.  Their brothers had enjoyed these academic 
advantages from an early age and their sister Mollie was to enter the Perse at 
thirteen and reap the rewards of this early start.  Yet Marjory alone appears 
to have had an unplanned future – even Gertrude, who was not considered 
clever by her family and left school before Marjory, spent two years as a 
pupil teacher in the Perse Kindergarten while at the same time studying for 
a Froebel Teaching Certificate.9  Maybe Marjory was secretly hoping that 
her Higher School Certificate results would be good enough to provide the 
opportunity of going on to Cambridge University – for no other University 
was acceptable to her… or her father.  

As it was, Marjory left school in 1901 when she was nearly nineteen, ‘eager 
to start on my travels into the wide world and completely unprepared for jolts 
on the journey.’

9. Gertrude is twice mentioned in the school records as winning a tennis cup.
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Chapter Four 
Edwardian Young 
Woman

Chester

With aPParently no guidance from school or parents Marjory 
was left to organise her own future. Possibly because she was awaiting 

her examination results she did not begin to apply for teaching posts until 
they very end of the summer holiday, by which time there were few vacancies. 
In the last week of the holiday she found work in a school in Chester and 
was exhilarated by the challenge. She said that when she boarded the train at 
Ely ‘I might have been a missionary setting out to convert a continent’, but 
by the time she changed trains at Rugby she was already feeling the pangs 
of homesickness ‘I saw only the faces of my parents framed in the carriage 
window as the train moved out of Ely station.’

In Chester she was met by her new headmistress who, with her large 
spectacles and subdued voice, reminded Marjory of kindly old owl. They 
took a cab to the school, which was situated in a main street.  It consisted of 
two adjacent houses linked internally, with four large classrooms and a small 
room upstairs containing a piano. There were six teachers, about a dozen 
boarders and probably four times as many day girls. In other words, it was a 
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small private school of which there were many in Chester at that time. It was 
probably the Ladies School at 16 and 18 Upper Northgate whose headmistress 
was Miss Margaret Birch. The 1881 Census shows that Miss Birch was then 
aged forty-five, so by the time Marjory met her she must have been well into 
her sixties so it is not surprising that Marjory referred to her as an old lady.

Marjory’s bedroom was a small attic containing two beds placed end to 
end along one wall, in the roof was a small window which was exceedingly 
hard to open. Her roommate was weekly boarder named Keziah. When a 
new German mistress arrived who could not be accommodated in the house 
she took over Keziah’s bed at weekends. Two older members of stuff lived out 
but the three resident mistresses were treated on much the same footing as 
the boarders, and were not allowed out alone, even to post a letter.  When 
the laundry and the mail were given out, the teachers had to line up with 
the pupils to receive them.  The control of the school was in the hands of 
a housekeeper, ‘a tyrant, in whose hands the Headmistress was clay.’  The 
only male to come near the school was Dr Bridge, the Cathedral organist.  
Marjory seems to have resented the fact that she was never introduced to 
him and that he had tea alone in the drawing room with the Head and the 
housekeeper.  This lack of status in an all-female environment she found hard 
to bear, after the strong masculine influence of her own home.  Life in Ely, the 
daily train journeys to Cambridge, the joy of study, the cycling, the tennis, 
and the association with Norman and his friends, now represented perfect 
freedom in comparison with the restrictions at Chester.  She was gripped 
by homesickness, and looked forward eagerly to her father’s weekly letter, 
wondering if he missed her as much as she missed him (perhaps she recalled 
that first book he had given her, No Place Like Home).

Marjory taught English literature throughout the school (and remembered 
sixty years later that The Lady of the Lake and Robinson Crusoe had been very 
popular with her pupils).  But it was after the school day was over that she 
continued her own education.  Once the boarders were in bed, the staff would 
sit in the dining room, busy with marking or mending, while the Head (‘the 
greatest bookworm I have ever known,’ said Marjory), sat totally absorbed in 
a book.  Suddenly, she would begin to read aloud, much to the satisfaction of 
Marjory and the German mistress, Else.  After a while, the Head would put 
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down her book and discuss points from it.  Marjory was fascinated.
One of the headmistress’ heroes was Charles Kingsley, a former Canon 

of Chester Cathedral, who had been an extremely popular local figure and 
ran a highly successful botanical group, known as the ‘Chester Natural  
Science Society.’

As a young woman, the Head had been a member of this society and 
had many tales to tell of the Canon who would appear on Society outings 
‘geological hammer in hand, botany bag slung over his shoulder, eager as 
any of his class for a holiday’.10  Marjory had only known of Kingsley as an 
author of what she regarded as children’s books – The Water Babies, Hereward 
the Wake (a story set in the fens of Ely) and her brothers’ favourite Westward 
Ho! – or as a poet whose verses were much in evidence in Victorian autograph 
albums.  Had not Marjory’s former governess, Miss Julian, inscribed one in 
Harriet Ingle’s album?  And in later life whenever Marjory herself was invited 
to inscribe something it was invariably Kingsley’s verse

Do the work that’s nearest 
Though ‘tis hard at wiles, 
Helping when you see them 
Lame dogs over stiles.

Under Miss Birch’s persuasive influence Marjory came to see Kingsley 
in a wider perspective.  She read Yeast and Alton Locke and, stirred by his 
description of Bermondsey slums in the 1850s, was drawn to his brand of 
Christian Socialism.  This was a new world to her, very different from the 
orthodox views she had known in Ely and Cambridge.

True to her father’s rule of never wasting time, Marjory benefited from 
the presence of the German girl, Else, in her bedroom every weekend.  After 
a long day of teaching, supervision or escorting to dancing classes, Else was 
tired and fell back on her native language and as a result, Marjory became 
fluent in German.  The two serious young women became close friends and 
had many long discussions into the night.  Else was a freethinker and ‘under 
her influence I lost my religious fervour and was overwhelmed by storm and 
stress’, not helped by the fact that apparently the Cathedral lacked the serenity 
she had loved in Ely Cathedral. 

10. Susan Chitty The Beas and the Monk. A Life of Charles Kingsley (1974)
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Sometimes in the evenings Marjory would read English literature with a 
senior girl who was preparing for Higher Locals or read English with Else, but 
during the week

after Keziah had gone to sleep, I used to light half a dozen candles and fix them 
in a little jug on my dressing-table and take out the text books that I needed for 
my work toward a degree.  Whatever the future held, I was determined that I 
would go on studying in and out of season.

At the end of the Christmas term she spent a week in London taking the 
London Matriculation examination and then returned to her family in Ely 
for the holiday.  While still at home she received the bitter news that she had 
failed the compulsory General Science paper and as a result failed the exam 
completely.  Since she had not studied science for some years and never at any 
depth, this was not surprising but having never failed to achieve academic 
goals before and she was devastated.11  Marjory returned to Chester ‘with a 
heavy heart’ where ‘the small attic felt icy cold and the little window proved 
as hard to shut as to open’.  Her only consolations were Else’s friendship and 
the admiration of her senior pupil who would leave a bunch of flowers in 
her room every Saturday morning.  Marjory said they ‘made a heaven of the 
dreary little room’.  (All her life Marjory was to inspire a similar devotion in 
certain pupils.)

When Easter came Else accompanied her to Ely.  There the two girls went 
on many outings in the Ingle’s phaeton driven by Marjory.  It was a light open 
horse drawn carriage and probably gave the equivalent sense of freedom to 
a young Edwardian woman that driving a car gave to her descendants.  But 
Marjory’s spirits were low; depressed by her job and her exam results she was 
probably already studying to re-sit the exam and undermining her heath still 
further.  Neither she nor her parents referred to her nervous state for they 
were enormously reticent about discussing such things, yet it was obvious 
that she was exhausted. Else confided to Robert and Harriet some of the 
restrictions and physical discomfort of life in Chester which Marjory had not 
divulged and, as a result, it was decided that Marjory should leave at the end 

11. She may have tried to reach herself Science from scratch for the Perse School announced proudly in 
1902 (the year after she left) “We have appointed our first Science Mistress (including Maths).’ Incidentally 
the records also refer to the “original and inspiring teacher’ of English, and the Classics Mistress who “took 
an active part in the Debating Society.’ They both seem to have inspired Marjory Ingle.
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of the summer term when Else would be returning to Germany. 
Cheered by the thought that the end was in sight the two young women 

returned to Chester where preparations were begun made to celebrate the 
Coronation of King Edward VII for which the schoolchildren were to have 
a week’s holiday. Chester seemed like an enchanted city with the town 
ablaze with lights and the river illuminated. The boarders had already left 
for home when news came of the King’s illness and the postponement of the 
Coronation. So with only Else, Marjory and the housekeeper left the school, 
the kindly Headmistress decided to organise trips for the young women. As 
a result Marjory visited the home of her early household god, Gladstone and 
on another occasion saw the Sands of Dee made famous by Kingsley’s poem. 
These were exactly the sort of outings to appeal to Marjory and she began to 
feel a sense of guilt that the headmistress would think her ungrateful when 
she came to announce her decision to leave. To her amazement, Miss Birch 
appeared to bear no grudge, and instead she invited Else and Marjory to join 
a party she was taking to the Lake District in August.

When Marjory was in her eighties and recalling this period of her life 
she paid tribute to the influence of ‘the gentle old lady’. Perhaps she was 
recognising how much they had in common.
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Keighley

FollowinG their holiday in the Lake District the two girls 
separated, Else going as a temporary governess to Blundellsands while 

Marjory concentrated on her final weeks of study before Matriculation.  With 
the examination over she and Else enjoyed sight-seeing in London before 
the latter returned to Germany. Although the result of her examination was 
successful, Marjory was exhausted by the pressures of studying and went to 
recuperate at the home of an uncle in Downham Market where she spent 
‘hours just lying and reading old magazines in his comfortable summer-house’ 
– something most people would hardly feel worth remarking on but for her 
only justifiable as a form of convalescence.12 Once restored to full health by 
her relatives she returned to Ely ready to apply for another teaching post.

Probably Marjory saw the advertisement for a Third Form Mistress at 
Keighley Girls’ Grammar School in a local paper, for her new Headmistress 
had previously taught at Kings Lynn and another girl from Ely (Miss Morris) 
was appointed at the same time. Their appointments were ‘emergencies’ on 
which the Headmistress was later ‘interrogated’ by the Governors for taking 
this initiative and informed that in future all appointments and fixing of 
salaries must be left to them.13 The reason for this reprimand lay in the fact that 
although the Head (Miss Atkinson) had held her position for some years, the 
new Education Act of 1902 gave the County Councils control of Secondary 
Education and the Head’s power was diminished. During the term before 
Marjory’s arrival, the Local Authority had been busy making changes, new 
buildings had been added (a hall, laboratory, and cookery room), a covered 
way erected to protect those wishing to use the outside toilets, and a new 
heating installed. Yet even with the latter Marjory remembered that first term 
of 1903 as intensely cold. This is confirmed by the Governors’ Minutes, which 
refer to ‘the front door to be made to fit properly’ and ‘a draught excluder 
required’. But in spite of the bleak Yorkshire winter Marjory appreciated the 

12. This house, Ashville (named after the Methodist Boys’ School in Harrogate where the Bennett sons 
were boarders) is now an Old Peoples’ Home but the summerhouse is still there.
13. Governors’ Minutes. Keighley Girls’ High School.
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new buildings and her wide-windowed classroom after the poor conditions of 
Chester and found her eleven-year-old pupils refreshing and stimulating.  She 
taught them every subject except French and Arithmetic.

One of the aims of the new Education Act was to raise the standards of 
teaching and in order to bring this about the County Council suggested 
that no teacher should be paid less than £100 – £120 p.a. and that salaries 
should be paid monthly.  (How had they been paid previously – termly?)  
However Miss Atkinson had appointed Marjory at a salary of £65 p.a.  So 
the two young women from Ely were a bargain though unqualified whereas, 
according to a school brochure, most of the staff were well qualified and some 
pupils obtained excellent exam results that compare very favourably with the 
Perse School at that period.  This may be due to the fact that, unlike the 
Perse School, the élite of Keighley (architects, doctors, manufacturers) had 
a tradition of sending their daughters to school (though records show that 
only a handful of fathers were mill workers in what was a predominantly  
textile town).

The stress on qualifications gave Marjory the impetus to return to her 
studies.  It was also an escape from fraternisation with her colleagues, which 
was something she found difficult for nothing in her family life had prepared 
her for it.  Four members of staff, including Marjory, lived with the Head and 
her sister at Sunny Mount, a house high up on the hillside.  Among them 
was the Second Mistress, Miss Lumsden, a Scot from St Andrew’s University 
who was sympathetic to Marjory’s academic ambitions and, hearing of her 
decision to study before breakfast which would create difficulties in a shared 
bedroom, she offered to exchange bedrooms.  Unaware of protocol, Marjory 
gratefully accepted and took over the small back room and began putting in 
three hours of study before breakfast.  It was hardly acceptable for a junior 
mistress to have a room to herself and the Head soon intervened, offering 
the use of her drawing room with a gas fire.  There in the early hours of the 
morning, when only the maids were stirring, she lay stretched out on the 
hearthrug studying Greek History and other subjects – oblivious to the fact 
that feathers had been ruffled and that she was isolating herself from the rest 
of the school.

When the summer holidays came Marjory set off for Bremen on a visit 
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to her friend Else.14 There she found the emotional warmth she needed, 
appreciating to the full ‘the splendidly convivial times’ at the Rathauskeller on 
Sunday evenings and the German habit of gathering round the piano to sing 
part-songs. This relaxed sociability of the Germans was a marked feature of 
that period highlighted by E. M. Forster in Howard’s End with his contrasting 
of the emotional Schlegels (of German origin) and the British Wilcoxes. The 
effect on Marjory seems to have been very similar to that of Mary Sheepshanks 
(another serious young woman, later the Principal of Morley College), who 
found in Germany ‘a revelation of another way of life jolting and querying 
her in-bred Puritan censoriousness’.15 For Marjory, who had already been 
disturbed by Else’s religious agnosticism, the atmosphere was both delightful 
and disturbing and her kind German friend arranged for her to discuss some 
of her ‘agonies of doubt’ with a local Professor, which apparently helped to 
assuage her sense of guilt.

The two girls visited Berlin together where, among other things, they 
visited the Kaiser’s Palace and ‘reverently stepped into felt slippers handed 
out for us to tread the highly polished floors’ but they were happy to return 
to the relaxed atmosphere of Bremen. Marjory’s final leave-taking of Else and 
her friends on the quayside was an emotional one. Later Else wrote to her 
‘We heard the ship’s siren sound. Then a chord in me snapped’. It had been 
an intense relationship but though she never saw Else again her influence 
remained. Marjory combined agnosticism with an emotional attachment 
to religion and throughout her life felt a strong affinity with the German 
temperament, welcoming any available opportunity to speak German, and 
warming to the combination of sentimentality with intense seriousness of 
many educated Germans.

Much refreshed by her holiday Marjory returned to Keighley, but to her 
astonishment was given an ultimatum by the Head – either she must abandon 
her studies or leave the school. As it turned out the Headmistress’s decision 
was a wise one for Marjory characteristically ‘threw’ herself into her teaching. 

14. In the 1960s Marjory still believed that at the end of the summer term all teachers “down tools and 
set off for the continent.’
15. Sybil Oldfield Spinsters of this Parish. Virago. 1984; and also Leonard Woolf Beginning Again 1964, 
who wrote “People who were born too late to experience in adolescence the intellectual and moral pressure 
of Victorianism have no idea of the feeling of fog and fetters which weighed one down.’
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School records show that H.M. Inspectors praised Form III’s knowledge 
of poetry and were impressed by a Geography exhibition presented by her 
pupils which involved the display of raw or manufactured products from 
every part of the British Empire – a progressive venture in those days of chalk 
and talk teaching. Deprived of study she joined members of staff on walks 
and particularly recalled one that took them over the moors to Haworth 
where at evensong in the parish church she thought of ‘the immortal Brontë 
family welcoming all fellow-sufferers’ (perhaps she was identifying with their 
frustrated ambitions and sense of isolation for she was healthy enough).16 
One supreme pleasure which she never forgot came when she joined the local 
Choral Society where, under the control of ‘a splendidly severe’ conductor 
she could sing her heart out in unison with others. The exhilaration of these 
evenings carried over into teaching the next day.

It was during the Lent term of 1904 that she experienced ‘a great ordeal.’ 
One morning an official looking packet arrived for her, which contained a 
supply of political leaflets from a man whom she had apparently met during 
the recent holidays at a party in Ely. This in itself is a surprise since it is the only 
reference that Marjory ever made to social life in Ely. Yet it is easy to imagine 
her at that party, refreshed from a term without the pressures of studying and 
buoyed up by her teaching success and choral singing, talking eagerly of new 
ideas that had come to her as a result of her introduction to Charles Kingsley’s 
Christian Socialism, delighted to find someone on the same wavelength, not 
realising at all the impact she was making. For concealed among the leaflets 
‘was a love letter making daring suggestions’. She was asked to return the 
leaflets without any enclosure, which would indicate that she reciprocated his 
feelings.  However the innocent Marjory responded by returning the leaflets 
enclosing a letter saying that as he was a married man she did not wish to 
correspond with him.  To her consternation by return of post there came an 
abusive letter from his wife, saying she had already visited Marjory’s parents 
to complain and threatened to come to Keighley to expose her to the Head.  
In her bewilderment Marjory turned to Miss Lumsden, the sympathetic 
Second Mistress, who promised that should the woman come to Keighley 

16. She did actually have quite a lot in common with Charlotte Brontë. The same determination, 
unassertiveness, self-discipline and seriousness, which held down a cauldron of emotions.
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she would interview her. No more was heard of the matter but it had been 
deeply upsetting with perhaps the worst indignity being that her parents had 
been drawn into intimate revelations of her private life, however innocent, 
for these were matters which they were not in the habit of discussing.  In 
fact both parents responded in typical fashion.  Harriet’s letter warned her 
daughter that a married man’s love was nothing but lust, while Robert wrote: 
‘Needless to say, my trust in you is unshaken.’

The incident had one further consequence.  It strengthened Marjory’s 
admiration for the Second Mistress to whom she now felt ‘bound with hoops of 
steel’.  Presumably Miss Lumsden felt protective towards her young colleague, 
accepting the intensity of her devotion with Scottish calm.  Evidently they 
decided to visit a photographer’s studio together for there is a portrait of a 
young and innocent looking Marjory in a pale flouncy frock sitting alongside 
the senior mistress who stands erect, serene, strong and shapely in an elegant 
dark, transparent dress.  Their gloved hands intertwined.

Meanwhile Marjory’s colleague from Ely, Miss Morris, was also going 
through a period of great emotional stress and theological questioning, 
but in that case it ended by Miss Morris being received into the Catholic 
Church.  Marjory liked to recall that on an occasion when she accompanied 
her friend to the Roman Catholic Church in Bradford, the officiating priest 
was Father O’Connor – the model for G.K. Chesterton’s Father Brown. 
Marjory believed that her friend’s religious conversion was the reason for Miss 
Morris being asked to resign, though the pretext given was that her Modern 
Language qualification was open to question. However as Miss Atkinson, the 
Headmistress, was a strong Irish Protestant and Keighley was a predominantly 
nonconformist town, Marjory’s conjecture seems likely to have been correct. 
Nevertheless one cannot help having some sympathy with Miss Atkinson 
who must have had her work cut out in coping with these emotional young 
women.17

Miss Morris’s successor was a Quaker convert with whom Marjory became 
friendly. Together they spent a month in Paris but in spite of visits to the 

17. Miss Morris had some difficulty in finding another post but eventually found one in Halifax Elementary 
School – a very tough assignment in those days. (Millie Price in her memories tells of 100 in her class in 
Leeds and Margery Fry’s friend Mary O’Brien taught a class of “100 three year olds all ‘new’ at once’.) Later 
Miss Morris became a nurse and adopted a daughter.
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theatre (where among others, they saw Sarah Bernhardt perform) the holiday 
was quiet, the boarding house dull. It clearly lacked the emotional warmth 
and stimulus of the German holiday.

While she was at Keighley, Marjory would occasionally visit her mother’s 
sister (the fierce Aunt Scott), her kindly husband and their four daughters 
in Leeds. One of her cousins was a Theosophist, a vegetarian and a member 
of the Leeds Arts Club, to which she introduced Marjory and her colleague. 
The Club had been founded the previous year by A.R. Orage and Holbrook 
Jackson, two Leeds primary school teachers.  They later became outstanding 
London journalists, owning and editing the journal The New Age that 
became extremely influential in literary circles.18 Since The Arts Club shared 
its premises and library in central Leeds with both the Fabian Society and 
the Theosophists, membership of all three overlapped. In keeping with the 
new Edwardian avant-garde style, Mrs Orage had decorated one room with 
stencilled dadoes of a rose pattern on distempered walls, and the other in a 
black and white check, while two architect members, Alfred Waddington and 
A.J. Penty, provided unpolished wooden chairs. To these rooms came the 
local bourgeoisie, many of whom were teachers; they included at least four 
women who were to become well known in the Women’s Suffrage Movement 
– Isabella Ford, Mary Gawthorpe, Millie Price and Ethel Annakin (Mrs Philip 
Snowden.)

The declared aim of the Club was to bring the world of Art and Ideas more 
closely into relationship with Life. There was a relaxed atmosphere and it 
was unusual at that time to find both sexes meeting together for discussion 
except in nonconformist chapels. A.R.Orage with his ‘dark hazel eyes, often 
full of tears’ was an extremely attractive man with a remarkable ability to act 
as a catalyst and stimulant of discussion.19 He attracted influential speakers 
– Marjory heard both Bernard Shaw and G.K. Chesterton speak during the 

18. John Carswell Lives and Letters of A. R. Orage, Katherine Mansfield, Beatrice Hastings, John Middleton 
Murry, S. S. Roteliansky (Faber, 1978) describes how Orage promoted new writers who later became very 
distinguished, and “organised spectacular controversies’ which he managed through “char, bluff and hard 
work’. Those who fell under his spell spoke of “his peerless conversation’, his “immediate warmth’ and his 
“gift of conveying integral interest in the person he was with.’ Shaw said Orage was “a desperado of genius’. 
Orage was also an active member of Harrogate Theosophical Society before he left Leeds for London.  
In the Society’s Visitors’ Book in answer to the question ‘Where to?’ he wrote “God only knows’ and in 
‘Remarks’ he put “Over a precipice. How far to the bottom?’
19. From the unpublished memoirs of Millie Price.
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winter of 1904, and there were readings of Shaw and Ibsen plays. Marjory 
was particularly struck by the ideas of Edward Carpenter who propounded his 
theory of a middle sex called Urnings that, she said, ‘were men with women’s 
qualities who were mostly geniuses’. Carpenter was probably thinking of his 
own homosexuality but the theory tied in with Marjory’s feeling of having 
what she regarded as masculine strengths within her small woman’s body. 

Mary Gawthorpe described the members of the Club ‘as distinguished a 
group as I have met anywhere, they had the unmistakable quality of being 
mature mentally. It was stimulating, refreshing and nourishing to be a 
member’.20 In fact the Leeds Art Club was ‘a sensational success – behind 
words spoken in half-jest and half-earnest, there were real moral conflicts, 
personal ethical dilemmas, and not a little flouting of conventions.’ It was 
a heady atmosphere for the two young women when they came over from 
Keighley to spend weekends with Marjory’s cousin. The three women would 
talk late into the night but the Theosophist and the Roman Catholic convert 
were more interested in philosophical and religious questions whereas by 
this time, influenced by speakers at the Club, Marjory had become more 
interested in social and political matters. As Orage’s biographer wrote: ‘the 
anti-Victorian reaction was reaching Leeds, first affecting those most likely to 

20. Mary Gawthorne. op.cit.
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catch something in an intellectual draught’.21 Marjory Ingle was one of them.
In the staff room in Keighley there was much talk of the new Teacher’s 

Register – to have one’s name on it meant recognition as a qualified teacher. 
A place on it involved the possession of a Higher Local Certificate in five 
groups, but Marjory had only four. To her delight she was given permission 
to attend Logic and Psychology classes at Leeds, enjoying for the first time 
since her schooldays, learning from and with others instead of studying in 
isolation. It was not long before she was admitted to the Register but even so 
she was still the lowest paid member of staff, (never earning above £80 p.a.) 
and only she and the teacher of Cookery and Needlework (traditionally seen 
as non-academic) lacked a University degree or Training College qualification. 
Conscious of her lowly status her ambition to work for a degree intensified and 
in 1905 she took what she described as a foolish and quixotic step and chose 
to go and live with an elderly, embittered and lonely member of staff and the 
only other unqualified teacher. Marjory said she offered her companionship 
hoping that she might also find time to study. The two women had nothing in 
common and instead of the elder woman being warmed by companionship it 
was Marjory who increased her isolation from the rest of the staff. But by this 
time she had already made up her mind to leave Keighley. 

By 1905 the Ingle parents had moved from Ely to Cambridge and Marjory 
wrote asking her father’s permission to live at home for a year in order to study 
for the Intermediate Arts exam, the last hurdle before a degree. Cambridge 
would offer the companionship of her siblings as well as intellectual stimulus 
and an opportunity to study. Her brother Norman had just completed his 
first year at Christ’s College, Roland was about to enter Queen’s College, 
Gertrude had probably started her teaching career away from Cambridge, 
while Mollie was in her final year at the Perse School. Marjory apparently 
‘pleaded’ to come home, adding ‘Father was not in favour of too much study 
for girls but – yes – I might come home for a year.’ The implication is that 
Robert Ingle would have preferred her not to come home – or not to study 
– or perhaps to continue teaching without a qualification or, more probably, 

21. Philip Mairet Life of A.R. Orage.  Tom Steel has also just published a book A.R.Orage and the Leeds Arts 
Club which I have not yet read.
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he hoped she would marry and a career would become unnecessary.22  This 
somewhat purposeless attitude towards daughters and their careers was to 
continue when Marjory herself was a parent.

Before leaving Keighley Marjory was given an opportunity for which she 
was forever grateful.  The teaching of French at the Girls’ Grammar School 
was directed by a peripatetic teacher who inspired Marjory to teach by new 
methods.  As a result, she was accepted as a student in French Phonetics at 
Leeds University under Professor Barbier.  At the end of the Course some of 
the students were chosen to attend a month’s course at Grenoble University 
with a grant towards the cost. Marjory was one of those selected.

Excited by the thought of her coming ‘sabbatical’, as she later called it, 
at the end of the summer term she joined a party of teachers assembled on 
Leeds station and travelled overnight to Grenoble.  Once there the party was 
dispersed and Marjory found herself in a ‘pension’ overlooking the river Isère, 
where there was a charming porpriètaire and a cosmopolitan group of guests.  
The heat was almost tropical and some students succumbed to cholera but 
Marjory revelled in the climate and her good health.

On Saturdays the students would assemble at 4 a.m. in Grenoble market-
place prepared for a day’s climbing; a Parisian professor and his wife ‘adopted’ 
Marjory on these trips and under their kindly protection and in an exhilerating 
atmosphere, she blossomed.  Mealtimes at the pension were stimulating for 
she was placed between the propriètaire and an Italian Professor of French 
at Cincinnati University USA, a flattering situation far removed from her 
humble position at Chester and Keighley.  Talk flowed easily and on one 
occasion the propriètaire turned to the Professor to ask ‘Une question 
indiscrète’ – why was he not married?  He answered; ‘oui, c’est une question 
indiscrète’ and gave no further information which impressed Marjory deeply.  
On the Professor’s last night he invited her to stroll with him in the local park 
and confided that he found it hard to part from her. Marjory, in awe of his 
wide culture and exalted position, was flattered and probably taken aback for 
she had had little opportunity of meeting academic men. After the Professor 

22. Robert Ingle possibly took the same view as Margery Fry’s father, see Enid Huws Jones, Margery Fry 
– the Essential Amateur (1966), who says “to Lady Fry examinations were unwomanly. To Sir Edward Fry 
they were harmful; for girls, unnecessary.’  But it may be that Robert Ingle was simply concerned for his 
daughter’s health.
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had gone she was handed a letter of farewell and good wishes, which he had 
written while waiting for his train. Once again she had managed to relax in 
the company of an older man.

Marjory left Grenoble for Cambridge, enriched by her French experience 
and looking forward to a year at home. In later life she would often say ‘When 
I was in Grenoble’. That one heady month came to represent her university 
career.
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Cambridge Interlude

Unlike many younG people Marjory had no problem in organising 
her studies.  The disciplined life she had experienced as a child bore 

fruit in her ‘sabbatical’ year, which she strictly timetabled into work and 
recreation periods.  It suited her temperament to have intense pressure with 
a definite goal in view – in this case an examination – and with someone 
to provide physical care.  In this instance it was her mother who waited on 
her with cups of tea, glasses of wine and supplies of paper and ink brought 
to her at intervals in her room at the top of the house. At one stage Harriet 
even offered her daughter a treasured box from her girlhood in which she 
could put her papers; clearly the absence from home had drawn mother and 
daughter closer together.

In her leisure time Marjory attended public lectures at the University where 
she heard Dr MacTaggart’s Philosophy lectures ‘at such a slow pace addressing 
the corner of the ceiling, that I could take down every word and fill a fat 
notebook for my Leeds cousin to read’ and Professor Sorley ‘whose lectures 
on Ethics were more lucidly, if somewhat more quickly delivered.’  Most of all 
she appreciated the English lectures of Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch which were 
always crowded.  She and her father attended the Congregational church and 
listened to debates at the University Union.  Robert Ingle, concerned for his 
blue-stocking daughter offered to buy her a dress and ticket for a May Ball 
but she had missed out on the dancing at the Perse School and was overcome 
by shyness at the thought of a frivolous evening in the company of young 
men.  She was happy to meet Norman’s friends in his study ‘but they were not 
dancing types’ – far from it, they were very serious young men indeed, three 
of whom were to become Cambridge Professors.

One of Norman’s interests was the East/West Friendship Society of which 
he was an active member.  Most of his closest friends appear to have belonged 
to it, two of whom became Presbyterian ministers, another married a German 
girl and yet another married a Swedish girl.  The Society mainly attracted 
young men of religious and/or left wing motivation. Two members whom 
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Norman often brough home were Indian students, Bose and Chakrabarti, 
who later had distinguished legal careers in India.  With Chakrabarti Norman’s 
friendship was particularly close and the two young men visited Germany 
together. Later Chakrabarti wrote in Mollie Ingle’s autograph album ‘If in the 
midst of pleasant sights and sound, the mind at times feels a touch of pain, 
it may be that it is reminded of friendships formed in other states of being. 
(Kalidasa).’

It was the Ingle’s interest in the promotion of international understanding, 
allied to a complete absence of racial prejudice, wich became the background 
to our own upbringing. I once overheard Gertrude teasing Marjory about Mr 
Chakrabarti, I did not gather why but it was strange that in our household 
a chamber pot was always called Barty, which I understand had some 
connections with him. But Marjory’s closest relationship with a male was 
reserved for her brother, Norman. It was he who provided help with her Latin 
and Greek, joined her on walks to village churches where they took brass 
rubbings, or took her punting on the Cam where Marjory ‘always nursing 
a book, let him pilot me downstream’.23  Apart from their studies they must 
have discussed their future careers and shared stories of their holidays abroad. 
Norman and Roland had recently visited Greece and were busy arranging to 
join a group of Oxbridge students who were to travel on a banana boat to 
Jamaica in the long vacation,24 while Marjory could reminisce of Bremen, 
Paris and the delights of Grenoble.  With so much concentration on foreign 
travel it is interesting to discover that the only recorded instance of Mollie 
Ingle taking part in a school debate occurred at this time when she spoke to 
the motion ‘That a thorough knowledge of one’s own country opens one’s eyes 
more than a sligh amount of travel abroad’. It looks as if Mollie was reacting 
against her siblings’ foreign trips. If so, this reaction became so extreme that 
Mollie could never bring herself to leave England. She had a deep fear of 
sailing so that even when her favourite neice lived in the Channel Islands, 
Mollie could not be persuaded to cross the sea or fly to visit her.
23. Deborah Gorman The Victorian Girl and the Feminine Ideal (Croom Helm, 1982) says “The bond 
between sister and brother represented for many Victorians the ideal relationship between male and 
female. It could have all the emotional intensity of marriage, but at the same time the issue of sexuality 
could be avoided, and the relatiobnship could be invested with sacred overtones.
24. A leaflet stuck in Norman’s album shows that there were fortnightly sailings from Bristol to Kingston, 
Jamaica, costing £9 14s 6d.
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At the end of the academic year Marjory took her Intermediate Arts 
examination in the great heat of the glass-roofed Agricultural Hall in Islington. 
Immediate afterwards she joined Gertrude and a few friends on a bicycle tour 
through Normandy, visiting Rouen, Coutances and Courseilles, lying on the 
beach in such heat that some of the party were almost prostrate (but not 
Marjory who could take any amount of sun). Then on the Bayeux Tapestries, 
Granville and Mont St. Michel where they were up at 4 a.m. to watch the 
sun rise above the sea. There is an odd little aside in Marjory’s account of this 
holiday, which provides a glimpse of these long skirted Edwardian young 
women bicycling eagerly through France, hopeful of a social whirl that never 
materialized. She noted that their evening dresses ‘toured Normandy in a 
suitcase on their own account’, catching up with them at Granville ‘but we 
never wore them anywhere in France’. This was a pity for she had something 
to celebrate: ‘a strangely worded telegram’ had reached her at Courseilles 
conveying the news that she had passed her Intermediate examination.
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Wallasey And Manchester

In the autumn Marjory returned to teaching taking a temporary 
post for one term at Wallasey High School where the Second Mistress was 

having a term off and the English mistress was ill. Marjory took the latter’s 
place.  

Life flowed easily under the Headship of a calm and dignified woman with an 
acting Second Mistress of Quaker steadiness.  The discipline was easy for this 
reason and because the girls came mostly from cultured and careful homes. I had 
a free hand and was given encouragement by the Head who seemed to trust her 
staff to an unusual degree. 

Life on Merseyside was stimulating and she felt a sense of adventure when 
she stepped aboard the ferry taking her from Egremont to Liverpool. She 
recalled seeing the Mauretania lit up at night, moving majestically down river 
and characteristically she thought of ‘the unseen burden of human emtotions’ 
that the ship was carrying at that moment.

At Wallasey, as at Keighley, some of the staff lived with the Headmistress 
but Marjory lodged in Egremont and claimed she was not lonely because of 
the ‘superlatively well supplied’ Wallasey Free Library where she spent long 
hours browsing ‘never having experienced the liberty and wide choice’ she 
found there – this was probably the first time in her life that she allowed 
herself the luxury of reading in an unorganised way. As in Keighley, it was 
an older woman, the Acting Second Mistress who befriended her, going for 
long walks and visiting each other in their respective lodgings. Marjory saw 
herself as ‘a bird of passage’ which no doubt helped her to relax for she found 
the ‘whole three months placid and pleasant’ and would have been happy to 
stay on but the English mistress was due to return and she would have to find 
work elsewhere. In addition she had made up her mind to save money and 
to borrow from a Students’ Loan Fund to pay for fees and books and then 
planned ‘to ‘scorn delights and live laborious days’ till I got that degree’.

It was at this time (autumn 1906) that her youngest sister, Mollie, 
entered Newnham College, Cambridge with a Clothworkers’ Scholarship in 
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Mathematics – a subject in which Marjory almost gloried in her ignorance. 
She must have envied her younger sister this opportunity, which she herself 
had been denied, and it may well have strengthened her determination to 
have the magic letters B.A. after her name – something denied to Cambridge 
women students at that time. There was always an undercurrent of rivalry 
between these two sisters as if each was secretly saying ‘What wouldn’t I have 
done if I’d been given your role to play’.

Marjory never explained why it was that she felt unable to confide her 
ambitions to her parents. Perhaps if they could have understood when she 
left school that she longed to study they might have assisted since they seem 
to have accepted Mollie’s going to college quite readily, though she probably 
benefited from being the youngest child. In any case Mollie had a fairly 
forceful personality whereas, in spite of her strong character, Marjory was 
incapable of demanding anything for herself. So it was that in January 1907 
she found herself teaching English and some Latin and French at Broughton 
and Crumpsall High School, Manchester where the Headmistress, a strong 
nonconformist, ruled the school rigorously in striking contrast to the one she 
had just left. A large number of the pupils were Jewish girls whom Marjory 
described as ‘vital, beautiful and intelligent’ who made great demands on their 
teachers. ‘Dullness was unacceptable to them, but given interesting matter 
presented in a correspondingly interested manner, they were quick to make 
suggestions and join in discussion’. She felt she was lucky that her subject was 
English and that her Latin and French lessons were with Junior forms ‘who 
had not yet become bored, so the real strain of the school passed me by’.

Life in Manchester was quiet. She joined an Orchestral Society but found 
playing her violin did not revitalise her as singing with the Keighley Choral 
Society had done. Her chief companion was the History mistress whom she 
described as ‘a strong character, a clever teacher and an agnostic who did not 
attend school prayers’ – a bold gesture. Sometimes she would go to Sunday 
tea with the German mistress followed by attendance at the German church. 
When this particular teacher taught German songs she roped in Marjory to 
accompany on the piano, and the latter was much impressed by her teaching 
skills. Having had no teacher training this may well have been one of Marjory’s 
few opportunities of learning from others. Much later in life Marjory was to 
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teach those same German songs to adult students in her Cambridge evening 
classes.

The main preoccupation of Marjory and her colleagues seems to have 
been religion though presumably they also discussed their teaching and 
school matters but it is very unlikely that they confided intimacies relating 
to the opposite sex. Marjory’s upbringing, and probably that of most of her 
acquaintances, had concentrated on a heavy religious morality supported by 
the many books she read – even her favourite children’s stories like The Wide, 
Wide World, The Daisy Chain and The Heir of Redclyffe stressed Duty before 
Pleasure with the heroine being prepared to sacrifice her own interests for 
the sake of a male relative. Marjory’s brothers had also been burdened by 
expectations of highly moral behaviour. Robert Ingle wrote inside the cover of 
his son’s autograph album ‘study to show thyself (a workman) approved unto 
God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed’ (though his own sexual 
behaviour was not above reproach). Probably Marjory summed up her own 
beliefs when she recorded these lines from a stone at the top of Orrest Head 
in the Lake District:

Thou who has given me eyes to see 
And love this sight so fair, 
Give me a heart to find out thee 
And see Thee everywhere.

After her first term in Manchester, Marjory was glad to spend Easter at 
home in Cambridge and when she sprained her ankle at the end of the holiday 
was probably grateful to her doctor for advising her to delay her return.  She 
was therefore taken aback when she was greeted coldly by the Headmistress 
and informed that she must pay for the substitue who had been engaged in 
her place even though Marjory had sent a written apology.  Subdued by this 
chilly reception she returned to her teaching and was pleasantly surprised 
when she was selected from the staff to visit and report on the teaching of 
languages at Wakefield High School, which had a good reputation in this 
field.  It was an assignment very much to her liking and one of the few 
occasions when she was given an opportunity to show her abilities outside 
the classroom.  Encouraged by this task she was beginning to reconcile herself 
to life in Manchester when suddenly she received a letter from the Wallasey 
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Headmistress inviting her to take the place of the French mistress who was 
leaving unexpectedly.  Marjory ‘yielded to temptation’ and accepted.  When 
she informed her Head of the decision she met with the response ‘I have given 
up expecting gratitude’.

There was another factor influencing Marjory’s decision to leave Manchester.  
She had hoped to see something of her Keighley friend, ‘the noble Second 
Mistress’ to whom she had turned in her crisis over the married man’s letter, 
and who had supported her desire to study, for Miss Lumsden was now 
married to John Macfarlane, a lecturer at Manchester University.  Visits to 
them would have provided a welcome break from teaching and might have 
opened up further social contacts but the Macfarlanes were too involved with 
University life and expecting their first baby and could not find time for her.  
Later she heard that Mr Macfarlane had been appointed Professor at Oxford 
and they had left without making contact with her.  She was deeply hurt.  
All in all it is not surprising that she remembered that wet summer as one in 
which she felt physically and mentally chilled and left Manchester with few 
regrets, looking forward to the happy and relaxed atmosphere she had already 
experienced in Wallasey. Of her return there Marjory commented ‘In the 
short term the decision was a great mistake but in the long term, it was one 
of the most important decisions of my life.’
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Education In Turmoil

The story of Marjory Ingle’s return to Wallasey High School is an 
extraordinary one.  It was a time of great educational change when many 

independent secondary schools were being taken over by Local Education 
Authorities – Wallasey High School was one.  The majority of pupils in this 
type of school left by the age of sixteen but under the new regime financial 
help was provided to encourage pupils via a Pupil Teacher scheme to continue 
their education and eventually become teachers.  Certain schools were 
selected by the County Council to become Centres for the scheme where 
pupil teachers and those without qualification could attend evening lectures 
and obtain certification.  

Traditionally Wallasey’s links are with Liverpool just across the Mersey but 
in the autumn of 1906 the High School was taken over by Cheshire County 
Council whose base was in Chester.  The Governors of the school were all 
Wallasey men who continued to hold their meetings in Liverpool impervious 
to their new masters in Chester while the Headmistress remained a law unto 
herself.  The tensions created by this situation are reflected in the Minutes 
of the Governors’ Meetings where at their very first meeting the Governors 
demanded to know on whose authority the Headmistress (Miss Vyner) had 
appointed four new teachers replacing three who had left.  In addition she 
was requested to produce a list of staff salaries which proved inaccurate and 
then proceeded to blot her copybook still further by signing a document 
presented to her by the County Council (her new employers), agreeing to 
the High School becoming a Pupil Teacher Centre.  The Governors were 
incensed that they had not been consulted first.25

This is the background to a series of worsening relationships within the 
school and the Governors.  It highlights problems and tensions that arise 
whenever bureaucratic changes occur.  There had been minor problems at 
Keighley High school but they pale into insignificance when compared to 
Wallasey.  Another source of stress was that the senior members of staff were 

25. Wallasey High School for Girls, Governors’ Minutes at Wirral M.B.C. Central Library, Birkenhead.
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often academically inferior to the new breed of young women appointed by 
the County Councils. (No wonder both the Headmistresses of Keighley and 
Wallasey were happy to appoint the unqualified Marjory – she presented no 
threat.) But the difficulties at Wallasey appear to have been exacerbated by 
the personalities involved, and it has to be said that the women described 
by Marjory as ‘a calm and dignified Head’ and ‘an Acting Second Mistress 
of Quaker steadiness’ bear little relation to the characters revealed in the 
Governors’ Minutes. 

Marjory rejoined the staff in September 1907 and found that the Second 
Mistress had returned from her leave of absence. She was ‘a powerful 
personality whose influence over the Head was very great. It was said that to 
fall out with her meant, or could mean, dismissal by the Head.’ The following 
month Marjory remarked casually in the staffroom that she thought ‘a certain 
grumbling type of Mistress’ was ‘not always loyal to the Head.’ To Marjory 
who never grumbled and had ‘had subservience bred’ in her this was indeed 
a black mark. A few nights later she was summoned to the Head’s study and 
cross-questioned about her remark but could think of no specific example of 
disloyalty shown by the grumbler. To her dismay she learnt that the ‘guilty’ 
mistress had already been asked to resign. 

The dismissed young teacher immediately complained in the Governors 
while her close friend resigned in protest, at the same time making various 
allegations concerning the Deputy Head including the fact that she had 
misrepresented herself as an Hons. Mod. of Oxford when she was actually a 
Pass Mods. Though this particular issue soon disappeared in the general mélée 
that followed, nevertheless it shows the determination of all three groups (the 
Governors, the Head, and the two young teachers) to stop at nothing in their 
respective campaigns. All three groups separately approached the Principal 
of Somerville College, Oxford (Miss Bruce), to check the credentials of the 
Deputy Head. Miss Bruce must have wondered what on earth was going on 
in Wallasey.

As a result of the (undefined) allegations made by the young teacher the 
Deputy Head was asked to resign – and refused, while on their part the 
Governers refused to allow the Head or her Deputy an interview to put their 
point of view. This caused the Senior Mistress (she of ‘Quaker steadiness’) 
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to resign in protest. At least the Governers sought advice from the Country 
Council and H.M. Inspector. The latter, with the caution so characteristic of 
a civil servant, said he ‘was not in a position to advise but...’ and proceeded 
to endorse the dismissal of the Deputy Head, felt the Senior Mistress’s 
resignation should be accepted but added that the young women’s action 
‘had undoubtedly been of value’ and perhaps the dismissal of the one and the 
resignation of the other could be reconsidered. So much for not being in a 
position to advise!

By this time two more members of staff were threatening to resign in 
protest at the Deputy Head’s dismissal, one of whom was Miss Ingle. The staff 
was deeply divided and the Governors, encouraged by the Country Council, 
braced themselves to interview the Head, Miss Vyner, concerning her charges 
of disloyalty. Not surprisingly her explanations were vague. There had been 
complaints about the time-table, grumbles about visits to the swimming 
baths and the tediousness of rehearsals for Prize Giving and, most vitally, Miss 
Vyner felt that the young teacher (Miss Harrison) showed no proper regret for 
her disloyalty. The Governors took a poor view of the Head’s action and also 
that of the ‘Quakerly steady’ Miss Lloyd who had ‘carried tittle-tattle to the 
Head’ (i.e. Marjory’s staffroom comments) and had tried to organise a staff 
meeting in protest at the Governors’ action.

The complaints and behaviour of staff are all too familiar and can be 
found in any educational establishment today but in a more disciplined ago 
it was perhaps less usual. However two other aspects of the situation deserve 
comment. One of the Governors had a daughter on the staff who had been 
invited to tea by the ‘disloyal’ teacher, Miss Harrison, and the Headmistress 
had urged her not to accept this invitation because Miss Harrison was ‘a bad 
influence’.  This type of domination of a teacher’s private life by a Head is 
unimaginable today. Nor is it likely that a Governor these days would have a 
daughter who could pass on all the staffroom gossip.  More unlikely still would 
be a situation in which the Governors (with the H.M. Inspector’s support) 
assure two young teachers that the Deputy Head would be dismissed, while 
urging them to remain.

By this time the H.M. Inspectors had made a full inspection of the school 
and now presented their report.  Although they found no serious ground 
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for complaint they, not surprisingly, noted ‘a constrained feeling’ among 
the staff.  There was only one teacher who all three inspectors agreed was 
quite outstanding and this was the dismissed Deputy Head, Miss Tettenham, 
which raises the perennial question: by what standards are teachers assessed?  
Finally the H.M.I.s, having once again declared their incompetence to speak, 
proceeded to recommend that no action should be taken on any of the staff, 
not even the Deputy Head, until it had been decided what was to be done 
with the Headmistress!

Following this Report the Deputy Head agreed to resign, while the 
Governors somewhat lamely censured the Head and decided that County 
Councillor Raffles Bulley should lecture the entire staff on their behaviour.  
His plea for future good relations fell on deaf ears for the young women now 
knew their power and several threatened to resign.

Six days later the Governors called an emergency meeting.  The staff were 
at sixes-and-sevens, some having given notice had been privately urged by 
Governors to withdraw it. On the other hand Miss Vyner, the Head, seizing 
the opportunity to gain control, refused to accept the withdrawal of their 
notices.  Now it was the Governors turn to be in the disarray; the Chairman 
rounded on his colleagues for not supporting the Head and instead siding 
with her subordinates. However the majority of the Governors (their numbers 
swollen by County Councillors) remained unmoved, blamed the Head at 
last and brought themselves to demand her resignation with effect from six 
months ahead. 

This might appear to have ended the matter, but too many people had been 
disturbed. Miss Vyner knew her strength locally and ‘desired respectfully to 
inform the Committee that she did not wish to resign’. At last the new Local 
Education Authority came into its own. The Chairman of the Governors 
presented his resignation while the local Wallasey governors appear to have 
absented themselves from the next few meetings leaving matters to the County 
Councillors. So it was that in January 1908 they accepted the resignation of 
Miss Ingle and two others in the pro Deputy Head camp (all other resignations 
having been withdrawn) and a month later Miss Vyner agreed to go but asked 
for compensation. There was no money to offer her a pension. They were 
already beset by financial problems with the Board of Education demanding 
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to know what steps were being taken to remedy the inadequate salaries of the 
staff, so they took the extraordinary decision to offer the Head a position on 
the staff at £50p.a. for five years. Perhaps they knew she would not accept 
or were anxious to hold on to her lest she become a dangerous rival. Their 
fears were reinforced when a delegation of fathers appeared protesting at Miss 
Vyner’s dismissal. The Governors incensed, accused Miss Vyner of canvassing 
parents to which she replied coolly, that she was ‘calling not canvassing’. 

A petition signed by 90% of parents was presented but it was too late. 
Within a few weeks a new head was appointed with ‘a reputation for the 
highest mental and moral qualities’ while Miss Vyner was told firmly that 
she must leave at the end of the term and should she engage in any scholastic 
undertaking locally she would receive no payment. 

When, in June, the new Head queried an arrangement made by her 
predecessor allowing a child to enter the school on reduced fees, the Governors 
let the matter rest. They wanted no further trouble – Miss Vyner and friends 
had set up a rival school, Wallasey Grange, and fifty-three pupils (a quarter of 
the school) had been removed from Wallasey High School.

When I came to search the records for this story, which Marjory had briefly 
outlined with surprising accuracy, I found not a word referring to it in the 
local paper nor is it even hinted at in the Centenary History of the School. 
Only the Committee Clerk of the Local Authority recorded the whole  
sorry story.

Marjory Ingle saw these events from the limited vision of a very new 
member of staff who only a year previously had spent a term in what seemed 
a happy school. She saw herself as the cause of the furore and must have been 
horrified by the passions she had unleashed. In the detailed Minutes her name 
only appears as one who resigned from the staff, never as the cause of the 
trouble except obliquely in the reference to ‘tittle-tattle’. She obviously knew 
nothing of the administrative and personal problems that lay behind the crisis 
and it is sad that she carried a feeling of guilt over sixty years for, although 
she often mentioned Wallasey it was only in extreme old age that she felt 
able to reveal that it had been anything but a happy teaching experience. The 
episode bruised her badly. She who never found personal relationships easy 
now found herself isolated. Miss Vyner did not invite her to join the three 
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teachers who accompanied her to the new school (though Marjory felt this 
was due to the fact that all agreed not to be paid initially), nor did she have 
any further contact with the High School.

Naturally one queries Marjory’s assessment of the characters of the senior 
women whose authority she accepted without question. An old pupil of the 
school described the Head as charming and gentle, ‘her charm lay in the 
fact that she was entirely human’, a comment that in no way contradicts 
the picture presented by the Minutes. On Miss Vyner’s death a memorial 
to her was placed in the local Children’s Library which bore the inscription 
‘in affectionate remembrance of one whose life was spent for children’.  She 
clearly had some loyal supporters.26

The local paper carried a report of a lecture given by the maligned but 
excellent teacher, the Deputy Head, Miss Tottenham, on her return from 
her leave of absence immediately before the crisis arose.  She had visited 
educational establishments in Canada and U.S.A. and extolled the virtues of 
their system – ‘free education for all, no class distinction and the education of 
boys and girls together’.27 Possibly her mistake was that she was too advanced 
in her views.

As for the two young women teachers, the only winners in this unfortunate 
episode, I was not surprised to find that they were both Oxford educated.  They 
represented a new and confident group of young women who were beginning 
to make themselves felt in the High Schools – a group of whom Marjory Ingle 
had had little experience and by whom she was always intimidated.

Filled with guilt, Marjory felt she was in a position she deserved and 
once more adrift, until she ‘caught sight of a path leading straight to my  
heart’s desire.’

I decided to give up my sitting room and turn my bedroom into a bed-sitter, 
buying a rough bookshelf.  I applied to the Students’ Loan Fund for help 
with fees and books.  I rationed my food and my time – nine hours daily for 
study and one hour for exercise.  There were only six months before the Final 
Examination in October.

And so she set about working for her degree.

26. B.M.Gregory. One Hundred Years of W.H.S.Wallasey 1883–1983
27. Wallasey News
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Her Quaker friend, Miss Lloyd, came from Wallasey Grange to see her 
during their first hectic term and twice Marjory was invited to Sunday lunch 
at the new school but found she was treated politely though without cordiality. 
The school, Wallasey Grange, soon became a flourishing establishment.

Isolated and determined (‘I wanted and needed only solitude’), Marjory 
did not mention her resignation or her plans to her parents for she was still 
at the same address. After four months of study former Keighley colleague, 
a Headmistress at Eastbourne, invited her to bring her books and have a 
change of scene. Following this short break she returned to her family in  
Cambridge where 

my race was in its last lap, and with the goal in slight, no one complained.

At last the day came when I went up to London for the exam. At my Kensington 
lodgings I often sat at a table near the window, eating a meal or studying. One 
evening, my landlady suddenly announced a caller – a man who said that from 
his window opposite he had recognised me as an old acquaintance. I said I had 
never seen him before... He went on to quote the name of a place where he 
had once taken me... By now I had edged toward the bell in the well near the 
fireplace, and I rang it sharply. When the landlady appeared, I asked her to show 
him out.

This episode was too much for my already overstrained nerves. I telegraphed for 
my devoted mother, who arrived soon after midnight and stayed until the end of 
the examination.

Following those months of unrelieved pressure, Marjory visited her brother 
Norman who by this time was an Assistant Lecturer in Classics at Manchester 
University. (He had obtained a first class degree and was soon invited back 
by his old college in Cambridge.) Able at last to relax, Marjory enjoyed the 
stimulating company of Norman and his colleague, John MacInnes, and 
met their friends, Miss Mercer and Miss Shillington, Classics mistresses at 
Manchester High School.28 It must have occurred to Marjory that had she 
stayed at Broughton and Crumpsall High School she would by now have 
been benefiting from the presence of a brother on the staff of the University, 
instead she was confiding to Norman something of the turmoil she had 
experienced in recent months.

28. Winifred Mercer later wrote a Latin Grammar that was one of our school textbooks.
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She was back in Cambridge when the time came for her examination results 
to be published. It was her father who went along to London University to 
check the lists posted up outside the building. Unable to find his daughter’s 
name he sent her a telegram to that effect. On second thoughts he returned 
and found Marjory’s name in the first class list. This time he proudly sent 
two telegrams – one to Marjory in Cambridge, the other to Norman in 
Manchester, but by the time the second telegram arrived Marjory was already 
‘sitting trying to think of a hide-out where I could make another attempt.’29

29. The degree for which Marjory had worked so hard was an Ordinary Pass degree, not an Honours.
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Social Worker

At twenty-six marjory had finally achieved her academic 
ambition though at a high personal cost, but she had another deeper 

desire which she kept to herself – she longed for children. Somehow, this 
must be dealt with, if only by sublimation, and teaching did not provide the 
answer30.  She who had once day-dreamed on Hunstanton beach of ‘future 
joy or gain, or glory’ felt frustrated and rootless.  By now her brothers had 
left University. Roland, who had had a most successful university career may 
have had a nervous breakdown at this point or reacted strongly against further 
pressures, for otherwise it may seem inexplicable that after such achievement 
(a first class degree, playing soccer for the university), he should have decided 
to teach in a Prep School in Hastings. Marjory simply referred to him suffering 
from ‘physical and mental fatigue’ – something she understood well. Her 
brother Norman was still in Manchester, Gertrude was teaching in a private 
school, and Mollie was a student at Newnham College.

Suddenly Marjory decided to abandon the circumscribed and wholly female 
world of teaching, to work and live in a London slum. She herself described it 
as ‘an emotional decision on the rebound from too much intellectual activity’ 
and was much influenced by her reading of Charles Kingsley and Shaw’s 
plays, and the new ideas absorbed at the Leeds Arts Club. But social work 
was a recognised outlet for middle class Edwardian young women ‘idealists, 
willing to sacrifice their security and ease for work among the poor, to be 
neighbours to the needy...Charitable work gave women freedom to work and 
move in areas that were previously forbidden. Neither teaching, nor nursing, 
nor even mission work permitted women so much spatial freedom.’31 It was 

30. This strong maternal urge seems to have been an element in the motivation of two other middle class 
women whose lives are very well known – Dora Russell and Vera Brittain. The former was, like Marjory, 
almost tigerish in her need to protect her young (see her battle for her son John to take his place in the 
House of Lords – The Tamarisk Tree Vol.3 1985) but she was significantly different from Marjory in 
that she was resentful of her lack of money. Vera Brittain (another young woman with strong ties with 
her brother) wrote in her diary on 15 Jan. 1914 “I wonder if Heaven will ever grant me the fame, the 
friendships or the motherhood for which I nightly pray’. Chronicle of Youth. War Diaries 1913–17. This 
maternal urge had nothing to do with ‘home-making’.
31. Martha Vicinus Independent Women – Work and Community for Single Women 1850 – 1920. Virago 
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this freedom that Marjory sought – and found – at the Browning settlement 
at Walworth.

Possibly Marjory first heard of the Browning Settlement in October 
1908 when she was in London taking her degree, for it was precisely at that 
moment that the Settlement held a much-publicised Bazaar in the Royal 
Agricultural Hall, Westminster opened by the young Mrs Winston Churchill 
(whose marriage the previous month had been Society Wedding of the Year). 
A beautiful young bride opening a bazaar on behalf of ‘the Toiling Poor in the 
Heart of Mid London’ might well have made an appeal to Marjory especially as 
much play was made of the fact that the Churchills and Robert and Elizabeth 
Browning had a wedding date in common – September 12th, Marjory’s 
birthday32. In addition, the Settlement had just achieved an historic victory; 
after a campaign lasting nine years the Labour Co-ordinating Committee led 
by Herbert Stead, Warden of the Browning Settlement, had pressurised the 
Liberal Government into implementing their demand for Old Age Pensions 
for those over seventy33. With her newly aroused interest in social questions 

History, 1985. Vicinus also refers to Settlement work as providing “wider maternal responsibilities’ and 
suggests that women “emigrated’ to the East End in the way that their brothers went to the colonies. In 
view of Marjory’s later deep interest in the Colonial Service via two of her children, this seems highly 
pertinent.
32. Book of the Bazaar in Southwark Local Studies Library
33. F.H. Stead. Fellowship – the monthly journal of the Browning Settlement reported on Jan 26 1909 (less 
than a month after the Pensions Act came into force) that a deputation went to see Lloyd George to protest 
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Marjory would know of the campaign particularly as the Settlement had close 
ties with Cambridge University, many of its radical undergraduates would 
visit the Settlement in their vacations.

The Settlement had been founded in 1894 by Herbert Stead and named after 
Robert Browning who had been baptised at the Independent (Congregational) 
Church in Walworth and was much admired by the late Victorian middle 
classes.34 Walworth was the most densely populated borough in London at 
that time – a thousand people lived in the acre surrounding Browning Hall 
(referred to by Stead as the Inner City Swarm). Herbert Stead had the same 
flair for publicity and politics as his more famous brother, W.T. Stead, the 
journalist whose campaign against prostitution led to him serving a term 
of imprisonment. In Walworth Herbert Stead and his wife achieved some 
remarkable social improvements, some of which, like the pension campaign, 
were of national significance. Herbert Stead was indirectly responsible for 
the development of the system of London Transport which came about 
following a Conference at the Settlement. He was also an active worker for the 
improvement of international relations. The Settlement received regular visits 
from German working men and, in return, Stead persuaded Thomas Cook’s 
to accept weekly payments of a shilling over many months from Walworth 
men in order to pay their fares to Germany – a watershed in the opening up 
of foreign travel for the working classes.

So intertwined were Stead’s religious and practical streaks that leaflets put 
out by Browning Hall in the L.C.C. and National election bore the question 
‘What would Jesus do in the Election? ANSWER: See no child in our 
public schools is without sufficient food.’  In a deliberate attempt to compel 
the L.C.C. to feed the children, Mrs Stead organised a scheme to provide 
breakfasts for forty-two undernourished children over a period of six weeks to 
show how cheaply it could be done.35  That was in December 1908.  The same 

at the ‘pauper disqualification’ i.e. many respectable working men were disqualified from obtaining it – 
consequently they could not leave the workhouse. Lloyd George conceded that it was unfair but claimed 
the cost of implementation was too high, to which Stead replied icily: “the cost of two Dreadnoughts’ (i.e. 
battleships – £4 million.) A volume of ‘Fellowship’ for the year 1909 is in Southwark Local History library 
– all references to Settlement activities for that year are taken from it.
34. The Moffat family had also attended the Church (Mary Moffat became Mrs David Livingstone) which 
provides a link back to Willingham with its public lecture on Livingstone and forward to later ties with 
Africa.
35. A. Linklater An Unhusbanded Life: Charlotte Despard. Suffragette, Socialist and Sinn Feiner Hutchinson, 
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month a group of young men from Cambridge University, many of whom 
were friends of Norman Ingle, visited the Settlement.  The records show that 
one of them, Mr Chakrabarti, argued with his hosts ‘that the abolition of 
poverty involved the limitation of population’.  But this idea of birth control 
was unacceptable to Herbert Stead and was ‘promptly controverted’

Perhaps these young men returned to Cambridge with a copy of the 
Settlement Journal ‘Fellowship’ or had one sent to them for within a few 
weeks it carried the following announcement:

No. 1 York Street which has been exclusively a Men’s House, will now be used as 
a general Settlement House in which lady residents will be welcome... Residents 
are urgently needed.

This was very advanced.  It was many years before any other Settlement 
was to allow men and women to sleep in the same house.36  It made an 
irresistible appeal to a new graduate disillusioned with teaching and searching 
for wider horizons.  By the end of the month (January 1909) Marjory was 
installed at No. 1 York Street receiving a small salary for three months while 
she organised the Free Breakfast Scheme with the assistance of volunteers, the 
L.C.C. having agreed to pay for washers-up and servers.

The children for the Breakfast Scheme were selected by their teachers and 
Marjory was impressed by their knowledge of their pupils and the selfless 
interest of those who came with their friends to assist – very different from 
the teachers she had worked with in secondary schools. Marjory recalled that 
as the scheme was starting a group of Cambridge undergraduates arrived and 
she noted that among them was the popular Ben Keeling who sensitively 
put bunches of mimosa on each of the long breakfast tables. The Settlement 
Journal also described him as ‘the generous initiator of our picture lending 
library’ so he was obviously a man with a feeling for the arts.37

1980 shows that Charlotte Despard waged a similar campaign with the Nine Elms School Managers in 
1889 to persuade them to supply school dinners.
36. Martha Vicinus op.cit says that Kingsley Hall Settement was progressive in introducing mixed residence 
well before any other Settlement – but that was in 1915, 6 years after the Browning Settlement.
37. Ben Keeling (actually Frederick H. but always known as Ben) was a student at Trinity, Cambridge. 
Fellowship mentions a three-hour speech he made in the Cambridge Union on ‘That Socialism is the 
remedy for the Social Problem’. In Alf Mattison’s unpublished diary (Leeds Reference Library) an entry for 
1.11.1927 records how Keeling was killed in the first World War and was the only private in the British 
Army with a beard and was told to cut it off when he was inspected by King George V accompanied by the 
colonel.  Keeling answered “May I show you my chin?’ “Certainly’. “Look at me’.  He lifted his whiskers.  
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The breakfasts were held in Newington Public Hall. On the platform was 
a piano, which Marjory quickly commandeered. Here was something she 
could use not only as an outlet for her own emotions but also to train the 
children in middle class habits. On their arrival she would play a March ‘to 
lift up their hearts’ and was soon teaching them to sing Grace before and 
after meals, which was probably as foreign to the inhabitants of Walworth as 
many of the customs imposed on natives by missionaries. It was a completely 
new world to Marjory and she may have felt as inadequate when faced with 
such extreme poverty as did Mary Sheepshanks, a Cambridge graduate at the 
Women’s University Settlement who said ‘I taught the girls embroidery and 
the boys negro songs just to liven things up a bit.’38

Marjory described ‘the little depressed figures’, some of whom wore no 
shoes – in January – and were carried in by ‘a staggering brother or sister’.

Others looked even more pathetic with little bare toes sticking out of their shoes.  
There were some so lice-ridden that we used to wash them before breakfast, 
because they had no appetite until they were cleaned.  My own coat, kept 
exclusively for breakfasts with the children, was hung in a disused greenhouse at 
the Settlement and never taken into the house.

Although the children were referred by the schools their home circumstances 
had to be assessed by the L.C.C. Care Committee on whose behalf Marjory 
visited the homes, sometimes taking blankets and shoes from the Settlement 
for those in need.  She also visited on behalf of the Charity Organisation 
Society whose methods she found bureaucratic but she was struck by ‘the 
generosity of tenement dwellers to each other’.

Conditions in South East London were described in a recording made by 
Alice Cordelin Davis who was born in Peckham (less crowded than Walworth) 
in 1898 and grew up there.  She spoke of the bare foot schoolchildren, and 
the ale shops which sold thin canes with which to beat children who often 
came to the school with arms and legs criss-crossed with weals. She added this 
comment on her local Settlement, which is interesting in view of the fact that 
later generations have tended to deride the work of the do-gooders, but Ms 

“I haven’t got a chin.  When I become a corporal, as I mean to become, and when I become a sergeant, as 
I mean to become, what authority shall I have with the men if you make me shave off my beard?’  He was 
allowed to keep his whiskers.
38. Sybil Oldfield op cit
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Davis Speaks as one who saw them at work:

In Peckham we had a large house, which was called the Settlement.  This house 
was paid for and run by our local church, they did a wonderful amount of good 
work for the homeless.  A lot of poor old ladies lived in little back rooms with 
a small Beatrice stove for heating and cooking, with a half-penny candle for 
lighting.  The good ladies from the Settlement used to visit the old and sick, and 
bring them warm petticoats and flannel drawers... The Settlement was a God’s 
Blessing to all kinds of people. For example, when a confinement was expected, 
a bag of clothes would be lent to the expectant mother, or soup sent to the 
new mother. Many a kindness was done for the ‘girl in trouble’. It was a very 
common thing to hear that Mary so-and-so was ‘in trouble’. When the gossip 
had finally stopped and what my mother called ‘the poor little blood’ finally 
arrived, things got back to normal. The little one would be absorbed into the 
poor girl’s family as one of the natural brood.39

The essence of the Browning Settlement was religious and, like so many 
non-conformist missions at the time it ran a Men’s Adult School, Pleasant 
Sunday Afternoons, a Women’s Meeting (known as Pleasant Tuesday 
Afternoon) and a Cripples Parlour. All these were inspired by Mr and Mrs 
Stead whom Marjory described as ‘a man of dynamic personality with a 
wife whose energy seems unbounded’. Herbert Stead had been a journalist 
before entering the Congregational ministry and continued to use his pen 
to great effect in the monthly journal of the Settlement, Fellowship, drawing 
his readers’ attention to the atrocious social conditions in Walworth. Mrs 
Stead was an influential Peer Law Guardian. Both were educators. Fellowship 
reported in 1909 that the Adult School has studied the Peer Law Report 
minutely, and as a result the Settlement Council wrote to Beatrice Webb 
(author of the Minority Report) assuring her of their support and invited 
George Lansbury (her colleague) to speak on the Break Up of the Poor Law. 
Lansbury became one of Marjory’s heroes.40

The Settlement magazine gave several reasons why the children of Walworth 
should welcome the year 1909, one being that

39. Peckham People’s History.  The Times of our Lives. 1983
40. Lansbury came – but in his autobiography My Life (London, 1928) he says “my 60 years experience 
in East London leaves me quite unable to discover what social influence Toynbee Hall or any other similar 
Settlement has had in the social life and labour of the people.’ Lansbury also quotes from an account by 
a Headmaster in Walworth who noticed two brothers who were “very weak and languid’ and discovered 
that they have not eaten for two days, and as a result he and his fellow teachers started the Scholars Free 
Meal Fund.
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It has brought as resident into the Settlement Miss H.M. Ingle, B.A., who 
supervises daily the meals of some 250 children, and who is introducing into our 
Sunday School the long-desired Kindergarten. To this end she gathers the little 
folk into the club-room on Sunday afternoons, and trains them according to 
the Archibald system. She has also secured helpers and teachers from the girls of 
Walworth. 

The inclusion of the letters B.A. after her name must have given satisfaction 
to the new graduate, who seems to have settled in well and proved a good 
organiser. She had never before dealt with very young children and had had 
no close contact with working class people, but this probably presented no 
difficulties for she liked a challenge, and was good with small children.  The 
Archibald system that she followed was an extremely progressive one in 1909. 
It was child centred (‘all religious education must begin with the child not 
as in the past with the Bible’), which involved dividing the classes into small 
groups of not more than three children – hence Marjory’s need for girl helpers. 
The children were given freedom to play with sand tray, chalks, and watering 
cans – something that did not happen in State schools for another fifty 
years. George Archibald also recommended a Cradle Roll and this Marjory 
organised. It began with a proud elder brother or sister or neighbour being 
invited to describe the new baby to the Sunday School personnel, ending 
by placing a piece of paper with the baby’s name on it into a model cradle. 
Marjory’s job was to keep in touch with the baby and its parents so that by the 
time it was four years old it was captured for the Kindergarten.41

It is not possible to tell how far Marjory followed all the Archibald 
recommendations but they were certainly in line with her own ideas. She would 
have applauded Archibald’s stress on the role of the pianist in the training of 
young children and also his aversion to the idea of collecting money from 
young children who, he felt, should not be encouraged to pity the object of 
their charity ‘it makes him look down with feelings of superiority on the folk 
of the East who are of a different colour’.  However Archibald also deplored 
prize-givings, particularly for regular attendance, which hardly fits in with 
the description of the annual celebration of May morning at Browning Hall 
when the platform was ‘wreathed and garlanded with primroses and cowslips’ 

41. George Hamilton Archibald The Modern Sunday School – Its Psychology and Method (The Pilgrim Press, 
1921)
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and Marjory Ingle crowned the May Queen, Annie Stroud, ‘the most regular, 
punctual, orderly and obedient child in Sunday School’.  A photograph of the 
occasion shows a number of small girls dressed in white holding branches of 
blossom while Marjory Ingle, looking severe in pince-nez, is herself crowned 
by a huge Edwardian hat decked in blossom.

Ten days later, the settlement journal reported what was known as the 
General Muster, a ‘family gathering’ to mark the end of the winter session 
when various residents reported on their work.  The last speaker was Miss 
Ingle ‘who spoke out of the fullness of her heart about her kindergarten in 
Walworth and Brixton, and of the needs of the Girls Club’. The Muster 
sounds like a revivalist meeting with deep emotional undercurrents but this 
is not surprising for Herbert Stead wrote: ‘The intensest life of the Settlement 
is only a transcript on a larger page of the intensity of life in our family circle’ 
which was one of ‘deep piety, fierce activity and passionate love’.  It was a 
potent mixture, very different from the cold isolation of Wallasey and just 
what Marjory needed.

There are reports in the journal of Settlement excursions that Spring, 
including a Whit-Monday trip to Cambridge where the new Master of 
Selwyn College, Dr Murray, gave them lunch, followed by a row on river 
and tea in various students’ rooms. In July Lieutenant Shackleton, back from 
the South Pole was feted in Walworth and distributed prizes to the P.S.A. at 
Browning Hall but Marjory may have been too busy to attend for she had a 
commitment the following day:

I was suddenly asked to act as Head of a Holiday School for six hundred 
Walworth children (two successive schools of three hundred), financed by the 
Ragged School Union, the Settlement and the L.C.C. Greenwich Park was the 
chosen site and an L.C.C. school beside it was loaned for the morning sessions. 
In the afternoon we adjourned to the Park. Three tram loads of children left 
Walworth every morning for Greenwich. The children did handwork, held 
concerts, played indoor games, and an excellent dinner was provided by the 
L.C.C. Afterwards we had outdoor games, ending with tea and buns. Finally we 
boarded three trams for the journey back to Walworth.

I had a staff of ten – five men and five women; some half a dozen domestic 
servants and a caretaker. The Accounts terrified me, but a kind Fate led me 
through them to a satisfactory total.
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This period was a high point in Marjory’s life containing some of the 
excitement she had felt during her friendship with the Head Boy, for she 
was receiving the attention of important people. All sorts of local dignitaries 
and officials came to see this well-publicised educational venture. Once the 
Holiday School was over, she stuck all the Press photographs into a special 
album – and went home to Cambridge for a well-earned rest, pleased with 
her achievement.
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Women’s Suffrage

FollowinG a short holiday in Cambridge Marjory returned to 
Walworth with renewed energy but was soon warned that she would have 

to leave if she was unable to pay her rent. Her work for the Breakfast Scheme 
and the Holiday School had been paid, but activities within the Settlement 
were voluntary.  It became imperative to find work, for she had no intention 
of leaving Walworth.

Possibly the Steads suggested Women’s Suffrage work for they were very 
sympathetic to the cause and Marjory herself had followed the Movement’s 
activities with interest.42 It was not in her nature to wish to be part of the 
militant suffragettes though she admired their courage, but the more 
respectable National Union of Women’s Suffrage Societies (NUWSS) was 
extending its work and was requiring paid organisers. She applied and was 
appointed Organiser for South East London.43

She was required to open up new branches of the Society in given localities 
and would set about it in the following manner:

I would seek out a vacant shop, in the main street if possible, rent it, insure the 
windows and supply it (inside and out) with posters advertising the Society and 
its methods. Handbills would be piled on the counter. Headquarters would 
send volunteers who could act as shop assistants, answer enquiries and distribute 
handbills to well-wishers, advertising our presence in the neighbourhood.

She also had to find speakers for Town Hall meetings, one of these, 
Margaret Bondfield (later the first woman Cabinet minister) she thought was 
the finest speaker she ever heard, another woman of great ability who often 
worked alongside her in the shop and was to become a famous nonconformist 
preacher, was Maude Royden. At NUWSS Headquarters in Victoria Street 
she often met Mrs Ramsay Macdonald (wife of the future Labour Prime 

42. The Fawcett Library has in its archives a NUWSS Declaration by Men in Support of Women’s Suffrage 
dated March 23 1909, which was signed by a great number of prominent men from all fields – Athletics, 
Music, Church, Army, Navy etc.  It includes F. Herbert Stead, Warden, Browning Settlement.
43. Liddington and Norris One Hand Tied Behind Us: The Rise of the Women’s Suffrage Movement (Virago, 
London, 1978) says that paid organisers started in 1907 and their numbers increased rapidly.  Mrs Fawcett 
described them as “mostly highly intelligent young women of University education’.
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Minister) and was very attracted by her ‘gentle presence’.
Marjory had to be prepared to act as a stop-gap if a speaker did not arrive 

for a meeting but this did not worry her for

I had the best possible training in public speaking during my skirmishing work, 
when I would take a chair to a street corner and, mounting it, begin to address 
empty space, till a small crowd gathered. Or two or three of us might charter 
a lorry, from which we talked loudly to the workers coming out of the factory 
gates. If it was an evening job there would always be the pub. There I enjoyed 
speaking from a stool to a relaxed and bantering knot of people – even though it 
could only be called entertainment in their eyes.

She was in the position in which she felt happiest – on her feet in front of 
an audience and, as in the School Debating Society, she was stimulated by 
being in the minority. There were other types of meetings which held little 
attraction for her, drawing-room meetings, usually held in the house of a 
sympathiser. Often she found these audiences ‘patronising and difficult to 
arouse’. It was far too circumspect and probably totally female whereas she 
liked the excitement of debate and interruption and recalled

an open-air meeting in the market-place at a large suburb. There were only 
two of us – the other speaker was Mr Rackham of Cambridge. As one finished 
speaking, the other jumped on the chair and began. The crowd was particularly 
good, and asked no silly questions (such as ‘What have you done with the baby?’ 
or ‘Does your husband know you’re out?’) but appreciated our good intentions. 
When we were both hoarse, the meeting came to an end.

Most women in the suffrage movement, paid or unpaid, had had no 
experience of political work and needed detailed instructions on every 
activity. No doubt Marjory followed the advice given on open-air meetings 
which included:

a wall behind helps greatly to throw out the voice. It ensures one’s audience 
being in front instead of all round, and it discourages the throwing of missiles as 
they are nearly always thrown from behind.

It is better for the speaker to have the sun in her eyes than in those of her 
audience, if the latter is uncomfortable it will go away.

It is useless to wait for an audience to collect before beginning to speak, as in 
many cases this would result in not beginning at all. The Speaker who takes the 
Chair, must begin, if necessary, to the vacant air.
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It is useless to ask the audience when it does appear ‘to come a little closer’. Such 
a suggestion merely makes it go away. The speaker must keep on a little while 
and then stop and ask for questions. Questions come very easily from an open-
air crowd and nearly always bring the people close up to the speaker. Collections 
have a dispersing effect upon an audience.44

Speakers were warned about the ‘trials of small boys and drunken men’ 
and advised to ‘make friends with biggish boys to control the others as no 
one else can’. When one remembers the protected middle-class background 
of most of these women one is awed by their bravery. The Men’s League of 
Women’s Suffrage who also held open-air meetings commented that they did 
not have to face anything comparable to ‘the disgusting ribaldry which a 
woman speaker has to stand from young men.’

At elections Marjory and her colleagues would stand outside polling-
stations ‘with a policeman as bodyguard’, collecting signatures for petitions 
to Parliament. She recalled her pleasure when on one occasion the famous 
actor, George Alexander, stepped forward and asked if he might sign the 
petition. To be addressed so courteously by a current idol was a great boost, 
which she needed, for though they were meant to work in shifts ‘often our 
enthusiasm or someone’s slip-up made us work a long stint.’ The NUWSS 
newspaper Common Cause praised those who had ‘toiled indefatigably’ in the 
London elections of 1910, commenting on the long ‘hours of standing in 
cold and often rain, rude rebuffs and kind encouragement mingled in varying 
proportions, seem only to have strengthened the spirits of our splendid band 
of workers, some 150 strong.’

Compared with the Suffragettes, the conforming NUWSS has left few 
records and only in recent years has much research been done into their 
activities. Marjory Ingle’s account fits exactly with such information that exists 
but I have found no mention of her name.45 This is not surprising since there 
were hundreds of supporters who have left no trace in the NUWSS annals 
and certainly Marjory was the last person to call attention to herself. Common 
Cause reported increasing activity through out the country in 1909 and from 

44. NUWSS archives at the Fawcett Library include ‘Common Cause’ and various leaflets from which 
these quotations are taken. 
45. The South London Press contains a letter of 15.10.1909 from Helen Fraser, NUWSS Organiser, 
concerning the election in Bermondsey. However, this is the only reference to any NUWSS activity while 
there are plenty to the militant suffragettes (often quite sympathetic).
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the number of meetings advertised in South East London, it is clear that this 
was a particularly active area. Curiously, though Marjory’s name is absent her 
sister Mollie’s did appear. Occasionally Common Cause printed examination 
successes of Cambridge women students and in June 1909 it was reported that 
G. M. Ingle had gained second class honours in the Mathematical Tripos (no 
degrees were awarded at that time.) Mollie may well have been a member of 
the Newnham College Suffrage Society for I found among her papers a letter 
dated 1909, from Mrs Sidgwick (Head of Newnham), asking her to accept 
a copy of John Stuart Mill’s Subjection of Women which was being presented 
to all who had done well in the tripos.46 It provides one small example of the 
impressive campaign by NUWSS supporters to influence as many educated 
women as possible.47

Although Marjory was an enthusiastic supporter of the suffrage movement 
her allegiance to it was secondary to the Settlement which was her real outlet 
for ‘doing good’. Like other NUWSS women, described by Ray Strachey, she 

believed in suffrage but ... for practical purposes their own work in a settlement, 
a school, or a philanthropic society appeared more immediate and urgent... 
These women, the backbone of the Suffrage Movement, did not see the struggle 
as the militants did. To them it was not primarily a fight between men and 
women, hardly even a matter of ‘rights’ at all. What they saw in it, and what they 
wanted from it, was an extended power to do good in the world.48

For Marjory there was never any question of being anti-male. Her deepest 
loyalties were to her father and brothers and though she had not been given 
equal opportunities in education and career, she never suffered from a sense 
of inferiority and had always been treated as an intellectual equal in their 
discussions. What she valued at the Settlement was the opportunity to mix 
with and be treated as an equal with men.49

46. An accompanying letter says the book was being presented by Lady Wright.  NUWSS records show 
that Lady Wright was up for election to their Executive Committee so this may have been a shrewd pre-
election move on her part.
47. NUWSS archives contain a Memorial signed by 223 Headmistresses of Girls’ Public Secondary 
Schools in 1909.  They asked Mr Asquith to receive a deputation but he refused (any man might be 
daunted by such a group!) Among the signatures are the Head of Broughton and Crumpsall High School, 
Manchester; the new Head of Wallasey High School and the about-to-be-appointed Head of the Perse 
School, Cambridge.  There must have been much talk of women’s suffrage in the staffrooms.
48. Ray Strachey The Cause (Virago, 1978)
49. Margaret Forster Significant Sisters – Active Feminism 1839 – 1939 suggests that “in most cases (of 
active feminists) fathers were a much more formative influence, both good and bad, than mothers’ – but 
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By the time Marjory had been with the NUWSS a year, she found herself 
being drawn into more evening work. This conflicted with her activities at 
the Settlement where she was now head of the Girls’ Club as well as the 
Kindergarten. She was anxious to start evening classes for the Club girls and 
have more weekend meetings for the younger children so, regretfully, she 
resigned her suffrage work for it was unthinkable that she should abandon the 
work she loved at the Settlement.

‘The girls of Walworth have on the whole a hard time’, wrote Herbert 
Stead, ‘from the earliest they are expected to share in their mother’s work and 
look after their still more wee brothers and sisters. They have not the freedom 
of the boys, and their early girlhood is largely absorbed in attention to school 
and home duties, with scarcely a moment of leisure for themselves. At 14 
they leave school and are sent to work for some meagre pittance to learn a 
trade... long weary days of sedentary toil... their colour gone. The sprightly 
girl disappears. The shoulders stoop. The Health becomes precarious.’

These were the girls whom Marjory was anxious to help. The evening classes 
were started – gym, cookery, needlework for which the L.C.C. supplied the 
teachers while Marjory herself took the singing class. She threw herself into 
this activity, teaching them part-songs and her efforts won them third place 
in a singing competition among Girls’ Clubs. They also held an occasional 
dance but this was not really in Marjory’s line – she preferred the Fancy Dress 
parties. A photograph of one of these shows Marjory dressed as Mother 
Hubbard surrounded by her girls, a clear statement of how the Club answered 
her maternal needs.50

In the autumn of 1910 the Settlement undertook a publicity exercise in 
which forty-one people, including M. Ingle, visited 6,000 homes in one week. 
Probably Marjory was known locally for her soap-box oratory and was in the 
party of three ladies who, when visiting a very poor street, were mistaken for 
suffragettes and had hot cinders flung at them.

this applies to many women who are not active feminists, of whom Marjory was one.  Nor, I believe, did 
Marjory feel what Charlotte Despard op.cit. saw as “the essential unity (with other women) that came from 
sharing the same sexual fate of enforced passivity’.
50. Martha Vicinus. op.cit. suggests that most girls who joined the Settlement clubs were not the poorest, 
which appears to be borne out by Marjory’s photographs.  The girls look remarkably mature with their 
hair up, neatly dressed in blouses and long skirts.  Whereas the Holiday School children are shabby; the 
boys looking like little old men in their oversized suits, shabby boots and caps.  Some have appalling teeth.
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However busy Marjory was on behalf of the Settlement it was unpaid work 
so it was imperative that she should obtain daytime employment in order to 
subsidise her evening work. She seems to have undertaken a variety of jobs. One 
was at the newly formed Students’ Careers Association where she was ‘simply 
inefficient while everyone else was extremely efficient and I was soon politely 
thrown out’.  This might be supposed to be a humiliation but Marjory always 
regarded office work as an inferior occupation, so perhaps she didn’t greatly 
care. She then did some emergency work at the Women’s Industrial Council 
but alas, does not say what it was. The council had close links with the Suffrage 
Movement and in the years between 1909 and 1911 was extremely active in 
many ways. It was giving evidence to the Divorce Commission urging the 
payment of Separation and Maintenance Grants into Court for the benefit 
of wives, demanding improvement of underground workrooms, preparing 
a Report on limiting hours for young persons in factories and workshops, 
and yet another Report was being written by Clementina Black (also of the 
NUWSS) on paid work for Married Women and Widows. Marjory may have 
been involved in interviewing for any of these ventures, for her experience in 
Walworth had been good training.51 Presumably she was successful for she 
returned to the Council for another short spell of work at a later date. She 
also worked in the Women’s Local Government office compiling an index 
for a Report. She does not mention the subject but remembered clearly the 
emotional undercurrents:

My personal relations with my one and only colleague were uncomfortable. I 
believe she regarded me as a menace to her position, especially when she was 
required to teach me to type. The elderly ladies who kept looking in on us must 
have heard much to my discredit, because before I was halfway through my 
indexing I was told my services was no longer required.

By these means Marjory earned money in order to continue living and 
working at the Settlement where she found satisfaction not only in her work 
but also in social contacts with people like Frederick Rogers (pioneer of the 
Old Age Pension Scheme), and the MPs George Barnes and Will Crooks. 
She admired these men, particularly Crooks whose ‘unaffected oratory could 
move to laughter or tears in an instant’. No doubt she was appreciating 

51. Women’s Industrial Council Annual Reports 1909 – 1911 in the archives of Huddersfield Polytechnic.
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masculine company after single sex staffrooms, but she does not refer to the 
frequent visits from Cambridge undergraduates which are mentioned in the 
Settlement records. Nor does she refer to her Swedish friend Ella Grönvall, 
five years her junior, who was soon to marry one of those undergraduates 
(Alec Eason) and it was Marjory who had introduced them to each other.52 
By now she was 28 and perhaps these young men seemed too juvenile for her 
taste.

In her first year at the Settlement she had found time to take an occasional 
Sunday excursion train to Cambridge but in her second year, what with day 
time work, evening Girls’ Club, Sunday Kindergarten and visiting the Cradle 
Roll families, she was too fully occupied for such extravagances. In addition 
‘on Sunday evenings I took over Children’s Service which grew in numbers 
the nearer we came to the Treat. On Saturday evenings, more or less the same 
crowd gathered in the hall to listen to fairy tales, eat oranges and sing...’ She 
added that she could hardly bear to look in at Cripples Parlour ‘the courage of 
the mothers and of their pathetic children brought me to tears.’53

At the end of 1910 the Settlement was seeking new residents and 
reinforcements were expected in the New Year. Marjory went home for 
Christmas envisaging her future as ‘an ever-expanding career of loving 
usefulness – in Walworth or elsewhere.’

 

52. Miss Ella Grönvall, described  by Stead as “the gleam of Swedish sunshine’, was an amazing lively lady 
who was crippled in childhood by polio and fought a lifelong battle against tuberculosis and spent much 
time in sanatoria (one of her daughters died of the disease). Her husband Alec Eason, was the Cambridge 
University Correspondent to the Browning Settlement. He became a conscientious objector in World War 
I and as a result was denied promotion in the Civil Service after the war. He remained a lifelong friend of 
Tom Sharp.
53. Martha Vicinus, (op.cit.) says “most settlements insisted that each resident take a whole day’s rest away 
from the house once a week, but overwork plagued the conscientious’. This was what Marjory called “being 
fully stretched.’
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Romance

In january 1911 Marjory returned to the Settlement refreshed by her 
holiday and within a month her life had changed. I leave her to describe 

her future husband:

On February 3rd 1911 a new resident arrived at Settlement House. In the 
two years that I had been living there we had had many residents, mostly 
birds of passage. Some were foreigners eager to observe our way of life; some, 
undergraduates studying economics and full of ideas, others were benevolent 
elders, maybe seeking another outlet for their philanthropy.

The newcomer was different. He made no enquiries about social conditions 
in Walworth, and never asked to be taken on a tour of the slums. The first 
impression he made on me was of a man liking physical comfort. In the evening, 
when he came back from his work at the L.C.C. Education Office, he would 
change his shoes for carpet slippers – an odd habit for a young man – ensconce 
himself near the fire in our large sitting-room, take out a book from his pocket, 
light his pipe and begin to read. At 10 p.m. when I came in from my Club work, 
he would still be there, and for long after… I soon learned that this was a habit 
of years. It had made him deeply versed in English literature and European 
history. Robert Browning’s name had drawn him to the Settlement.

He was proud of the fact that he had no English relatives. His father, John Sharp, 
was a Scot who had begun life as a miner, progressed to being a colporteur of 
Bibles among the mining villages of Fife, and advanced to become an assistant 
and then a manager in a publishing firm.  This had involved the family in 
many removals.  His second child, Tom, our fireside student, had been born in 
Edinburgh and had lived in Aberdeen, Leeds, Warrington and Manchester.  John 
Sharp’s next promotion – to London – brought the boy away from Manchester 
just as he was about to take up a scholarship at Manchester Grammar School.  
Instead he was sent to King’s College School, London, leaving school at sixteen 
to work in the Patent Office and had moved from there to the L.C.C. Education 
Office where he had worked for ten years when I met him.  Tom’s thick black 
moustache gave him a mature look, but his open, impetuous manner made him 
seem almost boyish.  His hair was black and his eyes were very blue.  On his 
part, Tom told me, he judged me to be an unsuccessful clerk (how right he was!) 
but to him unsuccess in an office was not a crime – rather the contrary.

One fact which had a lifelong influence on Tom (so Marjory thought) was 
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that at the age of four he had succumbed to polio and had been left ‘with a 
slightly deformed foot-hence the carpet slippers.’  My memory is that Tom 
certainly had one leg thinner than the other and had a little toe which stuck 
out slightly so that he later had it removed, but it was hardly a deformity and 
was only noticeable if he was without trousers and socks – which few people 
witnessed apart from his wife or fellow swimmers.

Apparently Tom had been attracted to the Settlement by their Labour 
Week, an annual event to which well-known Labour speakers, mainly MPs, 
were invited.  The records show that the speeches made in Labour Week were 
a terrible mixture of religious sentiment and advocacy for the Labour Party. 
One of the speakers that year was William Adamson, a second cousin of Tom, 
who was Labour MP for Cowdenbeath and later Secretary of State for Scotland 
in the first Labour Government. He was a typical Trade Union representative 
noted for his longwidedness, and seen as a right wing compromiser in the 
miners’ strike of 192654.

In spite of the attraction of Labour Week, Majory described Tom as not 
being ‘like Herbert Stead, keenly interested in politics.’ Though Tom was 
not politically active like Stead, it was he who fed my own interest in politics 
with stories of his heroes Gladstone and Keir Hardie, and to a lesser extent, 
Ramsay Macdonald; and of how his father, John Sharp, had refused to pay his 
rates as a conscientious nonconformist against the 1902 Education Act which 
handed out money to Anglican schools.

Marjory described their developing friendship:

Tom had a large collection of books, which he was anxiously expecting for his 
room at Settlement House. When the tall bookshelves and the cases of books 
arrived, he spent several evenings arranging them, each book in its own sacred 
niche; when all was in order, he invited me upstairs to see them. It took more 
than one evening to pay my respects to them. We lingered longer over the poetry 
shelf. He took down Christian Rossetti’s poems and, opening them at the front 
is piece portrait, handed the hook to me, saying: ‘She’s like you’ – the greatest 

54. Ian Mac Dougall (ed) Militant Miners 1981 (Polygon Books) quotes many scathing comments on 
Adamson by his colleagues in the East Fife mines. He was known as “Pawky Wullie’ and in the 1926 strike 
they said “he should get in wi’ Baldwin, thats whaur he belongs onywye.’ Both C. P. Trevelyan and A.J.P. 
Taylor saw him as a windbag, but Taylor does point out that Adamson did at least stand out against the 
final Labour Government compromise of cutting dole money. But his name lives on! A Guardian leading 
article of Sept 2 1987 (when Robert Maclennan became leader of the S.D.P.) said “Not since Mr William 
Adamson became leader of the Labour Party has one of our main parties been headed by a less imposing 
or memorable figure.’
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compliment I have ever received.

Tom was quite right. The artist, William Bell Scott described his first sight 
of Christina Rossetti ‘by the window, writing at a high, narrow reading desk 
stood a slight girl with a serious regular profile’ which conveys exactly the 
absorbed, detached stillness that Marjory so often exuded.55 But in spite of 
her clear profile and cool good looks one can understand why Tom mistook 
her for an ‘unsuccessful clerk’ for she was unobtrusive, almost mouse-like.

Marjory continued her account of their dawning romance:

Now we could handle his books, sitting by the fire, one by one, with reverence.  
This often meant staying up late, but it also meant delightful refreshment.  From 
discussing books we passed to the discussion of life, and in particular our own 
lives.  Finally we came to talk of our future and found they must be one!

Tom enjoyed telling his version of his proposal of marriage, which was 
nothing like so circumspect.  This was that he came downstairs to find 
Marjory standing in the hall surrounded by suitcases, waiting for a taxi to 
take her away from the Browning Settlement.  Turing to him she asked if he 
would take on her Sunday School class to which he replied: ‘I don’t know 
about the class but I’ll take on the teacher!’  If this version is correct, one 
wonders where Marjory was going – home for Easter perhaps or maybe she 
had decided to remove herself from this disturbing stranger and return to 
teaching – or there is even the possibility that she saw this move as a way of 
bringing the hesitant but impulsive Tom to the point of proposal.  What is 
certain is that they became engaged after only two months acquaintance and 
the different versions of the proposal reflect the very different characters who 
were about to lead a shared life.

They were both incurably romantic and must have been very conscious of 
the Browning aura that permeated the Settlement.  In a prominent position 
in the Hall stood a bust of Browning executed by his son with the words, ‘All’s 
Law, all’s Love’ inscribed below.56 Any event that occurred at the settlement 
was likely to be connected by Stead to a date in Browning’s life, which (in 
Stead’s words) was, ‘thereby showing a Divine Hand at work.’  Consequently, 
every May, Browning’s birthday was celebrated, as was his wedding day in 
55. Stanley Weintraub The Four Rossettis (W. H. Allen) 1978
56. I remember an oval shaped gray badge with these words written round it from my childhood. 
Presumably it came from the Settlement.
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September, by a concert of Browning Love Songs; occasions which must have 
greatly appealed to the newly engaged couple.  

By 1911, Tom Sharp’s parents had retired to Scotland, which was why, 
after a rather lonely period in lodgings, Tom had moved into the Settlement.  
His two sisters were married and living in the suburbs of London, while his 
younger brother Bill had run away to enlist in the Army.  Marjory described 
her parents-in-law as follows:

John Sharp was upright both in figure (he was known as ‘the Colonel’) and in 
character.  Once in a conversation with him, I made the trite comment: ‘we 
all have our faults.’  He promptly remarked: ‘I have examined myself. (Had he 
discovered his quick temper?)  But Tom’s mother once said to me: ‘Ma worst 
fault is that I’m sae forgefu’ – and yet mebbe it’s no ma worst fault.’ (She had 
evidently not examined herself!)

Marjory felt that only one impediment remained to their marriage – she 
was still in debt to the Students’ Loan Fund.  Tom paid the debt, and she 
returned to teaching to earn the money to repay him.  As Tom had no money 
sense, it is unlikely that it worried him, but Marjory could never bear to be 
in debt – not even to her new fiancé, so for a term she did Supply teaching at 
Eltham, living in lodgings locally.  The long hot summer of 1911 was idyllic.  
At weekends, Tom would escape from the stuffiness of Walworth to join her 
in the semi-rural environment of Eltham, where they would spend long hours 
walking and planning their life together.  Two lonely people, their heads 
stuffed full with poetry and romantic literature, experiencing reciprocated 
love for the first time.

In the long summer holiday Marjory returned to her parents’ new home in 
Cambridge. This was a large house, Ardencaple Lodge in Shaftesbury Avenue, 
acquired by Robert Ingle at what was the zenith of his career. By now he was 
not only a successful corn merchant but was about to acquire a farm outside 
Cambridge.57 Photographs taken at this period show the family entertaining 
guests to afternoon tea in the garden, the epitome of leisured Edwardian ease. 
But the young faces of the Ingles look constrained as if held in by the protocol 
and Marjory commented: ‘The leafy peace of the avenue contrasted strongly 
with the Walworth I had grown to love. New indeed, the academic life of 

57. The Victoria County History – Cambridgeshire Volume V records that in 1912 Robert Ingle bought 277 
acres of land in Kingston, Cambs.
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Cambridge seemed an “insubstantial pageant” compared with the deep reality 
of Walworth life – no facade there!’

She returned to take another temporary post in Streatham before going 
home at Christmas taking Tom with her. Norman Ingle was by this time a don 
at his old college (Christs), lecturing in Classics at Emmanuel and in Ancient 
History at Girton as well as Lecturer to the Board of Studies of the Indian 
Civil Service. An achievement that at last realised his father’s dreams.58 But 
Norman had recently undergone an operation for appendicitis – something 
that is now recognised as often caused by stress – and was about to go into a 
nursing home to convalesce. Unwilling to be a damper on the party – this was 
Tom’s first visit – Norman joined in and Marjory felt he overstretched himself 
in the general interest, for he was an unselfish young man. Two months later 
Marjory was summoned to Norman’s bedside in the Felixstowe nursing home 
where her parents had already arrived. Norman had had a complete nervous 
breakdown that slowly developed into total paralysis and ended in his death 
two years later.

The plans for a wedding at the Congregational church in Cambridge were 
abandoned and Tom and Marjory were married very quietly at Browning 
Hall on April 2nd 1912 with only their closest relatives present as well as 
300 members of the Women’s Meeting. There do not seem to have been 
any photographs and it is possible that Gertrude (the only bridesmaid) was 
the sole member of the Ingle family to attend, for the marriage certificate 
was signed by Tom’s father and brother and Mr and Mrs Stead (probably 
Herbert Stead gave the bride away). We understood that the occasion was 
muted because of Norman’s illness but in addition it seems likely that the 
Ingle parents were less than enthusiastic about their new son-in-law.

Marjory rarely spoke of Norman except to say that he died of pneumonia. 
She had been very close to him and must have felt his loss acutely. The only 
criticism she ever allowed herself to make of her father was to imply that 
his sons had paid a very high price in achieving his ambition. I always had 
the feeling that there was something to hide in connection with Norman’s 
death. It may simply have been that my mother could not bring herself to 

58. Christ’s College was the first Cambridge College to admit women to its lectures and to welcome 
Indians as students, according to The Elean No. 10, Summer 1966 (magazine of King’s School, Ely).
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tell us that he had suffered from mental illness – a subject that was taboo 
in the Ingle household (but in many others too). Somehow Norman’s death 
became connected in my mind with my mother’s strong identification with 
Winston Churchill and her absorbed interest in his father’s death. Randolph 
Churchill died of syphilis and possibly his lingering death touched a chord in 
her. Yet when I obtained a copy of Norman Ingle’s death certificate I found 
the cause of death given as (1) Dementia praecox 1 year, 1 month, 17 days – 
and whatever had been intended for (2) was not filled in. Could it possibly 
have been General Paralysis of the Insane caused by syphilis?

Tom and Marjory spent their honeymoon in Jersey where a day trip to 
Sark was made memorable by a total eclipse of the sun. It was on the boat as 
they returned to England that they heard of the sinking of the Titanic, among 
those who went down in her was W. T. Stead, journalist brother of Herbert 
Stead of the Browning Settlement.
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Chapter Five 
Georgian Wife

They returned from their honeymoon to a small terrace 
house opposite John Innes Park in Merton Park, Wimbledon. The 
house was rented and newly furnished. Presumably the furniture 

had been selected by them though Marjory gave the impression that the house 
had been furnished by a specialist firm. If so it did not appear to worry her. I 
always had the feeling that their early married life had something in common 
with Mr Pooter in The Diary of a Nobody – certainly Marjory regarded it 
as suburban conventionality. In selecting South West London they had not 
only chosen the fastest expanding area of London at that time, it was also the 
area in which Tom’s two married sisters lived but almost immediately Tom’s 
elder sister, Hannah, was diagnosed as having inoperable cancer and died 
within two months. My mother once told me how upset Hannah had been 
as she was taken into the hospital and saw the sign outside – Putney Home  
for Incurables.

Tom’s salary as an L.C.C. Education Department clerk was £200 a year 
which was regarded as quite sufficient to marry on (an average clerk earned 
£120 – £130 p.a. so Tom was in a respectable position). As a bachelor of 
31 he had accumulated some savings which went towards the furnishings, 
including a large oak dining table with spare leaves for expansion as the 
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family increased, and eight oak dining chairs, solid and substantial, which 
lasted them all their lives. On the walls they hung their sepia prints of The 
Gleaners, The Captive Andromache, Sir Galahad and The Light of the World, 
all of which haunted my childhood, while in the centre of the mantelpiece 
stood a handsome black ebony clock. In the drawing-room (as it was always 
called), was a crimson plush three-piece suite, whose ample and curvaceous 
chairs with their tiny swivelling feet reminded one of a rounded pig with 
tiny trotters. These chairs were just right for a child to curl up in with a good 
book, while one end of the crimson sofa could be let down turning it into 
a chaise-longue. There was a large oak roll-top desk for Tom, a piano for 
Marjory, and three or four huge bookcases, the length and breadth of a wall, 
containing Tom’s sets of Scott, Dickens, Thackeray, and many other classics, 
besides a large collection of poetry.  These books had been chosen by him 
with great care in his bachelor days, and were most beautifully bound editions 
on delicately thin paper with fine illustrations.

Their wedding presents included two beautiful Danish vases from 
Scandinavian friends at the Browning Settlement and a silver sugar bowl given 
to my mother by the Club girls of Walworth and used daily by the family for 
fifty years, and now used by me.  Marjory once remarked ruefully that she 
had never realised that it was made of real silver, assuming that the Club girls 
could not have afforded it – hence its constant use.  This says as much about 
Marjory’s complete lack of interest in material things, as it does about the 
generosity of the Club girls.  There was also a large crimson screen to keep 
out draughts or to put round the occupant of a bath tub, and a large low 
wicker chair, later used by our Labrador as a place to retire when in disgrace.  
The house in Merton Park may have had a few small mats on the floor, more 
probably there was linoleum or creosoted bare boards, and certainly no stair 
carpet, which was a luxury acquired many years later.

The summer of 1912 was very hot and they spent many weekends rambling 
in the country often ending up at a small country inn or (in Marjory’s words), 
slept out ‘under the stars.’  At some point early in their relationship, Tom 
confided to Marjory that he wrote poetry, which must have made him 
irresistible to her – the incarnation of her girlhood’s dream.  During that 
summer, unknown to Tom, Marjory sent off some of his poems to various 
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journals and, one morning in late autumn, they each received a cheque by 
the same post.  Tom, for his poem ‘Nicodemus’ (later included in The Church 
of Scotland Hymn Book), and Marjory for a prize-winning essay on Keats.  I 
had never heard any mention of this essay until I read my mother’s Memoirs, 
though we all knew about ‘Nicodemus,’ nudging each other when we came 
across it in church.  The essay represented the end of Marjory’s personal 
ambitions, whatever hopes she may have cherished were now completely 
subjugated to her determination to further Tom’s career as a poet.  She once 
told me of an occasion when she sent Tom walking over the Downs in order 
for him to compose a poem while she arranged to meet him the other end 
with a typist to whom he would dictate the results of his thoughts, for he was 
always reluctant to put pen to paper.  It was she who organised him.

They joined the Wimbledon Presbyterian Church and Marjory arranged for 
Tom, who had an attractive speaking and singing voice, to have singing lessons.  
He apparently ‘submitted’, which is surprising for he was normally reluctant 
to encounter anything that smacked of discipline – and they sang duets to 
Marjory’s accompaniment on the piano.  An even greater shared pleasure came 
when during their first winter, Tom would sit by the bedroom fire late into 
the night composing poetry, presenting the result for her comments.  Marjory 
described this as ‘one of the greatest of my life’s pleasures... Sometimes his 
word-mastery made me quite silent, at others I condemned almost on sight.  
But he grew to accept, touchingly, my spontaneous judgments’.  She was now 
his teacher and his editor. 

In spite of these idyllic moments, those early moths of marriage were dull 
and empty for Marjory.  She had a maid to do the housework, Tom was 
at his office all day and she was not in the least interested in cooking and 
sewing – and they both longed for children.  The teaching world did not 
accept married women but in any case it was not done for a middle-class 
wife to undertake paid employment. For perhaps the only time in her life 
Marjory found herself idle and spent whole days reading in the local library. 
They had few local friends and she probably had little in common with her 
suburban neighbours. It seems unlikely that she saw much of the Ingle family 
in Cambridge and although Tom’s sister, Agnes and her family, were in the 
vicinity, the two women were not on the same wavelength.
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My mother once told me how she resented tea parties where it was taken 
for granted that she would talk to the wife on domestic matters when she 
longed to be ‘discussing things with the men’. In those early married days she 
would meet Tom home from work at the local station and on one occasion 
he was accompanied by an office colleague of whom he seemed anxious to 
rid himself. When later she enquired why she had not been introduced, Tom 
replied: ‘You wouldn’t like him’, adding ‘anyway the fellow goes to bed at 
half-past ten’. This was indeed a black mark. Both Marjory and Tom liked to 
read or talk into early hours of the morning – a habit I found rather irritating 
when, in her eighties, my mother was still sitting up with us at midnight.

In late July 1913 their first baby was born and christened Jean Ingle. 
She arrived in the early hours of the morning and Marjory said that Jean 
‘always had something of the gladness of dawn about her’ – a rather typical 
sentimental phrase of my mother’s that in fact does have a ring of truth. Not 
only was Jean vivacious, sociable and amusing, she was also pretty with large 
china blue eyes like her father, pink cheeks and flaxen hair, with all of her 
father’s charm. The very opposite of the serious little girl her mother had 
been. The Ingle aunts doted on her. When the baby was three months old 
Tom and Marjory took a holiday leaving Jean in the care of Mollie Ingle. 
This unusually detached attitude to motherhood may have been meant as 
a kind gesture to her younger sister who was extremely maternal. If so it 
was completely misunderstood by Mollie who described it to me as a sign 
of indifferent parenting. The academic rivalry that had existed between the 
sisters was now transferred to ‘mothering’.

By this time Norman Ingle had been transferred to a nursing home in 
Camberwell and was ‘lingering wan and wanted’, occasionally visited 
by Marjory. This home – Camberwell House – was a private, progressive 
institution that probably had links with Cambridge University for most of the 
patients were highly intelligent and affluent. Among other things Camberwell 
House ran a flourishing magazine edited by one of the doctors and read by 
staff and patients, copies of which can be seen in Southwark Local History 
Library. These carry accounts of cricket matches, dance and chess games – the 
latter being suggested as an escape from depression. But Norman was too ill 
to appreciate any of these activities and died on Good Friday 1914. 
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Within four months war was declared and immediately Roland Ingle 
abandoned his job as a schoolmaster in a prep school in Malvern and became 
an Infantry officer. Not to be outdone Tom also presented himself at the 
Recruiting Office but was classified Category C because of his weak leg. The 
following month Marjory gave birth to their second child who was named 
after both his grandfathers – John Robert Ingle Sharp. He was the source of 
great pride to both parents but Marjory particularly valued sons. 

In the two years since their marriage Tom had been gratified to find that his 
poems were rapidly accepted by the many journals that existed at that time, 
Poetry was popular, pocket sized editions of the poets were carried around 
for reading at odd moments, and most magazines and newspapers included 
verses as a matter of course. The advent of war saw the disappearance of many 
of these journals and the world that had seemed to offer so many exciting 
possibilities to Tom and Marjory suddenly became dominated by shortages, 
fear and death. In Merton Park Marjory was coping with two small children 
while Tom found himself undertaking extra work both at his office and at the 
church, replacing those who had gone to the Western Front. He was unused 
to any sort of pressure and the strain began to tell. They were therefore glad 
to accept Robert Ingle’s offer of a quiet holiday at his farmhouse but the 
low-roofed bedroom and the feather bed oppressed Tom who slept badly and 
worried that he was not in uniform, apparently ‘featuring the misjudgment of 
strangers’ who might present him with a white feather.

On their return home they had two soldiers billeted on them, increasing 
the demands on Marjory’s time. Tom’s anxieties and sleeplessness continued.

 Later he wrote a poem describing his condition which also provides a 
glimpse of Marjory’s role.

INSOMNIA

Wretched in middle night I snatched at sleep, 
A shipwrecked sailor clutching at a spar, 
Now just on reach of it, now by the sweep 
Of giant billows flung beyond it far. 
Through the interminable hours I lay, 
My bed the hollow of that dread abyss 
And I do monstrous fears and fees a prey – 
Then she who slept beside me turned me turned to kiss. 
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Her voice was balm borne from a hidden shore, 
Her breast an island risen from wildering seas 
I harboured there safe from the ravening roar 
Till fluttered dawn’s white ensign of heart’s-ease. 
O there’s no haven under heaven, no rest 
On the world’s ocean for me but her breast.

For Marjory who was presumably already suffering from interrupted nights 
with the babies, an insomniac can only have increased her burden, but she 
was never one to complain and it was the poems and the babies that made 
life worthwhile.

In May 1916 at one of the most depressing moments of the war, following 
the futile Dardanelles campaign and the disastrous Battle of Jutland, their 
third child Margaret (always known as Rita) was born.  When the baby was 
barely a month old there came the appalling news of the sinking of H.M.S. 
Hampshire with Lord Kitchener and all his staff on board.  All seemed lost – 
unless a victory could be won on the battlefields of France.

Meanwhile Roland Ingle had been invalided home from Sulva Bay in the 
Dardanelles with dysentery, but once recovered he was sent to the Western 
Front.  Out there he kept a diary intending to post it as a letter, in which he 
described the preparations for the ‘great push’ on the Somme.  Like his sister 
he believed in the ‘stiff upper lip’ and there is no trace of complaint at the 
dreadful conditions he encountered.

Saturday June 24, ‘16.

5.30 p.m.

I am sitting on an old plough in a half-tilled field watching the smoke of the 
shells rising over the German lines.  There is a very wide view from here such as 
you get from the top of the Gogs... In the hollow straight in front lies the town 
with its broken Church, with the long straight road leading to the rear: there is 
the village in a hollow to the right, with its small Church spire showing among 
the trees. It is a pleasant rather cloudy day, after a night of heavy rain: and the 
light breeze blowing from the west lessens for us the sound of the guns, besides 
being a protection, as far as we know, against gas.  There are poppies and blue 
flowers in the corn just by – a part of the field that is cultivated, and on the 
rise towards the town is a large patch of yellow stuff that might be mustard and 
probably isn’t.  On the whole the evening is ‘a pleasant one for a stroll’ – with the 
larks singing...
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Sunday June 25th.

I went up the hill again last night after mess – about 10 o’clock; we could hear 
no noise down below owing to the wind but when I got up top it was obvious 
the bombardment was proceeding... all along the horizon there were red flashes – 
not sharp and white like gun flashes but just blazes with sometimes a little cloud 
above.  It was of course a wonderful sight: flashes right and left caught your 
eye in quick succession, and all the time, beyond was the red burst of the shells 
falling on their target...

... Above the bombardment the Chaplains have tried to raise their voices, and the 
old hymns have been sung – ‘Fight the Good Fight’ and  ‘0 God our Help’.  We 
had our church parade on the slope: the colonel read the lesson: the chaplain, 
who is something of a minor canon, pitched the hymns fairly successfully – and 
an occasional aeroplane buzzed overhead... The last Church Parade I had on 
active service was on the beach at Suvla – everyone sitting down, owing to the 
heat and general fatigue, and no singing because the Turks would hear!

All week the doctor has been busy building a dressing-station, which was blotted 
out yesterday by German shells. This was in the yard of the Chateau – a well-
walled yard that you night expect in a country residence. Opposite the gate 
as you entered the yard was the ‘Dead House’, where on stretchers the dead 
were brought from the trenches to wait for the chaplain and the last rite in the 
evening. The cemetery lies on the right of the road going up to the chateau: 
whenever you go by there is some mound of new earth thrown up... The 
cemetery is in a quiet open space in the middle of the wood, just by the road: on 
one side were the ‘cookers’ – the field kitchens – on the other concealed guns, 
firing their perpetual salute over the graves...

Monday,  June 26.

I went up the hill again last night at dusk, with three or four others and a 
gramophone; we took up a position and watched the bombardment which was 
still lively and had increased to a continuous roar by the time we came down at 
11.00; the gramophone discoursing ‘Comfort ye’ was a curious accompaniment 
to the guns...

Tuesday  June  27.  11.15 a.m.

Everyone is busy trying to arrange innumerable things... the major reads out the 
brigade orders in a low voice; and the subalterns sitting round discuss details... 
My servant is packing up my kit which is being sent back to a village behind; 
another servant who has done some tailoring is enlarging my side-pockets; we 
all carry two Mills bombs and my pockets are puny: I have labe11ed things and 
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made a list of my property: this diary will be left behind with the kit... 

Wednesday June 28. 11.45 p.m.

I have just been up on top of the trench: there is not much noise, as the big guns 
are not firing, but there is always a quick succession of flashes like lime-light, 
which shows up the men and horses moving on the road, and every now and 
then a quick flash of flame on the skyline.

Thursday June 29.

This afternoon I went back to the canteen village, getting a lift from the town... 
some French soldiers were working on the hill by the wire and all across are poles 
with wisps of straw at the top, to mark the way for the cavalry. I got to the village 
in time to draw 125 francs from the field-cashier and then I went on to tea at 
the officers’ tea-shop where there was a great squash; I read a paper, the Daily 
Chronicle of Wednesday. After tea I bought milk and fruit and bread, butter and 
coffee for our mess: Madame stowed the tins in my haversack on my back and I 
carried some in a side-haversack, and came away...

9.10 p.m.

We have just had a ‘fat’ meal, as the result of my shopping – tinned chicken, very 
little and very expensive at 3 francs: tinned apricots and condensed milk.

Today one of ‘C’ Company officers of the Lincolns (the Company I was in) was 
killed: Rowe his name was. He acted as second in command of the company 
during the move from Gandspette. I liked him, he was good-natured and 
straightforward.

Friday June 30. 2 p.m.

We sent a party of men into the town this morning to buy 80 eggs for the 
battery’s breakfast tomorrow morning. We have heard today that we move 
tomorrow...

7 p.m.

I have just got back from the trenches which are squelching with mud, and had 
something to eat. We are moving up to the chateau tonight and having breakfast 
there at 3.30...

It was a lovely afternoon with a fresh wind blowing: some of the trenches 
were badly knocked about. I looked over into Hunsland as I came out – the 
wood in front looking like currant bushes with the blight. 
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Some trees were down in our wood. I passed the cemetery as I came back and 
looked at Rowe’s grave. I am moving up by myself at 8.30, having a little time 
here to wash and have a meal. I had three letters tonight and the Observer, rather 
delayed, all posted on Sunday.

This ends the diary before the push as I must pack up,

Ever yours,
Ro.

He was killed next morning, July 1st, and was buried in the cemetery 
described in his diary.59 

Notification of deaths in the Battle of the Somme took some days to reach 
England, so it was not until July 11th that Harriet Ingle sat down to write 
from her home at 92 Hills Road, Cambridge, to tell Marjory of her brother’s 
death. Harriet showed an astonishing acceptance of her sons’ fate – ‘It is a 
great trial to lose both my sons, but God knows best, and they are together 
now, many sad hearts in the world now, through this great and horrible war.’ 
By a curious coincidence when, a few years later, the impressive Cambridge 
War Memorial was erected, the site chosen was immediately opposite my 
grandparents’ house – 92 Hills Road.

According to Marjory, her father ‘was never heard to speak of his lost 
sons’ which seems hardly credible – the family reticence at its most extreme. 
Presumably his wife and three daughters recognised that at sixty-two, Robert 
Ingle’s personal ambitions were few and that anyway for years these had been 
concentrated on his sons – and his womenfolk probably felt helpless in the 
face of such stern self-control. But Roland’s sisters spoke of him. All her life 
Mollie Ingle had a framed scroll of honour displayed on her sitting-room wall 
next to a photograph of Roland in uniform. When on Armistice Days in the 
1930s, the streets of Cambridge were hushed for two minutes silence at 11 
a.m., my mother sometimes reminded us of Roland’s death. 

Following Roland’s death Tom and Marjory decided to leave the new baby 

59. This diary written in pencil is still readable. It was used as part of the BBC TV programmes 
commemorating the 50th and 60th Anniversaries of the Battle of the Somme – and since then has been 
quoted in books about the First World War. I was surprised to find some sentences from Roland’s diary 
used as a Prologue to T.E.B. Howarth’s Cambridge Between the Wars. Presumably Marjory had deposited a 
copy of the diary in the University Archives. I also found that she had sent copies of Tom’s books of verse 
to several libraries. She was convinced that one day he would be acclaimed as a poet.
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Margaret with a nurse, and take Jean and John and their maid to the Isle of 
Wight.  They hoped that the change and the children’s company would soothe 
their nerves, and relieve Tom from the many petty worries that were besieging 
him.  But once they returned home Tom’s worries increased still further.  He 
was negotiating with a publisher to print a small volume of his verses but 
there were constant postponements and prevarications so that in the end Tom 
took the defaulter to court.  Although he won his case the whole episode was 
deeply disturbing to Tom who took the thing as a personal affront.

By the winter of 1916-17 shortages had multiplied.  Marjory felt marooned, 
living almost entirely in one upstairs room to conserve heat, light and 
accomodation, concerned simply to find enough food for each day as it came.  
Tom, on the other hand, was restless; disliking his office work, frustrated in 
his poetic ambitions and set on fulfilling a youthful dream of a military career.  
Recruiting standards had been lowered and Tom received his call-up papers.  
Spurning the idea of exemption, which he could have obtained through being 
in a reserved occupation, he presented himself at the Recruiting Office and 
returned to report to his dismayed wife that he had been passed for service.  
So in 1917, when he was thirty-six, Tom entered what was then called the 
Royal Naval Air Service, later the Fleet Air Arm, and was soon drafted to a 
Norfolk airfield where he was made orderly to the Chief Petty Officer, whom 
he described as ‘the terror of the camp’.  This was nothing like the romantic 
picture of which he had dreamed and he had none of his wife’s self-discipline 
or powers of endurance with which to face such an ordeal.  Marjory awaited 
the outcome with dread.

Meanwhile Robert Ingle, hoping to help his daughter suggested that she 
and the children might like a holiday at Hunstanton from where it might be 
possible to contact Tom.  They spent a wet fortnight in Norfolk but there was 
no meeting with Tom. In the New Year Tom’s parents came on an extended 
holiday from Scotland and settled in a flat near Marjory, hoping to give her 
some support; she also acquired the help of Lydia, a Salvationist, who showed 
‘a dog-like devotion when zeppelin raids began to bother us. She placed 
her own bed on the floor, on guard beside my bed.’ The children usually 
slept through the raids but one evening they woke and seemed afraid (and 
probably Marjory was too). She took them downstairs and resorted to the 
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usual outlet for her emotions – music – only this time it was a game which 
involved singing nursery rhymes under the dining-room table. Next morning 
she learnt that a zeppelin had been brought down only a short distance from 
them.

Marjory was full of foreboding for Tom who had written very seldom since 
joining the Navy, so it was almost a relief to learn in February 1918 that he 
had been admitted to Haslar hospital in Hampshire and she was sent a railway 
pass in order to visit him. As her fourth child was due the following month 
her father-in-law went in her place and found Tom in the psychiatric wing 
of the huge naval hospital, suffering from severe depression and paranoia. 
(Marjory never actually said what form Tom’s illness took but it is clear from 
one of his poems that he had experienced the confines of a padded room. 
He possibly also suffered from hallucinations.) The seeds of Tom’s depression 
had been sown before he joined up but were undoubtedly exacerbated by the 
conditions in which he found himself. During the deep snow and bitter frosts 
of January the men had been put in tents and Tom suffered from frost-bite 
and sleeplessness as well as being tormented by disillusion and anxiety.

John Sharp (Marjory’s father-in-law) urged her to be brave and to await 
events but a fortnight after Andrew’s birth Marjory decided she would go and 
see Tom. At which her father-in-law ‘flew into one of his rages and accused 
me of ‘gadding about’ and finally flung out of the house. But he was back 
very soon with: ‘I can’t part like this; I love you’ – and she was touched, for 
this was a very different reaction from her own family where feelings were 
always under control and to say openly ‘I love you’ was almost shocking. 
Marjory could not express warm, impulsive emotions though she would often 
substitute by quoting poetry.  However, she had the good fortune to marry a 
man who was able to demonstrate his affection both physically and in poetry.

Her father-in-law made no further objections to the proposed visit to Tom. 
Harriet Ingle arrived from Cambridge to take charge of her grandchildren 
assisted by Lydia and the monthly nurse while Marjory made her way to 
Portsmouth. When she found her husband in the vast hospital she was 
overwhelmed by the sight of Tom who appeared to be carrying the weight 
of the whole world on his shoulders and looked forsaken – but she probably 
remained calm. When at last she tore herself away from him and managed 
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to hail a passing taxi, she collapsed into the back seat, sobbing as if her heart 
would break. The driver assumed she had left a dead or dying relative and 
tried to comfort her in those terms and she did not undeceive him, for she had 
learned in a hard school through the loss of her brothers that mental illness is 
regarded as a matter for shame and fear, isolating both patient and relatives, 
whereas bereavement (particularly in wartime) is more easily understood.

After that first visit she saw Tom frequently, on one occasion spending a 
week ‘in a sort of doss-house.’ Surpisingly Tom managed to write to his sister 
saying ‘Marjory is here, and in her small shadow I am content.’ But there was 
little contentment for either of them. In those days the treatment of mental 
illness necessarily carried with it certification of insanity, the idea of voluntary 
psychiatric patients seemed unimaginable. So Tom was certified insane and 
both of them must have been full of fears for the future.

It was clear that Tom’s mental breakdown would mean his eventual 
discharge from the Service but whether he would be able to earn any money 
in the future was uncertain. It was vital that he should have a Service pension, 
however small. In her usual determined fashion Marjory set about applying 
for one. When letters brought no response, she decided to contact George 
Barnes whom she had met at the Settlement and who was then the first 
Minister of Pensions. She wrote asking for an interview.

It was typical of his great and gracious ways that he telegraphed a reply offering 
an appointment at the House of Commons. He spared time to question me 
closely, wrote a short note, ordered a car, and sent me to see a Mr Nathan, who 
promised a small pension – which was all we could expect after so short a naval 
service. 

Tom remained locked in his own doubts and anxieties, visiting him 
presented difficulties.  On one visit Marjory took with her the new baby, 
Andrew, hoping this might cheer her husband but Tom was too full of 
his troubles to notice the baby. By this time the Ingle parents were deeply 
concerned for the welfare of their daughter and grandchildren; in order to 
assist Robert Ingle decided to rent a large house for them near one of his farms 
and wrote to Marjory accordingly. But Marjory refused the offer, hoping to 
keep the home together until Tom’s return. Her father replied by telegram 
‘Have taken Toft Manor’ – and she capitulated. To her dismay no sooner had 
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she given notice to her landlord than Tom was moved to a London hospital.
In mid August 1918 she and the four children arrived at Toft Manor, eight 

miles from Cambridge. Marjory said she instantly recognised it as a place 
of peace offering so much to the children after the shortages of London – 
fresh milk, fruit and vegetables, grapes in the greenhouse and medlars in the 
orchard. She was provided with a cook and nursemaid and the children were 
free to roam under the kindly eye of Sparks, the handyman.  Occasionally 
her father gave shooting parties at the house for which he employed a firm 
of caterers, while her mother ‘came often and directed both me and the rest 
of the household.’  In other words, Marjory was leading a life of comparative 
comfort, ‘but this was not the existence I wanted – the moment was nearing 
when I must moot the question of Tom’s advent.’  Her plans were halted by 
the sudden appearance of her sister, Gertrude, who had succumbed to the 
prevalent epidemic of influenza while teaching at Tunbridge Wells – though 
it seems likely that this was a euphemism for a nervous breakdown, for from 
that time on, Gertrude never did a full-time job.  At any rate, a nurse was 
secured and the invalid kept apart from the rest of the household, waited on 
by Harriet Ingle.  For Marjory, this emphasised suitability of the house for an 
invalid.  She pleaded that Tom should be allowed to join them: 

‘I won’t have him here,’ declared my father, ‘for everyone’s sake, it would be a 
disaster.’  When I persisted, he became very angry – he, who had always been so 
tender towards me.  Driven desperate, I said that I would not stay at the Manor, 
but would find a cottage where the children and I could receive Tom.  Father did 
not believe me, of course, but I took my bicycle, and set off in search of one.

I do not know what my mother said to my father, but when I come back, 
unsuccessful, she told me that Tom could come for a little time, but must go to 
his own people very shortly.

This account of the contretemps between Marjory and her parents make it 
clear that they saw Tom as an outsider, who was not their responsibility; they 
may also have felt that they had had their fill of coping with the mentally ill.  
If Marjory had not described this scene and the earlier argument with her 
father-in-law, I would not have believed it possible that she could have a stand 
up row with anyone.  She was tigerish in her defence of her children but never 
had scenes on their behalf – she simply made a decision and stuck to it, and 
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one might have expected her to do likewise for Tom.

On a late October day, with the countryside at its golden best, Tom arrived. The 
children were shy and he was half afraid of them too. Was he really glad to be 
free? Mother was ready with a glass of milk with raw egg and arranged for him 
to sleep in the quietest small bedroom where he obviously welcomed the silence. 
Meanwhile I talked to the children about the fun they would have when Daddy 
was better. Then Mother, who was happiest when she had most responsibility, 
took over, while I spent my time with Tom.

Tom and Marjory wandered through the fields and lanes while she 
attempted to laugh him out of his worries.  She met with little success, until 
one day it occurred to her to show him his Service Discharge papers, which 
simply stated that he had been ‘invalidated out’ with no reference to his 
having been certified as mad. According to Marjory this piece of news made 
all the difference and he made swift progress.

When at last the War ended and the village bells chimed continuously to 
mark the Armistice on November 11th, two-year old Rita kept repeating ‘The 
war’s gone over Daddy’, hoping to raise her father’s spirits. But Rita herself 
became listless and lost her appetite and, as she was an extremely good child, 
Marjory feared she was going into the proverbial decline. It seems likely that 
the sensitive Rita, who was always close to her father, was responding to his 
depressed mood. And as one improved, so did the other.

With the coming of the New Year, Tom returned to the L.L.C. Education 
Department and was transferred to a branch office where pressure was light. 
This meant he had to live in lodgings in London, returning every three weeks 
to Toft Manor and 

how we looked forward to those weekends! He used to come by train to 
Cambridge, pick up a bicycle from my father’s house and cycle the eight miles to 
Toft. We would set out, a small happy cavalcade, to meet him on the road. The 
short weekends were full of fun, till on Sunday evenings we watched him go. 
Through that long summer I idled at Toft while Tom took up his office life in 
London.

Only a workaholic like Marjory could describe looking after four small 
children as ‘idling’ – but the slower pace of life and the enforced separation 
was good for both of them.
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Chapter Six 
Dreams Come True

Suddenly they heard of a cottage in Hertfordshire, just outside 
the village of Welham Green, in easy travelling distance of London. It 
was called ‘The Watersplash’ for there had once been a small flood in 

the roadway, of which all that remained was a footbridge placed alongside. 
Marjory described their new home:

‘The Splash’ – the villagers’ name for the cottage – was double-fronted, with 
a living room on the left of the front door and a sitting-room on the right. 
Opposite was a copse full of birds. Previous tenants had decorated the little 
house artistically and added a verandah opening on to an orchard – in Spring 
marvellous with apple blossom – and above the verandah was a balcony with an 
adjustable tarpaulin roof for wet weather. There were two acres of ground, which 
included a vegetable garden, outhouses and a field with a brook. There was 
neither electricity nor gas, and drinking water was brought daily from the village 
well. Both the kitchen and the bathroom were primitive. We washed in water 
from a pump – but for all that it was Paradise! 

Here they spent seven years of what Marjory described as ‘deep 
contentment’. During that period three volumes of verse and four babies were 
produced. The children played out of doors most of the time, damming the 
brook, swimming in it, making their own houses in the outhouses, sleeping 
on the balcony in summer, assisting Tom with his frequent bonfires and 
participating in the cricket matches he organised.  Initially Marjory gave the 
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elder ones lessons at home for neither Tom nor Marjory believed in formal 
education for young children – seven was seen as quite young enough to start 
school. In spite of being a teacher (or because of it?) she shared some of Tom’s 
distrust of the education system, believing it took away childish spontaneity 
and produced conformists. However when Jean and John were nine and eight 
they began walking the 2¼ miles to a Preparatory School in Hatfield, for 
there was no early morning bus. Tom cycled an equal distance to Hatfield 
station to catch the London train but later preferred to walk along the cinder 
path beside the railway to Potters Bar station, often composing poems as he 
walked, which were shared with Marjory on his return. It was those evenings 
that she cherished when ‘with the children all in bed and not a sound could be 
heard inside or outside the cottage’ they would sit in the light of the oil lamp 
reading aloud to each other ‘or pondering over some poem in the making’.

By day Marjory’s life was completely bound up with the children. She 
believed in as much freedom as possible but this was backed by an unobtrusive 
but firm control though never by corporal punishment. She had the help 
of two village girls but many of the domestic chores fell to her and she 
was always either pregnant or dealing with a new baby. There were many 
visitors – colleagues from the Browning Settlement, friends from Denmark, 
acquaintances from Tom’s office and various relations, who helped to keep 
Marjory in touch with adult interests. Both she and Tom loved small children 
(babies in particular) and felt totally fulfilled as parents. When, in old age, 
Marjory was asked by her son-in-law (Lawrence) what had been her girlhood’s 
ambition she replied, quick as a flash: ‘To be a widow with seven children’. 
This extraordinary aim at least makes it clear that she wished for a large family 
but it also shows that Marjory never wanted dependence and an easy life, 
seeking for herself the traditional male role of provider and controller.  The 
absence of a need for a live husband could be seen, as with many young girls, 
as simply a longing for babies without contemplating a sexual partner, but 
a desire to be a widow makes it clear that her partner’s role was to provide 
children and then exit (she had never experienced a relationship between 
equals either in close friendship or as elder sister). Tom shared her desire for a 
large family; he hero-worshiped his Scottish cousins – a family of ten children 
– and was very antagonistic to birth control (in one poem castigating ‘those 
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who fly the eugenic flag’.)  Marjory always admitted that she had not wanted 
her eighth child – her adored youngest son.  Once when I was in my teens 
I came across a box hidden in the back of a cupboard behind a pile of Tom’s 
remaindered books, it appeared to contain a vaginal douche, so probably after 
her eighth child she took matters into her own hands.

After his first unfortunate experience with a printer, Tom was able, in the 
easier post-war climate, to find a new publisher for his small volume of poems 
A Score in Metre, which he dedicated to ‘my beloved critic on the hearth, MY 
WIFE, whose mordant criticism has confined this book within so narrow 
limits.’  This dedication was taken up by one reviewer who commented on 
her ‘ruthless blue-pencil’ adding ‘if every poet had possessed such a guardian 
angel – and followed her advice – how much suffering the world would have 
escaped.’  The reviews were sympathetic but it is clear that Tom was seen as 
a very young man who might produce better verse if encouraged.  Had they 
known that he was already 40 and the father of a large family, it is doubtful 
whether one reviewer would have suggested that ‘as the cares of youth slip 
from him’ he would probably put more ‘fight’ into his work.

The book was published in 1920 at almost the same time as the birth of 
their fifth child, Alison (always known in childhood as Wa).  In celebration of 
better fortunes they decided that the new baby should be born in a nursing 
home – the only one of Marjory’s children not born at home.  Life was good.  
Tom was in high spirits once more, his income and their economical way 
of life meant that they felt reasonably affluent and Marjory could feel that 
her poetic dreams in girlhood of ‘visionary schemes’ of ‘future joy or gain, 
or glory’ were being realised via Tom’s poems.  His book brought him into 
contact with others in the poetic world and he was proud that both Robert 
Bridges and John Buchan gave him encouragement, but the chief friendship 
he formed was with Alice Meynell and her husband Wilfrid, who invited Tom 
to their home near Pulborough.  He returned with ‘kindly messages’ from 
them to his wife who must at times have longed to be part of the magic circle 
– after all Alice Meynell had not only borne eight children but she had also 
been considered as a possible Poet Laureate.  If Marjory felt any envy it was 
well hidden for she undoubtedly experienced a vicarious pleasure from these 
literary contacts and never at any time appeared to wish to be in the limelight.
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~ The Watersplash ~
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By the time of my birth in 1922 (though christened Catherine I have 
always been known as Ta within the family), Tom had another collection of 
poems ready for publication. This time Macmillan were the publishers, and 
Tom liked to recall that it was a young Harold Macmillan who interviewed 
him on behalf of the firm. The book was dedicated to ‘Alice Meynell, Mistress 
of Vision and Wilfrid Meynell, Master of Hearts’ but sadly, Alice Meynell 
died within two weeks of publication. There were conflicting assessments of 
Tom’s latest verses and of these two seem particularly relevant. One said, ‘he 
has a genuine love of the countryside and home-life but these qualities do 
not suffice to make a poet’; the other complained that ‘doors are constantly 
opening for him on the infinite’. But hopes were raised by a sympathetic 
review in the Manchester Guardian and by the fact that Macmillan chose a 
quote from Tom’s poems in their Autumn List.60 Savouring his new role to 
the full Tom, who enjoyed social life, joined the Savage Club, the Society of 
Pure English and the Elian’s (i.e. the Charles Lamb Society). Marjory and he 
attended an Elian dinner in the Middle Temple Hall where they met E.V. 
Lucas and Robert Lynd, which seems to have been the only time she met 
any of the well-known literary figures and experienced the pleasure of being 
the wife of a poet. There is no mention of her attending any other social 
occasion though Tom visited Robert Bridges at Chilswell, G.K. Chesterton 
at Beaconsfield, Walter de la Mare and E. Nesbit. The latter Tom found 
charming, and especially liked her bluff sailor second husband who addressed 
her as ‘Mate’.

About a dozen magazines were prepared to print Tom’s verse and they 
could be optimistic that he would have further success, although Marjory 
claimed that from the start she realised poetic tastes were changing. She and 
Tom were admirers of the critic Middleton Murry and may well have seen his 
review of Georgian Poetry in December 1919 from which said ‘a whole style 
of poetry which had held the field for years and was in lineal descent from 
Wordsworth was swept out of fashion’. Marjory, who was in every way more 
progressive than Tom, probably did sense that there was a changed climate, 

60. They must have been encouraged by reviews such asthat in the Sheffield Daily Telegraph which said ‘Mr 
Sharp is a poet whose strength and genius have yet largely to be recognised’ and the Observer critic who 
commended the volume to ‘lovers of the “real thing” in poetry’ adding ‘Mr Sharp has not only faculty 
but vision’.
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particularly when 1922 saw the birth of both Ulysses and The Waste Land. But 
Tom showed a disdainful attitude to Modernist poets his roots were firmly 
planted in the Victorian era – or earlier. At forty-two he was experiencing as 
much success, happiness and security as he would ever know.61

Meanwhile Marjory had obtained the assistance of a Danish au pair girl 
(an almost unknown term in those days though it seems always to have been 
part of my vocabulary), who took charge of me while my mother gave birth 
to her seventh child, David, on her forty-first birthday. Once over the birth 
Marjory renewed her second hand pleasure of Tom’s social life and gave 
English lessons to the Danish girl.  By this time she had ceased to teach Rita 
and Andrew, who joined Jean and John at school when a morning bus was 
started. However, it was not the children but her husband who was giving 
Marjory cause for concern:

At the small Branch Education Office in Euston Road Tom’s daily work grew 
more monotonous, and his Chief more critical. It had become obvious that 
he sometimes worked on a poem at his desk in the gloomy back room. Then 
a rumour spread that the Education Department of the L.C.C. was planning 
economies. Certain officials (not named) were to be offered voluntary retirement. 
A buzz of interest and enquiry arose but the terms of the proposed pensions 
were not tempting to prudent men. To Tom, however, they were God-sent. Were 
we not in a unique position, with our cheap cottage and our potentially home-
produced education?

Tom longed to take this opportunity to retire but was dissuaded by Marjory 
who suggested that a better deal might arise if he hung on, and anyway, why 
not prepare another volume of poems? This he did, but his style was dated 
and Macmillan only agreed to publish when Tom offered to pay expenses.

It was while they were dealing with these problems that the L.C.C. 
presented another proposal, including better pensions.

Tom was feeling very frustrated, his desire to justify himself was stronger 
than ever. Given complete liberty, what could he not achieve? My unspoken 
opposition depressed him still further. He let slip a remark, which struck secret 
terror in me, for I had heard it, once before: ‘The future is dark’. Once again I 
promised a full discussion. In the event, Tom went up to County Hall, the new 

61. Peter Ackroyd, in T.S. Eliot (Hamish Hamilton, 1984) points out that up to this time the idea of a 
sustained ‘tone’ was central to poetry and that this ‘is precisely why the poetry of the years before Eliot 
seem so insubstantial or simply decorative.’
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home of the Education Department, to discuss things with the authorities – and 
came back with the prospect of imminent retirement. It was a challenge I could 
not but accept.

Opinion in the Sharp family differs as to this interpretation of Tom’s 
retirement. That Tom should have taken this action seems to me to be 
entirely in line with his character.  Conversely, some of my brothers blame 
Marjory for entertaining ideas of grandeur concerning Tom’s poetic ability, 
and encouraging him away from his dull clerkship. This is certainly in line 
with her character, but given that she was expecting her eighth child it seems 
more likely that she was dismayed by the turn of events. However, in relating 
her version Marjory made a mysterious reference to ‘some private schemes of 
my own’ so maybe she had had enough of being the little woman at home. 

Tom left his office in July 1925, two months before the publication of his 
third book of poems and three months before the birth of their last baby, 
Michael (known as Mick). Jean was due to go on an exchange visit to France 
and Tom was now free to escort her. They left on Jean’s 12th birthday for 
Madame Temple’s flat in Paris. Two days later they went on to Pornichet in 
Brittany where Madame Temple ran a most successful boarding house.  It had 
originally been intended as a holiday home for her two children but sadly, her 
beloved daughter had recently died. Jean’s happy presence was something of 
a solace to the bereaved mother who called her ‘mon petit lapin’ as she flitted 
among the guests. Tom returned to Paris to collect Madame’s fourteen-year-
old son, Godfrey, who was to stay at the Watersplash. Godfrey turned out 
to be a great deal more sophisticated than John and Andrew, who at nearly 
eleven and seven and a half, were happy to play endless games of cricket. At 
night Godfrey would climb out of the bedroom window and go down to the 
village to meet the local girls, much to the consternation of Tom and Marjory.

Then came two unexpected propositions. Their landlady offered to sell them 
the Watersplash at a reasonable price; but it was too late. Their money had 
gone towards publishing Tom’s book and they no longer had a steady income 
apart from Tom’s pension. The second proposal came from the Headmaster 
of the Children’s Preparatory School offering Marjory the Headship of the 
Girls’ Department and free education for the children. Marjory said that had 
she thought better of the school she might have accepted; but in my view 
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both proposals were far too straightforward and such obvious solutions to 
their problems that they could not possibly have appealed to Marjory. There 
was however, a third possibility. Tom had returned from France reporting that 
Madame Temple was dissatisfied with the winter caretakers of her boarding 
house, and suggested that the Sharp family might care to occupy the house 
for six months, paying a nominal rent and safeguarding the property. Marjory 
said they

thought of the advantages to the children’s health and to their French – and for 
Tom it meant hours of dreaming and writing. The cost? The currency was in 
our favour and I might get some teaching. Education? There was a good good 
Ecole Communale and I could supplement with some subjects and Tom would 
encourage their love of literature.

And they accepted. Even without the reasons enumerated by Marjory 
it seems unlikely that either of them could have had any hesitation in 
accepting such an exciting and romantic suggestion. As with their meeting 
at the Browning Settlement it seemed as if Fate had stepped in and made the 
decision for them.62

Before they left for France Tom’s New Poems appeared. Kind comments 
came from Bridges and Masefield; Alfred Perceval Graves (father of Robert) 
wrote: ‘Your volume certainly comes as a blast of commingled sea and 
mountain air to refresh one’s brain after the surfeit of psycho-analytic verse 
to which we have of late been subjected’. This was balm to Tom and Marjory, 
so was a comment by the distinguished critic, Walter Jerrold, who spoke of 
the ‘fantastic vagaries that are all too frequently put forward in the name of 
poetry’ and of those ‘who have fallen victims to the mere itch of eccentricity’. 
Thus were the new school of Modernist poets dismissed!

So ‘heartened and with high hopes’, Marjory set about packing up. Almost 
everything was to go in store, and only essentials like clothes and books were 
taken. While she was thus engaged she received a letter from her mother, 
which must have touched her. It points to a much closer relationship between 
mother and daughter now that Marjory was a mother herself. Even so, both 
Harriet and Marjory found it easier to put their sentiments on paper than to 
speak them.
62. James Cameron Point of Departure (Panther, 1969) describes how his family made a similar move to 
Brittany.
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Kenilworth, Shelford. Sept. 25th 1926

My dearest Marjory,

I suppose this is the last letter I shall send to the Splash.  I think about it a great 
deal and picture you in these busy days, working hard both with mind and body, 
I do hope you will not overdo it, and knock up.

I should like to see you again but could not bear the parting at the station, so I 
write my farewell and pray God our Father be with you and guide you always 
my darling, and may we be privileged to meet again on earth, and spend some 
happy days, we have done so in the past; for you have always been a blessing and 
a comfort to me.

May all the octive face the journey well, and the future house be even better than 
one thinks.

Love from your Father and myself, and all good wishes.

From, Your ever loving Mother.

With these words of approval ringing in her ears, Marjory turned her back 
on their ‘beloved Watersplash,’ ready to face the next challenge, while Tom 
set about producing a poem encompassing all that those years had meant to 
them.

TWO BY THE FIRE.

She.  Dearest, I was a sapless thing, a bough 
Snapped from the living tree; and then Love came,  
Took home the faggot from the field and now 
The dry rod bursts into a rose of flame.

He.   Dear, till you came I was a senseless block 
Of black, unquarried coal.  Out of the pit 
Love drew it, set on fire and fused the rock 
Till black was white with the fierce glory of it.

She.  Then praise, all praise to Him whose hand has laid 
Coal on dry wood and given the quickening spark.

He.  Him by whose cunning wood and coal are made 
One single flame that can outlive Time’s dark;

Both. Him who has gathered us from the world’s wide garth 
To make this miracle – a human hearth.
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Chapter Seven 
French Interlude

They left for France on September 30th 1926. As the boat 
train drew out of Waterloo station, a small group of friends were 
shouting last minute advice ‘Don’t lose any of the children’ to which 

another added ‘And don’t lose him’. For everyone knew that Marjory was 
the one in charge of the operation. She loved the challenge of heading into 
the unknown with eight dependent children ranging from eleven months to 
thirteen years; whereas for Tom it was the fulfilment of a poet’s dream and an 
answer to the uncertainty surrounding his new role. The difference in their 
approach was fundamental; one always eager to fight adversity, if somewhat 
grimly; the other happy to escape into a permanent holiday.

In the cold light of dawn they landed at St. Malo and from there set off on 
a twelve-hour train journey to Pornichet in Brittany. It meant three changes 
of train during which ‘two cots, four large trunks, six chattering children 
and two breathless parents, each holding a baby, were flung out on the low 
French platforms.’ When at last they reached Pornichet station it was already 
dark but they were relieved to find a van ready to transport them to their new 
home. The house, La Marmotte (the Dormouse, because it slept in winter), 
stood on the edge of a low cliff, so close to the sea that the waves sometimes 
reached the bottom of the ten steps leading down from the garden to the 
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beach. Its most attractive feature was the huge room with seven windows 
overlooking the storm-tossed Bay of Biscay, from which could be seen the 
many lighthouses forming a semi-circle on the horizon whose revolving lights 
swept the dark waters at night. Tom described the ‘never ending delight’ of 
watching ‘the white, green or red sails of the fishing boats flashing in the sun 
and the liners that sail round the headland, gradually fading into the distance. 
On the left the south bank of the Loire can be seen on a clear day stretching 
like a swordfish far out into the sea; on the right the bay curves round to the 
little town of Le Pouliguen’.  He continued:

Interesting as is our beach at high tide, its fascination is intensified at low water.  
I say ‘our’ beach for the children think it is ours, and a huge dog, half Alsatian, 
who has adopted us has reassured us on this point.  Anyone who dares to pass 
along the beach in front of our house passes at his peril.  When the tide ebbs far-
stretching black masses of rock are uncovered and three long sandbanks emerge 
from the sea.  These black inshore rocks that look so dangerous for fishermen, 
are the people’s larder, with an inexhaustible supply of mussels, shrimps, prawns 
and crabs.  These, with vegetables, coffee and light wine are almost the whole 
diet of the peasantry in this part of Brittany.  The fish caught at sea goes to Paris 
or to the houses of the wealthy as indeed does a large proportion of shellfish.  
Every day one cart at least traverses the beach between Pornichet and St. Malo, 
a distance of some eight miles, there and back.  The cart has its complement 
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of mussel gatherers, who sign on for the day, mostly young women, widows 
without family, and men unfit for sea faring.  The cart stops opposite the rocks 
where mussels are most plentiful; the workers swarm upon the rocks and for a 
time you see them incessantly bending to their task.  They have bread and wine 
with them and these are supplemented by shellfish, which they eat raw.  The 
deep loaded cart with its retinue of workers returns about six o’clock in the 
evening, or earlier in winter.

These descriptions written by Tom, I found to my astonishment among 
my mother’s papers when I came to type this account. Tom rarely wrote 
letters; the organising of materials and thoughts was a chore – it was Marjory 
who saw that they were eventually set down on paper. I had never heard that 
he attempted to write prose. As I read the half dozen short articles written in 
Tom’s delicate hand it became evident that it was Marjory who was urging 
him on to write as he sat dreaming on the beach or in the summerhouse. She 
was possibly even suggesting the subject matter, after all had not her own 
early literary efforts been inspired by Hunstanton beach? Only two articles 
were ever published, the others are mostly unfinished – and are corrected in 
Marjory’s handwriting... It was these disorganised and neatly corrected papers 
that told me so much about the fading hopes of a literary life for Tom and the 
realisation for Marjory that she must become the breadwinner if the family 
was to fulfil her middle-class ambitions.

Both of them seem to have been quite happy that every few weeks Tom 
should go to St. Nazaire, joining a group who met regularly at the Grand 
Café. Their leader was Lord Harburton, an Irish peer, but there were also 
number of retired Army officers, a few French Comtes, and some englishmen 
who had settled in a country where social life was cheap. The group welcomed 
Tom ‘and soon dubbed him ‘The Bishop’ because of his gentle ways and his 
(to them) abstemious habits’.

Tom used this group in an unfinished story whose hero, Captain Chatteris, 
bears some resemblance to Tom. ‘He was not a success in the military 
profession; had taken to it from a vein of quixotism’. The Captain was 
‘incapable of looking after a wife; and she perhaps found the management 
of him a strain’. More fundamentally one senses Tom’s feelings of inadequacy 
and guilt when he refers to Captain Chatteris’ ‘strange disease of body or 
mind, there may have been an inherited taint in the blood. More likely his 
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was that paralysis of will oftener seen in the prince than in the peasant... the 
malady of Hamlet...

he had already begun to feel that his touch infected all who had contact 
with him’. The Captain differed from his companions in that he was a Roman 
Catholic – ‘they laughed at him, they easily out-argued him, but he clung to 
his religion. Now that he could not rely on himself it was the one thing he 
was sure of, the only thing that did not crumble at his touch. Not that he was 
a regular attendee at Mass, he was irregular in everything.’

Like Captain Chatteris, Tom clung to his religion. His stern Presbyterian 
upbringing clashed with his easy-going temperament as illustrated in an 
account he wrote of an evening service he had attended in his young manhood:

The light was fading and the church was almost deserted. The preacher’s sermon 
was melancholy and the long shadows thrown by the pillars seemed like a ghostly 
congregation; the monotonous voice seemed as much addressed to them as to 
his sparse audience of flesh and blood. ‘Vanity of vanities, all is vanity’ was his 
subject; I well remember the chill that came over my heart as he foretold the sure 
destruction of all my youthful dreams... my heart seethed in revolt.

The inner conflict was there but Tom never entirely lost his rather 
Wordsworthian type of religious belief and always enjoyed a good sermon. 
He was tolerant of all creeds and was quite happy to attend a Roman Catholic 
service with his children when in France.

With her youngest child only just beginning to walk, Marjory remained 
at home, unable to join the church-going party or the group at the café 
(though it is doubtful whether a woman would have been acceptable in 
that masculine environment). Many women would have objected to their 
husbands socialising in this way but once again it was possible for Marjory 
to enjoy it vicariously and she had no fears for Tom, recognising the essential 
ascetic in him so far as wine and women were concerned.

By now Marjory was firmly established in the role of unobtrusive wife and 
mother so her account of this period is entirely through the activities of the 
children. She described how the five eldest set out at 7.30 a.m. walking along 
the cliff edge, past the sleeping chalets, by the Route de la Bonne Source to 
the school in the market square. Of the curriculum she wrote: ‘There was 
no religious instruction at the school. Instead, five minutes of every day was 
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given to what was called ‘Morale’. The children were taught to repeat from 
memory such precepts as: ‘Conscience is an inner voice which tells us if we 
are doing wrong. It never makes a mistake’.’ On which Marjory commented, 
‘Who could disapprove of such teaching?’

A family service lasting a quarter of an hour was established on Sunday 
mornings where, according to Tom, ‘Jean officiates at the piano and Michael 
Macgregor, aged one, in his high chair hovers like a cherub above the little 
congregation’. Whether the service became a permanent feature I cannot recall 
but I have a clear picture of Marjory seated well back from the piano, head 
held high, playing determinedly and singing strongly ‘New Every Morning is 
the Love’ and ‘Fight the Good Fight’.

The children produced a magazine edited by Jean and John.  In it, Margaret 
(Rita) aged ten, wrote on ‘Peculiarities’ found in France:

... of the many queer things one sees here one of the queerest is that nearly 
everybody goes about in the sabots, and all the girls at school can run about the 
classroom as much as they like, as they all wear carpet slippers underneath their 
sabots which they take off in class.

Even in the best schools here, no one wears a gym-slip, they all wear tabliers, 
boys included – sort of black aprons which are worn over their dresses. Then also 
everyone, even in the top form, does her sum on a slate. Lots of the boys have 
long hair and fringes… 

My own memories of the school are very few (I went afternoons only for 
a short period); they include the tall black stove which stood in the center of 
the classroom, on which Alison burnt her elbow, the chanted sing-song of the 
twice times table and memorised facts of French history such a ‘Jeanne d’Arc 
est née a Dom Remy’.

Jean, aged 13, described the marketplace:

… There was something Eastern about the scene – the green square decked with 
stalls of every colour; the women in brilliant cotton frocks, many carrying scarlet 
and blue sunshades; the antiquated Breton women with their tall well-starched 
caps – sometimes rising a foot above their heads; the loud bargaining of a dozen 
trades people; and the occasional clucking of a caged hen marked twenty-five 
francs!

I stopped in front of a stall overflowing with fish. Shrimps fought for life with 
slippery sardines, and sardines were crushed in their turn by pounds of mussels. 
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Unwieldy crabs, lolling on the backs of large plaice, received every now and then 
large bounces from the wrigglings of their more agile companions. I did not envy 
the man who had to rake out a large dark-looking object, which proved, when 
exhibited on the scales, to be a large lobster. I felt a shade of pity for the poor 
struggling creature who was hurried off in an uncomfortable bag to the stew-pot.

These extracts showed how much encouragement was given to the children 
in developing their own individual style of writing – thought it was said that 
John’s style bore a distinct resemblance to Sir Walter Scott! Whatever personal 
problems Tom and Marjory may have had they were united in their devotion 
to their children and encouraging in them an appreciation of English 
literature. Throughout the winter months after the four Little Ones (we were 
always divided into the Big Ones and the Little Ones) had been put to bed, 
Tom, Marjory and the four elder children gathered round the anthracite stove 
on three or four nights each week. And there took place what was the central 
rite of the Sharp family – reading aloud of both prose and poetry. Already 
in England the children had been read twelve Scott novels (Tom’s favourite 
author) and a further four plus three Dickens novels were read in France. Tom 
reported this story:

When last September we were removing from our much-loved home in 
Hertfordshire, Margaret, aged ten, sat unnoticed in the corner of the study 
lost in Little Dorrit while the me were removing books and furniture. At 
length, Little Dorrit too had to go into the van and is now stored in England. 
Margaret mournfully remembers the very number of the page that she had 
reached when the book had to be resigned.

Tom listed the poets whose volumes they had taken with them – 
Wordsworth, Keats, Shelley, Arnold, Browning and George Herbert – a 
fairly heavy diet for young children. They had also taken three Shakespeare 
comedies, A Pilgrim’s Progress and, surprisingly, Ruskin’s A Crown of Wild 
Olives on which Tom commented:

The children have turned over the pages of the Ruskin, they have nibbled, but I 
cannot register a bite. If they had all my books now stored in England to choose 
from it might be a long time before they reached Ruskin, but here with only a 
limited choice they devour everything in time, especially as the books are not 
forced upon them.

This was, of course, the secret of Tom and Marjory’s success with the 
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four eldest children who, with few distractions to lure them away, eagerly 
absorbed their parents’ interests. Of all their books Palgrave’s Golden Treasury 
was unquestionably the favourite for it could be passed from hand to hand 
each child choosing a favourite poem to read aloud; their selection was 
bound to include Gray’s ‘Lines on a Favourite Cat’, ‘Pibroch of Donuil 
Dhow’, ‘To a Mouse’, Shelley’s ‘Skylark’ and Keats’ ‘Nightingale’ and several 
of Wordsworth’s poems. One night they heard a nightingale singing in the 
garden perhaps reminding Marjory of the time, so long ago, when she had 
stood in the moonlight at the Roswell Pits listening to the bird. These literary 
evenings were her life-blood. Tied down by small children all day she could 
look forward to the intense joy of educating her elder children in a subject she 
loved and perhaps combined it with memories of evenings when as a child she 
had listened to her parents reading aloud to the family group, or of the school 
in Chester when the owlish headmistress read to her staff. On one particular 
evening memories of Chester must have been particularly strong for they 
were reading the closing chapters of Charles Kingsley’s Westward Ho! while a 
storm raged outside:

The weather was tempestuous. On several occasions the voice of the reader was 
almost drowned by the booming waves and shrieking wind. Suddenly the electric 
light went off and we were left in darkness, intensified by the flashes of lightning 
that seemed to pass through our large room with its seven windows undefended 
by blinds.

Undaunted by the darkness and the noise of the storm, we lit candles and 
struggled on – for it was the climax of the book, when Salvation Yeo was killed 
by a flash of lightning and Sir Amyas Leigh struck down. In a sudden moment of 
tense silence Tom’s voice was heard reading: ‘The great captain was blind.’

The problem with my parents’ devotion to English literature was that it 
gave the children an unbalanced educational diet – literature and romance 
took pride of place, there was no science or mathematics and absolutely no 
encouragement to do anything with one’s hands. Games were encouraged for 
John and Andrew while the two elder girls, Jean and Rita, helped to look after 
the Little Ones. Tom who was an observant naturalist would point out things 
on our walks but there was no training in Art or Music (beyond Jean playing 
the piano) though we did have sing-songs from the Gaudeamus Song Book.
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When the Spring came the family had to leave La Marmotte which was 
wanted for summer guests, but a vacant chalet, ‘Pierre-Jeanne’, on the cliff 
edge was found which had a large conservatory facing the sea and the same 
magnificent view. The children spent the long summer days on the bench and 
made many new friends of different nationalities, while Tom and Marjory 
met other parents and had their own English friends to stay. But a cloud hung 
over their relationship. Macmillan reported poor sales for Tom’s book and 
asked permission to pulp the whole edition with the exception of any copies 
he might wish for himself. They added ‘not that we do not think that your 
poems have considerable merit, but they are evidently not to the taste of the 
time.’ Tom took the blow in silence and asked for a few copies but he stayed 
longer on the beach, and indoors he was more often alone. 

 It seems likely that those few corrected articles were written by Tom at this 
time – Perhaps encouraged by Marjory in order to revive his spirits (though 
her correcting of his work may have had a dampening effect). Tom’s reference 
to the happy evening readings of the previous winter and his comment that 
‘our piano, solace of many a winter evening, is almost mute and our books, 
except lesson books, have fallen into the background’, suggests that he was 
missing the companionship of his elder children who now had other concerns. 
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There is a wistfulness too in his writing:

Now that the long golden days are here my young climbers upon knees (two on 
each knee, the eldest four being beyond that stage) are generally clambering on 
the rocks or digging in the sand. I am left high and dry like a rock from which 
the human tides have receded.

Tom’s despondency comes through in some lines of a poem he wrote at 
the time:

Sadder that voice of the receding sea 
Than the wild grief of David at the gate, 
Than cry of Rachel or of Niobe. 
It has in it, the last, the desolate 
Grief of the giant mourning at the mill, 
The sun gone down forever behind the hill.

But with so much young life around him and no responsibilities beyond 
entertaining visitors, and with endless opportunities for swimming his spirits 
revived and he was able to stand back from himself a little and write jauntily 
these last lines from another poem:

Rare passers-by regard me. I can read the thought of each: 
‘Why sits that fellow idling there upon a strip of beach?’

Such passers-by as there were, might well look at him for not only was he a 
good-looking man but in his dress he bore a strong resemblance to Robinson 
Crusoe. He did what was an unheard of thing for a respectable man in those 
days, he cut off his trousers at the knee (presumably they were worn through), 
and wore them unconcerned by the frayed edges. His children dubbed them 
his ‘cave trousers’. Marjory was equally indifferent to her clothing and usually 
wore plimsolls.

Walking and swimming were important to Tom but neither made much 
appeal to Marjory. I remember Tom standing in the sea at Pornichet supporting 
Marjory on the flat of his hands, while she lay facing upwards, dressed in a 
long and clinging bathing costume. She was gasping and spluttering in a 
manner rather frightening to a small child. Tom had a theory that one should 
learn to float on one’s back before attempting breaststroke but Marjory had 
no physical self-confidence and could not relax on the water and soon gave 
up. I never remember her joining in our activities, not even when the elder 
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children skated one winter, but of course there were always so many domestic 
demands on her time and she can have had little spare energy.

It was a very wet summer in which the children produced a bumper 
illustrated number of the magazine whose cover showed a dripping umbrella 
with the caption ‘Summer 1927’. All the family attended the school prize 
giving at the Casino one sweltering hot Sunday, from which the elder 
children returned home under a mountain of vast tomes. There were also 
family outings to La Baule and St. Nazaire but on these occasions the elder 
children were often embarrassed by the size of the family and took to walking 
on the other side of the road. We were constantly remarked on, for in those 
post-war years families in France and England were often ones and twos, four 
children were considered a large family. Tom was always proud to show us off, 
Marjory’s feelings were more mixed, sympathising with the elder children but 
secretly glad, I think, to let Tom do the boasting.

In England Marjory had always had some domestic help, in France she was 
assisted by Madame Chevet who caused some excitement in the family when 
she flung her arms round Tom on New Year’s Day – he being the first dark 
man she encountered. In one of his short articles Tom mentions some of the 
inconveniences of life in France – no English papers, difficulty in obtaining 
tea and ‘the near impossibility of procuring a good and sufficient supply of 
milk for so large a family. ‘Milk!’, our French servant, a married woman who 
has reared a family, marvelled that we should make such a bother about milk. 
She had not had any for twelve years and had quite forgotten the taste.’

The children went mussel gathering and presumably Madame Chevet 
taught Marjory how to cook them. On one occasion a large basket of crabs 
was left in the kitchen overnight ready for cooking next day. Probably my 
parents were out that evening, for I well remember the occasion described in 
the magazine by Alison.

Wun night in bed, I sundly haird a nos (noise) and I looct, and do you no wot it 
was working (walking) into my room? It was wun of the crabs working into my 
room, and it was wun of the biggest wuns! John pict up the crab and tooc it with 
a rooler and put it in the sea.

We regarded John as very brave having dealt so coolly with the crab and we 
kept the ruler for years with its imprint of crab claws.
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In the autumn the family moved back to La Marmotte and settled down 
to a winter, said to have been the coldest for forty years. In addition to the 
anthracite stove the long dining room had an open fireplace that was kept 
well supplied with driftwood by John and Andrew, who had no difficulty 
in collecting it from the wreckage of the many boats that foundered on the 
rocky coast.  By this time Jean and John had left school having taken the 
leaving examination in which John came top of the whole Canton, and were 
being taught at home by Marjory, with their ex-headmaster giving them 
lessons in French literature and composition.  But it was obvious to Marjory 
(though not to Tom) that this way of life could not continue.  Jean and John 
at fourteen and thirteen needed a good secondary education, which was only 
obtainable in St. Nazaire.  Marjory felt we live too far from the station to 
make this feasible but in any case she had already determined otherwise.

She wrote to the Headmistress of her old school in Cambridge and also to 
Dr Rouse, the famous Headmaster of the Boys’ Perse School, who had known 
her brother, Norman.  Both Heads wrote to welcome the children, pointing 
out possible sources for funds but Tom disapproved and

the division of opinion between Tom and me became more serious.  His 
own education had been followed largely in his own home.  He distrusted 
schoolmasters (although he often said he would have liked to have been one).  If 
I undertook the children’s education I could put them through examinations, 
meantime we could live in any cheap place.

Moreover, had not my own family history shown me that ambition was a 
cardinal sin? Was I not warned to ‘fling away ambition’?  Let the children make 
their own way! ... Sometimes, even now, I wonder who was right.

Though I pretended indifference, Tom’s displeasure was hard to bear.  I was 
adding to the soreness of his heart.  Here was more frustration, to him a return 
to England spelt ruin but I accepted the generous offers. The boys wanted sport 
and the girls asked for English friends. Even Tom might have some reason to 
welcome a return to England, once it was accomplished.

The practical Mollie Ingle in Cambridge was asked to look out for a cheap 
country house and found one at a ridiculous price. Not only that, it was 
unusual and romantic – enough to appeal to the hearts of both Marjory  
and Tom.

So in March 1928 the family left La Marmotte to spend two days sightseeing 
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in Paris before leaving for England. Actually it was Tom and Madame Temple 
who took the elder children round Paris while Marjory entertained the Little 
Ones in the Luxembourgh Gardens, which must have been dreary and cold. 
The following day we caught the train for Dunkirk, passing on the way the 
place near Albert where Roland Ingle was buried. By morning we had left 
Tilbury and were sailing up the Thames.
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Chapter Eight 
The Ingle Sisters

It was effiCient Mollie Ingle who found the house and it was she 
who was there to greet us on our return from France. This seems a good 
juncture at which to attempt a thumb nail sketch of Marjory’s sisters, for 

she wrote nothing about them in her reminiscences.   As the eldest sister she 
was very conscious of her position and, although she was fond of them, she 
always claimed that they were jealous of her.  This can only have been true in 
so far as all women of their generation were brought up to regard marriage 
as their goal, but they cannot have wanted her life – they were much more 
conventional and probably much closer to their mother, Harriet.  They were, 
however, important background figures in our lives.  Marjory was always so 
busy that she never had time to relax with them and in fact they seemed more 
interested in us than in their elder sister.  The relationship between the three 
women was one of the rivalry rather than deep affection, yet there was an 
indefinable tie between them and in some ways they were very alike – small, 
quick, physically strong and quick-witted.  But they were very different in 
character and approach to life.

The aunts were always known as M and G – named by Jean in early 
childhood and the abbreviations stuck for the rest of their lives.  They were 
our brown and blue aunts.  G had blue eyes and light brown hair and always 
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dressed in blue; a matching coat and hat, the latter broad-brimmed so that it 
shadowed her face.  Her dresses were surprisingly low necked into a ‘V’ shape 
but there was always a little piece of lace across the bottom of the ‘V’.  She 
took great care of her clothes, rarely buying new ones through lack of money.  
She would re-furbish her old ones with a small cloth nosegay, ribbon, lace 
collar, or a brooch.

As a child G seems always to have been in the shadow of Marjory (there were 
only thirteen months between them).  She was a plain girl – one photo shows 
an intriguing likeness to Barbara Streisand – not the type of looks admired in 
Edwardian England.  She was not considered clever in comparison with her 
sisters but she was certainly intelligent.  It seems unlikely that she was ever 
given a chance to be in the limelight (except when she won a school tennis 
cup) either as a child or as an adult.  After obtaining her Froebel teaching 
certificate she taught in Clacton and Tunbridge Wells but seems never to 
have reverted to full-time teaching after her illness of 1918.  By the time I 
remember her (in the 1930s), G was a part-time piano teacher at the Perse 
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Girls School with a supplement of a few private pupils.  She liked ‘belonging’ 
to the Perse, admired the Headmistress Miss Cattley, and enjoyed teaching 
the bright well-behaved children of the Cambridge élite.  But piano lessons 
were an ‘extra’ at the Perse, which meant that G’s income was small.  She was 
only one of several visiting piano teachers from whom parents could take 
their choice.  Over the years it became obvious that fewer and fewer selected 
Gertrude Ingle.

When I was a child G would invite me to go for a walk with her, usually 
taking a ball for us to throw to one another – a controlled and correct affair.  
She already seemed lonely though she talked cheerfully enough in those days, 
only later did she become a very sad woman.  She once asked me if I minded 
her moustache.  I was too embarrassed to reply satisfactorily but it did make 
a difference and gradually it affected her view of herself.

But there were times when G could seem witty and lively.  At a high point 
in her life she lodged for a short time in a Cambridge boarding house (as 
opposed to the one-room ‘digs’ she normally took).  By nature she was sociable 
and thoroughly enjoyed the companionship provided by the boarding house.  
One Christmas she was invited to give the toast to the proprietor and fellow 
guests, and reported excitedly the next day (for the aunts always came for 
Boxing Day) that her speech had been a great success as she had managed to 
play on the Proprietor’s surname – Skipper, alluding to the guests as the crew.  
When I was about ten years old, M invited G and me to tea in her lodgings 
and we played cards.  At one point G must have said ‘Damn’ which was 
quickly taken up by M: ‘Did you say damp G – is it damp?’ (swearing was 
unknown in our world). For the rest of that day there was much bantering 
between the sisters about it being damp today. I loved it. I could not imagine 
my mother involving herself in such an idle pursuit as card playing (though 
she gave every encouragement for us to do so), nor was it possible that she 
might tease another – friend or sister – about swear words.

G liked games but never seemed able to join in ours. She disliked noise 
and would probably have liked to play with one child only but that seemed 
dreadfully dull to us. As she never had a permanent base of her own – always 
on the move – and had only a tiny income she was never in the position to 
entertain us on her own ground. In her youth she had enjoyed painting and 
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occasionally she produced watercolours of wild flowers she had found on her 
walks. My mother claimed that G was a good cook and would encourage 
her to produce something in our kitchen. But G’s type of cookery was of the 
fancy cake variety, requiring the right equipment and someone is tidy up after 
her, and anyway the end product could only feed a small percentage of our 
hungry household. It was all too daunting for her – and for us.

Marjory was always concerned about G and made many kind gestures, 
but did not actually want her company. There was one occasion when I was 
about thirteen when someone lent us a house (actually a small private school) 
in a village near Cambridge to use for a holiday and at the same time keep an 
eye on it. No one seemed available to go so Marjory suggested that G and I 
should spend a week there together. Within two days, while she was having 
her afternoon nap, I had mounted my cycle and returned home – suffocated 
by the boredom. As so often happened, my mother’s apparent kindness had 
gone awry through her mistaken assessment of the characters involved.

Gradually G became more and more withdrawn. Though she turned up 
regularly at our house hoping for a walking companion, we were less and 
less inclined to join her or to contribute to – what to her was an absorbing 
topic of interest – a discussion on the personnel of the Perse Girls’ School. 
She became obsessed with her health, which was always good. Every day after 
lunch she had a ‘slack’ for an hour before taking her walk when she would 
step out lightly with a swinging movement of the arms, always with eyes 
lowered as if she could not face people. This worked to our advantage in that 
if one saw her at the end of a road or school corridor, one had time to escape 
without being seen. G never went out hatless – consequently, when we lived 
at the Watersplash and had an outside lavatory, she donned her hat before 
setting off down the garden path to relieve herself (or so Rita claimed).  She 
was secretive about her age and came to us on Census night in order to keep 
the facts from landlady or fellow lodgers. Such friends as she had had seemed 
to have disappeared by middle age, and there was never a hint of a man in her 
life, though she developed many sexual obsessions. Her two sisters, Marjory 
and Mollie, became her only props – and she loved only Mollie and Jean. 
By the 1940s her teaching had dried up and she would earn her living as a 
housekeeper, but the jobs never lasted long and she had frequent spells in 
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mental hospitals. Really she had quite a strong personality which developed 
so that she was unable to fit into the life of others, while her own world 
became so narrow that in the end there was only room for herself. She was an 
unhappy figure who seems to have been a loser all her life – even her name, 
Gertrude, seemed unattractive.

M was quite the opposite. She had thin dark brown hair, dark brown beady 
eyes and a brown skin and always dressed in autumnal colours. She dressed 
well but soberly, buying ‘good’ clothes – a burbury coat, brogues, suits, a 
fur coat – often going to London to purchase them. In 1928, when I first 
remember her, she seemed young and bright and fashionable with her cropped 
1920s hairstyle, cloche hat, and thin brown body in a lacy knit jumper and 
short skirt. Her busy, energetic personality, and lively conversation in a voice 
with an unusual timbre – not strident but definitely forceful – helped her to 
remain our ‘young aunt’ even into her seventies.

She was an extraordinary mixture, a good example of someone who having 
succeeded in one thing inevitably knows how to achieve in others.  Although 
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she was a Cambridge Maths graduate one would never have known it, except 
for an occasional tart aside about what she regarded as Marjory’s absurd 
pretence that neither she nor any of us were able to understand maths.  After 
leaving Newnham, M taught for a year in Birkenhead, but I only know this 
from College records, for she never spoke about her young womanhood.  
Probably she had a nervous breakdown after Birkenhead and became the 
daughter at home, for my father said that when he first met his sisters-in-law, 
‘Mollie was always in tears and Gertie was the lively one’.  She seems not 
to have worked for several years, though probably did her father’s accounts 
and collected his rents; then, in 1922, she became Secretary to the Steward 
at Christ’s College and remained there for fifteen years.  During that time 
she mixed in both town and gown circles and had a large number of friends, 
including the families of the two successive Masters of the College – the 
Darwins and the Ravens – and was extremely friendly with Rev. Henry Carter 
of Emmanuel Congregational Church and his family, acting as his hostess at 
Sunday teas after his wife’s death.  In the 1920s she had a small car and was 
a keen photographer but by the time I remember her she cycled everywhere, 
which she continued to do till the day of her death.  Having lived in a series 
of lodgings and tiny flats, she left Christ’s College suddenly in 1937, buying a 
house in Glisson Road, Cambridge which she divided and for the rest of her 
life lived off the income from the ground floor flat and her own lodgers.  My 
mother hinted that she suspected the abrupt exit from Christ’s College was 
due to ‘a man at work’.  After M’s death, I came across some sickly suggestive 
notes, which may well have been the cause of her departure.

M was essentially a homemaker. Domesticated and maternal, she had 
adored dolls as a child and there are photos of her as a young woman with 
other people’s children, below one of which is written ‘With my Baba’. Jean 
was the apple of her eye and they were extremely close.  Jean’s friends knew her 
as M or Aunt and there were innumerable young women, and some young 
men, who remained her friend for years, dropping in to see her whenever they 
were in Cambridge.  Her lodgers were mainly young women teachers at the 
Perse School, but later she took in young men, and for most of them it was 
a home from home.  Her flat remained unchanged over the years – warm, 
homelike and attractive – as indeed was she.
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Very occasionally M could appear a bit prim and never seemed as liberated 
as Marjory.  She had a sharp and witty tongue, was addicted to The Times 
crossword, smoking cigarettes and in later years, adored her very spoiled 
tortoiseshell cat.  The only times when I felt some unease were when she 
seemed to me to be trying to undermine my mother in my affections.  One 
knew she had a temper, which could cause an occasional abrupt resignation 
from a Committee or a falling out with one church and joining another, but 
my fear was that should I get to close she might be over-possessive.  But she 
was enormously kind to me as a child.  Invitations to tea or to stay the night; 
a new doll; the two dresses she made for me; an outing to a café; all these 
remain highlights of my childhood.  And though I saw much less of her later 
on, she recognised our links by leaving me her clothes (everything else went 
to Jean’s children).

In her sixties and seventies M had a series of rather intense friendships with 
younger men.  These would last several years and then suddenly no more was 
heard of them.  She also had many good women friends and with some she 
would go on sightseeing holidays in England – never abroad.  Several of these 
friendships dated from her Newnham College days; in 1960 an old College 
friend wrote addressing her as ‘Aurora Moneypenny – the name you bore 
during our never-to-be forgotten reading party in Derbyshire’ and signed 
herself ‘Desialemata Spittle alias Hilda Roseveare’.  These reading parties 
were popular events in the vacations from Newnham and fifty years after the 
one spent in Derbyshire ‘Aurora Moneypenny’ was reminded of the spelling 
games they had so enjoyed there.63

Towards the end of her life M became a High Anglican and went with 
friend to a Retreat at Walsingham for holidays.

M was a most successful spinster, a quasi-mother to many, and led a fulfilled 
and busy life. Yet as an ex-Cambridge graduate she could be said to have 
failed. In the College records of old student M has only a small reference for 
she had achieved nothing in their terms. In the early twentieth century it was 

63. In a A Newnham Anthology, reminiscences of ex-women students, E.M. Wilson (a contemporary of 
Mollie Ingle) wrote ‘Many of us had lived through lonely schooldays. For the first time we made friends, 
who remained faithful to us all our lives.’ It was this that Marjory had missed. E.M. Wilson also refers to 
the reading-parties in the vacations.
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expected that well-educated women would give up their careers for marriage 
and motherhood, but should she remain a spinster then she was expected 
to find fulfilment in a career. Both Marjory and Mollie Ingle reversed these 
expectations.  One, at fifty, took over a ‘mothering’ role while the other was 
just starting full-time teaching. It was Gertrude, the sad frustrated spinster, 
who fitted into the social stereotype.
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Chapter Nine 
Beginning Again

Catley Park

Marjory desCribed the return to England as follows:

‘To travel hopefully is better than to arrive’ – but not if you are between 2½ 
and 15 years of age and your journey’s end means reunion with loved and lost 
companions.  

The lorry had brought us bumpily up a never-ending hilly road that grew steeper 
and stonier the nearer it came to the summit, more than 300 feet above sea level.  
There the driver turned left into a courtyard.  A heavy door was opened and we 
clambered down and straggled through a great kitchen to a brick-floored passage.  
We opened a door on the left and – yes! we were home!  For ranged around a 
strange room stood our own family furniture.  A rush towards a cupboard, and 
cheers! – there as Mick’s outsize teddy-bear, a wooden horse with three legs, a 
cricket bat, (and look! – a football!); even a book that had been sadly abandoned 
at the last minute, eighteen months ago, now eagerly opened at a certain 
memorable page.

The ancient house – all that was left of a centuries old mansion – overlooked two 
counties.  Its tall, narrow windows gave it a somewhat gaunt look.  You could see 
right across Linton village to the Rivey Hill if you stood on the window-seat.  In 
front of the house was a paddock, and in the left-hand corner of the paddock 
was an abandoned London bus which still had its route for all to see listed on the 
front, and a bell to ring – a magical playroom.
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Marjory listed the many attractions that the house (Catley Park) offered 
– a moat on which the older children learned to skate during a hard frost, 
an orchard, kitchen and rose garden, a winding back-staircase as well as a 
dignified front one, enormous cupboards and three big sloping attics where 
we later rehearsed our plays, though the floor boards were rotten and liable 
to trap an erring foot. It was here that we kept our dressing-up box and I 
remember among the clothes a beautiful brightly-coloured shawl and some 
jewellery which apparently had once belonged to my mother and seemed 
totally unrelated to the drably dressed little woman I called Mum.

The ‘attractions’ included a covered-in well in the yard and a large pump 
in the kitchen. These, along with the cold brick floor of the kitchen, the huge 
rooms, and the outside lavatory (whose contents Tom would dig into the 
kitchen garden) do not seem to have dampened Marjory’s enthusiasm even 
though there was no question of obtaining domestic help.

Mr Sam Taylor, the farmer of whom we were sub-tenants, lived a mile away 
and the farm animals were looked after by his foreman ‘Old Roose’, who lived 
with his son, ‘Young Roose’, at the farm cottages, halfway down the stony 
road – our nearest neighbours. Marjory, in spite of her serious approach to 
life, enjoyed Tom’s witticisms and her children’s joking, but her own style was 
to savour the oddities in the personalities and behaviour of others. She used 
to like to recount the story of how on one very frosty morning ‘Old Roose’ 
appeared at the kitchen door looking pink and embarrassed with a crisp and 
unrecognisable object in his hand. This he held at arm’s length, muttering in 
his Cambridgeshire drawl as he offered it to Marjory: ‘Oi think it looks loike 
a pair of draw-aw-ers.’ Marjory accepted the knickers, which had presumably 
blown off the washing line and into the farmyard, trying to suppress her 
laughter.

The farm animals provided us with endless pleasure. Alison had her own 
pet lame hen which she tucked under her arm, while the two little boys were 
constantly given rides on the cart-horses; but I was too scared to do as David 
did, and run under the cart-horses’ tummies as they stood in line in the stable 
occasionally producing huge streams of urine, the smell of which seemed to 
permeate the building. Once there was the terrible sight of Captain, the huge 
black carthorse, lying dead in the farmyard. It was sometime before I could 
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bring myself to return there for it became haunted by the memory of the 
smell of dried blood, buzzing flies and the inert black carcass.

Jean and John were immediately sent to the Perse Schools in Cambridge 
and were delighted with their first experience of a large English secondary 
school. They left the house every morning at 8 a.m. to catch the Linton to 
Cambridge bus as it passed by the bottom of our long road. For a term Rita 
remained at home helping Marjory with the Little Ones, but then Marjory 
was offered temporary help from the Perse School Benevolent Fund to pay 
Rita’s fees. 

Dr Rouse, the Headmaster of the Perse Boys’ School was much admired 
by Marjory:

He was a man whose zeal for education was only equalled by his generosity. 
Soon a letter came from him: He had been told there were two boys of school 
age – where was the second? Not, he hoped, at the Perse Preparatory School 
(unpopular with this great headmaster!) Since John was sure of a Foundation 
Scholarship in due course, why not send Andrew, at half-fees, now? Dr Rouse 
added that he hoped we would allow both boys to be his guests at school dinner 
in the coming term. I had wanted to get Andrew into shape a little for the Big 
School and, besides, even half-fees took some finding – but I gratefully accepted 
the magnificent offer, though Tom demurred.

Once again Tom and Marjory reacted in typical fashion.  Tom was always 
averse to formal education (though took great pride in his eldest son’s 
academic prowess) and resented Marjory’s respect for it.  Equally she saw 
education as something for which one could be got ‘into shape’, very much 
related to examination curricula.  It was, I suppose, this somewhat intense 
approach of Marjory’s that put me off education from the start.  I remember 
sitting playing under the kitchen table at Catley while my mother taught 
Alison how to do sums.  I was filled with relief that I didn’t have to undergo 
this ordeal – for mother seemed so stern – but a small fear took hold that 
some day perhaps I too would have to go to school.  For by this time Alison, 
aged eight, had been sent to the village school in Linton, a walk of a least two 
miles, so to ease matters, the Vicar’s wife invited her to lunch each day.  This 
was the first time that Marjory had sent a child to an English elementary 
school – something she had never experienced herself.  At that time a child 
could only win a ‘free place’ (i.e. a scholarship to grammar school) if he or 
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she had spent at least two years in an elementary school. This ensured that 
children from private preparatory schools did not win free places.  It was still 
uncommon for middle-class parents to send their children to state schools 
where ‘poor’ children went but in our state of finances it was imperative that 
we younger four obtained scholarships.

The Big Ones were enthusiastic about their newfound friends, the organised 
games, and the many other opportunities offered by the world of school.  
The long walk to the bus was apparently worth it – even though ‘on dark 
winter afternoons Tom would take a lantern to the bottom of the long hill 
and guide the homing children up the tedious stony ascent’.  Jean and Rita 
presented school as a delightful place, with tales of schoolmistresses whom 
they practically worshipped, naming our kittens after them – Maisie, Greta, 
Gladys, etc.  They made their friends sound like the heroines I later encountered 
in the books of Angela Brazil – but they bore absolutely no relation to my 
own later experience of educational establishments. Their enthusiasm must 
have delighted Marjory and helped to carry her through what to anyone else 
would seem tedious days of isolation, her only companions being three small 
children and an uncooperative husband.

Marjory’s memoirs do not hint at drudgery or loneliness, her account 
speaks only of the romance of living at Catley: 

One could not live in this historic house without feeling its charm. On chilly 
nights in early Spring I could watch the shepherd’s lantern moving gently along 
the hillside among the lambing ewes. There were warmer nights in summer 
when the stars ‘leaned over the heavenly balconies’ and seemed to broadcast an 
unearthly serenity over our hill. In thunderstorms the lonely house seemed to be 
a target for the lightning – we had a lightning conductor on the roof. In autumn 
its gaunt old frame wore a lovely russet Virginia creeper, like a dowager donning 
a gay shawl. But the house was at its most majestic when the battering gales of 
winter in their fury tore heavy pieces of lead from the roof.

Marjory’s romantic approach was no façade, she was genuinely unconcerned 
for her own comfort, asking only that she should be fully stretched and 
revelling in the liveliness of her children. With the exception of her long 
battle for a degree, I doubt if she had ever thought in terms of her own 
gratification but hoped to realise her ambitions through others. By now her 
hopes for Tom must have faded for he had written almost no poetry since his 
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retirement and rarely managed to get out of bed before late in the morning.
It was at this time that he taught me to read. Our parents had taught us all 

from the Nellie Dale Readers (known to us as the P.A.T. Books – pronounced 
phonetically), which Tom had acquired when he worked for the L.C.C. 
Education Department. Probably by the time Tom taught David and me 
to read at Catley, Marjory was too occupied in helping the elder children 
with their studies to have time for us, and may have seen it as a ploy to keep 
Tom busy. Her ambitions were now entirely centred on her children; we had 
become her whole purpose in life. Her sons would recompense her father for 
the loss of his sons.

Robert and Harriet Ingle, now living at Shelford, came to see us, driving 
up the rough road, fearing for their car springs. Grandma, a slender figure 
in black, wore a black net driving veil pulled tightly across her face under a 
stylish hat. Apparently she expressed her fears at the amount of work the house 
would involve for Marjory whereas Grandfather ‘dwelt on the healthiness 
of the site’. Within two months of their visit Marjory went over to see her 
mother on her 77th birthday and found her very ill. She returned to Catley 
‘sick at heart’ bringing with her a shiny pink card with swans on it for my 
birthday – a last gesture from my dying grandmother. Harriet died next day 
and I remember so well the scene as I walked into the dining room at Catley 
on my sixth birthday and found, to my astonishment, my mother sitting 
on my father’s knee sobbing into his shoulder – on his other knee sat David 
crying about something or other. I was exceedingly put out that I was not 
included in the intimate group for my father’s knees were seen by me (and 
probably all my siblings) as a sure haven in distress and a place for games and 
songs at other times.

We younger ones rarely left the farmyard or the magical London bus. They 
seemed to provide all we needed and anyway no one had much time to pay 
us attention. But during the summer months my parents presumably decided 
that we needed our horizons widening and we were taken on occasional bus 
trips to other towns, though even getting us to the bus in the first place was 
a test of endurance. We went to Bury St Edmunds and Haverhill (described 
by three-year-old Mick as ‘Berry and anuvver Berry’). Two other rare social 
events occurred – we were all entertained by our landlord and played clock-
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golf in his orderly garden, and on another occasion we went to a garden party 
in the village of Abington, to the house of the elegant and dignified Mrs 
Mortlock and her companion the exceedingly  hearty and masculine Mrs 
Lias. (Mrs Mortlock had two nieces at the Perse School known as Bun and 
Dilly though their proper names were Rosalba and Pandora Oldfield.)

Visitors came in spite of the road. Once a party arrived including a lady who 
was mentally vague and kept repeating ‘The last time I saw Blondin he was 
crossing the Niagara Falls’, while two other guests sang duets – ‘Robin Adair’ 
and ‘Drink to me Only’. On another occasion some Danish people came 
with a little girl called Greta. We became firm friends and I was devastated 
when she left for I had never had a friend of my very own before. The elder 
children invited friends to stay and one memorable Christmas the Carter 
family came from Cambridge (Rev Henry of Emmanuel Congregational 
Church), when there was an organised paper chase during which the Carter’s 
little dog, Puck, was lost never to be found. We had at least one paying guest 
– a young Frenchman called Felix, who played the violin and, according to 
Marjory ‘adapted himself to our ways so unexpectedly’. He must have been 
surprised by our primitive way of life – no running water, bare floorboards 
and the simplest of food. One night during Felix’s visit there was a heavy 
thunderstorm when we were brought down from bed to listen to Felix playing 
Handel’s Largo and Marjory rendering one of her favourite songs ‘Roslein auf 
den Heiden’ accompanying herself at the piano. I doubt if we were particularly 
disturbed by the storm but Marjory (and Jean) had a horror of thunder, so she 
inevitably turned to her recipe for crises – music to eliminate noise and fears.

There was an annual Flower Show in Linton, probably at the Chapel, at 
which my mother was invited to officiate in some way – the only time in her 
married life, so far as I recall, that she undertook an official role of any sort. 
Alison, David and I accompanied her, clasping bunches of yellow Rose of 
Sharon which grew in profusion in our garden.  We were then ushered into 
the front row of the Hall and then to my consternation my mother was taken 
away, reappearing on the platform immediately above us.  I was inconsolable 
and sobbed throughout the proceedings.  Alison remained confidently 
superior and David, younger than me, seemed undisturbed, while up above 
my mother stared straight ahead coldly disapproving (or so I thought). I was 
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deeply ashamed of letting the side down and bid away the memory for many 
years.

One Sunday the village chapel announced a special preacher, Dr Scott, 
Cambridge Professor of Divinity at Westminster College.  Tom usually chose 
to take the elder children to the Parish Church while Marjory took the Little 
Ones to the chapel, but on this occasion he too decided to attend the chapel 
service.  Afterwards Tom introduced himself to the preacher as ‘a fellow 
Scot’ for he was intensely proud of his Scottish origins (and wrote many 
of his poems in Scots dialect) and, as he had an attractive personality, he 
and Marjory received an invitation to Commemoration Day at Westminster 
College – a college for young men entering the Presbyterian ministry.  The 
Principal of the college was Dr W.A.L. Elmslie who had been one of Norman 
Ingle’s best friends at Christ’s College, so both Tom and Marjory found 
themselves in congenial company on Commemoration Day and ‘enjoyed a 
day quite unrelated to the life we had been living in past months’.  As a result 
Tom applied for entry to Westminster College, and was accepted.  It was 
typical of Tom that he had not foreseen that a change in his circumstances 
might affect Marjory:

He had imagined that while he lived in College we should remain at Catley Park 
and he would ‘bring friends out’ to see us.  But his plan was out of the question.  
Who would conduct the children home in the winter dark?  How could I go 
down to the village to shop, taking three little ones with me?  There was no 
transport and of course no telephone.

At this juncture, one morning Andrew fell from his bicycle, caught in a rut 
in our road, and was hit by our landlord’s car. Rita came to fetch me, and our 
landlord drove Andrew with his torn scalp, and me to Addenbrookes Hospital, 
Cambridge. But how could I have done so if Tom had not stayed with the three 
little ones? ... I made up my mind to do two things – to get a job in Cambridge 
and to find a small house there. 

As soon as Andrew was discharged from Hospital Marjory went over to 
Cambridge to see an old school friend who ran a small Preparatory School. 
Marjory felt that it was out of sheer kindness that she was offered two days 
a week teaching to start immediately. For the rest of that summer term she 
travelled into Cambridge twice a week to Windermere House School while 
Tom looked after the three small children. 
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At nearly 47, Marjory had undiminished energy and determination and 
was at last using her teaching skills outside her family and the occasional 
foreign visitor. Now she set about the search for a house in Cambridge where 
there was an acute housing shortage and most of the available houses were 
either too small or too expensive.  Eventually a small house for sub-letting was 
found in Cherryhinton Road, not too far from Windermere House School 
and near an Elementary School which had a good reputation for getting its 
pupils into Grammar Schools. 

With her earnings and potentially free education for the youngest four 
children, and with both John and Rita having obtained internal school 
scholarships, Marjory could feel the family would survive Tom’s three year 
studentship, the fees for which he had borrowed from his mother.
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342, Cherryhinton Road, Cambridge

Marjory said she felt that Tom had made the decision to train 
for the Presbyterian ministry to please her.  It seems likely her role was 

nothing like so passive as this implies, and that she urged him on.  He was after 
all a very intelligent man who had left school at sixteen and this opportunity 
might open many doors to him.   College life was something Marjory had 
never experienced and she could expect some crumbs of benefit might accrue 
to her from having a student husband.  But Tom’s sister certainly thought 
him highly unsuitable as a minister and blamed his ambitious wife for this 
new venture.  Yet no one who knew Tom could doubt that he was a naturally 
religious man.  His dreamy blue eyes seemed always fixed on matters beyond 
our vision and he had a quality that Marjory described as ‘a note of hush and 
worship’, recognised by his café companions of St Nazaire as it was to be by 
his new colleagues.  But if suitability for the ministry is judged by Works and 
not Faith, then Tom was the wrong man for the job.

Initially the College tutors were impressed by Tom’s written work, while 
he relished his new life, becoming the wit in his group of young men who 
christened him ‘The Bard’ – a name by which he is still remembered among 
his old friends.

The small house in Cherryhinton Road was practically bursting at the 
seams with furniture and family, but somehow all were accommodated.  The 
four eldest children continued at the Perse schools, while Alison, David and I 
attended the local Elementary School. Mick, aged four, accompanied Marjory 
to her Preparatory School but, as she said, ‘then as always, he preferred to be 
on the outside of the classroom door’ and amused himself in the corridor 
while she taught.  We all came home for lunch and there was no domestic 
help.64

We had hardly settled in before we succumbed to chickenpox followed 

64. The only time my mother invited women to tea occurred in that tiny house. On one occasion it was 
the Perse Headmistress and on another she provided a cup of tea to our elementary school teachers. This 
was probably to confide to them the problem of family finances and the necessity for us to be pressurised 
into winning scholarships but may also have been to demonstrate that we were ‘different’.
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by measles – for up to this time we had been so isolated that none of us had 
had the usual childish diseases. The bedrooms resembled hospital wards with 
our beds crammed tightly together in two rooms as it was assumed from 
the start that we would all catch the germs anyway – but in fact, in spite of 
close proximity, Andrew failed to catch either illness. Luckily we were all 
healthy but should anyone fall sick Marjory usually waited till there were 
several invalids so that the doctor could provide one inspection and possibly 
one prescription for the visits had to be paid for – Tom was not covered by 
an insurance scheme.65 I believe our good Dr Roper was reluctant to send 
bills and kept them to a minimum. At different periods both Andrew and 
David suffered from tubercular swollen glands in the neck (always referred 
to as their ‘lumps’), which were thought to be the result of infected milk. 
David’s lump eventually had to be removed by an operation. This occurred 
one Sunday morning at home. He lay in a darkened bedroom and the smell 
of ether permeated the house. For many weeks afterwards a charming District 
Nurse (Nurse Cornaby) came to dress his neck with some yellow ointment 
called Bip. Presumably the Local Authority paid her. As for Marjory herself, 
she was amazingly strong. I only once remember her spending a day in bed 
throughout my childhood though she regularly suffered from exceedingly 
heavy colds and loss of voice.

We attended St. Columba’s Scottish Presbyterian Church, which Marjory 
later felt she needed to justify writing ‘it has always seemed to me that 
church-going, if it does nothing else, accustoms children to sitting quietly, 
lost in dream, with a background of music and great words, meaningless 
maybe, but moving and often beautiful’. This probably represented her own 
experience of Ely Cathedral rather than ours at the Presbyterian Church. The 
congregation was composed of people who were mostly extremely wealthy 
and many were very kind. Various gestures of help were made, indeed one 
affluent and childless lady (Lady MacAlister), offered to adopt some of us but 
Marjory’s pride kept her from accepting the charity of others even though she 
was an incipient do-gooder herself. In those days there were many beggars 
who knocked at our door. One in particular, a gipsy woman called Mrs 

65. It was while we were convalescing from one of these illnesses that I recall being taking outside to watch 
the airship R101 (which later crashed) fly over.
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Macdonald, was always accompanied by at least one whining child clinging 
to her skirts; she was never sent away empty handed though I imagine our 
cast-off clothing was only saleable as rags. For years we younger children were 
supplied with the Salvation Army paper The Young Soldier because Marjory 
respected their work among the poor – perhaps remembering their activities 
in Walworth.

On Sunday afternoon Tom would bring his fellow students to tea. We 
children loved these occasions. There was always someone who could play 
the piano and many supplied monologues like ‘Albert and the Lion’ or led 
us in singing ‘On Ilkla Moor Baht t’at’ and other noisy songs. The tiny room 
would be crowded with young man sitting on the floor nursing a child or two. 
Marjory apparently ‘did my best to join in’. Was it an effort for her? She must 
have been tired but I don’t think anyone noticed. Perhaps she was already prey 
to fears for her husband whose ‘popularity grew and his absorption in study 
diminished’ to which Marjory added: ‘He had an immense faculty for living 
in the present and teased me about my propensity to live in the future’.

During the summer vacation the kindly Professor Scott found a holiday job 
for Tom at the Council Offices helping to compile notes for a forthcoming 
Report but, as Marjory said, ‘No task could have been less congenial to 
Tom’. I will leave the account of the next few months to be told on Marjory’s  
own words:

In the Autumn term there was a pre-examination atmosphere at the College and 
Tom’s spirits and health began to decline. When the examinations came just 
before Christmas, he was not fit to sit for them. During the Christmas vacation I 
saw the writing on the wall. With the opening of the Spring Term, examination 
papers were laid before Tom unexpectedly.

One February afternoon I was cleaning our small dining room after a visit from 
the chimney sweep, when Tom suddenly appeared. Here was another crisis. 
When he spoke, it was of a curse on our family, and on himself.  I promised to 
go and see the Professor.

It was late that night when I managed to reach the College on the far side 
of town.  Without speaking, the Professor handed me Tom’s answers to the 
examination questions – they covered less than half a page of foolscap.  Again, 
there was nothing I could do but accept the situation – but I blamed myself 
bitterly.
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Tom’s distress must be hidden from the children and he must have an immediate 
holiday.  We were expecting visitors from London for the weekend – two sisters, 
both lecturers, who had visited us in France.  They nobly offered to take Tom 
back to London with them and then pass him on to a friend at Godalming.  I 
had already written to Pastor Andersen, one of Tom’s oldest friends, and he gave 
a warm invitation for Tom to make an indefinite stay in Denmark.

Meantime Tom was pleading for me to come to him at Godalming.  The risk of 
leaving the family in the charge of Jean and John for a weekend had to be taken 
– we wanted no importunate enquiries or commiserations.

I set off for Wimbledon in the first place, to Tom’s sister, Agnes.  The next day I 
went on to Guildford; for some reason I had to walk from there to Godalming.  
A passing car gave me a lift.  The driver mentioned a man from Cambridge was 
spending a day or two with him – who else but Tom!  Next day, Tom’s sister and 
brother, Bill, and I saw him off for Denmark.  Our last glimpse of him was of 
someone ‘moving about in worlds not realised.’

Marjory left for Cambridge, while Tom’s sister and brother returned to 
Wimbledon.  Brother Bill was also in trouble.  He had recently served a three 
month prison sentence for embezzling £2,000 from his employers – having 
had plenty of opportunity to do so as a cashier.  On Bill’s discharge from 
prison, with his marriage ended, he went to live with his sister’s family where, 
according to my cousin, he would appear late in the day in his dressing-gown, 
or sometimes disappear for a few days at a time.  To my cousin, he was a hero, 
but she later learnt that he went off on drinking bouts.  Soon, Bill emigrated 
to South Africa, married a nurse, and became a highly respectable accountant.  
Bill’s misdemeanours must have occurred at this period, but I only learnt 
about them in middle age from a cousin. Beyond being a guilty secret, I 
cannot think they had any bearing on Tom’s collapse.  

In the first shock of events, Marjory’s reaction was that Tom should 
not return to Cambridge and she wrote to several London headmistresses, 
explaining her situation, two of whom offered jobs.  But finding a house 
in London proved almost impossible.  She found temporary work during 
the summer holidays on a School Meals investigation project organised by 
Mrs Rackham (local Labour Councillor and former suffragist), and one day 
happened to run into an old school friend (Mrs Strangeways, nee Dorothy 
Beck, later Chairman of the Perse Girls’ School Governors, and herself the 
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mother of seven children).  It was she, who pointed out to Marjory the benefits 
to the children if she stayed in Cambridge (though I feel sure Marjory needed 
no reminding), and suggested that, as the L.C.C. was prepared to offer her 
evening classes, perhaps the Cambridgeshire County Council could do the 
same.  Marjory applied to the Cambridgeshire Technical School, and was 
offered an evening class teaching English.  ‘It meant leaving the Little Ones in 
the evenings, but I dared not lose this opportunity.  Characteristically she set 
about planning for the future. ‘There was my old scheme of foreign boarders 
but this would need a larger house’. Higher up the road there was just such 
house – twice the size and twice the rent of 342 – and it was vacant.  With 
her usual impulsiveness and determination Majority rented the house, ‘not 
with the aid of borrowed money. We had our plans and would fight our own 
battles’. Here Majority is using the royal ‘we’ for it was she, and she alone, 
who made the decisions and fought the battles.
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Chapter Ten 
Working Mother

DesCriPtions of houses and views came readily to 
Marjory’s pen, so we can leave her to present our new home.

It was late on a lovely June evening in 1931 when I went alone to 152 
for a last reconnaissance before the removal. I stood at a window looking out on 
the old garden with its wide tree-circled lawn lying serene in the sunset glory and 
I hoped this might be an augury of our life here.66

Tom had been three months in Denmark, cared for by warm-hearted Danish 
friends in a series of families. There was much to do before his return. 152 had 
been built for a Victorian family. It was on three floors, with three large bay 
windows rising one above the other to the high roof. It was semi-detached; the 
long dining room ran from front to back on the ground floor with a French 
window and steps leading into the back garden. The front garden was shaded by 
many trees from the road attached to the side of the house was a four-roomed 
annexe. The large book-lined drawing room was upstairs.

My mother does not mention, and may well have forgotten for she listed 
only her priorities, that one back bedroom was very damp, and the wallpaper 
could never be persuaded to cling to it satisfactorily. The kitchen contained 
an old cooking range and the scullery was stone-floored, while the one and 
only bathroom contained only a bath – no sink! There was at least a separate 

66. The long garden abutted on Windermere House School in Hartington Grove, but by this time Marjory 
had ceased to teach there. The school is now a Friends’ Meeting House.
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lavatory, which was important when there were never less than ten inhabitants 
of 152 to make use of it – and usually far more. There was actually a small 
outside lavatory but it was rarely used, and never after one of our kittens fell 
in it and was drowned (another kitten, Wilfrid, the pride of the pack, fell 
into a bucket of whitewash left by a decorator and never recovered his former 
beauty).

There was only half a mile between 152 and 342 Cherryhinton Road so the 
removal was soon accomplished.  We had barely settled in when news came 
that Tom was returning:

One August evening he suddenly appeared.  Knowing what his reaction to the 
new home would be, I felt nervous.  At first he was too detached from reality to 
say much.  For some hours after his arrival he and I were meeting like strangers.  
But his reproaches soon began.  I countered by announcing grandiose plans – 
Tom would always listen to far-fetched schemes!  Gradually he accepted things, 
as I felt sure he would, but he did not guess how rickety my plans were.

Another evening class came my way, and I waited hopefully.  Suddenly I heard 
that the Principal of the Technical School had been taken to hospital, seriously 
ill.  The Second Mistress became Deputy Head and her work was passed on to 
me!  With full-time work I must have a housekeeper, but where to find one?  I 
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remembered a kind Danish guest at the Watersplash who had offered to stand in 
at any time – but she was now sixty.  Optimistically I wrote asking for temporary 
help and she came as quickly as possible and stayed two months.

After that Marjory struggled on, occasionally assisted by English ‘helps’. 
There was pretty Gladys, who arrived with a smart black dress, tiny white 
apron and frilly cap (of a Lyons ‘nippy’), who I thought lovely. But she stole 
some silver teaspoons and was sacked, though she didn’t fit in anyway.  Much 
more to my mother’s liking was Ethel, a very plain, unmarried lady in her 
thirties, who seemed to be the mother of a little boy at our school but was 
called Miss West, which perplexed me.  Ethel was very slow mentally.  Once 
there was an enormous crash and my mother reported that she had found 
Ethel picking herself up from the bottom of the stairs surrounded by a trail of 
broken crockery. Ethel remarked cheerfully as she glanced towards the stairs 
‘I think I come a buster’. But Ethel eventually tried even Marjory’s patience 
and she had to go. From then on we had a series of au pair girls aged between 
16 and 23. With none of these girls did my mother form a close relationship 
but there were many young men who came to our house for whom she had 
a weakness, especially if they were artistic or seemed misfits in their own 
families. 

I have a clear picture of Marjory in those early days at 152 when she was 
still very much involved in domesticity. Monday was washday when she would 
light the fire under the copper in the scullery. This was done before breakfast 
so that the water would be hot enough for her to tackle the washing once 
we had been dispatched to school. On our return at lunchtime she would 
emerge from the steamy atmosphere in which she had spent the morning, 
drying her arms and hands whose skin was shrivelled from her exertions at 
the sink. Overnight she would have steeped beans, lentils and peas to produce 
a good thick soup which was always our first course on Mondays, followed 
by a bunch of cheap over-ripe bananas which one or other of us Little Ones 
would have been sent to buy from the Monday Cattle Market at the top 
of the road. Dinners (never called lunch in those days) followed a regular 
pattern – shepherd’s pie one day, then mince (rather greasy), bacon and eggs 
(always for dinner never as a cooked breakfast), stew, sausages, and on Fridays 
one of us would join the queue for fish and chips at the local shop. It was an 
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expensive meal for ten people but presumably allowed Marjory time to sweep 
(no vaccum) the house before the turmoil of the weekend.

By 1937 we had found Eveline – a round, jolly cook who became the 
mainstay of the household – arriving in time to deal with breakfast and leaving 
after the evening meal. She tolerated the successive au pairs and enjoyed to 
the full the glamorous foreign young men who by then were part of our 
household. Eveline was probably not more than thirty but seemed older. Her 
love life was a mystery to me. She woud condfide to me the circumstances of 
her latest romance, often a bus driver or conductor, and yet I knew she had 
a baby at home looked after by his grandmother. She must therefore have a 
husband I reasoned and occasionally as she giggled of her latest flirtation, 
I would remind her to think of him! It never occurred to me that Keithie 
was illegitimate even though I had witnessed an occasion when Eveline had 
opened the door to a strange lady and had run screaming from the house. My 
mother dealt with the stranger and went to reassure Eveline that whatever the 
woman had said made no difference.

There was, of course, always a shortage of money – no question of 
pocket money for the children (though I occasionally stole money from my 
mother’s purse, nothing was ever said – perhaps she didn’t notice). There 
were rarely any new clothes and no gifts except one or two at birthdays, 
and never anything for Marjory herself beyond bus fares and text books for 
teaching purposes. Following Tom’s return from Denmark she apparently 
never discussed financial affairs with him and he complained that she was 
undermining his authority – for up to that time she had been the meek wife. 
Marjory maintained that she could not undermine him for he had ‘a natural 
ascendancy’. But this was not how most people saw it, in fact, my memory 
is that by the 1930s neither of them had a great deal of authority. Although 
Marjory became the financial mainstay of the family she was always in the 
background, never dominant. They were the very opposite of the proverbial 
Victorian parents – totally unlike the regime Marjory had known as a child. 
By the time they had eight maturing adolescents and young adults to deal 
with they were in a minority situation and became the butt of much teasing, 
particularly from John and Rita. Sometimes at meal times John would jump 
up from the table and imitate my father’s bouncy walk, head held high looking 
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skywards, then he would pull down a hat almost over his eyes, find an ankle 
length coat and shuffle across the room with his feets played out to represent 
Marjory. My parents enjoyed the joke.  Her sons could tease Marjory but she 
was someone with whom no one took liberties.  She was always ‘Mrs Sharp’; I 
never heard anyone call her by her Christian name (to Tom she was ‘Mumsie’ 
and to her sisters ‘Chick’ although they often referred to her as ‘Mum’).  
She had an aloofness which was always respected quite the opposite of my  
father’s ‘larking’.

When I remember my poor father I see him so often in a position of 
humiliation. Sunday dinner was the time when tensions surfaced.  We would 
have attended the Presbyterian Church – walking a mile and a half to get there 
(no Sunday bus), separately in twos and threes.  My father would sit at the end 
of the row next to the aisle with my mother next to him and a line of children 
stretching out alongside.  When we stood up to sing a hymn we became the 
focus for all eyes since our pew was right in the middle of the church.  My 
mother invariably sang ‘seconds’, as she called it, which occasioned me much 
distress.  I longed for her to sing the right tune.  Eventually we dotted ourselves 
around the church (Rita and me always together) until in the end most of us 
gave up attending that church altogether (some transferring to the C of E).  
There must have been many occasions when Marjory did not accompany us 
for this was normally the day for roast meat – and it seems unlikely that the au 
pairs cooked it since they were nearly all Scandinavian Protestants who joined 
the church-goers.  During the summer months Marjory preferred to attend 
the evening service run by the Presbyterians in the small York Street Mission 
Hall in a downtown area of Cambridge.  On one occasion she took David 
and me with her to a Harvest Festival at the Mission where we sang ‘Summer 
Suns are Glowing’.  Somehow the surroundings of the Mission Hall seemed 
right so far as I was concerned in a way that St Columba’s never did.  I suspect 
my mother felt the same way.

But Sunday dinner was difficult.  I connect Tom’s carving of the joint with 
a tetchiness that at any moment might flare into a real loss of temper on 
his part.  With hindsight and experience of carving joints I can see that the 
situation, like lighting coal fires, is open to tension and bickering, and this 
allied to the pressure of guilt left by the Presbyterian sermon could spark Tom 
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into determining to show his authority.  Really almost the only family rows 
that I remember took place at that meal.  Once when I was nine there was an 
argument between my parents and I made a conscious decision that if they 
were going to part I would go with my mother.  Later there was an occasion 
when Jean fled from the table saying she could stand it no longer. But these 
were rare and memorable events.  Much more probable was a situation 
caused by some triviality in which Tom felt his authority was threatened.  
For instance he might fart as he cut the meat, someone would giggle and be 
told firmly by Tom to ‘stop that’.  This produced more giggling which soon 
became uncontrollable and infectious.  In the end, Tom in a rage, would send 
a child from the room but it was no victory for Tom.  He knew, and so did 
we, that he had made himself look silly.67

At the other end of the long table, Marjory would have continued dishing 
out the vegetables, making no comment.  On very rare occasions her stern 
control over her feelings might give way if she had been sorely tried but her 
sudden eruption would surprise her as much as anyone else.  Even when her 
anger did appear it was never to her advantage.  Once when I was about fifteen 
and being particularly rude and mulish, she suddenly turned and slapped the 
back of my shoulder saying: ‘I will not be spoken to in that way.’  We were 
both deeply ashamed, but I didn’t show it and she appeared the loser.  Mostly, 
however, Marjory was so permissive that we were rarely asked to assist in 
any way.  It was as if her guilt at leaving the younger children left her feeling 
that she had no right to ask for help or perhaps she could not face possible 
defiance.  There was also her belief that one should enjoy youth because the 
future (at least for girls) would hold domestic commitments which she saw 
as burdensome in every respect – with the exception of the pleasure derived 
from having babies – and therefore we should be protected from household 
chores as long as possible.  So if there was no milk in the house, it was often 
my mother who would go to the local dairy to fetch it. 

To revert to 1931, when we moved to One-Five-Two (as we always called 
it), Jean and John left school within a month of our move to the house. It 

67. Another story that took place ten years later shows Tom in a similar situation. Tom had a habit of 
cooling his tea in his saucer and then drinking from it. David, irritated, said ‘Don’t do that Dad’. Tom, 
startled, replied ‘Don’t speak to me like that son, after all I’ve done for you’. David: ‘What have you done 
for me?’ Tom thought a bit and then dragged out slowly ‘I do the shopping’.
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was arranged that Jean should teach in a small private school and there she 
remained for the next five years. She did not complain and made a useful 
financial contribution to the running of the household but all her friends 
went on to some form of higher education. John, on the other hand, though 
he had had a highly successful school career, did not find it easy to obtain 
work. This was of course a time of high unemployment but it seems strange 
that a Bank told Marjory that John was too good for them. This may be 
correct, but I suspect that, like her father before her, she had determined that 
her sons – or at least her eldest son – should go to Cambridge University. 
Somehow she found the money for his first year’s fees at Fitzwilliam House, 
at that time a non-residential college accessible to poor students who could 
live at home, and John soon obtained open scholarships, not only paying 
his way but contributing generously to family expenses (such as later on, my 
school fees). 

When, in 1934, it was Rita’s turn to leave school, once again there was no 
prospect of going on with her friends to higher education. As she was bright 
and studious Marjory arranged for her to study for a London degree at home 
by correspondence in much the same way as Marjory herself had done. At the 
same time Rita did some teaching in a private school (Miss Macleod’s). It was 
a dreary drag for Rita but, like Jean, she made no complaint and eventually 
achieved her degree. 

In 1932 finances were tight.  The youngest three children were at the local 
elementary school while Alison had just achieved a ‘free place’ at the Perse. 
This would mean extra expense since there were many things like school 
uniform, which were not free. Andrew’s fees at the Perse School had also to 
be found.

He had many friends and was not ‘keeping his head down and studying’.  
Rather the reverse.  Marjory used to describe how, in despair, she would set 
Andrew to work in a room on his own with a question paper; on her return 
and hour later she would find that all he had done was to ink in all the ‘o’s’ 
he could find.  Finally, at her wit’s end, she decided to remove him from 
school and apprentice him as a mechanic a Marshall’s Garage.  He was 14 
and in the next three years he became adept at doing up old motor bikes 
which he then rode round and round our lawn – no longer the serene and 
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green sward described by Marjory, but a mixture of mud and straggly grass 
like any football pitch (for which it was also used).  Round the sides of the 
lawn was a wilderness of weeds which once a year Marjory would tackle with 
Mick and some of his friends paid to assist her.  When Andrew was 17, before 
he had completed his apprenticeship, it was decided that he should leave the 
garage, have coaching from Marjory for the School Certificate and return to 
the Perse School in the VIth Form.  This was one of Marjory’s rather tortuous 
decisions, probably based on her deep sense of guilt that Andrew had not had 
the same chance as the rest of us – and influenced by the fact that we were by 
then more affluent and she could afford the fees.

The improvement in the Sharp finances was entirely due to Marjory.  
When the Principal of the Technical School died and a new Head appointed, 
she had to revert to her part-time teaching but by then she had built up many 
connections.  There were the Day Continuation classes at Chivers factory, 
coaching for the University Previous examination (Little-Go) and for School 
Certificate which involved ‘a constant stream of private pupils to the house’ 
and, most dear to her heart, she was apoointed to teach a new Three Grade 
Course of English to Foreigners at the Technical School every evening of the 
week.  (I rather think they took R.S.A. exams.  It was the forerunner of the 
modern T.E.F.L.)

My mother’s teaching at Chivers Factory was the only job she ever 
undertook with which I could identify.  A car would arrive at our house at 
1p.m. on Wednesdays. It was large, black and chaffeur driven. Marjory would 
climb in, dressed in her shabby brown coat and matching pulled-down hat, 
and sink into the back seat alongside a largish lady who taught needlework 
and cookery. Another lady who taught shorthand and typing was sat beside 
the driver. Mother taught English. On one exciting day she took me with 
her. I don’t know why. Possibly I was at a loose end in the summer holidays 
and, as the shorthand teacher (of whom Marjory was in awe) was absent, she 
probably felt free of any criticism of my presence. Or, since it was the summer 
I failed to win a scholarship to the Perse, she may have been trying to boost 
my morale. If so her aim was well hidden as that fact only just occurred to me. 
Whatever the reason, it was surprising for usually her work and her family 
were kept completely separate.
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I had a very special interest in the Chivers Class. Marjory had decided that 
the girls would write stories, which would then be made into a book.  She 
recruited me to cut out pictures from magazines and old storybooks from 
which the girls would select one to inspire composition. Not only was this 
an imaginative and progressive form of teaching in those days, but it ensured 
that I, aged eleven, was not only happy to cut up my story books but was 
likely to select pictures that would appeal to girls only a few years older than 
myself. Afterwards Marjory and I read all the stories and selected the best to 
go in the book. I also kept a register of these classes for her. It was something 
she and I shared – the neat list of names, the neat marks beside them – and 
only she and I in our household knew these people as individuals.68

The younger children had a completely different upbringing from the 
Big Ones. From the time I was eight or nine I never remember my mother 
being around to see us into bed. Usually one of the three eldest or an au pair 
girl told us to get upstairs but it was all very haphazard. Tom sometimes 
took us younger ones swimming and afterwards we would visit Lyons café 
for a hot drink and a chocolate biscuit which was as much his enjoyment 
as ours (he loved cafés).  He also managed to read us three R.L. Stevenson 
novels, four Scott and a Dickens before we made it clear that there were 
other more interesting diversions – and he gave up.  On Saturday evenings 
an elderly, childless widower, Dr Thomas, an expert on Eastern religions and 
languages who was extremely shy and happiest in the company of children, 
would spend two hours with us younger ones sitting at the dining-room table 
where we read the Children’s Newspaper with him, followed by crosswords 
and anagrams of all sorts, finally ending up with a chapter of the current book 
– A. A. Milne and Arthur Ransome were his favourites. Alas, Dr Thomas, like 
J. M. Barrie, had difficulty in recognising that children have to grow up – and 
grow away. In the end it was left to Marjory to explain the situation.

To soften the blow my mother invited Dr Thomas to join the Sunday 
afternoon tea parties held upstairs in the drawing room. These were for the 
elder children and visitors – mostly young men from Westminster College. 
The Little Ones had tea downstairs and joined them afterwards when there 
68. When I wrote to the Cambridgeshire Archives Department to enquire whether they had anything in 
their archives concerning Chivers Factory Day Continuation Classes, I was informed that all they had was 
a small book of stories put together in the 1930s!
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might be singing and games. On this occasion Dr Thomas left his black bowler 
hat in the hall and shyly joined the group of assembled adults – not the sort 
of company in which he felt at home. An hour or two later Rita whispered 
a message for my mother, which was conveyed in awed whispers round the 
room except to Dr Thomas. The message was ‘Zimba (our dog) has eaten Dr 
Thomas’s bowler’. We were aghast. Dr Thomas was always so correctly dressed 
with his spats, umbrella and bowler hat (essential for covering his shining 
bald head.) It was my mother who had to break the news to him.

These were simply small interludes for Marjory who was always teaching 
– from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. when her nightly classes finished. At lunchtime she 
would appear at the far end of the long table (two or even three tables put 
together), eat a minimal amount, listen to the chatter and be ready for the 
next pupil at 2 p.m., for there was a constant stream of private pupils. If 
possible mother taught them in the annexe, removed from the hubbub of the 
rest of the house but if it was not available dining room was commandeered. 
Occasionally in the summer, she would have a table in the garden with a 
group of foreign students round it to whom she gave dictation followed by 
comprehension. She was a naturally tidy person and it now seems incredible 
that she was able to do her marking, keep her registers and prepare lessons 
so unobtrusively. A grateful pupil made her a plain wooden desk in which 
she kept all her papers – I never remember seeing any lying about. When 
she returned from evening classes she was often too tired for more than a 
cup of tea or occasionally a bowl of soup supplied by Tom (from a tin). Her 
digestion was poor and she lived off ‘bismuth’ tablets.

Marjory was a godsend to ambitious and/or academic parents wanting to 
get their non-academic children into educational establishments. She was a 
superb ‘crammer’ for exams and was always in demand to coach for Common 
Entrance to Public schools, Little-Go for would-be undergraduates, or the 
perennial School Certificate. She charged very little (I have a feeling it was 
7s 6d an hour) and often taught nearly twice as long as the hour for which 
she was paid. It became a personal challenge to her to get a particular pupil 
through a certain exam and she was carried away by her own enthusiasm, 
forgetting the time. She had phenomenal success but received almost no 
recognition beyond the money and often a further request at a later date ‘to 
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do the same’ for a younger sibling.69

There were, however, some devoted pupils – usually adults who recognised 
how much they owed to her. One of these (Miss Lawfield) used to lend us her 
family punt and invited us to make use of her father’s superb allotment while 
they were on holiday. When the Guillebaud family appeared in Cambridge 
after spending many years as missionaries in Rwanda, my mother delighted 
in coaching the many daughters who had missed out on formal education 
while in Africa – a situation not unlike that of her own elder children. Later 
her private pupils were swollen by the advent of many German Jews, refugees 
anxious to make a new life, for whom a knowledge of English was essential 
if they were to prosper in Britain or the U.S.A. With some of these adult 
pupils, particularly the foreigners, Marjory developed the sort of emotional 
relationship she had once had with older teaching colleagues and Else from 
Bremen. At Christmas time, my mother received masses of cards from pupils 
past and present. She never sent any herself but after Christmas would 
sit down and methodically reply by letter – always anxious to know how 
their careers were developing but even more interested in their love lives. 
There was one Christmas Eve when she was so pressurised with last minute 
shopping that she absent-mindedly posted some letters in the used ticket box  
on the bus.

Was there no relaxation for her? For two summers in the early thirties she 
and Tom took the Little Ones for one week of day trips from Cambridge to 
Hunstanton – a cheap holiday scheme run by the railway. It was a change, of 
course, but must have been tiring with its early start each day, a mile walk to 
the station at each end of the day and a picnic lunch to provide. Tom certainly 
enjoyed it but it may have been a duty she felt owed to the younger children 
while the elder ones were at Scout and Guide camps. Later in the thirties 

69. Among her many private pupils I only remember a few – Dick Vellacott (who made the desk), Mary 
Thatcher (daughter of the Censor of Fitzwilliam House), Tim Swann (whose brother was to become Sir 
Michael of the BBC), John Thornely (who was badly crippled with rheumatism, and Violet (or Queenie) 
Mitchell whose father was the gamekeeper to Sir A. Cunyngham Reed at Six Mile Bottom. Our Labrador 
dog, Zimba, was one of his gun-shy hounds who was due to be put down when he came to us. He was 
the perfect campanion to my father. If Zimba was lost (Tom never used a lead), he was always to be 
found sitting outside St. Columba’s Church to which he occasionally accompanied us. Another pupil of 
my mother’s was the sister of the very first woman TV announcer in 1937. I also remember the beautiful 
Amarylis Fleming (later a distinguished cellist) and her brother coming to our house – but not as pupils. 
I have since learnt that they were the children of Angustus John and half-siblings to the creator of James 
Bond.
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she would take Mick to Felixstowe for a few days to visit her father who had 
retired there.

Every autumn she spent an afternoon in Heffers Book Shop choosing 
new textbooks for her students. Sometimes I went with her and caught her 
enthusiasm, even though most of the books were far above my head. When 
we acquired a cast-off wireless in 1936, Tom and Marjory liked to listen to 
the Saturday night programmes of ‘In Town Tonight’ and the Music Hall. 
Tom would buy some ‘paragorics’ which we younger ones sucked while we 
listened in with them to the comics. One of my few intimate experiences with 
my parents were those evenings when we laughed together at such comedians 
as the Western Brothers, Rob Wilton, Murgatroyd and Winterbottom, and 
Elsie and Doris Waters – all rather highbrow comics and not at all risqué. 
There were one or two memorable outings – a visit to the theatre to see Peter 
Pan when my mother shamed us by waving her handkerchief to indicate she 
believed in fairies so that Tinker Bell should not die – and a visit to the cinema 
to see ‘Sanders of the River’ in which Paul Robeson captivated all hearts with 
his singing. This film made an enduring impression on Marjory and some 
of her children, possibly influencing their future choice of careers in Africa. 
Apart from these outings and an occasional visit to the Arts Theatre with Tom 
and some of the elder children, and a few Jack Hulbert films, Marjory hardly 
experienced the cinematic pleasure that opened up to her children and Tom 
in the Thirties.70

By the time I reached adolescence (1936) my parents were background 
figures to the life that went on in the house. Tom stayed in bed most of 
the morning, taking Zimba, the devoted labrador, for long walks in the 
afternoon which in summer would include a swim in the river for both of 
them; otherwise he was generally to be found in the drawing-room reading 
or playing chess with or without an opponent. We could, however, still count 
on him to be the life and soul of such events as Bonfire Night, Christmas and 
visits to the annual May Week Fair. I liked to creep up to the drawing room, 
snuggle into a red plush chair with a book while Tom played chess, particularly 

70. Of all our many visitors I only recall one occasion when they were specifically Marjory’s friends. They 
were two nuns who came to stay for a week, one of whom (Sister Edithe Cecile) had once been a teaching 
colleague of Marjory. I was eager to take up their early morning cup of tea hoping to see if it was true that 
nuns have shaved heads. I never found out.
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if his opponent was an attractive young man.71 Occasionally he earned small 
amounts of money by such things as accompanying a man from our church 
on walks who was inclined to have fits as a result of war wounds; sometimes 
Marjory would pass on to him a pupil who was not taking an exam but simply 
wanted to learn more of English literature. Tom never tired of expounding on 
his poetic heroes and if one was not careful an innocent query could land one 
into being read great chunks from ‘The Prelude’ or ‘Ode on the Intimations 
of Immortality’. He was always ready to tell a joke against himself and one 
of these concerned Antonio, a Spanish boy with whom he spent many hours 
playing chess. Tom was determined to introduce the philistine Antonio to the 
glories of English literature. One day he was enthusiastically reading aloud to 
him from Blake’s ‘Songs of Innocence’ when he reached the line ‘And on a 
cloud I saw a child’. Antonio rose, ‘Impossible’ he said and closed the book. 
He would have no more poetry. But Tom received his reward when John, 
having obtained a First Class in Classics, switched to English and the two 
could share their love of Eng. Lit., though Tom could not appreciate John’s 
liking for the current poets, Eliot and Auden.

I have left till last what was by far the most important and infuential aspect 
of our lives between 1933 and ‘39 – the foreign boarders. Every summer a 
party of French boys from an élitist school near Paris arrived in Cambridge 
for a month’s stay. Initially John was asked to act as their tutor and we had one 
boy as paying guest – Louis Albert des Longchamps, a beautiful half Spanish, 
half French Parisien. He captured all our hearts and became Alison’s constant 
companion but he also delighted in spending hours with Tom discussing 
poetry or teasing John about his frequent visits to Bedford (where John’s future 
wife lived), or charming us all with his absurdly bad imitation of an American 
accent. From that time onwards we had a constant stream of foreign young 
men and maidens in the house throughout the summer months. Nearly all of 
them had English lessons with my mother, most enjoyed talking to my father 
or being taken round the Colleges by him, and some became embroiled in 

71. Tom belonged to the Cambridge Chess Club and would occasionally visit other players for a game. 
Once of his regular opponents was Canon Balwin – an ancient and tiny figure with a huge booming voice 
which he used to great effect when he was still preaching in his nineties. He could be seen dressed all in 
black, his gaitered legs astride his tricycle, a round clerical hat pressed down over white flowing locks which 
hung over his black overcoat. He was father-in-law to the Shakespearean scholar Professor Dover Wilson.
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heady, if temporary, romance. My memory of those years is of an atmosphere 
steamy with the intense emotions of an international household of young 
people – French, Hungarian, Swedish, Swiss, Austrian, Dutch, South 
American, Spanish, Finnish, Danish, Norwegian, German – all there to enjoy 
themselves in an extremely permissive atmosphere.

Our house was full to oveflowing with all these paying guests and their 
friends and, as Marjory could not resist taking ever more boarders, one year 
this involved Alison and me being boarded out down the road, where we 
shared a double bed in a back bedroom of a house to which we were given 
a front door key. On more than one occasion the landlady found the key 
left in the lock next morning, one or other of us had not returned to sleep 
there. Marjory had been strict with Jean and Rita and she possibly feared 
she had been over strict for at twenty-four and twenty-one they had no male 
friends; with Alison and me she was completely the reverse and in fact both 
of us had boy-friends before our elder sisters. Alison and I had been given no 
sexual information and were never provided with sanitary towels, and having 
no pocket money with which to buy them we used anything that came to 
hand. Did she worry about us? She must have known that we were very 
vulnerable and those long light evnings, when she was busy teaching, were 
ripe for punting on the river, visits to the cinema or some other delightful 
diversion. When one remembers that the English educational system depends 
on examinations taken at the height of summer, it is amazing that we ever 
scraped through them.

To this pulsating atmosphere with the second-hand gramophone playing 
constantly, Marjory would return from her teaching. She loved it. Perhaps 
she was reminded of her days in Grenoble, possibly she wanted us to enjoy 
what she had never had. Certainly she found it relaxing after the strain of 
teaching, and the impeccable manners of the foreign guests were soothing 
after the directness of her children. When, in her eighties, she set down a 
short record of this period she only mentioned ‘the boarders who appeared 
in plenty’ and ‘the evening poetry readings when a crowd of young friends, 
guests and Sharps would read their favourite poems’. In spite of her ability as 
a crammer for exams, it was the poetry readings and the foreigners that she 
felt were of the greatest educational value to her children.
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Chapter Eleven 
Teacher

Marjory was 49 when she returned to full-time teaching – an 
age when few people expect to start a career. Yet she put all her 
energies into it and by 1939 when war clouds were gathering, 

her skills were much sought after and she no longer had to seek for work – it 
came to her. 

Undoubtedly what she liked best was teaching foreign adults and so it was 
appropriate that the only glimpse we have of her at work comes from the pen 
of one of her Jewish students who, in June 1939 wrote a poem in German 
which he called ‘Methode Sharp’. The poem begins with a quotation from 
Goethe. Below is the English translation.

Reach out for the fulness of human experience, everyone lives but it is not given 
to many to know how interesting Life can be. 
     - Goethe (Faust).

THE SHARP METHOD.

Dedicated to Mrs Sharp in gratitude, 23 June 1939.

How should a foreigner learn English properly? 
Should he withdraw from all other forms of education? 
Should he satisfy himself with basic English? 
With few words, easy sentences?
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Or, by contrast, should he love grammar? 
Should he practice the art of phonetics? 
Should he collect jokes from dictionaries 
And, terribly embarrassed, should he stumble over strange words?

I am the happy messenger of the best way: 
Don’t bother! Use the Sharp method!

This way the lessons come through conversation, 
And language development comes all by itself. 
This way you will never notice pedantic striving, 
And everything you hear will be spoken Life. 
And, how you hear it... your ear delightedly picking up 
The Spirit, the Joke, the Mood, the Humor!

This way the country and its people will be described properly, 
The Englishness will be painted colourfully for you. 
The World of the Spirit follows as a gentle Dance, 
And thus you learn to read and show off your speaking ability!

Don’t bother! No, you don’t need to worry yourself, 
Just choose the Sharp Method!

Cheston Hall Crescent, Cambridge.

Hugo Aufseesser.

No wonder she came home exhausted. All her liveliness, which had once 
gone into school debates or soapbox oratory, was kept for the classroom.  We 
knew her sisters were lively, but very rarely saw her be anything other than 
serious and purposeful.
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Chapter Twelve 
War

The End of an Era

The year 1938-1939 was probably the most affluent and secure that 
the Sharp family ever experienced.  Six of us were more or less launched 

and the house was full of foreign boarders.  Jean, having taught for five years 
at Miss Tilley’s school, took some secretarial training and spent two years as 
Secretary and Hostess to the Cambridge International Club, where she met 
her future husband, Philip Richardson, an undergraduate about to train for 
the Colonial Service.  By 1939, she was working as a nurse-receptionist to a 
Cambridge dentist.

John, having obtained a double first in Classics and English, was a 
schoolmaster at the City of London School, having previously taught at 
Whitgift School, Croydon. He was about to marry Wendy Hope, a teacher at 
the Girls’ School in Battle, Sussex.  Margaret/Rita was working in the British 
Council in London, Andrew was reading English at Fitzwilliam House (paid 
for by Marjory’s earnings), Alison was a student at the Cambridgeshire Art 
School, I (Catherine/Ta), was training as a Nursery Nurse at Fulham Day 
Nursery in London, while David/Dooer and Michael/Mick were still at Perse 
School.  Marjory had large numbers of private pupils by day, and regular 
evening classes for foreign students at the Technical School, and Tom was 
in good spirits.  At the time of the Munich crisis (October 1938), one of his 
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poems appeared in the Sunday Observer much to his and our pleasure.  It was 
the only time in the lives of most of his children that the suggestion he was a 
poet actually seemed true.

We were not oblivious of the international situation; there were too many 
things in our immediate lives that brought it home to us.  Jean had visited 
Genoa in 1934, staying with a half-German Jewish, half-Italian girl, and the 
following year, she stayed with a Professor’s family in Göttingen.  As a result 
of this visit, Marlies (short for Marie Louise) from Göttingen came as an 
au pair.  She was a devoted member of the Hitler Youth and would play on 
her accordion the songs she learnt at their camps.  She was round and dark 
and inclined to be spotty, with her hair pulled back tightly in a tiny bun and 
was opposed to the use of make-up. She was only eighteen and adored Herr 
Hitler whom we regarded as a joke, a funny little man with a Charlie Chaplin 
moustache. John teased her unmercifully, making fun of the Nazi salute. I 
don’t think it occurred to anyone that she felt more than a girlish passion for 
a star figure. She was good humored and took the teasing well but I doubt if 
she ever changed her mind. We lost touch on her return to Germany. 

Marlies, like all our au pair girls, attended my mother’s evening class for 
foreigners at the Technical School. By 1936 most of these students were 
temporary visitors – perhaps spending anything up to a year in Cambridge. 
But the growing number of Jewish refugees, mostly highly intelligent and 
from wealthy families, were likely to stay much longer. I remember Marlies 
telling me that she preferred to sit at the back of the class away from certain 
students. I assumed that this was because she was a simple young woman 
and some of her classmates were ‘too clever by half ’ elderly or middle-aged 
gentlemen. It never occurred to me that her dislike might be on racial grounds 
though I do now recall her wrinkling up her nose, as if to a bad smell, when 
referring to someone she dubbed ‘Jude’. 

In 1937 we had a Spanish boy, Antonio, living with us who stayed on 
through the winter because of the difficulties of returning home during the 
Spanish Civil War. His father was a supporter of Franco. Many of the French 
boys were very Right Wing, some were Royalists supporting the Duc de 
Guise, Pretender to the French throne. I do not remember any tensions as 
a result of these views – everyone was too concerned with enjoying himself 
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– but there was one Christmas when we were asked to take in temporarily a 
German girl at which our French Moroccan au pair was so disgusted that she 
was found standing outside on the back doorstep on Christmas Eve, swearing 
she would rather freeze than be in the same room as the German. A few weeks 
later they were the best of friends.

I have a vivid memory of a summer day in 1938 when a group of young 
men congregated in our dining room turned to discussing the international 
situation in a light-hearted way.  Suddenly John knelt down beside the long 
dining table, holding a walking-stick to his shoulder and pulling Louis Albert 
down beside him.  On the opposite side of the table Kurt from Germany and 
Laslo from Hungary did the same, and made firing noises.  ‘This is how it will 
be – you on one side and us on the other’ said John.  I was sixteen and very 
shocked but perhaps it was a way of dealing with their fears.

In October 1938 I was at a public meeting in town, probably organised 
by the League of Nations Union, to which Rita had taken me.  During 
the course of the meeting came news that Chamberlain had returned from 
Munich with a message of ‘peace in our time’. A wave of relief passed around 
the hall.  When I came home from Fulham for Easter 1939 we sat glued to 
the radio with its news of Mussolini’s invasion of Albania and were filled with 
dread though still believing war could be averted.  Up to the time of the Nazi 
occupation of Austria I had kept in touch with a young man who worked in a 
hotel in Salzburg, but from then on our correspondence was at an end.

There is one more memory of this pre-war period, which I connect with 
a growing dread of war.  One very hot day in June or early July 1939, Rita 
and I spent the afternoon in Hyde Park, surrounded by hundreds of other 
Londoners picknicking on the grass.  We were totally absorbed in our 
newspapers, which were full of the appalling news of a hundred men trapped 
in the submarine Thetis, whose chances of survival were slight.  It seemed the 
precursor of the sort of news we might expect if war should come.  Oddly 
enough I do not remember feeling that sort of horror again until I heard of 
the sinking of the Argentinian and British battleships off the Malvinas.

Marjory must have been full of fears but like most people she said she 
clung to the hope that ‘ominous rumors were exaggerated’.  On top of her 
teaching she was preoccupied with preparations for the first family wedding, 
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for John and Wendy were to be married on August 26th 1939.  Marjory 
described the occasion and the days that followed:

Jean was one of the six bridesmaids and we drove over to Bedford in hired cars; 
Tom, John and Andrew wore hired morning suits.  Nothing could have been 
more in line with the world that was sinking below the horizon.  Among the 
wedding-guests were Eveline, the last of a long line of domestic helps, and a 
newly arrived Swedish girl who wanted to see an English wedding.

A week later, on John’s birthday, came World War II.  There was a rush to 
buy black-out (I had several pairs of curtains dyed black.)  The serene autumn 
twilights became immensely precious as they faded into the appalling darkness of 
the black-out.  I saw the Swedish girl off hurriedly from the dim-lit Cambridge 
station, back to her own country.  Eveline, our faithful cook, left us, unable 
to face the prospect of evacuees in her kitchen.  Alison found employment 
in helping to meet the train-loads of evacuees pouring in from London.  The 
Technical School was forced to admit a school evacuated from London and being 
overcrowded, dismissed all part-time teachers (of whom I was one), overnight.  
So besides having to tackle the housekeeping I was faced with the loss of the 
majority of my pupils.  I gave up the rooms in the annex to the evacuees, while 
another evacuee with her imbecile child had a bedroom next to the drawing 
room.  My one consolation was that I had one pupil, a boy severely crippled by 
rheumatism who was lying in the Evelyn Nursing Home where I visited him 
daily for a lesson.

In other words, Marjory’s world was completely changed.  It was many 
years since she had undertaken a full-time domestic role yet that seemed all 
that was left to her – plus the nagging fears for the safety of her children.  She 
had cause to envy Eveline, who probably left because she could earn better 
money in a munitions factory and was as dismayed as Marjory by the sudden 
change in social status of the occupants of One-Five-Two, from the élite and 
glamorous foreign youth to cockney East Enders.

With Eveline no longer available, Marjory decided that as Alison had 
no paid work, and as I was very homesick at Lord Mersey’s house near 
Pullborough (to which my Day Nursery had been evacuated) we two girls 
should be made responsible for the domestic running of the household.  To 
my complete surprise one afternoon the Matron informed me that I was to 
pack my things as Jean’s fiance, Philip Richardson, had arrived in his M.G. 
sports car, with instructions from my mother to take me back to Cambridge.  
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I cannot pretend that I minded this turn of events (after all I had grumbled 
enough in my letters), but the dramatic nature of this sudden departure 
without any previous discussion was very typical of my mother.72

Another member of the family whose life changed suddenly was John.  He 
and Wendy never had their planned honeymoon but spent five days in their 
new flat in Eltham before John’s school was evacuated to Marlborough to 
share the premises of the College.  Their flat was given up and the furniture 
and unopened wedding presents remained in store for years.  Both John 
and Andrew had their call-up deferred temporarily, John because he was a 
schoolmaster and Andrew to finish his University year.

By Christmas the domestic arrangements made by Marjory had collapsed 
(neither Alison nor I were cut out for domesticity).  Alison found work in the 
Ministry of Labour and I became a clerk in Barclays Bank, so Marjory was 
left to cope with the large house, cooking for a family of seven with frequent 
visitors.  I do remember helping her and anyway I worked very long hours 
– no employee was allowed to leave the Bank at the end of the day until the 
books were balanced.  It was not unusual to be there till 3 or 4 o’clock on 
Saturday afternoon and 7 p.m. during the week.  Alison also worked overtime 
and had many undergraduate friends, with whom she was leading a heady 
social life and was out a great deal.

Spring 1940 was a gloomy one internationally with Nazi invasions of 
Norway, Denmark and Holland followed by the British defeat at Dunkirk, 
but for Tom and Marjory there was a ray of light in that their first grandchild 
was expected in June.  Sadly, John’s son died within a few hours of his birth 
as a result of difficulties not foreseen by a young and inexperienced doctor 
in a Cottage Hospital.  My parents were naturally upset by a situation of 
which they had no experience; childbirth had been an uncomplicated affair 
for Marjory.  A week later Andrew left to begin his training as a pilot in the 
Fleet Air Arm, followed shortly by John who joined an Infantry regiment, 
72. I had pressurised my mother into letting me go to the Day Nursery. I was aware that she felt it was 
“beneath’ me socially, but did not know why. When I came to look at the Woman’s Industrial council 
Report of 1910 – the period when my mother was employed there – I found that it was that year that 
the very first Day Nursery for the training of Nursery Nurses was opened in Hackney with the twofold 
objective of diverting girls from overcrowded trades and as a “contribution towards the pressing problem of 
Infant Mortality by preparing at least some working class girls for their future duties as wives and mothers’. 
Majority must have heard talk of this new venture in the office and remained convinced that it was only 
suitable for working class girls.
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rejecting the possibility of further deferment.
By this time Rita had left the British Council and was working for the 

B.B.C. in London.  During the 1930s Rita became a pacifist, though in a way 
she had been one all her life for she was by nature good, pacific, determined 
but never aggressive.  One of her friends at the Perse School was Mary Wood 
whose father Dr Alex Wood, a Presbyterian Scot, Fellow of Emmanuel College, 
and a kindly and simple man, had been Labour candidate for Cambridge 
in the Parliamentary Elections in 1935.  He was a strong pacifist.  Every 
year he took his four daughters sailing on the Norfolk Broads and sometimes 
Rita went with them.  Dr Wood was one of the many influences on her.  In 
1938 she spent six months in Leipzig where she made many German friends, 
mostly non-Nazis, which only increased her belief in the folly of killing one’s 
fellow men.

Rita lived in a bed-sitting room in London and would often bring friends 
for the weekend to Cambridge – one was Margaret Anderson who later 
married Peter Beneson, the founder of Amnesty International.  Another 
(Kay) left the British Council at the beginning of the war to work at the ‘spy’ 
headquarters, Bletchley Park.  In the summer of 1940 Rita brought home a 
fellow pacifist, Lawrence Thackray (whom I married nine years later), and 
in September she came with another pacifist, Denis Allen. Following that 
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weekend Marjory received the following card:

September 9th, 1940.

‘Our train wandered along at about 20 miles an hour, stopping every quarter of 
an hour until we finally stopped for good at Stratford and were all bundled out 
of the train into a kind of underground passage where we sat from 2 a.m. till 
4.30 while bombs dropped all around, sometimes so near that the place shook, 
and at one point some of the crowd did a panic rush towards the opening. After 
the All Clear everyone stood around the platform in the murky dawn and waited 
hopefully for a train to Liverpool Street. Denis and I were bored with waiting in 
the cold and got into a train that was standing about. A quarter of an hour later 
the said train moved up the line for a mile or two and then suddenly stopped. 
We stayed there for about an hour and then walked to the nearest station and 
finally got to work in time. Rita.’

From that time on Marjory can never have been free from fears for Rita’s 
safety but she kept them to herself. In Cambridge we had a few air raid 
warnings but no real damage, but that summer (1940) Marjory decided to 
sleep downstairs in the rear half of the dining-room which was divided by 
a heavy curtain.  Under her bed she kept a tin box containing all that she 
regarded as most precious i.e. family photography albums, letters, and the 
family magazines of Pornichet days. The room never resembled a bedroom, 
the bed was a divan and there was a free passage for all during the day.  
Presumably she kept her clothes upstairs in the room where Tom now slept 
alone. It may simply have been fear of bombs that motivated her to make this 
change, but I can now see that it may have reflected her relationship with 
Tom.

Marjory’s life centred round the four Little Ones still at home and the 
very welcome letters from her absent children which came to occupy a major 
role as the War developed. She was in fact reaping the reward of her early 
encouragement of our writing.

Jean had by this time become a Red Cross nurse and was living with 
Aunt M, whose flat was near the hospital. Jean’s fiance, Philip Richardson, 
had sailed to Nigeria to commence work in the Colonial Service but was 
immediately drafted into the West African Light Infantry. With the coming 
of the autumn term, David returned to the Perse for his highly successful 
years in the Sixth Form, but Mick was not doing well at school. Like me, 
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he had failed to win a scholarship from the elementary school, so money for 
fees had to be found which became more difficult as Marjory’s earnings were 
curtailed. She decided to remove him from school and coach him for the 
School Certificate herself, which apart from saving money, provided an outlet 
for her teaching skills and no doubt Mick’s presence was comforting and gave 
her a purpose in life.

When the air raids on London increased Rita’s division of the B.B.C. was 
evacuated to Bristol from where she wrote to say how much she appreciated 
Marjory’s regular weekly letter, which brightened the dull life in Bristol and 
added

I find the B.B.C. people much too pally. I like taking a book and reading while 
I’m eating my lunch, but if you do that in the B.B.C. restaurant someone is sure 
to come up to you and say sympathetically ‘Are you alone?’ and sit down and 
chat. In the evenings I find it very difficult to read or write letters or even listen 
to the wireless because they are always chatting of this or that.

You know, mother, in spite of the fact that we rag you and Dad jast as we do 
each other, I don’t belive we’re nearly as rude to you as many paople are to their 
parents. Mrs P. who is quite a gentle and kindly female, and who on the whole 
brings up her small daughter quite well, is incredibly rude to her mother.

Rita did not stay long in Bristol. I remember very well coming downstairs 
one morning and finding my mother excitedly reading and re-reading a very 
long letter from Rita from which i have extracted the following:

Dear Mother,

This will probably be a long and involved letter in order that I may adequately 
explain why it is that on this twenty-second day of October at 3 p.m. I am 
travelling towards London.

This isn’t a bit the way we meant to tell you about it, but the fact is that just after 
I last came home for the weekend Denis and I suddenly discovered that we loved 
each other terrifically and wanted to marry each other. We weren’t very sure if 
you’d approve as he hasn’t a prospect in the world and is three years younger that 
I am (thought this latter defect seems to be common in our family).73 Still we 
haven’t a doubt about it ourselves and I know you won’t when you know Denis 
properly. And actually we agree entirely in our attitude to money and prospects 
(as we agree in our attitude to nearly everything)... In any case I rather think it 

73. Both our grandmothers were older than their husbands; Jean was older than Philip; Wendy older than 
John.
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was inevitable that I should marry a fanatic of some sort if I married at all.

...We had one superb week in London when we wandered blissfully about, 
never noticing such things as bombs and shrapnel. Then of course I had to go 
to Bristol... We had arranged that Denis should come here this weekend for 
his birthday tomorrow and were going to wander around Bath and have fun.  
Unfortunately on Friday two policemen arrived at Woodbrooke and removed 
Denis under police escort to London, Where he was charged with having 
absconded which is rather hard as he had carefully notified the police of his 
change of address but apparently the letter never arrived. I had a letter from 
Maud Rowntree saying that Denis had been remanded for a week and wasn’t 
allowed bail, so he has been in Feltham prison since Friday and would like to see 
me if possible.

Obviously I had to see him while I can.  I asked the Head of my Department 
if I could take some leave.  She was a bit difficult and finally said I would have 
to wait till Friday.  As Denis will have to appear in Court on Friday that wasn’t 
much good to me, so I said I thought the best thing would be for me to leave the 
B.B.C.  She was very nice and asked if the person concerned was a pacifist as she 
said she knew my views.

I hope you don’t think I’m quite mad, dear mother.  But you see I know that 
the Department didn’t really need me and I thought that anyway the B.B.C. 
would probably not approve of one of their staff hob-nobbing with a jailbird.  
In any case I’m awfully glad to leave Bristol:  the B.B.C. owes me some money, 
so I shan’t starve and I know I can get my keep and 2/6 per week if I help with 
Quaker relief in London...

I’m sorry if I’m disappointing you, Mum – when you know Denis properly 
you’ll see you couldn’t have wished anything better for me than to be loved by 
him, even though he is in prison.  Being true followers of Donne, since we are 
‘inter-assured of the mind’ we ‘care less eyes, lips and hands to miss’ – although 
it’s pretty foul.

Love,

Rita

This letter contained all the drama and romance on which my parents 
thrived. I don’t think it would have occurred to them not to be delighted for 
Rita or to disapprove of Denis because of his pacifism. The unconventional 
streak in my parents (which was very strong) was in sympathy with Rita. On 
the other hand Marjory respected the idea of fighting for one’s country and 
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she would have found it much more difficult to accept that one of her sons 
(as opposed to a daughter) was a pacifist. In fact she was at that moment 
receiving letters from Andrew at an Officer’s Training Unit in Wiltshire which 
described a very different situation.

...we are treated magnificently in every way. We have rooms for two, live in the 
Officer’s Mess which means every possible amenity, and are waited on hand and 
mouth. I haven’t flown yet, and as yet can give no reliable impression of the 
life, but it looks as if we are all set for a thoroughly good time. We’re miles from 
anywhere, but the country is delightful in this good weather... Also the place is 
as yet bombless. ...Life is real and/or earnest, but quite jolly. Fearfully R.N. of 
course... I stagger through courses under the critical eyes of Leading Wrens and 
Wrens 2nd Class...

Though Marjory can have had little spare money she must have responded 
generously to Rita’s news, for Rita wrote thanking her for her ‘pleased letter’ 
and ‘a present which I can’t help feeling you oughtn’t to spare’ and told her 
that Denis had appeared in Court:

the charge of absconding was dropped and he is now charged with failing to 
submit himself to the Military Authorities for a medical examination, for which 
he was sentenced to a month’s imprisonment at Feltham and then to be detained 
for not more than fourteen days in which time it is hoped that he will see reason 
and submit to a medical examination.  That means he should be out of prison 
in six weeks’ time, though I’m afraid that the probability is that he will be re-
arrested immediately...  Don’t for heaven’s sake think I’m moaning about what’s 
happened.  We both of us knew this had got to happen sometime – we had only 
been hoping that we’d be able to have a weekend together first... I know that lots 
of people must be having a much worse time just now with husbands and fiancés 
in danger or miles away or prisoners of war, whereas in about ten years’ time 
when the war is over Denis and I will be able to be together...

...I had to get a job quickly but one which would allow me an occasional day 
off to visit Denis (visiting isn’t allowed on Sundays at Feltham, which I think is 
fearfully hard on the working population).  So I walked into the Marble Arch 
Corner House and applied for a job as a Nippy.  The manageress said that this 
seemed to be rather different from what I had been doing and she was afraid 
that I’d meet a rather different type of girl.  I said I didn’t mind a bit about that 
(inwardly I thought ‘Thank God!’) so she took me on...  I should be able to 
live on the tips as I think one never gets less than a shilling a day – and usually 
a good deal more.  Stockings will be rather expensive as we have to wear black 
silk ones, which now cost 3/3d a pair... The atmosphere of the Corner House is 
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very cheerful, as one trots about in a snappy uniform on a thick carpet amid soft 
lights to the strains of sweet music. I expect there will be some unpleasant things, 
but it looks as though it should be good fun. 

... It’s marvelous after the conventional meal-bound life of Bristol to be able to 
come back to my own room and put on my trousers and lie on the floor and 
read while munching bread and cheese. The trouble is that I feel a bit guilty 
when I do these things while my poor Denis is sitting in prison... 

Londoners seem to be living like animals these days – this afternoon at 2 o’clock 
I saw queues of people standing patiently in the cold air just for the privilege of 
being allowed in several hours’ time to enter the tubes and sleep on the filthy 
platforms amid utterly squalid conditions. It’s a pathetic sight to see long rows of 
empty prams waiting outside the tube stations and to know that many of their 
future occupants will be pushed home only to find the house in ruins...

Majority could never resist planning other people’s lives and must have 
written with suggestions for Denis’s future including the magic formula 
‘studying for a degree’ which she regarded as an essential passport to life. She 
must also have queried Denis’s ‘absolutist’ stand as a conscientious objector 
for Rita tried to explain the situation:

I’m afraid it’s all rather hopeless to plan anything at the moment because there 
is every chance that he will be re-arrested when he is let out of prison. If he isn’t 
I think much the best plan is for him to go back to Woodbrooke, the sort of 
training that they get there is much more useful to him than an external degree 
would be. People don’t think much of degree – it’s more the name of Oxford or 
Cambridge that gets one a job... I’m afraid you needn’t hope that he will accept 
some condition and do some non-combatant duties. You see he objects to the 
whole system which has led us into war but he doesn’t see why he should be ‘let 
off’ the actual dirty work of being a soldier and killing people on condition he 
does something rather more pleasant, like agricultural work. He refused to take 
part in the whole business – and so of course, he must take the consequences of 
that decision. Of course, as you say, everything is somewhat connected with the 
war, but Denis is trying to be as logical as is possible in the situation...

Rita’s frequent letters were full of details of Denis’s life in prison – the sort 
of information that appealed to Marjory. Then suddenly Rita wrote:

At about nine o’clock last Saturday morning there was a knock at my door and 
in walked Denis! ... The Governor suddenly sent for him and told him he would 
be discharged next day. We’ve had rather a good week and are becoming perfect 
examples of domesticity. I have a coal fire in my room nowadays and when we 
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saw notices in the street asking the public to remove the piles of wood which are 
the remains of a bombed house, we collected various blocks of wood, which burn 
very merrily and seem to forget that they have ever served as window-frames, 
lavatory seats etc. (there was a bright yellow lavatory seat lying in a street which 
no one liked to carry away for a long time!) We bought Jude the Obscure in a 
second-hand bookshop for threepence, and we are reading it aloud while I mend 
stockings and Denis smokes a pipe and knits an enormous scarf he is making me.

Except for the knitting, a newly acquired skill which, I suspect, was never 
repeated by Denis, the picture drawn by Rita was almost a replica of Tom and 
Marjory’s early married days, even down to the pipe (Tom was a confirmed 
pipe smoker), which Rita encouraged Denis to take up – but he soon reverted 
to cigarettes.

Cambridge, even in peacetime, was not easy to get to by public transport. 
In wartime, it presented even more difficulties, so it was easier for Andrew or 
John, on a short leave, to visit Rita in London than come home.  After one 
such occasion, Rita wrote:

Andrew turned up for supper and we managed to produce quite a festive meal 
with the aid of various tins of things, which Denis was able to produce from the 
only shop that stays open on Sundays in this part of the world (Holland Park).  
The blitz was being distinctly blitzish, as you may have seen in the papers, and 
we thought Andrew wouldn’t be able to get any transport to Hammersmith, so 
we started walking, but a bus came along and took us to Shepherd’s Bush, where 
we had a depressingly close view of bombs blazing away, and then, after only 
walking a little way, Andrew managed to catch another bus, which would take 
him to within a few minutes of his rendezvous, so I hope he got back alright.

Soon, Rita found work as Deputy Welfare Advisor, in a Rest Centre, which 
she described as an ‘absolute sinecure – I gave up working terrifically hard for 
16/6d per week, and am now doing practically nothing for £3 5s 0d a week… 
at the moment we just sit here and have meals and chat and knit and read:  so 
far the only work I’ve done is to wash up and sew a few tapes on some towels.’

However the enforced idleness turn out to be temporary and following a 
visit from Tom she wrote:

I expect Dad told you that we had 110 people in the Rest Centre last week. 
They have all gone now but the job has been much more interesting lately. There 
have been some bad raids this week, but the damage has been mostly in the East 
End and Central London. The personnel of the Rest Centre has changed a lot, 
all the L.C.C. teachers are now recalled to teaching, so many schools are being 
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re-opened.

In March 1941 Rita and Denis Allen were married at the Friends’ Meeting 
House in Euston Road and we all managed to be there which meant a great 
deal to Tom and Marjory who were only too well aware that another such 
opportunity might be a long time coming. Denis was by this time working at 
the Hungerford Club, a centre for down-and-outs under Hungerford Bridge 
on which Rita reported:

On my day off I very often pop into the shelter and help. It’s a fascinating place 
and it seems to be getting some publicity – the Manchester Guardian had an 
article about it and Mrs Winston Churchill visited it last week. I wonder if she 
caught any bugs! The other day they showed me a few inches of cloth which 
they had cut off a man’s jacket. On that small area I should think there must 
have been at least a thousand eggs and several hundred bugs, and as the man was 
wearing a waistcoat and a vest beneath his jacket he must have been an absolute 
bug-colony. Now that Denis has a bike, things are much better, and if I can get a 
bike too we shall be able to meet for lunch and go in one of the Parks. Fresh air 
is very acceptable after the literally lousy atmosphere of the shelter.

(Rita went on to describe a recent raid)

... it was quite different from any other raid we’ve had.  From 9.30 p.m. until 5 
a.m. there was a continuous roar of hundreds of planes overhead and the guns 
and planes made so much noise that one could hardly distinguish the sounds 
of bombs, though every now and again there was a terrific whistling sound of a 
high explosive coming down.

The Welfare Adviser is having a week’s holiday, so I thought I’d better go round 
to the Rest Centre if the raid got bad.  We’ve got so used to raids by now that I 
slept peacefully till about 1.15 a.m. and then the noise woke even me, so Denis 
and I got up and biked round to the Rest Centre.  By very good luck I had 
happened to borrow a bike that day in preparation for Denis’s day off.  As rules 
and regulations don’t matter in raids, we rode without either lamps or reflectors 
and no one stopped us...

I suppose you’ve heard the list of the places damaged.  It was an incredible sight 
looking out from a small balcony at the Rest Centre and seeing a glorious moon 
hanging in a peaceful sky on one side and in front, on the other side huge fires 
blazing and bomb after bomb whistling through the air.  We got home about 5 
a.m. and went back to bed.  We hadn’t seen any nasty sights and the flat is quite 
undamaged, so don’t get het up, Mum, because there are thousands of people 
quite unharmed.
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If we had been suffering from war neurosis we had a marvelous opportunity for 
recovery, because we were determined not to waste Denis’s day off, and got up 
about 9.30, biked out to just beyond Richmond, where we ate sandwiches and 
lay on the grass and went to sleep in the sun all afternoon. It was a gorgeous day 
and we came back carrying bunches of leaves and buds, our faces burning with 
the sun – even Denis is quite rubicund. 

There is a postscript to this letter which refers to a proposed visit from 
Marjory in which Rita points out the difficulties of arranging to be free adding 
‘We should love you to come but for Heaven’s sake don’t get caught in a raid 
or I don’t know what the family would say.’ I don’t know whether Marjory 
ever made that trip to London; she was perhaps wanting to take Rita and 
Denis into her confidence, for she was worried about Tom who had become 
very depressed during the early months of 1941. He had been appointed Air 
Raid Warden for the road and the responsibility inevitably weighed on him 
(he had not had any responsibility for 15 years) and he slept badly. In March 
his mother, aged 94, had died and Tom deluded himself into believing that he 
should have inherited money from her, when in fact the loan he had received 
for his college fees was still outstanding. He had probably been in low spirits 
for some time, for like Marjory, with the advent of war he had lost his role, 
in his case of kindly and witty host to the foreign guests. Anxiety for his sons 
may well have reminded him of his own ignoble career. In recent months 
Tom and Marjory had been left very much to themselves, Alison and I were 
preoccupied with boy  friends and our two younger brothers were involved in 
many outside activities; at night Tom was marooned at the top of the house.

Marjory kept her anxieties to herself and I was hardly aware of anything 
wrong with my father until I learnt, in early summer, that he had been 
admitted to Northampton Asylum – not the local mental hospital where, 
presumably, he could have been visited, but the one in which the poet John 
Clare had been incarcerated. Some lines from Clare’s poem written in the 
Asylum have always held an added poignancy for me -

Where there is neither sense of life, nor joys, 
But the huge shipwreck of my own esteem 
And all that’s dear. Even those I loved the best 
Are strange – nay, they are stranger than the rest.

At this time our house was overrun with animals – our old dog Zimba, 
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my father’s companion, was developing sores on his body; I had bought a 
mongrel terrier which to my surprise produced eight puppies; we had at least 
two cats. One day on returning home to lunch we discovered that my mother 
had, in desperation, ordered a taxi and despatched all the animals she could 
find to the vet to be put down. She had not told us of her plan – if planned it 
was – but the story illustrates my own irresponsibility as well as my mother’s 
sudden eruption of feelings which were normally so well held down. She had 
reached the end of her tether but we hadn’t realised it because, unlike most 
women, she never nagged or complained.

Tom was not long in hospital and when the time came for his discharge 
Marjory felt she should go and fetch him but, she wrote: ‘I made a cowardly 
excuse that Mick needed me’. She perhaps did not recall (for she did not 
mention it) that she asked first Alison, then me to go in her stead. We both 
refused. She then asked David who agreed to go but as he had a cricket match 
that afternoon, Marjory arranged for a taxi to be at the station to take him 
direct to the game once he returned with Tom. Unfortunately the train was 
delayed and David missed the match. My mother said she never forgave herself 
for it. I, too have always carried a sense of guilt about the whole incident but 
what now seems sad is that it was the cricket match to which my mother gave 
priority whereas what was really important was her inability to confide her 
feelings vis-a-vis Tom’s return to her daughters and our failure to respond.

In spite of his release from hospital Tom remained depressed so Marjory 
arranged for him to stay with his good friends Philip and Nancy Vellacott and 
then go on holiday with Rita and Denis while she assessed the situation. Mick 
had failed School Certificate, our large house was in danger of being filled 
with yet more evacuees and in any case it had become a domestic millstone 
round her neck. The chances of her finding work were slight since schools 
evacuated to Cambridge brought their own staff. If the war lasted a long time 
the family might become widely dispersed and the most central meeting place 
was London. She made up her mind to move there. A life insurance policy of 
Tom’s had just matured so she used it to convert the house into flats which 
she then sub-let. I do not doubt that all these considerations weighed with 
my mother but each time Tom had had a breakdown her instinct had been 
to move away.
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Picking up the Pieces

A small furnished house in Hampton-on-Thames was found 
for Tom, Marjory and Mick, the latter become a pupil at Hampton 

Grammar school. Alison joined the W.A.A.F., trained as a driver, soon 
become an officer and spent most of the next 3½ years in Admin at Bomber 
Command in Lincolnshire. I remained in Cambridge working and living at 
Cherryhinton Hall, a hostel for unbilletable Evacuee Children. David, who 
was studying for a scholarship to the University had one term to do before 
joining the Navy, and went to live with a Perse school master, Mr Macfarlane-
Grieve, who lived at Toft Manor (once the home of the Sharp family) and 
received coaching in Greek from Mr Rackham (once a suffrage campaigner 
alongside Majorty). Jean continued nursing at Mill Road Hospital and living 
with Aunt M.

Marjory left One-Five-Two with ‘a heavy heart, thinking of all the gay 
scences that had taken place’ there but within a few weeks she was back in 
Cambridge attending the wedding of Jean and Philip Richardson at the local 
Registry office, with only herself and Aunt M present. Six days later Philip 
returned to Nigeria.

In Hampton Tom lay long in bed ‘consumed with apprehension and 
reproach’ while Marjory found being at home all day with little to do 
depressing. She decided to find a local job from which she could come home 
to lunch with Tom and could, if necessary take odd days off without too 
much difficulty.  One December morning she found herself waiting in the 
half dark with a number of other new workers, for an interview with the 
Head of Women’s Work at a nearby aircraft factory. she said the dimly-lit 
canteen suited the feeling she had of heading for an unknown future which 
could best be faced by absorption in a mechanical job.   Initially she sorted 
rubber discs all day at a bench where she sat on a high stool but was soon sent 
to a table where ‘shims’ were dealt with.  This means sorting shiny pieces of 
metal out into various shapes,and tying them in bundles of a dozen or so and 
keeping a record of the total.  These were later soldered in the furnace room 
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and became part of an aircraft’s fuselage. For this she was paid 10d an hour, 
later raised to 1/-. She worked four evenings a week overtime with every other 
Saturday afternoon free, which certainly gave her little free time for worrying 
– or for Tom.

She described her fellow workers at the ‘shims’ table as a group of about 
a dozen women of all ages over whom the forewoman had little control, but 
they were very friendly and she recalled that one day a man sent a home-made 
cushion flying through the air for her to put on her hard stool. ‘Another young 
man waited to take me home on his arm through the terrifying blackness of 
the lane which had a wide ditch at one side. He said I reminded him of 
his mother and would guide me to the corner of the road where we lived. 
One night after he left me I walked straight into a tree in the pitch darkness 
and struck my head violently against the trunk, leaving a large bruise on my 
forehead. It was at this time that I began to smoke a lot, to soothe my tired 
nerves when I reached home.’

Tom at home all day was unhappy and suspicious of Marjory’s movements, 
believing the worst of her male escort. This was the first time that Marjory had 
worked alongside men, which meant some adjustment on her part as well as 
on Tom’s.  At 59 with a background of a protected girlhood, school staffrooms 
and domesticity, she had entered a new world.  Being remarkably adaptable 
and unassertive she probably fitted in very well, though her standards were 
those of the classroom and she was shocked by the lax discipline:

Nobody pretended to be interested in his or her work. When the hooter went 
there was a wild stampede, many people put on hats and coats a quarter of an 
hour before time. Christmas Eve 1941 was like no other I have ever known. 
Work went on spasmodically. More girls than men seemed to be drunk after the 
prolonged lunch hour. The manager was not in evidence and disorder grew.

In between times Marjory was keeping up her correspondence with her 
scattered family and Jean wrote from her hospital thanking Marjory for a long 
letter that ‘cheered the long watches of the night’

If you think of me at night don’t worry about me. I’ve got Ward 2 to myself. Its 
a small E.N.T. ward and is very peaceful except on a Thursday night. Thursday is 
the day the E.N.T. surgeon comes to operate and then are usually three or four 
cases for the healing knife! Last Thursday I came on duty to find four victims 
laid pretty low – two tonsils, one ear and a nose! They were all together in a small 
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ward on their own, and we had a coal fire burning all night, which was very cosy. 
I sat with them most of the night, as, in spite of a needleful of morphia, they 
were all restless and wanted gargle and sips of water and all sorts of other things 
all night long...

During this period David had joined the Navy and Andrew was writing 
from the aircraft carrier Illustrious. Their letters – as with us all – were always 
addressed to Marjory since it was she who did all the corresponding but it 
was assumed that Tom would share them. We had been taught that it was 
not ‘done’ to write to, or sign as, two people. When we married my mother 
always wrote to us individually but assumed, I imagine, that our partners 
would read the letters if they wanted to. Tom hardly ever wrote letters except 
at Christmas when it became a big operation to tell old friends all that had 
happened to each member of the family in the last twelve months. He was 
far more boastful of his children’s achievements than Marjory. She was so 
identified with us that to boast would have looked like self-aggrandisement, 
which was the last thing she would do.

In April 1942 Marjory left the factory and took Mick away from school for 
the summer term while she coached him once again for School Certificate.  
Her words ‘the two of us sitting out in the garden at Hampton swotting’ 
express what was for her almost an ideal situation.

That same month Denis was once again imprisoned – this time in 
Wandsworth gaol.  As I had left my job in Cambridge I joined Rita in their 
Lambeth flat while he was in prison.  The flat was found to be infested with 
bugs; we lay in bed watching them climbing the walls and woke to find them 
in the bed.  Eventually Lambeth Council was called in to fumigate the place.  
By the time Denis was released from prison I was working by day in a Wartime 
Day Nursery in Southwark and on three evenings a week at an L.C.C. Play 
Centre and had found two unfurnished rooms in Highbury for which my 
mother gave me some of our old furniture.  For by this time she had decided 
to give up our Cambridge house, the sub-letting having turned out to be a 
nuisance, and she and Tom were searching for unfurnished accommodation 
which they evenutally found in Twickenham.

They left Hampton with few regrets.  It had been too quiet for their liking, 
the house was cramped and their relationship strained.  But Twickenham 
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offered many attractions, particularly to Tom – a swimming pool, three 
cinemas close at hand, a near-by café, and riverside walks.  It also meant 
reunion with books and furniture that been with them all their married life.

Their new home was in the main shopping centre, a maisonette over a 
grocer’s shop with five bedrooms and a large sitting room.  The latter had 
once been a draper’s showrooms and had enormous plate-glass windows from 
which one could look down on the busy street below; this very large room 
had folding doors leading into a small dining room behind.  The approach to 
their Twickenham home was through an insalubrious, narrow alley lined by 
back gates and dustbins.  On opening our gate, one was faced with a wooden 
staircase flanked by crates of oranges and sugar belonging to the grocery; by 
continuing up the wooden staircase one reached the kitchen door of their 
new home.  This was the only entrance and much disapproved of by Jean who 
christened it ‘Erebus’, the dark abode.

They had hardly settled in at Twickenham when they heard the news of 
the birth of their first grandchild, Hugh.  His arrival seemed a happy omen 
for their new home, for life began to return to something like its old bustle.  
Mick had passed his School Certificate and was in the VIth Form, Marjory 
was travelling daily to Hampton where she had a private pupil, while Tom’s 
depression had left him and he was enjoying the local amenities.  He began 
to take over the shopping indulging his taste in delicacies by buying varieties 
of Scottish scones and bread at a local bakery.  On one occasion Tom used up 
over twenty precious food points on a tin of reindeer meat.  It was years before 
anyone dared open such a luxury.  Food was heavily rationed and there were 
long queues outside the horse meat shop opposite their home.

They had many visitors whom Tom introduced to the local sights – 
Alexander Pope’s house, the riverside walk to Richmond and on summer 
evenings, the towpath speakers.  It was at this period that my political 
education really began and I had many discussions with my parents.  In 
the 1930s Marjory had voted Labour and in the 1935 General Election 
the annex of our house was used a Committee Room by the Local Labour 
Party, but this may have been because we knew Dr Alex Wood, the Labour 
candidate; beyond providing facilities for tea making we had little contact 
with their workers.  Marjory would anyway have been far too busy and Tom 
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voted Liberal.  By 1942 such Opposition as there was in Parliament centred 
round Aneurin Bevan and Tom Driburg, and also the new Commonwealth 
Party.  Though my parents never wavered in their support Churchill they 
were interested in the political world and admired Sir Richard Acland, the 
founder of the new party.  

I spent many weekends alone with them, because Mick generally stayed 
with friends at weekends, while I was rather lonely in my rooms in Highbury 
and they always gave me a warm welcome.  We would devour the Sunday 
papers, following step by step the slow advance of the Allied armies in North 
Africa, which was of absorbing interest to Marjory.  I think Tom preferred the 
literary pages.

Apart from me their most frequent visitors were Rita and Denis who were 
by this time living in a large house in Stepney with seven other pacifists.  
Denis was employed as Youth Club Leader while Rita ran a Children’s Club 
and a Women’s Afternoon Meeting as well as doing all the domestic work for 
the household (she was the only woman in the house).

Though we all wrote home regularly Marjory appears to have kept only 
those letters which seemed significant or, more probably, those whose writers 
might not survive the war.  She was therefore enormously hurt when, at a 
subsequent period, John and David found bundles of their wartime letters 
carefully preserved – and destroyed them.  A letter that did survive from 
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this time came from Andrew in East Africa (though as far as Marjory was 
concerned it was then an Unknown Destination.)

It seems odd that the Navy should be in the middle of endless bush, two 
hundred miles across a plain.  But here I am, living in a tent, rising at five a.m. 
because it is too hot to do anything but sleep from mid-day till 4 p.m… We 
reached this place after a nine hour drive over roads rather better than Catley’s.  
In places the surface was definitely worse than that...  Being in charge of a 
convoy of lorries, I drove for some seventy miles or so and learned something of 
driving that was new to me.  The sensation of going down hill on an atrocious 
surface with two and a half tons of equipment behind pushing you forward is 
quite exciting.  At one point a roughly constructed bridge gently collapsed on 
one side depositing one wheel of the lorry in a huge hole. The first thing I knew 
was that we stopped with a jerk and the whole front reared three feet in the air...

This is being written by the light of a hurricane lamp in a tent that I share with 
three others.  If we go outside we can see miles and miles of dead flat country 
country covered in thick bush, looking rather like a frozen sea in the moonlight. 
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Return to Teaching

By 1943 marjory’s life bore some resemblance to the busyness of 
pre-war days with family comings and goings as a background to an 

increasing teaching commitment.  In February Andrew arrived home from 
East Africa, a few weeks later I joined the A.T.S. and within a fortnight David 
returned from his Air Training Course in Canada having traveled on the 
grossly overcrowded liner, the Queen Elizabeth, which, he reported, was so 
tightly packed with troops in bunks below deck that they would have had no 
chance of survival had they been torpedoed.

At 60 Marjory was of an age when most women retire but I doubt if that 
ever occurred to her, and anyway her teaching skills were at last in demand.  
This was the the period (before the 1944 Education Act), when children took 
a scholarship examination, the County Minor, in order to obtain a place in 
a grammar school.  Marjory was appointed to the panel of examiners, which 
meant that for the next few years there was a period in the Spring when every 
available moment was devoted to marking scholarship papers.  Before the 
marking started there was an Examiners’ Conference to set the standards and 
iron out problems.  Because of the possibility of air raids the Conference in 
1943 was held in Wales where Marjory relished the new experience of staying 
in a miner’s cottage in Garnent.

Then in April three successive telegrams arrived in Twickenham each 
reporting that David had crashed his plane and had severe back injuries.  A 
travel pass was offered and, sick with anxiety, after a sleepless night, Marjory 
set off for Scotland.  When she reached Dundee Infirmary she found herself 
unable to produce more than a whisper to inquire after her son.  Marjory 
learned that David had crashed as a result of a faulty tank, made a forced 
landing in a sloping field which overturned his machine, burying him in 
the soil under the aircraft.  Luckily some farm workers managed to dig him 
out and Marjory heard with relief that provided they found no unsuspected 
injuries, David would eventually recover but it would need many months of 
treatment before his back was mended. 
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After another sleepless night ‘but this time from joy and excitement’, 
which she spent in a strange country house miles from anywhere (arranged 
by the hospital), and a short visit to David, she returned home travelling all 
night with a carriageful of soldiers who were exceedingly merry and invited 
her to share their bottles of drink. It was breakfast time when she reached 
Twickenham and found Tom and Mick still in bed.

It was decided that Tom should go to Dundee and stay until they were 
reassured about David’s condition. In the event Tom stayed two months, 
visiting David regularly and taking the opportunity to see relatives with whom 
he had lost touch. It so happened that I was due for my first leave from the 
A.T.S. so I spent it in the boarding house with my father. Between our visits 
to David we explored Dundee and Edinburgh and did a round of cafés and 
cinemas (seeing Me and My Girl I remember) and, at my father’s insistence I 
was introduced to haggis. Presumably it was Marjory’s earnings that paid for 
our jollifications, though Tom did have the small L.C.C. pension.

In Twickenham Marjory had decided to take Mick away from school for 
the summer term to have special coaching in maths (not with her). It seems a 
drastic step to have taken, but Mick has since assured me that it was a wise one, 
since a maths qualification meant matriculation and he would then be eligible 
for a university place after the war. ‘But, he added drily, ‘Now you know why 
I was never any good at cricket – missing so many summer terms!’ One can 
see in retrospect that Marjory’s plans for Mick were completely successful. 
Unlike the rest of us, he never seemed to resent her organisation and yet he 
remained entirely himself; in a sense she managed to achieve with him what 
she would have liked to have done with Tom. Mick, like Jean, had much of 
Tom’s carefree attitude to life but had not had the disadvantage of Tom’s strict 
religious upbringing.  As a child Mick had completely opted out of our home 
life spending almost all his time with friends, mothered by a friend’s mother.  
As a bed-wetter he was not able to go camping or on visits away from home 
like the rest of us, nor was he exposed to the pressures and expectations that 
lay so heavily on his elder brothers.  All this worked to Mick’s advantage and 
he became the closest to my mother, recognised by us all as the most pleasant 
and successful personality of the eight children.

During the summer of 1943 Philip Richardson came on leave from West 
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Africa, joining Jean in her flat in St. John’s Wood, for by this time she had left 
Cambridge and was training for the Censorship.  On his return to Nigeria 
Philip’s boat was torpedoed off the coast of Morocco but, though he lost his 
belongings, he was rescued and eventually sailed to Nigeria from Gibraltar.  
Jean planned to follow him to West Africa once she had completed her 
Censorship training, though she knew that she would have to work in Lagos 
– many hundreds of miles from Philip.  Marjory recognised in Jean her own 
love of travel and adventure though she was only too aware of the risks Jean 
faced on the voyage.  

One result of Jean’s departure was that Marjory decided to keep a diary 
so that Jean could keep in touch with life at home.  It was simply a record 
of events (one cannot imagine Marjory ever allowing herself the luxury of 
recording her feelings), but it was a thoughtful gesture much appreciated by 
Jean.  From the ship Jean wrote to reassure her:

There are 2 gorgeous cats and 6 prize bulls on board, which everyone makes a 
great fuss of.  The bulls are probably worth £500 apiece, so we feel that they will 
have priority passages in the life-boats as we can’t hope to compete!

...Whatever happens it is a grand adventure and I’m loving it. I have every 
chance of survival, Mumsie, as my cabin is the first one you come to, leading off 
the lounge, outside which is my lifeboat, and I’m on the top deck... 

After putting in at Freetown she wrote: 

Last night it was immensely hot in the lounge, no fans, and blackout in force. 
We played games and chatted for a bit till everyone got soaked through with 
perspiration and eventually we all drifted out on deck to get a breath of fresh air. 
There was an almost full moon and the sky was bright with tropical lightning, 
vivid blue and gold flashes without any thunder. There had been a beautiful 
sunset earlier when we left Freetown and sailed straight into scarlet sky and 
pink water, leaving vivid green hills and scarlet roofed bungalows behind us. 
Everything is extremely vivid here – houses, furniture, clothes, scenery, it 
reminds me a bit of Pornichet. You remember Madame Temple’s exotic taste in 
wallpaper and cotton frocks! 

Having reached her destination, Lagos, Jean wrote to say that though it 
was the end of the cool season it was far too hot for her liking. 

I have the sweetest boy – he is about 15, but smaller than I am, and has great 
black eyes and a beautiful smile. His name is Joseph. He comes from Bende 
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and doesn’t understand me very well and as I refuse to speak pidgin English, the 
results are sometimes quite comic! But he follows me round like a nice dog – 
they all go about barefeet, although wearing shorts and shirts, and often hats and 
usually carrying a black umbrella! His bare feet make a lovely paddy sound – like 
paddy paws – on my concrete floors. I think Philip will say I am spoiling him 
dreadfully, most people rear at their boys – generally letting off steam at them 
instead of at each other – but really I feel more like rearing at the Whites than at 
the Blacks!

Now about my work. I have sworn a real oath not to talk about it, so will say 
very little indeed except that I am finding it tiring at first. We work from 8am till 
2.30 and then finish for the day, and I am reading in French, with (don’t laugh) 
the odd spot of German thrown in...

After describing her day she went on: 

AT 6.30 or 7, I have a bath, put on clean clothes and then its time to entertain 
and be entertained. People become sociable over a few drinks, (though drinking 
is strictly rationed here now) and usually go on talking till 8.30 or even 9. Then 
‘chop’ at the club and back here to bed (9.30-8), I have all my meals at the club, 
which is very convenient, though they tell me it becomes very monotonous in 
time.

These letters from Jean were the bright spot in Marjoy’s life at that time, 
for in every other way life was gloomy. There were many air raids and much 
gunfire – when she, Tom and Mick went to see the film Watch on the Rhine 
there was a sinister background of gunfire from the real world outside. At 
home majority was missing Jean’s ‘happy presence’ and dreaded the New Year 
when Mick was due for call-up ‘to lose him seemed the end.’ She was by this 
time working as a Supply teacher involving a certain amount of traveling 
which in wartime conditions was not easy, but least it provided her with an 
escape from her nagging fears. Apart from Jean’s letters the only other pleasant 
thing she recalled from that time was Alison’s news of her engagement to 
Anthony Lynch, a Squadron Leader in Bomber Command.

In her diary Marjory noted that she and Tom, Rita and Denis spent 
Christmas 1943 quietly; walking beside the river at Twickenham, listening 
to the wireless, the men playing chess. Whatever food was allowed on their 
ration books was unlikely to have included more than a very small piece of 
meat. In sharp contrast to those of us in the Forces, where food and drink 
flowed freely, while out in Nigeria, Jean joined a couple and a male friend of 
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theirs for the two day break which was too short to allow Philip to join her. 
She wrote:

We sailed across the harbour on Xmas Eve and reached Tarquah Bay about 
3.30. The hut there was decorated with a huge Xmas tree (they grow all round it 
anyway). Mary had brought her native cook with her and we had turkey, plum 
pudding and mince pies – we spent all the time bathing, eating and sleeping. On 
Xmas morning we walked across to a Communion Service at 7.30 a.m., held on 
a tennis court nearby. At night we all slept on camp beds in the verandah. This 
was pleasantly cool, though the first night we had a plague of sandflies, which 
chewed us nearly to death. The second night we’d all eaten and drunk so much 
that the whole night long somebody seemed to be turning restlessly and the third 
night our host gave out such terrible snores we could only sleep in patches! But 
we made up for it in the afternoon by sleeping on chaises longues in the hut.

Tarquah is very like the bay opposite ‘Pierre Jeanne’. The sand is very find 
and hot, as it used to be in Pornichet. The sea is warm and the huts are a more 
primitive edition of the chalets there. Sometimes out here I feel just as though 
this was a continuation of Pornichet days; when I’m by the sea and walking 
along Marine Parade I remember St. Nazaire, though of course Lagos is a 
slum compared with that city…

Tell Dad I was delighted to find he was here before me!  I got out Walter de 
la Mare’s Behold this Dreamer from the library and, quite by chance as I was 
browsing through it, I came across his poem ‘Roots’– it was a surprise.  I didn’t 
know that it was in that particular anthology….74

Well, dears all, I must stop for the time being.  Take care of yourselves and write 
to me whenever you can.  Lots of love to you, Mum, and all the ‘Dear Octopus’. 

This particular letter pleased both Tom and Marjory enormously.  It was 
years since Tom had written any poetry, he had not known that a poem of 
his had been included in an anthology – probably the publishers supposed 
him dead and had not sought his consent.  Over the years, Tom had given 
acquaintances copies of his remaindered books and occasionally one of these 
would appear on the second hand bookstall in Cambridge Market Place.  If 
Jean found a copy in the sixpenny box, she would remove it and put it in the 
shilling one!

Jean, unlike the rest of us, was able to express the sort of sentiments that 

74. Walter de la Mare Behold this Dreamer (Faber, reissued 1984).
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Marjory liked to hear, so her references to ‘the Dear Octopus’ always went 
down well.

In January 1944, Marjory and Tom saw Mick off at Waterloo when he 
left to join the Navy, and immediately they went on to see the film Captains 
Courageous, which apparently gave Marjory an excuse for crying.  ‘Then we 
went back to a silent and empty house, ‘All my pretty ones’ were now caught 
up in the terrible machine.’

Stoically, she carried on with her teaching, continued her regular 
correspondence with us all, and awaited events – which were not long in 
coming.  In February, she received a telegram from Aunt M in Cambridge: 
‘Anthony and Alison married here today’, followed by another telegram 
announcing Andrew’s arrival on embarkation leave. It was these constant 
minor crises that kept Marjory going. 

By the Spring of 1944 the war was once again hotting up on the Home 
Front and Twickenham had many air raids in which windows of shops in their 
street were blown in. Marjory was doing her County Minor Corrections in 
addition to working as a Supply teacher and would fill in every spare moment 
at school marking her papers. Air raids were daily hazards but for Marjory 
this was compensation: ‘It reconciled me to Mick’s absence. I wanted all the 
family away’. In other words she saw herself as the one now in the front line 
protecting her adult children – very much like the pelican mascot of her 
school days, which she had so much admired.75

While Marjory was immersed in her teaching Tom coped with the basic 
chores of shopping and washing up and preparing very simple meals (he never 
learned to cook beyond an egg and bacon). Usually Marjory would make her 
famous stew at the weekend (a Scottish variety taught to her by her mother-
in-law) and this would last them for days, so Tom had only to have it re-
heated for Marjory’s return, and in addition prepare boiled potatoes. The stew 
was cooked in a huge black iron saucepan which, as their son-in-law Anthony 
once drily pointed out, was also used for boiling the many handkerchiefs 
which she and Tom soaked with their frequent colds. In crisis periods such 

75. The frustration of women in the First World War is described by Rose Macaulay in her novel, Non-
Combatants and Others (Methuen, 1916) where the heroine, Alix, becomes a pacifist explaining: ‘As I can’t 
be fighting in the war, I’ve got to be fighting against it. Otherwise its like a ghastly nightmare, swallowing 
one up.’
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as Corrections time, the two of them would repair to a local café for lunch. 
But they were never alone. There were constant small reunions of members 
of the family on leave. If these occurred during Corrections time, either one 
assisted in the Corrections or, more likely, the family caroused in the sitting 
room leaving Marjory to her marking seated at the dining-room table. When 
it came to the final Report for the Examiners, which required a lot of adding 
up of marks and general analysis (usually done in the small hours), Tom was 
called in. Marjory had no head for figures and it was Tom’s forte. (He used to 
help me with my maths homework, though I resented the fact that he wished 
me to understand his method whereas all I wanted was an answer!)

A letter from Jean written in March 1944 conveys some of the fears of  
that time:

... I expect you are all very anxious to know what is going to happen next these 
days. We hear so much talk about invasion plans and expect every day to hear 
that we have landed on the Continent. I am afraid it will be a very hard and 
anxious time for you all when it does begin. Poor Mother! with four sons in the 
fray – such lovely sons too. You must keep us posted with all the latest news, I 
shall feel very cut off out here. … I don’t think I’m likely to see the letters you 
wrote to me during the last half of January and maybe the first week of February, 
so consult your diary, please Mother, and keep me up to date.

... I really like my work, you know, and it’s good for my French. Reading 
French soon brings the old everyday slang back to mind. I’ve been reading La 
France Libre lately and it’s charming. Do you ever see it?...

I love living in a port, it’s such fun seeing ships and sailors about. The other 
night there was a party at the Yacht Club and we went for a moonlight race 
round the harbour afterwards and it was a wonderful sight to sail up close 
to a ship all lit up. Life is really colourful and romantic out here. You would 
all love it, it would appeal to you because it’s very free and easy. Dad’s cave 
trousers would hardly be noticed and Mum’s plimsolls would be considered 
very sensible. I often walk about with no clothes on at all. Rita and Denis 
would be very at home here....

In April 1944 Marjory began teaching English and Latin at Brondesbury & 
Kilburn High School in North West London. It was meant to be a Supply job 
for one term but in fact she stayed almost two years teaching various subjects. 
The school was working under great difficulties; part of it being evacuated 
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to Northampton which created many problems. The Headmistress, Miss 
Dawney, for whom Marjory had a great respect, found it almost impossible 
to plan ahead. At one point in 1944 the Governors decided to close down the 
Northampton school because of low numbers but by the very next Meeting 
this policy had to be changed owing to the sudden increase of evacuees from 
London due to the renewed air raids.76

The staff were cracking under the strain – in that spring term alone one 
teacher was given a breakdown pension, another died suddenly and three 
others were absent for at least half a term. The Head informed the Governors: 
‘I have failed to find anyone free to take the English work. Regular staff 
,though very willing, are not strong physically. There have been only four 
days this term when at least one member of staff was not absent. I am anxious 
to find a substitute.’ And she did. Marjory aged nearly 62, was willing to 
travel across London (an hour’s journey) when the air raids were such that she 
commented, ‘I often wondered what changes I should see when I came back.’

For by this time the flying bombs (doodlebugs) presented a new terror. 
Brondesbury & Kilburn lost its gymnasium in one of these raids and when 
the Boys’ Grammar School was severely damaged, the two schools shared 
premises. This meant a complete reorganisation of the school day. Pupils 
were asked to study at home and attend school one day a week only, while 
the VIth Form took their exams in the ‘strengthened basement corridor’. 
The only shelter was one small cloakroom. By the autumn conditions were 
appalling with the Head reporting a steady return of girls from evacuation, 
their numbers rising from 350 to 430 within a few weeks. In addition to 
the overcrowding, gym took place in the school hall, and in wet weather a 
cloakroom had to be used for P.T.

These circumstances provided the sort of challenge that appealed to 
Marjory, giving her a sense of belonging that she had never experienced in 
a school before. Adversity brought out her fighting spirit. Yet in spite of the 
difficulties the school appears to have carried on with an air of normality, 
holding a Salute the Soldier Week in which they raised over £1000.  When 
the School Beekeepers Club appealed for a Queen in April 1944, they were 
presented with a Caucasian (rather relevantly at that stage in the war).

76. Brondesbury and Kilburn High School. Governors’ Minutes, G.L.C. Record Office, London EC1
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The school was the foreground of Marjory’s life in the following two 
years, in the background was her constant anxiety for her family. At that 
particular moment her concern was for Jean whose husband, Philip, had 
been discharged from the Army in Africa to start his career in the Colonial 
service. He had been moved to Calabar after experiencing very primitive 
conditions in Bende on which Jean commented: ‘Its much better for him to 
be somewhere civilized, where there are the amenities of life such as H&C, 
electricity, hospital, cinema etc.’ Whereas Jean herself was delighting in the 
unconventional weekends she was spending at Tarquah Bay ‘its lovely to get 
away from Ikoyi and bathe and live a real Watersplash existence. I really don’t 
mind West Africa – its not the awful place its made out to be.’ She described 
an ‘amazing weekend’ when a party of four travelled iup country’ with their 
car refusing ‘to budge an inch and we were perforce to walk the rest of the 
way through deepest bush’ for the following three hours. However next day 
‘we were perfectly content to sit round talking and laughing and sipping red 
wine – a cask from one of the French colonies having, by amazing good luck, 
been washed up on the shore that morning!’ The following day they returned 
to Lagos by launch ‘chugging away at the rate of 12 miles an hour. We felt 
just like Sanders of the River – especially when one of our party, an Education 
Officer, was off-loaded at a native village on the way’.  Jean went on to express 
her appreciation of Marjory’s ‘newsy’ letters, ‘its wonderful how you never 
miss a single mail.  I always know there’ll be a letter from you whenever I 
see another convey safely arrived in harbor.’   Another letter ended ‘I’m so 
grateful to you, Aged Parents, for the strong constitution and unfailing sense 
of humour with which you endowed me.  I think you can be happy anywhere 
in this world with these two gifts.’  But unfortunately these gifts had landed 
Jean in a marital crisis.  In her loneliness and enforced separation from Philip 
she had become very fond of another man. This she confided to Marjory.

Marjory spent Easter 1944 with Aunt M in Cambridge when they probably 
discussed Jean’s situation and, as Mollie Ingle had been the only member of 
the family at Alison’s wedding she could provide her sister with information 
concerning the son-in-law she had not yet met.   Marjory must have been 
reassured by what she heard, for Anthony was not only handsome but a war 
hero who was about to go to Buckingham Palace to receive a Bar to his D.F.C. 
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in recognition of his part as a pilot in the bombing raids on Germany.   A very 
acceptable son-in-law.

Marjory returned to London to face one of the most grueling periods of 
the war.  Flying bomb raids often lasted all night and many daylight hours 
were spent sheltering in the school basement.  But there was one cheering 
piece of news – they learnt of the birth of their first granddaughter, Nicola, 
in Bedford.  That same month (June), one morning Marjory rose at her usual 
hour of 7 a.m., and having sat in the front room for half an hour, left to go in 
the bedroom.  Suddenly there was an enormous crash.  Locks flew off doors, 
the large plate glass windows which reached almost the length and breadth 
of a wall, were blown to pieces, the gas which she had lit to boil a kettle for 
breakfast, was blown out.  The clock had stopped at ten minutes to eight.  
Glass was strewn everywhere – a large jagged piece was found in the very chair 
in which Marjory had been sitting only a short time before, bringing home 
to them how lucky she was to have survived.  Later they learnt that a flying 
bomb had fallen less than a hundred yards from their flat.

Though they were both badly shaken it made no difference to their way of 
life. The daily teaching continued and Rita came over to help them straighten 
things out. John, who was stationed near London, prior to being sent overseas, 
provided brighter moments and was 

a tower of strength. In one great raid he stayed all night, playing chess with Tom 
through all the thunderous roar, and at each shock turning to take my hand. 
Next day he took Tom and me on the river, in glorious weather. He had brought 
with him Kai Lung Unrolls his Mat and read it aloud to us. We laughed a great 
deal and feld solaced by John’s presence and the peaceful river. 

The raids had an unexpected effect on my parents’ relationship: 

It was now that I came to realise the part played by timidity in a wife. When, 
during the noisy raid, I had loudly sung French songs, Tom approved neither of 
me nor of the songs. But when I behaved like a frightened kitten his heart was 
touched. 

Marjory added enigmatically: ‘That was the summer of our Night, behind 
those boarded windows’ (the huge windows remained boarded up for 
months). One can read what one likes into this phrase but from this period 
their relationship did seem closer as the following lines suggest:
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I shall always remember that time. Tom was very kind to me and gave 
me a cup of tea every morning in bed when there had been raids. And I had 
a feeling of satisfaction all the time, to think at least some of the enemy’s 
activity was directed at us. It wasn’t so bad being in the front line if the other 
lines could only be that much safer! 

Most people would assume that a cup of tea in bed was unremarkable but 
since Marjory was always the first one up (usually by many hours) this was 
a real change in their relationship –though I don’t think the early morning 
cup of tea lasted long. But even in the 1930’s when their relationship was 
strained, Tom would often put his arm around her, pulling her toward him.77 
She usually appeared embarrassed and would push him away. On one such 
occasion Tom said as he drew her to him, ‘You’re a remarkable woman, 
Mumsie’ which I felt was exactly right, even though it was said jokingly and 
for our benefit.

77. Marjory told me (many years later) that in the 1930’s she had consulted a solicitor about her 
matrimonial situation and was told that nothing could be done.
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War, and – eventually – Peace

There had been a long silence from Jean but then she wrote from 
Calabar where she was living with Philip. 

On Tour: New Netim 
Calabar Division 
Sunday 25th June 1944.

Dear Everybody, 

Here I am on the last day of our tour, sitting in a little Methodist Mission 
School, while the weird chants are going on in the school chapel next door.  
Today we have walked together with thirty natives carrying our loads – twelve 
miles through deepest jungle from the last port of call.  Altogether we have 
tramped about 60 miles during the last week, staying at various remote native 
villages en route.  This school consists of one large room in which we eat, sleep 
bath, work and play.  There are maps, alphabets, drawings and blackboards 
all round the walls, but the one we were in the first night was used also as a 
church and had an altar on a raised dais.  It was a unique experience to sit in a 
tin bath of an evening in front of the high altar! The second night we spent in a 
Government Rest House – and what a place!  It was built of mud walls and had 
a thatched roof, and looked all very primitive and charming when we arrived in 
the golden sunlight.  That night, however, we had one of our famous tropical 
storms, and then we discovered that the roof was very far from waterproof.  We 
moved from corner to corner, while pools of water flooded through the roof and 
walls into the basins and baths we had scattered around us, and peals of thunder 
– like the guns of London – rocked (or seemed to rock) the whole place.  Philip 
and I stuffed cotton wool in our ears and huddled in a corner in the dim light 
of our bush lamp.  The worst snag of all, though, was the invasion of sandflies 
which began at dusk and went on relentlessly the whole three days we were there.  
Every inch of our bodies was bitten, I think, and we scratched and scratched and 
SCRATCHED until we were nearly driven mad, every hour or two at night we 
woke burning and had to cover ourselves in calamine lotion, to obtain relief.

... Last night we arrived at a tiny village where there was no school and no Rest 
House, and the Ju-ju house (where the natives hold their secret society meetings 
and which was decorated with skulls and masks among other things) seemed 
a little forbidding.  So the Chief ’s son lent us his house, where we were the 
objects of much interest, living right in the centre of a village of some 50 or 60 
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inhabitants.  Just as we reached Awi ater the usual long 10 or 12 mile tramp 
came a messenger from Calabar with fresh supplies of cheese, cigarettes, calamine 
lotion, and (oh joy!) some mail.  There was nothing from you people, but an 
airgraph from M and lots of papers and magazines.  We sat down on our camp 
chairs and read them before we did anything else, while young and old gathered 
to inspect us...

The Head Teacher has just called.  He seems very pleasant and says we can stay in 
his school as long as we like.  Tomorrow morning when the lorry comes to meet 
us from Calabar I’m going to visit the school.  The teacher calls me ‘Ma’ as they 
all do in the country (‘Yes Ma’, ‘Thanks Ma’ and so on)...

This typing is a little odd, I know, but I’m doing it in an odd place on a very 
‘bush’ table, and don’t forget the route march, O Best Beloved, a 12 mile trek 
through the jungle in the heat of the day is not conducive to brilliance either 
of typing or thought.  Philip is lying flat out on one of the camp beds at this 
moment, knocked sideways by the day’s efforts so you can see I’m as tough  
as ever...

The Ekpe drums are sounding in the distance, and here is Joseph with a pot of 
tea.  You’ve no idea how often Philip and I talk about you these days and long for 
news.  I’m settling here fairly well now, after a month of unrest, and hope to stay 
for several months if things go on like this.  There is so much to do I haven’t time 
to worry about myself too much… 

She wrote again from ‘a little hole in the bush’:

It’s 11 a.m. and brilliantly hot. I am sitting out on the verandah of the Rest 
House, in a long blue and white striped cotton housecoat (to keep flies off). We 
are about 250 feet up and look across a valley to a thickly wooded slope opposite. 
Just up the little path on our left is the D.O.’s house [District Officer], made of 
mud blocks and thatch like this one, but distinguishable by the flag post and 
Union Jack flying. On the right, half a mile away, is the home of three Roman 
Catholic Fathers, the only other Europeans in the station. Their high-pitched 
tinny bell has been ringing on and off for the last four hours. Later on we shall 
meet them at a groundnut ‘chop’ party at the D.O.’s. …

The Europeans here seem all alike: either they are of a very similar type, or else 
they grow alike through seeing so much of each other. The men talk shop all the 
time and where there are no other women in the station you just sit back and 
listen. Whenever two or three women are gathered together the talk is always 
about sewing, cake-making, local gossip or the children in England. I must say 
the prospect of another 25 years of it is pretty terrifying, but I expect one gets 
quite adjusted to the trivial round in time. Going to bush, as we do from time 
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to time, breaks the monotony, but it is only fun if you’re feeling absolutely fit… 
Sometimes they say it’s a fine outdoor life full of interest and fun. At others they 
get depressed by the heat, flies, fever etc. and annoyed by the natives and wonder 
how they can get out of it and what they would do for a job if they did. If a man 
is deeply interested in his work I think he can put up with all the drawbacks, 
because it is constructive and you do have a pretty free hand – a whole corner of 
the world, many miles square, in which you can interest yourself, like a country 
squire at home.  

For a woman it’s not so easy.  Its difficult to take much interest in the house as 
you have an enormous gang of boys to relieve you of the ordinary running of 
it and anyway it’s too hot to do a great deal.  Also one moves around so much 
that nothing is permanent... I have managed to get a job in the Resident’s Office 
while I’m actually in the station, but that only lasts for a week or two at a time.  
You will sympathize, Mum, (more than Dad will!), at the lack of anything 
particular to occupy oneself with.  The answer of course is a hobby... I expect 
I shall sit back and drink gin and gossip and put on weight like all the other 
females, once I settle down to it... and you are all thinking how perfectly lovely it 
would be to sit back and do nothing in the sun for weeks and months on end – 
so ist das Leben!

I picked up Mary Kingsley’s Travels in West Africa the other day.  I think you 
would be interested in it.

I’m not saying much about personal feelings.  I can’t unsay what I wrote to you 
in May but I do feel now, being here, that I ought to try very hard to make a 
go of this present way of living.  Don’t worry about me.  I’m still quite well and 
finding that just being alive these days is enough to make me thankful. 

 This was exactly the sort of adventurous and courageous letter that Marjory 
appreciated. Jean was showing herself to be very much her mother’s daughter 
in not being self-pitying. She also knew that she had only to recommend 
a book for Marjory to set about acquiring it, though probably at that time 
Marjory had little time for reading. It was a very hot August, bombs were 
falling nightly on Twickenham, and that month she and Tom saw John off to 
Italy (unlike her mother, Harriet, who had felt unable to see us off to France, 
Marjory could steel herself for partings). They were also packing up. For 
nearly three months they had lived in semi darkness and great heat behind 
their boarded-up windows so that Jean’s name for their home, ‘Erebus’, the 
dark abode, did seem appropriate. 

By the start of Marjory’s autumn term they were installed in their new 
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home. Their flat in Prince of Wales Drive, Battersea, was large and comfortable. 
These blocks of flats were much sought after in peacetime but owing to the 
air raids many were falling vacant at low rents. Number 19 was on the third 
floor of Primrose Mansions, 60 stairs up (there was no lift), and had a balcony 
overlooking Battersea Park. Marjory could travel by bus to Marble Arch while 
she taught at Brondesbury & Kilburn High School, and it was possible for 
any of us on leave to walk from Sloane Square underground if it was too late 
for a bus.

 By this time Jean appeared to have settled down in Calabar and Marjory 
read with delight a letter from Jean in her gayest mood. 

Oban, 18th Oct 1944.

Hello Everybody, 

Another letter from a hole in the bush – we are 60 miles from Calabar, not as the 
crow flies perhaps, but as man trudges, there being no other route except a single 
path through the forest.

... As usual, there was a terrible palaver before we actually got going: the leads 
are all arranged in a long row with the carriers behind them and at a whistle 
from the Headman they are supposed to pick up one in front of them and start 
off in single file. But not a bit of it! Efiong dislikes the look of our large tin bath 
packed full of odds and ends and makes a dive for the box with the filter in 
it, which weighs about half as much.  Meanwhile Ntui prefers the look of the 
bath, which he has not tried to lift upon his head as yet, and deserts the bed bag 
containing the two camp beds in its favour! Okon, Etim, and Agber make away 
into the forest, one with the chop box (surmounted by two live chickens), the 
other with the two camp chairs, and two wooden tables. After much shouting 
and whistling they are brought back and the line-up begins all over again, and at 
last everyone raises a load on to his head and they all start off at a jog trot along 
the winding up-and-down paths.

Phillip and I remove our sun helmets as it is cool in the forest, take our sticks in 
hand and follow the carriers. The first six miles are lovely; the morning is cool 
and fresh and the trees and foliage luxuriant. The trees are enormously high, 
and all sorts of ferns and clinging creepers grow up them. There are brilliant 
butterflies and occasionally wild orchids. The forest hums and crackles on either 
side of us, so that even though we do not see birds or animals we are continually 
reminded that we are in the densest jungle, alive with snakes, leopards, parrots 
and monkeys – although they very rarely come near a crowd of human beings 
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such as we have mustered. During the second hour of our trek it begins to rain 
but already we are soaked through with perspiration and our feet are sodden with 
paddling through innumerable small streams, so that its welcome and refreshing.

After two hours of trekking we sit down and eat sandwiches and drink from 
a thermos flask. The second half of the journey is more trying, though we rest 
again at the end of the third hour in a small village. The Ntufam (village chief ) 
brings out two wooden chairs and we sit under the verandah of his native house, 
while the boys rush out with sticks and knock down a coconut for us. Coconuts 
taste quite different out here from the ones Dad is so good at knocking down at 
Fairs. The milk is a pale watery fluid looking like whey and the nut is soft when 
freshly opened. There are 3 or 4 tumblers of milk, which we drink out of the 
nut itself. It is cool and refreshing. There are only about twenty inhabitants in 
the village and they all turn out to see this unusual sight.  Many of them have 
never seen a white woman and the children don’t know whether to be frightened 
or amused. Over our heads the sun is beating down with noonday fervour and 
I have put on sunglasses as well as my helmet, which further tickles the crowd. 
We reach Obutong at tea-time, after six hours in the forest and about five hours 
walking. Cuckoo hurries to put the kettle on for tea, the carriers dump their 
loads and rush off with whoops of joy to the village, and our two boys set to and 
put our simple home straight.

The Rest House is a good one, semi-permanent with a tin-pan roof and a 
concrete floor. Unfortunately it has its drawbacks. The kitchen is nowhere to 
be found – usually it is 10 or 20 yards from the house with the boys’ huts. It 
turns out that all our meals have to be cooked in the village half a mile away and 
duly transported at chop time on the boys’ heads. We decide it is better not to 
investigate the conditions under which they are actually cooked and we settle 
down resignedly to a meal of cold soup, cold chicken and cold coffee.

In the morning we rise very early and leave at 7.30. Breakfast, consisting of egg 
sandwiches and coffee goes with us, but when we stop at 9.30 we discover that 
the sandwiches are with us all right but alas! the coffee is precariously balanced 
on Asuquo’s head and he is leading the procession of carriers a mile or two ahead 
of us! We shout, and the Headman blows his whistle and the Court Messenger is 
sent scurrying through the forest to stop him. The Court Messenger is small and 
flurried and looks just like the White Rabbit – ‘Oh my ears and whiskers!’ he 
mutters to himself, ‘Asuquo no dey, I look um, I no see un’…

When we do finally catch up with the coffee-carriers we have done another hour 
(distance is measured in hours, not miles – there being no milestones) and once 
again the heat is terrific. The last part of the journey to Oban is very open and 
there is a hard climb up to the village, which we had to do at 1.30, a very bad 
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time of day. When we reached the Rest House I sat in a chair doing nothing for 
an hour and a half, and when we had finished our lunch and the camp beds were 
up, I lay on mine for a further 2 or 3 hours in a state of prostration. This was 
due to heat, not walking. Philip fanned me and washed me in cold water and 
eventually I fell asleep and felt much better when I woke up, though, I regret to 
say that our heroine shed some tears before sleeping and announced that never, 
never would she be able to walk back through the forest, and here she was 60 
miles from the nearest doctor, likely to die of fever or snake bite at any moment, 
trapped in the bush etc. etc. ‘A touch of the sun’ said Philip, ‘You’ll feel better 
tomorrow’ and fanned me to sleep.

We stay here one more day and on Friday start back to Calabar. Philip insists 
that I return at least part of the way carried by chair. You tie two strong bamboo 
poles with rope to a camp chair, and four carriers carry these poles on their 
shoulders. In case Rita says: ‘How cruel!’ I hasten to say that the recognised load 
weighs 56 lbs, so that my weight divided by four will be less than half a load. Its 
much more pleasant to be a carrier than a miner, I should say, but then I always 
have suffered from a mild form of claustrophobia…

We are rushing back on Saturday because on Sunday His Honour the Chief 
Commissioner of the Eastern Provinces is coming (with his wife) to visit Calabar, 
and in addition to the general gathering of the clans to meet him at the Club 
on Monday evening, there is to be a dinner party at the Residency on Sunday 
night to which we have been invited. I feel very honoured because I have been 
asked to provide trifle for the party. Don’t think that my cooking has suddenly 
and miraculously risen to ‘cordon bleu’ standards; its because I have been lucky 
enough to get hold of one of the best cooks in Calabar who is expert at trifles 
and who owns a cream-making machine to give it its final touch.  The only 
nerve-racking thing is that you can never entirely rely on the boys out here- in 
99 times out of 100, Cuckoo will produce a superb trifle, filled with the lightest 
of sponge cakes and brandy and decorated with nuts, cream, etc., and the 
hundredth time, the cake will be heavy, the cream machine will break down, and 
the brandy ‘done finish, Mum’ and Cuckoo himself may break under the strain 
and be found dead drunk with Palm Wine on the kitchen floor at the  
crucial moment!

Tell Dad our house in Calabar is next door to the Hope Waddell Training 
Institute, run by the Church of Scotland, with a Church complete with a 
Moderator and exactly copied from a Scottish village model.  From the tower 
you can see the Cameron Mountains on a clear day. 

Jean.
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One satisfaction Marjory and Tom had during these years was the arrival 
of grandchildren.  John and Wendy already had two children, Hugh and 
Nicola, and by the autumn of 1944 Rita, living in Stepney, was expecting 
her first baby.  Because of the heavy raids, the East London Hospital was 
suddenly evacuated to Newport Pagnell in Bedfordshire, and there Rita gave 
birth to Judith in November 1944.  The conscientious Marjory managed to 
keep one day clear in order to visit the new mother and baby.  Encountering 
all the delays and difficulties of wartime travel, she had problems finding the 
hospital, which was in the depths of the country (and, of course, all signposts 
were removed at that time).  So it was late in the gathering darkness of a 
November afternoon when she eventually arrived and could only stay a few 
minutes before catching the only bus to Bedford, where she was to spend the 
night with Wendy and the children.

In spite of the heavy air raids, Marjory continued her daily journey to 
Kilburn, where both staff and pupils were suffering from lack of sleep. But 
she was comforted by the thought that, at least temporarily, Rita was out of 
London – for her house in Stepney had been badly bombed.  When I visited 
my parents that November and was waiting at Kings Cross for the train to 
take me back to Harrogate (where I was stationed) there was suddenly an 
enormous crash which sounded just outside the station but in fact the bomb 
fell 400 yards from the Battersea flat, demolishing the Church and Vicarage 
at the end of their road, killing the Vicar and his wife. A few days later an old 
friend of Tom’s was killed by a rocket in Dulwich.

‘Dreary weather and dreary times’ wrote Marjory in her diary early in 
January 1945. It was bitterly cold, war news from Europe was not good and 
she was anxious about Rita’s safety as well as that of her four sons (Mick 
had just sent for David’s life-belt since his own had disappeared). David was 
expecting to sail for South Africa any day, John was with the Army in Italy 
and Andrew flying in the Mediterranean, while Jean was waiting for a ship 
to bring her back to England – both she and Alison were expecting babies. 

By March, Marjory was relentlessly marking her County Minor papers 
hoping to finish them before Jean arrived. But when at last Jean phoned from 
Hull it was to say that she was going to Cambridge to stay with Aunt M as she 
did not wish to risk the dangers of London in her condition. However within 
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a matter of weeks Jean was in Battersea celebrating V.E. Day, marking the end 
of the war in Europe. This happened to fall on Rita’s birthday so Tom, Marjory, 
Jean and I crossed London to join Rita, Denis and the baby in Stepney. It was 
a beautiful day with the crowds already packing the underground, so tightly 
packed in fact that Jean began to suffer from claustrophobia and we had to 
get her out to the fresh air above. That evening Rita, Denis and I joined the 
crowds outside Buckingham Palace and found ourselves pushed up against 
the railings immediately opposite the balcony on which the Royal family 
appeared, accompanied by Winston Churchill. Alongside us stood a group in 
evening dress who appeared to have had rather too much to drink and were 
very merry, one of them kept shouting ‘Good old Winnie.’  I recognised him 
as the well-known lawyer, writer, and MP, A.P. Herbert.  When I eventually 
parted from Rita and Denis in the early hours of the morning, all transport 
had ceased.  I walked back to Battersea, my feet so tired that I removed my 
shoes and soothed them in small puddles in the gutter. 

Four days later, Alison’s daughter, Joanne, was born, followed two months 
later by Jean’s son, Michael.  Suddenly, Tom and Marjory were to find their 
roles subtly changed from the nerve centre, to which we all gravitated in war, 
to becoming a support unit and first-aid post to young parents.

But in spite of V.E. Day, the war against Japan was not over and on the 
day that Tom met Philip Richardson at St. Pancras, home from Nigeria for 
the birth of his son, Marjory was seeing Mick off at Paddington, bound for 
the Far East.  In early August, she was in Cambridge, having lunch with her 
father, when they heard on the one o’clock news that Japan had surrendered.  
It was an emotional moment, for it had been too much to hope that Robert 
Ingle, aged 91, would see the end of the war, or that all his four grandsons 
would survive it. Marjory could feel that at last the heavy weight of anxiety 
was lifted.  

Mick wrote from Singapore, describing his experience of the  
ending hostilities:

The ‘hands’ were called at 5:30.  We had to change into tropical rig and go to 
action stations.  It was rather foggy and raining slightly.  We waited for about 
half an hour and then, in the distance, we saw four small Japanese Motor Boats 
approaching.  The Japs were exactly as I had expected them to be, i.e. small, with 
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glasses.  As soon as they stepped aboard, they carried on with their customary 
bowing for about five minutes – and only stayed for a few minutes more.  Once 
again as they left they gave another bowing exhibition. By this time the convoy 
was in sight, so we proceeded to escort it into a little place about five miles from 
Padang. As soon as we arrived the small craft went ashore, manned by Marines 
and Commandos. There was nothing for them to do, however, except take over. 
The following morning we set sail for Singapore.

In Battersea the flat was full of life. Alison, Anthony and their baby, Joanne, 
were living there temporarily and were joined by Jean and little Mikey, once 
Philip had returned to Nigeria. David returned from South Africa to take up 
his place at Magdalen College, Cambridge, and I had frequent short leaves. 
At Christmas we even had a Christmas tree – something to which the Sharp 
coffers had never stretched in pre-war days. 

From the Far East Mick wrote on Christmas Eve to say that he had been 
hauling ropes so savagely that he had burnt his hands and was so bandaged 
that he was unable to work:

As I sit here on a cushion with just a pair of shorts on and the sun scorching 
my back so much that the sweat is streaming down, I am imagining the scene 
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at home. You are all at his moment in bed, of course, as with you its only 8 
a.m., but in a few hours you will be sitting round the fire in the drawing room, 
looking out of the window into the park. There’s certain to be an odd  
baby around...

I am not allowed to go ashore. Normally I wouldn’t worry about that, but it so 
happens that Hamlet is on at the Garrison Theatre. It’s an E.N.S.A. show. John 
Gielguid is playing Hamlet.  A chap told me that a scene he considered the 
saddest was ‘when the party went round the bend’!
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Chapter Thirteen 
Adjusting To Change

The first few days of 1946 were spent in a way which was fairly 
typical of Marjory’s brief breaks from teaching in the those early 
peace time years – New Year’s Day in Stepney at Rita’s Women’s 

Club, the following day in Bedford with Wendy and the children, moving on 
to Cambridge for a day with her father.  These swift visits kept her in touch 
but meant that she never became emotionally involved in the day to day life 
of each household.  There was always a need to hurry back to her pupils.

That year brought reunions but it also brought strains.  Andrew and John 
were demobilised and returned to civilian life.  For John this meant returning 
to teaching at the City of London School, finding and settling into a new 
house, and adjusting to married life with two small children who hardly knew 
their father.  Andrew had been an undergraduate when he joined the Forces in 
July 1940 so he had no work to return to, while David had to adjust to being 
a first year undergraduate at the age of 22.  Alison’s husband, Anthony Lynch, 
had been a pre-war pilot, now at 33 he had a wife and child to support and 
was uncertain what career to follow.  Later that year I became a student at the 
London School of Economics, but adjustment was probably more difficult 
for those who had been officers (only Mick and I remained in the ranks).  As 
Marjory noted, we were ‘painfully adapting’ ourselves to an entirely new way 
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of life.  We had all changed in our attitudes and Marjory was conscious that 
‘all the swaying currents beat around in this small flat’.  In addition, while 
we had been away she and Tom had adjusted to a closer companionship and 
a simpler style of life than that to which most of their children had become 
accustomed.  

Some of these difficulties are hinted at in a letter Marjory received from 
David when he was settling in at Cambridge: 

Life is so much easier when you merely ‘wrestle with flesh and blood’ – isn’t that 
why one can envy people with physical disablements? They are happy because 
their ‘point’ is set for them – to be normal. I’ve never been happier in my life 
than when I travelled around Scotland in plaster on my own, being very pleased 
at being able to behave absolutely normally (except for being unable to tie my 
shoe-laces) when by the rules of the game I was quite sub-normal.

With all the tensions created by demobilisation it must have been soothing 
for Marjory to receive Mick’s letters form the Far East. He wrote:

The whole ship’s company had to turn out at 5.30 each morning and march 
up and down the jetty in order to parade through the streets of Bangkok on 
the day of Siam’s official surrender. We were inspected by the King of Siam and 
Lord Louis Mountbatten.  Afterwards there was a march-past, the King taking 
the salute. Later on, Lord Louis spoke to the Navy by themselves (the ‘Navy’ 
consisting of about 100 of us). He was very informal, which was a good thing 
as we were all very tired and hungry. He outlined the plans for the attack on 
Singapore that had never come off, owing to the unexpected surrender of Japan.

At the February half term in 1946 Marjory finally said good-bye to her 
colleagues at the Brondesbury & Kilburn High School. It was the only time 
in her life that she had an official presentation (a bouquet of flowers), for 
she had not been a full-time member of staff since her days in Wallasey; in 
Cambridge although she had taught for more hours each day than most full-
time teachers, she had been a part-timer at the Technical School. So the tribute 
of her London colleagues touched her and she kept the note accompanying 
the flowers for years. It thanked her for her ‘wonderful help to us, with the 
happiest recollections of your companionship on our Staff, and with our best 
wishes for the future to you and your family who have spared you to us for 
so long!’ They probably thought that Majority at 63½  was retiring to a life 
of ease. How wrong they were. For the whole of the following month she 
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was up to her eyes in County Minor examination papers amid much family 
coming and going.  This included a visit from Rita and Judith prior to Katy’s 
birth, while Denis searched for a house in Liverpool where he was working 
as a Youth Club Leader. Eventually he found two rooms and a kitchen in 
Mulgrave Street, L8. The house had no garden either front or back, and the 
kitchen was shared, but at least they could all be together again.

By this time Majory had found what turned out to be an ideal situation. 
she was teaching part-time (both day and evening) at Battersea Polytechnic, 
which was just round the corner from the flat (many years later the Poly 
turned into Surrey University). In effect she was teaching longer hours than 
the full-timers but of course she was never paid for free periods. I never 
heard her grumble at this circumstance, she was just delighted that she could 
continue using her skills. She rarely talked about her work (though she may 
have done to Tom) but we were so full of our own concerns that I doubt if we 
ever enquired much about her life.

In Nigeria Jean was continually enxious about the effect of the climate on 
little Michael and was relieved when Philip was suddenly appointed Secretary 
to the Government of Tonga and Legal Advisor to Queen Salote. While in 
England, Rita wrote from Liverpool to say

Life goes on and we are very happy but no world-shaking events seem to happen 
to us. Our own small private world, however, has been stirred and lit up lately 
by three visits to the seaside.  For 2/- the four of us can spend a whole day at the 
sea, and the journey there on the ferry (which is the only part of the outing that 
costs anything) is great fun for all.

As a Youth Club Leader, Denis had to take his holiday out of the summer 
season, and they could not afford to do other than stay with family or friends, 
so in December that year, he and Rita and their two small daughters traveled 
by bus through the night (the cheapest way), arriving in Battersea at 8 a.m., 
just as Marjory was taking in the milk.  She noted, ‘The journey had tired the 
children and they caught cold.  I caught it from them, and ended up in bed, 
feeling exhausted.’  Uncharacteristically, she looked back to former times and 
commented, ‘we old ones wanted back the innocent and gay ones who had 
gone off to the war, but they had gone forever.  The worldly-wise and half-
cynical young people, whom we welcomed home, were fine and independent, 
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and we admired them immeasurably – but it was ourselves who were now like 
children.’  The adjustment was quite as hard for her as it was for us.

That January 1947 was bitterly cold, John’s daughter, Philippa, was born 
and Rita and Judith and Katy stayed on in Battersea until mid-February.  
Besides frost and snow, there were floods, shortages of gas, electricity, and 
coal.  Partial black-out was reintroduced and the clocks put to summer time 
for economy’s sake.  I remember Rita visiting me in my gas-lit bedsitter in 
Chelsea when the current was so low that we were sitting in semi-darkness, 
even when the gas was turned up as far as possible.  But no matter what 
the outer circumstances, my mother’s incredible ability to concentrate on the 
matter in hand is shown by the fact that at this time she set about correcting 
1,698 exam papers in the space of three weeks, so that she could be free when 
Jean and Philip arrived home from Nigeria, prior to setting out for Tonga.

Rita and her children returned to their straitened circumstances in 
Liverpool and she continued to write contented letters, mainly concerned 
with the joys of motherhood, of which the following is an example:

I have now recited Little Boy Blue so many times that it now seems to me one 
of the great poems of the language! In so few words it paints such a vivid picture 
– the sheep’s in the meadow; the cow’s in the corn and the dramatic ‘Where is 
the boy who looks after the sheep?’ is so satisfyingly rounded off by the blissful 
portrait of the slumbering boy – I could write a whole critical essay in  
praise of it.

Within the space of four days in June 1947, Jean and Philip left for Tonga, 
John (who had been appointed an H.M.I.) moved with his family to Somerset, 
Rita and Denis found a house of their own at last in Liverpool, David took his 
degree in Cambridge, and Mick was demobilised. This meant that while Tom 
was present at the degree ceremony in the Senate House, Marjory was saying 
farewell to the Richardsons at the flat. When their taxi was already at the 
door, Jean took her mother into the bedroom and pointed to some words on 
a calendar on the wall; an Arab proverb: ‘Keep your tents separate and bring 
your hearts together’ – just the sort of gesture Marjory appreciated.

Marjory always loved moving house. For her, even in old age, adaptability 
was not a problem. I always felt that she rather despised as ‘stick in the muds’ 
those of us who dropped roots (including her sister Mollie who never left 
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Cambridge). So she could share John’s excitement when he wrote describing 
their move from a large London semi to a temporary home in a tiny bungalow 
in Wiltshire:

Well; we moved with éclat on Thursday and though it was almost nightmarish in 
its complications this end, the operation was wonderfully successful... The whole 
secret of living in a small space is in having furniture on top of which you can 
put things. It is delightful to lie in bed with a window open a couple of feet from 
our heads and trees rustling outside.  Everything is very clean after London soot. 
At night I run the car into a spacious barn 40 yards away without cost, instead 
of paying 7/6 a week to park it 1½ miles away, as I did in Brockley.  Today 
Hugh said ‘Don’t lets ever live in a town again; lets always live in the country’. 
The children have shown no fear of the animals, though Hugh came in rather 
pink and enquired casually: ‘What do geese do when they run after you?’ We 
are taking it for granted that we must leave with the last rose of summer, though 
things will be complicated when Philippa gets too big to sleep in the pram.

Rita and Denis found a house in Penny Lane, Liverpool – later made 
famous by the Beatles, while from H.M.S. Rimutaka sailing for Tonga, 
Marjory received a letter from her son-in-law Philip:

... it was a very good thing that nobody came to see us off. It would have been 
impossible to talk to you on the platform or through the windows or doors, and 
the harrowing scenes of relatives seeing people off who were leaving for New 
Zealand, presumably for life and not merely for three years as we were, could 
only have been infinitely depressing...

There are only a few on board who are going to the Pacific islands, and most are 
destined for Fiji; there is also a pretty fair sprinkling of New Zealanders going 
back home after a number of years in the U.K., some of them after waiting a 
couple of years for a passage, but the majority of them are people going to New 
Zealand permanently to settle. Some of the more adventurous are going out 
on spec. Notable among these are two old ladies who have been running a tea 
shop at home with considerable success and are going out to N.Z. without any 
knowledge of the country, no contacts, and no fixed plans (being fed up with 
things at home). Both of them are well over 60 and do not seem at all daunted 
by the prospect. Another notable is young fellow who is a fitter by trade and who 
is going out on spec, with his wife and 3 children, to start from scratch, and has 
decided to go to Wanganui for no better reason than they liked the name of  
the place!

... The authorities are very strict about security. A young German girl on board 
with ‘red’ views was not allowed to see the Panama Canal at all. They took her 
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off at Colon, sent her through to Panama by train and only permitted her to 
rejoin the ship at Balbao after the transit of the Canal...

Once arrived in Tonga Jean wrote describing their new life:

... Everyone is very religious here. All games are forbidden by law on Sunday, 
and we all have sandwiches for lunch so that the staff can have a day off and go 
to church, which they love. The island is 100% Christian – and according to all 
reports is quite uniquely so. There is no poverty, practically no sickness, no feuds, 
no need to do anything except gather up the ripe coconuts as they fall to the 
ground, and sell the copra obtained from them. Every adult male has a vote and 
is entitled to enough land to keep him comfortably for the rest of his life if he 
looks after it.

We went to a feast given by Tungi, the Crown Prince, on Saturday.  We all 
sat in two long rows facing each other, squatting on cushions and in between, 
on long banana leaves, were spread tiny pigs roasted whole, (complete with 
head, eyes, ears, etc) chickens, turkeys, coconuts, yams.  No dishes, knives or 
forks were used.  After we had finished up with delicious fruit salad, served 
in half a coconut shell, Tongan girls came round with a bowl of water and a 
towel.  We have to remember that Tonga is not part of the Empire, and learn 
to recognise the Tongan National Anthem and stand for it – and also that 
although Philip has a more responsible job than before, he is now the servant, 
and not the master.  The whole atmosphere is different from Nigeria – instead 
of a hearty pub-like atmosphere, it is more like a Nonconformist village, and 
instead of one’s boys rushing to answer a call with cries of ‘Sir’ or ‘Madam’ the 
Tongans, though very pleasant and apparently efficient in the house (to judge 
by the boys here in the Consul’s house, though I expect they are a picked lot) 
have not the slightest feeling of inferiority, but speak to you as man to man, 
and refer to you by surname only – no ‘Mr’ attached.
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Chapter Fourteen 
Widening Horizons

The 93 year old Robert Ingle lay dying in Cambridge where 
Marjory visited him. At the beginning of the war he had returned 
to Cambridge from Felixstowe with his second wife ‘Simmy’ (short 

for Miss Simpkins), his former housekeeper. She was robust, straight forward, 
warm hearted, and exceedingly plain – quite the opposite of my grandmother. 
Sometime in the 1920s Robert Ingle had been declared bankrupt and for 
many years he and Simmy had been living in straitened circumstances in 
rooms in Cambridge, where I remember he had a harmonium. Marjory 
summed up her father’s life as ‘a noon of success and of family pride, and 
of friendship; and a sunset of failure, and of regret and loneliness. The only 
outsider present at his funeral was his last foreman.’ Alison, who had a shrewd 
understanding of her grandfather, wrote to Marjory following his death:

No one could say he behaved very perfectly in his life, but one always has a 
weakness for those who cut a dash and hold their heads up in spite of hardship 
and humiliation. What a lot of suffering to others this variety causes, dearly 
beloved brethren, quand même.

This exactly expressed Marjory’s own feelings. She too had a weakness for 
‘those who cut a dash’.78

78. Many years later Mick learnt from Robert Ingle’s solicitor that he had been consulted by our 
grandfather, then in his eighties, as to the advisability of leaving his wife and moving in with another lady. 
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Now at last, my mother experienced a period of intense satisfaction. 
We were all settling down and she could feel that her heavy investment in 
her children was bringing realisable dividends. Mick was now a student at 
Fitzwilliam House – largely due to her efforts – and like her father she had 
realised her goal of sending all her sons to Cambridge University. Even her 
in-laws (inevitably lesser breeds in her eyes) were included in the general glow 
as one can see from her comment that ‘fresh encouragement came with news 
that Denis had passed his Intermediate Science exam.’

The only small cloud on the horizon was that Alison and Anthony were 
vainly trying to find a small farm to buy. Alison wrote of her frustrations in 
this respect:

I get so impatient to be starting the job. Whenever we hear of a new place I 
spend half the night planning the layout. When next day, feeling very sleepy, 
I trail off with Anthony clutching the agent’s notice-to-view full of delightful 
details – any excitement that still remains fades quickly as the house swings into 
view. The bungalow in the fen is just the usual modern horror – reddish brick – 
but it would be easy to run, and six acres would be very useful. I hope to be able 
to write soon and describe something really hopeful. Then you’ll be able to visit 
us knee-deep in daffodils and narcissi or gathering roses and delphiniums – not 
to mention lettuces, radishes, and other choice vegetables. The presence of new 
bunnies (rabbity-bunnies, as Jo says) and the sight of spring flowers coming up 
is wonderfully invigorating, however depressing the news, the world situation, or 
our own immediate outlook. I do hope we can fix up something worthwhile very 
soon.

By January 1948 Andrew was working as Secretary to the Manager on a new 
oil site in the Middle East and wrote to describe a very different environment 
from that envisaged by Alison:

This is a collection of square, white, cool, and pleasant buildings at the edge of 
a very blue sea; with low, bare rocky bills at the back, much sand, one straight 
road, masses of machinery, a native camp a mile away (because of the smell) 
consisting of straw mat houses that burn beautifully; one cockerel (hatched 
accidentally) very fierce, and I fear, rather sex-starved, four camels, sundry 
donkeys, Arabs, Indians and Europeans. And we are all here either to dig holes 
in the ground for oil to come out, or to build a town for us all to live in. So you 
see there’s plenty to do. The sun doesn’t stop shining, there practically aren’t any 
clouds, its just getting warm enough to sun bathe in comfort. I have a mouse 

It seems his appetite did not flag with age.
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in my room to whom I am making advances by way of a piece of Dutch cheese, 
with a view to keeping company. There are 100 white men, 5 women, and 3 
children, and an impending happy event. In fact life is not at all bad. It could 
be, and has been, a lot worse. It requires a certain amount of discipline of self 
because there is so little to do for recreation that it is fatally easy to sit back and 
do nothing. In fact its just like the Services again, but more comfortable and 
much better paid.

It was half-term and Marjory set out for Liverpool to visit Rita in her 
new home. Compared to the two rooms In which she had previously lived it 
was an obvious improvement but by now Rita had a third daughter, Penny, 
and Marjory commented: ‘There was indeed much more room (and more 
work!) Rita was tied to her three babies. It was an afternoon’s work to buy 
a loaf of bread, with the children to be first washed and dressed, and then a 
slow journey to the shop with a shivering four-year-old trotting alongside the 
pram.’ Did Marjory recall that she had known not dissimilar circumstances 
herself? Like Rita, she had not complained for both of them felt fulfilled by 
motherhood; but Marjory never seemed to find deep satisfaction from being 
a grandmother. As a mother she had been in control, as a grandmother she 
was a spectator.

Marjory was relishing Jean’s letters describing life in Tonga while at home, 
Rita wrote to her from a Holiday Camp in Cumberland where they 

packed all three children in our big pram and walk to the beach through a 
lovely lane with honeysuckle and wild roses growing at each side.  Mostly in the 
evenings Den and I go off by ourselves and read and eat bread and margarine 
and drink cocoa.  There is a canteen but we never go to it, partly because we are 
not very sociable, but mainly because we find it cheaper to buy a loaf of bread in 
the village.

Anthony and Alison were having no luck in finding a suitable market 
garden, so Alison returned to Battersea with Joanne, taking temporary work 
as a typist while Anthony worked as a trainee at Sutton’s Seed Nursery in 
Chertsey, living in lodgings and returning to Battersea at weekends.  I too 
returned to live at home that autumn, sleeping on a divan in the sitting room.  
I was a student on the Mental Health Course at L.S.E., spending three days 
each week at the Maudsley Hospital and later at the Tavistock Clinic.  When 
I was interviewed for this Course by Dr Anderson of the Maudsley Hospital, 
I told him that my father had been a patient in a mental hospital but that to 
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me there seemed very little difference between the sane and the insane, the 
one merging into the other, to which he replied firmly that I would soon find 
I was mistaken.  I reported this interview to my mother but I don’t think she 
made any comment.79  What amazes me now is that she never hinted that 
there had been any mental illness in her own family, though we were aware 
that she was constantly anxious that we should not ‘overdo things’ or ‘knock 
yourself up’.  Her unspoken pressure for us to succeed weighed against her 
fears for our mental health.  Perhaps if she could have talked to us about 
Norman’s last illness it might have clarified things.  For at that time attitudes 
to mental illness were beginning to change.  In the 1950s one of the Sunday 
papers carried an article concerning the writer’s experience of being a patient 
in a mental hospital – a bold gesture. Tom told me what a sense of relief the 
article brought him.

During the winter of 1948 Jean and Philip arrived home unexpectedly, 
having flown home to see Philip’s father who was dying in Walsall. Before 
returning to Tonga (via a train journey across Canada and on to San Francisco), 
they made arrangements to have a house built in tax-free Jersey.80

Meanwhile I was preparing to get married at Easter 1949. My mother 
provided money for me to buy some new clothes and bought herself a hat but 
it was not her scene. Tom, on the other hand, rather liked these occasions and 
was dismayed to find, when he unearthed his suit from the wardrobe, that it 
was badly moth-eaten. At his request I reluctantly set about trying to mend it 
but I rather think he was forced to buy a second-hand one.

In spite of the many demands on her time, it was the letters from abroad 
to which Marjory looked forward so eagerly and replied to so religiously. By 
this time David was in the Colonial Service in Uganda and wrote to her from 
Lira in the Lango District:

The people here are Nilotic – i.e. not true negro stock but much blacker, in fact 
as black as anyone could be, and mainly grain eaters. Cotton is the big, in fact 
the only, source of income. The trouble is that no one really wants money – they 

79. During that summer Lawrence was often at the flat. It so happened that a client of his had been 
arrested for homosexual activity and, being wealthy, had been allowed to have psychiatric treatment 
instead of being sent to prison. He was admitted to Camberwell House where Lawrence visited him. We 
often discussed the matter but if Marjory was aware of our concerns she never showed that she knew of 
Camberwell House – where Norman Ingle had died.
80. They called the house ‘La Marmotte’ after our home in Pornichet.
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won’t put their plants near enough together, and they won’t bother to pick the 
cotton even when its grown; once they’ve decided they have enough money to 
pay their taxes they really lose interest! And of course their main interest is to 
avoid paying taxes in the first place. In Lira most people wear the least possible, 
a leaf or two round the loins, but outside the township there is little desire even 
for such impediments (occasionally one meets women who bow to fashion by 
covering most of their body, but refuse to kow-tow as far as to impede free access 
to their bosoms, so they walk about decently covered, with two large holes in the 
upper half of their clothing!)

I have a boy, a cook, and a cook’s boy, all of whom I’ve become rather attached 
to. I shall be particularly disappointed if the head boy goes wrong, as he is 
a perfect washer, valet, butler and general handyman – but of course life is 
different to them and it might seem to them best at any time to remove some 
articles of value from this house – that is, if only I had some!

Jean wrote to say they had bought a third hand piano and a second hand 
yacht ‘practically unsinkable. It’s a glorious feeling to get away from this tiny 
island and feel the breeze, which you don’t get on land in the hot season. We’ve 
decided to call her Sipa-sipa, the name of a fish round here, and the name too 
is very suggestive of the sound she makes when chuff-chuffing through the 
water’. She added ‘I was thinking the other day how nice it must be (and how 
unique!) to be the mother of a family on which the sun never sets!’

Even in England it was very hot. On my parents’ wedding anniversary 
(April 2nd) Lawrence and I drove them round Picadilly through dense and 
cheering crowds to see the lights go on again – a Government gesture of 
great significance marking the end of post-war shortages. A fortnight later 
we were married at the Unitarian Chapel in Horsham. It was a fairly typical 
wedding of that ‘utility’ period – the bride in donkey brown and the groom 
in his everyday suit. We had tea afterwards in a local café when Tom made 
a delightful speech based on the rooks he had been watching building their 
nests in Battersea Park. Many years later Marjory referred to ‘that happy year’ 
when it did seem as if the sun never set on her family but she added ‘later 
the thought came to me that ‘all went merry as a marriage-bell on the eve of 
Waterloo’ ‘.

She was receiving regular letters from David in Uganda which perhaps 
meant more to her than any others.  This was partly because he had destroyed 
his wartime letters.  But in my view it was also because, of all her children, 
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it was David (her seventh child and born on her birthday) who she believed 
would achieve the sort of goals that she would have wished for, had she been 
a man. One is reminded of the colonial metaphor that, it was suggested, lay 
behind much Edwardian charitable work in the East End of London. David 
wrote to say he was on tour:

I’m supposed to move on after two days, but I try to stay three. The official 
business to be done is to look over all the Court cases, see that reasonable 
sentences were given and no illegal charges made – and revise the decisions where 
necessary. I haven’t revised one yet, as I don’t think I should interfere much with 
their ideas of justice.

Then one checks the cashbooks and tax receipts; hundreds of people line up 
to ask for exemption from tax. People with fantastic deformities, yaws, leprosy 
(there’s a colony here, but it’s not compulsory to go there), elephantiasis and 
V.D. are the most common things, but there are always a lot of people with 
hernias and mangled bones. All these diseases in an advanced stage eat away the 
limbs, and often people are born with only a stump for a leg and then turn up 
years later with most of that rotting away, an open sore at the end and covered in 
masses of flies and insects. No one has much pity and sometimes its very difficult 
to know whether a man is really as shaky as he looks. He may starve himself for 
days in order to avoid paying tax, and turn up in front of me an utter wreck. 
A great roar of laughter goes up, and one doesn’t always know whether it is 
heartless mockery of the person’s misfortune or just amusement at a good effort 
of malingering...

All this shows what a different sort of attitude the average type has here. One 
always holds a ‘baraza’ – a meeting for anyone who wants to come – and if there’s 
not building big enough, or available, I sit under a tree and everyone sits round. 
I say a few well-chosen words about any subject that enters my head and then 
they are free to get up and ask questions, or say anything they like. They all seem 
to be natural politicians to me – with a wonderful sense of timing and poise...

Suspicion of Europeans is there and could only be got rid of, in my opinion, 
by the D.C. staying here for 10 or 15 years at least and really getting to be 
known and liked. As it is, I shall probably be moved within a year in order to get 
experience of other places, but it looks pretty shocking from the point of view 
of the poor Lango people. Many of them have never seen a white man before, 
especially the youngsters and if I wander off and try to get talking with a man 
and his wives, the adults are tremendously pleased (and probably get free beer 
for months afterwards and parties shooting a big line about the things I did and 
said!), but often the small children scream with terror at the sight of white flesh. 
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I suspect I am often used as a threat (another Douglas, but not so black!) But 
obviously the people won’t trust a foreigner, especially an Englishman, whom 
everyone knows to be foxy, unless they see a lot of him and he stays a long time. 
The Verona Fathers’ Mission here (Frenchmen, Italians, Americans) stay years – 
one has been here 17 years without a break, yet our people complain that Lange 
district is so bad that the tour should be shorter. Its all rather stupid. I suspect 
lots of the unrest is caused by our women folk, who have too much time in 
which to mope for home. The only reason I can think of for wishing to be in 
England is to go to Lords. 

These letters were of absorbing interested to Marjory for she had been 
denied the pleasure of a husband with a stimulating job.  At a time when a 
woman’s status was totally dependent on her husband’s work, she who worked 
so hard had no status.  But the last thing she wanted was pity – she was far too 
proud for that. Because of her stern exterior, there were people who disliked 
her and felt sorry for Tom.  However, there were many people in Cambridge 
who admired her, like Mr Thatcher, the Censor of Fitzwilliam House who 
told her that her work in bringing up a large family was better than producing 
a thesis, and that her children owed everything to her. In recent years Joanne 
reported that she had met someone in France who remembered Mrs Sharp 
from the Cambridge Technical School, and added this comment on Tom: 
‘the man was a waster’. But Tom had some very faithful friends who were 
exceedingly fond of him and he was very popular with the young people who 
came to our house. In terms of earning a living or even as a letter writer Tom 
was a non-starter, but had he lived at a later period his position as a house-
husband might have been acceptable and we could probably have survived on 
Social Security – but then Marjory’s life would have been cramped!

In another letter David described his office work in Lira:

One starts to deal with the mail, which may contain anything from financial and 
legal ordinances to reports of a local hunting accident by a chief – or from plans 
for reorganising the Council system to requests for help in tracing a missing 
relative, or for a job as office-boy.  So it goes on.  Meantime, the cashier wants 
some cash from the strong room, of which I alone have the keys.  I come back to 
the desk and find a couple of asharis wanting leave passes.  After I have just got 
rid of them a missionary walks in, asking for help in the local school – and when 
will I come and visit it?

I’m in charge of about 150 of the rag-tag of Lira called ‘Station Labour’, who 
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work for 15/- a month.They cut grass, clear roads, unlock gutters etc. as best they 
are able – also I have to pop out to see how they are getting on (most of them are 
sure to be lying under a tree, and must be spurred on in an appropriate manner).  
Then there’s the prison with it’s farm, which must be supervised – when I’m out 
of Lira it can’t be done, so it must be inspected when I can get away from the 
office.  Of course when I get back there’s a long queue of people, especially if it 
is a fine day – they feel they are on a big errand and they chatter away with all 
the others about fashions in town today.  Mostly they claim money from other 
people, and one’s tries one’s best to sort it out.  Sometimes they want to be 
exempted from tax, sometimes they accuse someone of a crime.

Then to asharis may bring in someone accused of some petty theft or crime – 
women often seem to deal pretty niftily with their husbands by kicks and bites in 
the most indelicate fashion!

Well, that’s some of it – but it leaves out inquests, tree planting of groundnuts, 
and cotton – the big things here. If I start at 7.30 it comes as quite a surprise 
when 1.30 suddenly arrives – and usually one has to answer most of the mail in 
the peace of one’s own home.

So no one can say we are lazy and no one can say we’re pukkah sahibs – we’re 
managing to avoid fuss on Empire Day very nicely – I shan’t even be there, I’m 
off out.

At Whitsun 1949, Tom went on a walking tour in the Cotswolds with his 
old friend Philip Vellacott while Marjory remained in Battersea with Alison 
and Joanne, enjoying the great heat in the Park. She could stand any amount 
of sun; each year she and Tom would acquire flaming red skins after sitting 
too long in the sun but once it had peeled off they were always ready for 
another dose. I used to feel that one of the minor pleasures for my mother of 
those letters from overseas was the feeling of great heat they conveyed.

I was still living at the Battersea flat, finishing the Mental Health Course 
and spending weekends with Lawrence who was in practice in Woodstock. By 
July we knew we were to live in Haslemere, so one very hot day my mother 
and I set out to house-hunt in the area. It was a novel experience for both of 
us, she had always lived in rented houses so to buy one was strange, and we 
had never in our lives spent a relaxed day out together on our own. To our 
surprise we found we enjoyed it. Our search was rewarded when we found a 
dear little cottage facing a copse; it had no electricity and no bathroom but 
a front garden ablaze with nasturtia and antirhinums. We both felt it was 
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exactly what was wanted.
Meanwhile Alison and Joanne were visiting John and Wendy in Somerset 

and from there Alison wrote to Marjory:

Really John is so like his mother it’s laughable. ‘Reports’ take the place of 
‘Corrections’; the energy is just the same, the sense of Duty is as potent.  I gather 
he even writes letters out of duty!  So you’re getting some of your own back, 
Mamma!  Pressure of work is so acute he won’t be able to have a holiday with the 
children this year; and Monday morning can only be met with a quiet conscience 
if five-sixths of the weekend has been spent on Reports.

Marjory’s comment on this letter was ‘it gives as good a picture of me as 
my descendants are likely to get!’  She recognised the truth in Alison’s words 
– and it was indeed the picture we younger children had of my mother, but 
it was not the whole story.  Her liveliness was kept for the classroom (as the 
poem by her German student indicates).  One of the things that kept her 
adrenalin flowing was the excitement provided by those descriptions of life 
abroad, of which the following from Andrew is an example:

... Yes, I did get to Baghdad on my way up to our Middle East Headquarters at 
a little place called Tripoli in the Lebanon.  I did a quick visit to Kirkuk also, 
which is where our oil comes from, and I saw all around the oil field. I also saw 
the flame that never dies out.  It is burning gas that seeps through cracks in the 
earth up from the oil layer a mile below ground, and burns on tap.  Someone in 
early historic times must have struck a light and discovered it quite suddenly.  It 
is mentioned, I am reliably informed, in the Bible.

Then I flew in a Company plane along the 700 miles of pipeline that carries the 
oil to the coast.  Every 100 miles there is a little pumping station, surrounded 
by empty desert, and existing only to keep pushing the oil along.  Tripoli itself is 
most beautiful and very Mediterranean.

... I am pleased to hear that you are still teaching.  I think it would be a mistake 
to give it up as long as you enjoy doing it, as housework in an empty house is 
dull enough for anyone. See what a long letter I have written with my own hand, 
to quote St. Paul or another. Greetings to the world.

And a letter from David was very much to her taste:

I’m just at the end of my stay here (Kampala) with the Uganda Sports now 
having finished, and the Lango team having come first. It’s amazing to see some 
of these chaps, with open sores of yaws or syphilis still putting up performances 
that would win the Varsity Match.
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Actually I was quite hoping Lango wouldn’t win. They’re getting very conceited 
about that and many other things, and they may be storing up trouble for 
themselves in the future. In the same way, although it is my job to see that they 
grow their cotton right, and pick it all when they have grown it, (which often 
they won’t bother to do), I rather hope they don’t have a good year. In the first 
place, they have no comprehension of money, and having no wants, feel that 
when you have enough money to buy beer and another wife, you needn’t do 
any more work at all. Secondly, the money system is getting badly upset. By 
scattering cotton seeds about, a man may earn enough money (for practically 
no labour), to make the earnings of an educated clerk or interpreter look silly. 
There were strikes last year because of that, next year I think it will be more 
difficult. Furthermore, the wretched people will not believe that if we give them 
dams for water in the dryseason, it is for their good. They are now at the stage 
of distrusting all gifts because there must be some trick behind them. One 
thing about it which I like is that the Lango at least will get up at a meeting and 
say exactly what they think instead of ostensibly agreeing and secretly acting 
otherwise than advised. I now find that when I get a crowd of more than, say 
a hundred, I can always get five or six to stand up and tell me I’m a liar and a 
deceiver and will pinch their land, I like to think that its because they now have 
seen enough of me to feel they aren’t wasting their words, which is good, and 
I often wonder whether you’d get such upstanding people from a crowd of the 
same size in England...

All Lira is humming with delight of comment by Mrs Fergus Wilson to 
someone: ‘The last time I saw that chap was over 20 years ago when I called at 
a house in Cambridge and saw two little boys in jerseys just so high!’ The next 
morning I turned up at the office at 7.30 as usual, when a man come up and 
yelled ‘Turga’. That means giraffe, and it turned out that there was one just half a 
mile from my office, stuck in a ditch. I got a lot of men and a rope, and we tied 
its neck, in the hope of pulling it out safely, but it had hurt its leg and we had to 
kill it – much to the delight of the people, who had a free meal.

In 1949 Rita and Denis left Liverpool for the Wirral where they were 
appointed as Warden and Sub-Warden at Baraston Camp, which meant living 
in farmhouse flat and receiving campers from Liverpool Youth Clubs every 
weekend. When they had settled in Rita invited her parents to stay, saying: ‘I 
find it all absolutely perfect, but don’t expect too much becasue it may seem 
quite ordinary to other people. The garden is certainly wilderness.’ She added: 

Please stay a week, there’s nothing more important than staying long enough 
in Barnsten to get the feel of it. Remember you quoted ‘I shall have some peace 
there, for peace comes dropping slow’. And isn’t it Hilaire Belloe who says that 
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peace is ‘than knowledge more desirable’?

They accepted her invitation and Marjory remembered that holiday as 
one in which Tom read aloud Neville Cardus’s Autobiography while she 
was busy with a pile of Rita’s mending. From Barnsten they went on to visit 
John’s family in Weston-super-Mare. Each day John would drive them to a 
given point from which they would set forth to explore Somerset while he 
was occupied with his inspecting. It was at Wells that Marjory described an 
‘unforgettable incident’

A friendly cleric guided us round the Cathedral. Afterwards he assembled us – a 
polyglot crowd – in a quiet spot, and asked us to repeat together, each in his own 
language, the Lord’s Prayer – a Pentecostal scene.
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Chapter Fifteen 
‘If You Can Meet With 
Triumph And Disaster...’

In the summer of 1949 Anthony found work as a market gardener 
in Essex and the Lynchs left Battersea for a beautiful thatched roof house 
that went with the job. At last Tom and Marjory could feel that Alison 

was happily settled and looking forward to the birth of her second child.
Christmas that year was remembered by Marjory as a happy one, in which 

Tom read her Eastern Approaches by Fitzroy Maclean while they had the 
satisfaction of feeling that most of us were settled in our own homes and they 
could look forward to the arrival of their two new grandchildren in February. 
When February came Tom set off for Essex to fetch Joanne to stay with them 
over the birth of the new baby, Jennifer Clare.81 Two days after her birth, 
Jean’s daughter, Josephine Charlotte was born in Suva, Fiji. 

Within a few months Marjory was experiencing what she described as ‘one 
of the peak moments of our married life’. She and Tom were in Cambridge to 
see Mick take his Degree (she always gave this word a capital letter) and she 
could feel that her championing of the family underdog had brought ample 
reward. Of this event she wrote the following memorable statement which 

81. Tom usually entertained the visiting grandchildren. It was possibly on this visit that he took Joanne 
to a café for sausages and chips followed by ice cream, after which as her “tummy felt cold’ he bought 
something hot again. On another occasion he took Hugh boating in Battersea Park, where Hugh managed 
to get the seat of his trousers wet. Tom, fearing a reprimand on their return, made Hugh kneel with his 
bottom in the air while he rowed round and round the lake till Hugh was dry.
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seems to sum up her aims for her children – ‘Now there were four daughters 
married and four sons with University Degrees’. 

But alas, this moment of triumph was to be followed by a long period 
of anxiety and sorrow. Within days of Mick’s degree ceremony she learnt 
that Alison had suffered a mental breakdown following the birth of the baby, 
and soon the Lynchs were once more living at the Battersea flat, their Essex 
job terminated.  Alison became an in-patient in a mental hospital, while 
Joanne and Jenny initially attended Battersea Day Nursery. However it was 
impossible for my parents to cope for long and it was decided that the two 
little girls should be separated. Joanne was to go to a Children’s Guest House 
in Broadstairs run by a former teaching colleague of Marjory, and the baby, 
Jenny, was to be cared for by Wendy in Western-super-Mare. Once again 
my mother had taken total responsibility for these decisions – never sparing 
herself, and over-protecting us.

Anthony found work in Chertsey and he and Marjory visited Alison 
regularly, which must have been a traumatic experience. On the one visit I 
paid to the hospital when Alison was already over worst, I was disturbed by 
her appearance – always the picture of elegance she looked, and no doubt felt, 
uncared for.

By this time Mick was articled to a solicitor in London and living at the 
Battersen flat where he was a cheerful and comforting presence, and things 
looked up when, in November, Alison left hospital and returned to Battersea. 
That same month Jean and Philip sailed home from Tonga and spent the 
following month in their new home in Jersey. At Easter 1951 they invited 
Tom and Marjory to Jersey to look after Michael and Josephine, aged six and 
one, while Jean and Philip left for a motoring holiday. This turned out to be 
a most successful arrangement. Tom and Marjory had the assistance of the 
residential maid, in extremely comfortable surroundings – a complete change 
from the strains of recent month. A few weeks later the Richardsons returned 
to the Pacific – this time to the Solomon Islands.

That summer my parents visited John in Somerset and while they were 
there, Tom and John took part in a Chess Tournament in Chippenham where 
the reigning British champion, Golombek, took on 35 opponents at the same 
time. Of these only two managed to beat him – Tom and John. Afterwards 
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Golombek walked over to Marjory and commented, ‘Your family was too 
much for me’. It was a moment to relish.

From Honiara in the Solomon Islands Jean wrote:-

When the present Resident Commissioner goes on leave, Philip is to act 
for him. This means that for some months, until the newly appointed High 
Commissioner and all his staff move here from Suva, we shall live at the 
Residency in great state.  It is a long low house, formerly a war hospital, thatched 
in native style, with two bathrooms and five bedrooms and a nice big garden 
down by the sea. Everything is provided including soft furnishings. There is a 
huge car too, with the Resident Commissioner’s flag flying from it whenever he 
is in it. There is a sentry in a box at the gate and a Visitor’s Book to be signed by 
every visitor.

There will be lots of official entertaining after June 1st (when court mourning for 
George VI ends) if Philip is still doing the job then. 

I have only just finished getting this house in order! We have existed through the 
painting and I have made curtains for every room. But I suppose we shall come 
back here. Think of us moving in and taking over on the Feast of All Fools.

But in fact there was a hitch and the Richardsons’ move into the Residency 
was delayed six weeks while they went on tour:

We have travelled 500 sea miles in a small sailing ship – very unpleasant at 
times, as she rolls like anything in a rough sea. Every now and then the children 
and I were very seasick but otherwise it was lovely. At night we were sometimes 
anchored and I slept on a camp bed on deck ‘under a wide and starry sky.’ We 
swam a good deal and explored native villages and caught fish, met all sorts of 
people and altogether had a very interesting time, acquiring two huge fish and 
three chickens. At one time the chickens escaped from their box into the sea and 
the crew dived in and rescued them. One was a cockerel who duly crowed every 
morning at 6 a.m. and woke us all up – a strange experience in the middle of the 
Pacific!

I shall be sorry to leave this house for the Residency. It’s so high up and cool 
here, and the Big House is down at sea-level and very hot.

By now Alison and Anthony had moved to Dorset where they were involved 
in a mushroom growing project, while their two little girls were both at the 
school in Broadstairs. Then suddenly in March 1952 Alison and Anthony 
returned to the flat with the little girls joining them there at Easter. It so 
happened that Lawrence and I were visiting his mother in Sussex and arranged 
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to spend Easter Sunday night in Battersea before returning to Huddersfield 
the next day. Our journey from Sussex was a nightmare, the sunshine having 
brought out all the day-trippers, and we took hours to accomplish a relatively 
short journey. I arrived at the flat with a blistering headache – a very unusual 
occurrence – and since it was late, we soon retired to bed.  I woke the next 
morning to find two small girls (Jo and Jenny) peering at us, anxious to play 
with our spaniel dog. Jenny, just two, was at a delightful stage of learning 
to talk and kept throwing her arms around the dog, hugging him to her, 
calling him ‘Chor, chor’ (his name was George). A few hours later we left for 
Huddersfield.

Mick had spent that Easter in Paris and returned late on the Monday night 
to be greeted by my parents ever ready to sit up late and hear all his news. 
The Lynchs retired to bed early, but as Jenny was fretful Alison took her to 
the sitting-room, leaving her with my mother who was happy to walk up and 
down singing quietly to her while at the same time listening to Mick’s news. 
It was a role that was second nature to her; she was an expert in soothing tiny 
babies and although Jenny was a toddler the old recipe seemed the correct 
one now that she was unwell.  Afterwards Marjory said she realised that Jenny 
kept making little convulsive movements, but she appeared more settled when 
they eventually returned to bed.  Early next morning Alison called Marjory 
into the bedroom where it was obvious that Jenny was very ill.  The doctor 
was sent for but before he arrived Jenny had died of meningitis.

It was a shattering blow – and all of us had a sense of guilt.  Where had the 
germ come from?  From a dog?  Or a headache?  Why had no one realised the 
serousness of those jerky movements?  How to cope with the stricken parents 
and the bewildered little girl?  Was she also in danger?  Alison felt she could 
not stay in the flat and she and Joanne found rooms nearby.  Five days later 
Anthony’s brother, a Roman Catholic priest, conducted Jenny’s funeral in the 
presence of Anthony, Tom and Marjory.

Marjory resolutely returned to her teaching while Tom, who had been very 
close to both little girls, having often been in sole charge of them, was very 
shocked by the event.  So when Denis visited Battersen a few days later he 
returned to the Wirral taking Tom with him.  Before returning south Tom 
came to stay with us in Huddersfield.  He was his usual gentle self but he 
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seemed older.  I had arranged for him to play the local VIth Form boys at 
chess – taking on several opponents at the same time.  It was a mistake.  He 
was soundly beaten. But he was good company and we made excursions to 
Bolton and Fountains Abbey, though I noticed that when we walked back 
from town with the shopping he found it necessary to stop for breath.

Meanwhile a distressed Alison had taken Joanne to Cambridge to stay with 
Aunt M, but they were soon back in London and Joanne returned to her 
school in Kent.  Battersea Park had been taken over by the Fun Fair and 
the once peaceful neighbourhood had become very noisy, unconducive to 
soothing the frayed nerves of a bereft grandmother exhausted by a term’s 
teaching. But Marjory was desperate to help Alison so on Whit Monday she 
hired a car and chauffeur to take Alison and herself to Broadstairs, hoping that 
the sight of Joanne playing happily on the beach might be of some comfort. 
Later she told me that trip had cost £13 – a lot of money in those days, but it 
was a typically lavish gesture in an effort to please one of her children. 

In the last few years Tom and Marjory had spent a great deal more time 
together, often going on outings to places of interest such as Carlyle’s house 
in Chelsea (a hero of Tom’s, while Marjory was fascinated by the Carlyle’s 
marriage) and to the Tate Gallery (Marjory found ‘the spectators as interesting 
as the paintings’) One day that summer (1952) they were invited by their old 
friend Philip Vellacott to spend a day by the sea while he was visiting friends 
in Worthing. There they lay on the beach enjoying the sunshine, but Marjory 
was preoccupied with the thought that she was about to go into the hospital 
for an eye operation.

None of us was told until the last moment that she was to have an operation 
for glaucoma, although she had apparently known for some time that she had 
the disease. Tom had a morbid distrust of hospitals and it is possible that 
even he was not told until just before the event. She went into Moorfields 
Eye Hospital and remained there for seven weeks. Following the operation an 
infection entered her eye and she lost the sight in it, retaining a limited vision 
in the other eye, which also had glaucoma and a cataract. Later she spoke 
of ‘the horrors’ that patients on eye wards experience, particularly during 
the night, which were I think, mental rather than physical. Yet even in this 
depressing situation she could still be amused by the quirks of others. Philip 
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Vellacott told me that when he visited her in the hospital she reported that 
the hospital chaplain had been visiting her ward and espied her having a little 
weep. He came over to her, suggesting they should pray together. Taken aback 
she found herself giggling instead of praying. 

For the rest of her life Marjory attended eye clinics regularly, involving 
long hours of waiting on hard benches. Daily drops had to be put in her good 
eye in order to preserve what sight she had. I believe a second operation for 
the other eye was suggested but she shrank from it. How could she tell that 
further medical carelessness might not deprive her of all sight?

She spent her seventieth birthday in hospital and never returned to Battersea 
Polytechnic. Now she was wholly dependent on Tom and he might at last have 
come into his own, but he had little patience with illness and was not used to 
taking responsibility. Following her hospitalisation they came to Huddersfield 
for her convalescence, but almost immediately I had a miscarriage and was 
removed to hospital, leaving them to cope. When Lawrence came home from 
work he would find them ‘messing about anxiously in the kitchen’. It must 
have been a nightmare situation for them – trying to manage in a strange 
house, alone with a son-in-law. Lawrence, who was very fond of Tom, said 
that in all the years he knew him Tom had always been ‘courteous and kind’ 
but on this visit he noticed that Tom was irritable and impatient with Marjory. 
But somehow they coped – and it must have been due to her resilience. Just 
before their return to London I took my mother to hear a recital by Kathleen 
Ferrier. To my surprise it was not the singer who moved Marjory, but the 
sensitive accompaniment of the pianist, Gerald Moore.

Back in Battersea there were many things to cheer them and Marjory’s 
morale, which had been very low, soon picked up (she never fussed nor did she 
pass on her feelings to others). In December Rita’s fourth daughter, Felicity, 
was born and although there was concern because Rita suffered from jaundice 
following the birth, by the New Year she had recovered. There was news too 
that Jean and Philip were to return to England for two years while Philip was 
seconded to the Colonial Office. 

So by February 1953 Marjory and Tom were becoming adjusted to their 
more reciprocal relationship and were looking forward to David’s return from 
Uganda bringing his new wife and baby son, Andrew. In addition they had 
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the daily pleasure of Mick’s presence, who was about to take his final solicitor’s 
qualifying examination.

Early in March Tom caught a chill at the cinema but had recovered 
sufficiently to be up celebrating his birthday ‘full of witticisms’ as he opened 
gifts from the family. Then Marjory developed similar flu-like symptoms, so 
although Tom was still not quite himself he did the shopping, returning with 
daffodils for his wife though somewhat tired after the four floors. The following 
day an unexpected visitor arrived – Alec Eason of Browning Settlement days, 
who occasionally visited Tom for a game of chess. This was always a tense 
battle, for my father liked to play in complete silence whereas Alec Eason 
made quick moves, drumming his fingers impatiently on the table, throwing 
out comments to anyone in the room, even whistling, while Tom pondered 
over the next move. Though Tom never showed his irritation to his opponent 
we knew it was there. Later Denis arrived for the night and challenged him to 
further chess. The following day Tom was very tired and complained of severe 
pains but when Majory suggested calling the doctor Tom refused saying:  ‘He 
thinks I’m neurotic’ (he had previously complained of indigestion pains). 
So Tom decided to go to bed early at 7 p.m. while Marjory went through 
various points with Mick who was in the middle of his exam. She heard Tom 
call ‘Mumsie’ from bedroom and promised to come presently. Half an hour 
passed before she looked in the bedroom and found Tom dead.

Her first thought was for Mick and his exam and that he should not be 
upset. So she decided to keep the knowledge to herself. Later she retired to 
bed to lie beside her dead husband...  By the morning she realised it was 
impossible to keep matters to herself. John was contacted and was the one to 
inform us of Tom’s death, while Mick went of to his examination. Tom died 
on March 10th, which was Andrew’s birthday, but Andrew was on holiday 
somewhere in France and could not be contacted.

The funeral was arranged for the following Monday. My mother and I 
spent the weekend alone as Mick had gone to friends. In the evening she 
showed me letters of condolence she had received from various members of 
the family and collapsed in tears, sobbing that she realised it was Tom whom 
we all loved and that it was he who provided the liveliness that attracted us 
home. She bitterly regretted not having responded to his last call. I tried to 
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comfort her, which had a healing effect on us both. When bedtime came she 
asked if I would mind sharing the double bed as she had come to dread it. 
I hope she found my plump body warming; for me it brought back remote 
memories of creeping into my parents’ bed as a child.

Next day she was her usual composed self and was totally in control for 
the funeral, glad to have many of her children at the flat. Afterwards, as we 
left the crematorium in a hired car, we saw Philip Vellacot, slightly bowed in 
his heavy overcoat, the cold March wind ruffling his hair, while beside him 
stood Tom’s nephew. Marjory leaned forward in the car to smile and wave to 
them. No doubt she meant it as a gesture of appreciation which must be made 
whatever the cost to herself, but it seemed inappropriate and did not reflect 
the emptiness we were all feeling.

Years later Andrew told me that he had been in Pornichet, the little Breton 
town where we had once lived, on the night of his birthday, March 10th. As he 
ordered a drink in a local café he asked casually if the proprietor remembered 
an English family living there in the late 1920’s. Unfortunately, no, he had 
only moved there recently. Shortly afterwards the proprietor came over to 
Andrew bringing with him another man. Yes, he remembered an English 
family.  The father, he recalled, was a poet...  What a memorial for Thomas 
Sharp – to be remembered at the hour of his death as a poet!82

When Philip received the news of Tom’s death, Jean was already on board 
the ship that was bringing her and the children back to England, so he 
arranged for a friend to tell her before the ship sailed.  In London Marjory 
received Jean’s cable, which instinctively hit the right note – ‘One family in 
heaven and earth Mother.  Much love. Jean’.

Marjory had always assumed that she would be the first to die – and 
certainly if death results from strain and hard work she was justified in 
thinking this.  Neither she nor Tom were given to planning ahead financially 

82. Another curious incident that Andrew told me was how in 1941 he crashed his plane into a bank of 
trees, but “stepped out, quite literally, without a scratch.’ As he walked away with some soldiers from an 
adjacent searchlight post who had come over to help him, one of them said “You were lucky’ and Andrew 
looked back and “damn me, there wasn’t any aircraft left; it was entirely smashed to pieces by the trees 
except for a small lump which was the cockpit with me in it.’ Andrew said to himself “I shouldn’t have 
survived that. Someone’s paid for me’. He was taken to a hut to fill in a form reporting the accident and 
inquired the date of the Corporal who replied “the 10th’. Andrew explained “It’s my birthday!’ It was 
March 10th, 1941. Later he learnt his Grandmother (Tom’s mother) whose birthday it also was, had died 
that day.
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– although in every other way as Marjory herself said: ‘Plans, plans, when 
was I not planning?’ – but not about money.  Tom’s small pension died with 
him, neither he nor Marjory qualified for any kind of State Pension, having 
been too old to take part in the post-war scheme.  Marjory had never paid 
into a superannuation scheme; as a part-timer or temporary employee she 
was always paid at minimum rates.  Since her early married days she had 
had no holidays beyond the occasional visit to her father in Felixstowe, and 
in later years, to her married children.  Any money she had earned had been 
spent on her children, mainly on their educational requirements.  Now with 
Mick taking his final law exam that particular expenditure looked as if it was 
coming to an end.  Though she never spent anything on clothes, only buying 
a new hat or suit for a family wedding if pressed into it, nevertheless she 
would need money for food and rent and, above all, to make gifts to those of 
her children she deemed in need, which was her chief pleasure in life.  Where 
was it to come from?  Her poor sight ruled out teaching – though within a 
few years she was even doing that!  She and Mick decided to sell Tom’s one 
luxury – his books – though we were each given the option of asking for some 
of our favourites.  She also sold various letters from famous poets that Tom 
had received in the 1920s.  But their main decision was to divide the large 
Battersea flat and take in two tenants.

It was lucky for Marjory that these plans had to be worked out, giving 
purpose to her early widowhood.  But even without them she had plenty 
to keep her occupied, for she was welcoming home from overseas both 
Jean and her family, and David, his wife Ruth and their baby. Rita and two 
of her children were also staying with her before joining Denis at his new 
appointment in an Approved School near Godalming. Unfortunately, the 
overcrowding in the flat created nervous tensions. Not for the first time my 
mother’s ‘open door’ policy created problems.

Soon the various members of the family dispersed – Andrew to return to 
Iraq, Rita to Godalming, Jean and Philip to search for and find a Mews flat 
off Bryanston Square (where they were to live during his time at the Colonial 
Office) Alison to a flat in Barnes, while David and Ruth took Marjory with 
them to stay in a borrowed house on the Wirral. Photographs taken at that 
time show Marjory, holding David’s baby son Andrew, looking gaunt and 
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thin, still suffering from the aftereffects of hospitalisation, loss of sight, and 
the shock of Tom’s death. Nevertheless she kept her feelings to herself, took 
over the role of minding the baby, and began ‘coaching’ Ruth’s brother in 
Latin. Nothing could have been more therapeutic.
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Chapter Sixteen 
Elizabethan Widow

On marjory’s return to Battersea she and Mick settled 
down to creating what was probably one of the happiest periods 
of her life. John, Alison and Jean were all living in London and 

she spend a day each week with Jean at the Mews flat. David and I paid 
occasional visits, Andrew kept in touch by letter and she had Mick to herself. 
There was, however, one cause of anxiety. Rita, now living at Peper Harrow, 
near Godalming, did not seem well. Since the birth of her last baby she had 
suffered from headaches and had become very fat, but this was put down to 
early menopause. On one of her visits to Peper Harrow my mother saw Rita 
suffering a bad attack of sickness and migraine, though she insisted she was 
well enough to accompany Marjory to the station.

My mother could not be idle for long so she decided to take up knitting, 
something she had not done since she had knitted our jumpers at Catley, 
over a quarter of a century ago. In due course she produced jerseys in thick 
wool in a simple stocking stitch for many of her grandchildren, though in 
the course of production one had to be ready to assist with dropped stitches, 
which her poor sight could not locate. She visited us many times in 1954 and 
‘55 when I was a local Councillor, enabling me to be free to attend meetings 
while she looked after the baby, Simon. In spite of her poor sight I never hand 
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any qualms about leaving him with her for she was totally confident in that 
role – as she was spending hours washing nappies at the sink and happily 
pegging them out in the garden. But her interests lay far beyond babies and 
we made many trips out. From the back of the car she would reminisce about 
her young womanhood.

On one of these visits to us she spoke to a group of middle-aged and 
elderly women who attended the Adult School class and chose as her topic 
an account of taking eight children to France. Mindful of her age and her 
poor sight she was urged not to tire herself and to sit down as she spoke. 
But my mother would have none of it. Though she was in her seventies and 
half-blind she stood and talked without notes in an extremely lively manner. 
The women were enthralled and I was amazed.  It was as if I was back in 
the classroom at the Chivers factory – the same emergy was forthcoming, 
the same ability to compel her listener to take note by the use of variety 
of content and mannerisms.  When she sat down it was clear that she was 
exhilarated by the experience.

On my mother’s 72nd birthday Mick and his girlfriend Janet announced 
their engagement, and were married six months later on Tom and Marjory’s 
wedding anniversary. This meant the end of an era for Marjory. She had 
enjoyed ‘looking after’ Mick and had appreciated the stimulus provided by 
their two young male tenants. Now it was decided that Mick and Janet would 
live in the flat and keep the tenants – but that Marjory would leave (was this 
one of her impetuous offers to please Mick?) So when Easter came and the 
wedding was accomplished, Marjory went to stay on her own at Jean’s Mews 
flat while the Richardsons were in Jersey, prior to their returning to Africa 
– this time Nyasaland. None of us was aware of the loneliness that speaks 
through Marjory’s account of those days – ‘the Mews flat seemed doubly 
isolated because there was a newspaper strike, and doubly silent because of 
the voices I should not hear there again.’

While the Richardsons had been living in England, Jean gave a radio talk 
on life in Tonga. When she and Philip and their children returned to Africa 
she wrote an account of their trip by car from Johannesburg up to Rhodesia, 
presumably as a basis for another talk. Marjory treasured that account.  Jean 
described the drive from Capetown to Durban via the Garden Route and how 
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they stayed the night ‘at the foot of the impressive amphitheatre formed by 
the Drakenburg Mountains, lingering next morning to watch the white pack-
horses being loaded for the trip up into the Blue Mountains’. It was here that 
they visited the local museum of which Jean wrote:

The most wonderful sight of all was the marvelously preserved Bushmen’s 
coloured drawings on blocks of stone brought from the mountain caves.  One 
fascinating scene – a herd of orange-coloured buck in flight, with pursuing 
huntsmen armed with bow and arrow – was so arrestingly vital after all these 
thousands of years that I turned to it again and again, half expecting to find that 
the springing deer had moved on a pace.  But no, ‘forever panting and forever 
young’ the hunter and the hunted keep their ancient places on the stone.

When eventually they reached the Rhodesian border Jean described the 
first thrilling sight of the Victoria Falls and of the bronze statue of Livingstone 
inscribed ‘Explorer, Liberator, Missionary’ which stands at Devil’s Cataract.

Here he stands as he must have stood on November 16th and 17th 1855, 
immortalised in stone, leaning on his stick, Bible in hand, binoculars slung over 
the shoulder, with the Consular cap he always wore on his head; ‘feasting my 
eyes for long on the beautiful sight, the most wonderful sight I have witnessed in 
Africa,’ as he himself put it.

‘Into this chasm’, says Livingstone in his second book, ‘twice the depths of 
Niagara Falls, the river, a full mile wide, rolls with a deafening roar, and this is 
Mesi-pa-Tinya (the Smoke that Thunders) or Victoria Falls.’

We followed in his footsteps through the Rain Forest, which he called the 
Promontory of Evergreens, and remembered how he must patiently have dragged 
his measuring chain through it, making the painstaking calculations which 
were so surprisingly accurate. During our three days at the Falls we visited and 
photographed them in every possible light, and each night, as the moon was 
full, we stood in awestruck silence and watched them flowing like pure silk, with 
misty wraith-like vapours rising from the dark gorge beneath our feet.

Later they visited the Livingstone Exhibition (it was his Centenary year) 
where Jean commented: ‘I liked best the tin travelling-box with the pathetic 
pile of blackened candle-grease in the corner where the candle stood by whose 
light he wrote up his Journal and by which his followers saw him kneeling at 
the bed.’

Livingstone had been Marjory’s girlhood hero, her father’s family had heard 
a talk on him in Willingham in 1859, now here was her daughter in 1955 
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following in his footsteps in Africa. No wonder she treasured Jean’s article.
About this time Jean became very much more religious (High Anglican) 

and had both her children baptised and was herself confirmed. Most of us 
were by then agnostic, though in their youth John and Rita had been strict 
Evangelicals and both Marjory’s pacifist sons-in-law (Denis and Lawrence) 
had ties with Quakers. Marjory could sympathise with all, though I think she 
found only the singing and the memories of Ely Cathedral attractive in High 
Anglicanism, she was by nature and inheritance a puritan; it was her sister 
Mollie who with the passing years became High Anglican, binding her even 
more closely to Jean.

By 1955 Denis and Rita and their family were living in a large house in 
Sydenham and invited Marjory to join them. Within a few weeks of their 
moving in Rita found work as a teacher in a Summer School for Foreign 
Students in East Dulwich.  However, with her youngest child under school 
age, Rita could not afford to be a long way from home, so after only two 
days on the job it was handed over to Marjory! This was the old Cambridge 
pattern. How often Marjory obtained work either in a private school or as a 
private coach and then pass on the job to Tom or one of her children. Now 
the roles were reversed – and Marjory, in spite of her very poor sight, was once 
more in her element. 

Rita found other ways of earning money – correcting for a Correspondence 
Course, teaching a pregnant schoolgirl and children in hospital, as well as 
fostering children and taking in lodgers. Like her mother before her, Rita’s 
house was always overflowing with people and animals and there was continual 
financial anxiety. In spite of the energy she was expending Rita was obviously 
far from fit – as well as her stoutness and headaches she began to suffer 
fainting fits and her eyesight was deteriorating. Neither the doctor or optician 
could provide a satisfactory diagnosis (in fact the optician admonished Rita 
when she told him she could not see certain letters). Rita made light of it but 
Marjory was deeply concerned and tried hard to protect her from the many 
demands made upon her. This was not always appreciated, for Marjory’s 
love and concern for her children meant that her in-laws and grandchildren 
recognised that they were not the prime objects of her affection.

At Sydenham Marjory had her own sitting room to which she repaired 
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when family life became too hectic. In it she had what became almost her 
most cherished possession, a television. With the exception of John, none of 
us had one at that time, and I think my mother relished the slight feeling of 
power it gave her to invite someone in to watch the moving screen. By now 
she had renewed energy, and though her sight was not good, she could read a 
certain amount but the television took the place of a newspaper and with that 
and her language school she felt in touch with the world. 

It was at this time that John was granted a Nuffield Foundation Travelling 
Fellowship to spend a year abroad studying education in various countries 
in Europe, Scandinavia and North America.  The experience made a deep 
impression on him and as a result, he wrote a book which was critical of the 
British selective system of education and expressing his belief in comprehensive 
schooling.  The book was published in 1959 and Marjory was naturally proud 
and extremely interested in the subject matter.83  She cannot have expressed 
her pride to John for many years later he told me ‘When I showed mother the 
typescript of the book she made no comment.  Then she said ‘I would have 
put the apostrophe in a different place’  (referring to a certain sentence).  John 
added ‘she was perfectly right of course’!

There is much in the book that one might expect from a son of Marjory 
Ingle.  She could agree that the teaching of languages in English schools was 
abysmal, though she was less happy about his view that Modern Languages 
should supersede the Classics.  This was something that went against all her 
conditioning – and she believed that Latin was essential for understanding 
one’s own language.  Certain phrases in the book seem to me to express 
exactly my mother’s approach to education.  She who had never been 
trained as a teacher knew very well that ‘Teaching is more of an art than a 
technique, more of an attitude toward People and Knowledge than a set piece 
of information’, and had she not always tried to develop in her children and 
her pupils ‘that priceless asset – the desire to ask Why?’  Most of all do John’s 
criticisms of the teaching of History and Geography reflect Marjory’s ideas 
(the book written in the 1950s preceded modern methods in these subjects).  

83. The publication of this book was frowned upon by the Education Inspectorate. John’s appreciation of 
the comprehensive and co-educational systems in other countries is curiously similar to that expressed by 
the maligned Second Mistress at Wallasey High School in Marjory’s young womanhood. John’s book was 
called Educating One Nation (Max Parrish,1959)
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Far more important than learning English history centering round important 
figures, John suggested, is the need ‘to try and impart a broad and tolerant 
understanding of how and why two Great Wars have scarred the world in 
which we live’ for ‘without this we cannot make fully satisfactory citizens of 
Europe, let alone of a larger community of nations’.  This encompasses all 
that Marjory had worked for.

About this time Jean wrote suggesting that Marjory might like to go out to 
Nyasaland and later my mother regretted very much that she had not done 
so. It is indeed surprising that she didn’t take the opportunity, maybe she 
was too involved with her summer school teaching which she was loathe to 
surrender, not least because it gave her the satisfaction of feeling independent. 
By September 1958 Jean and Philip had come to the end of their tour and, 
after another car tour through Africa (this time taking in David and Ruth in 
Uganda), they returned to England.

Marjory saw in the New Year 1959 with Rita and Denis and wondered 
what ‘the Great Expectations’ were that Rita mysteriosly claimed for the 
New Year. A few days later my mother flew to Jersey to join Jean and Philip, 
and from there wrote to Rita describing the wonderful view, adding that she 
wished Rita could be there. Rita replied ‘I love my life and would not change 
it for any other’. Since we led such very different lives there was always the 
problem for Marjory that in describing the comfort and ease of one home she 
inevitably aroused sensitivities in others. She was therefore doubly delighted 
when Rita wrote to tell her that her expectations had been realised and Denis 
had been appointed Children’s Officer for Balham. At last she could feel that 
Rita’s years of strict economy were over.

‘It was very cold in Jersey and we sat around the fire a good deal. I was 
making rugs and deliberately going to bed early for their sake’ wrote Marjory. 
By now, rug making had superceded the knitting. It not only gave her great 
satisfaction but also was extremely useful to Mick, Rita and me who all 
benefited from her gifts. Because of the gradual deterioration in her sight she 
made the very most of her delicate sense of touch and would sit for hours 
hooking small pieces of wool through the canvas using her fingers and not her 
eyes as guide. One of her pleasures when she came to Hunddersfield was to go 
to the Wool shop, selecting masses of tangled and variegated coloured wools, 
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leftovers from the mills, which we would then carry home proudly in the car 
– huge bags full, dustbin size – and she would spend hours untwisting them 
and cutting them into small pieces. The rug making was only abandoned 
six years later when Mick persuaded her that instead of having bruised and 
cut finger ends as a result of her relentless striving to finish yet another rug, 
she would be better employed writing her memoirs. She took to her new 
occupation in the same determined manner.

When spring came Marjory was relieved to hear that Rita was to go into 
hospital for a thorough investigation. After several weeks of tests it was 
discovered that Rita had a brain tumor, but on the very day when she was to 
be operated on, when she had already been given an injection, an emergency 
case was brought in and she was sent home for the weekend instead. Rita 
commented: ‘There’s humour even in a tumour’. At last, at the end of April, 
she was operated on and it was discovered that the tumour, thought to have 
been there ever since the birth of her last baby six years earlier, had calcified 
and only part was removable. In so doing they also removed much of Rita’s 
remaining sight. 

In Jersey Marjory and Jean were concerned as to the outcome of the 
operation, so on Michael’s return to school at Rugby, Jean went with him and 
took the opportunity of visiting Rita in hospital. Later she wrote to Aunt M 
in Cambridge with an account of her visit:

‘she looks and behaves as if she had not even had an operation... except for 
her eyesight – she can’t read at all, knocks things over and tried to light the 
cigarette I gave her half-way up... She faces the fact with outward calm... hers is 
a very unusual case and last week she earned 5/- by going over to Kings College 
Hospital to be lectured on, while students examined her X-rays etc.

Like her mother before her, Rita was ever ready to earn money – and here 
was an opportunity not to be missed.

Jean’s letter to M went on to discuss what was to happen to Marjory once 
Jean returned to Nyasaland in September, for it seemed obvious that Rita 
would not now be able to have her. ‘Who was to have Granny?’ became a 
perennial topic of conversation from now on.

But Jean herself now had to face hospitalisation. She had confided to Rita 
when visiting her that she had a lump in her armpit, which she thought, had 
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come when they had been skiing some months earlier. Rita urged her to see 
a doctor but it was not until several weeks later, after Philip had returned to 
Nyasaland and Jean had settled the children back in their boarding schools, 
that she at last visited a doctor in Jersey and was told she must have an 
immediate operation.

Marjory was alone with Jean in Jersey and had to be told. It was the sort of 
situation which, I suspect, none of us would have wanted to share with my 
mother, whose over-concern could create tensions. But Jean remained calm 
and organised, made arrangements for Josephine’s half-term holiday, cabled 
to Philip, and took her mother for drives. Marjory was deeply impressed by 
Jean’s behaviour and wrote:

Philip came at once and as the day of the operation drew near, Jean’s spirit rose. 
At the very moment when she was due to leave for the hospital, a sweep (whom 
she had ordered but forgotten to prepare for) arrived. She saw the funny side of 
this, and my last sight of her as she drove away from the Marmotte was of a gay 
and relaxed person who might have been going to a party.

Jean had her breast removed at the end of May and after seeing her in 
hospital Marjory flew to England to stay with us in Huddersfield. She told me 
that initially both she and Philip had wondered whether Jean was exaggerating 
her condition as they both knew that Jean had a tendency to hypochondria, 
so they were prepared to be sceptical. When they realised the seriousness of 
the situation they were amazed at Jean’s insouciance – in marked contrast to 
smaller ills she had faced in the past.

Following her operation Jean went for deep x-ray treatment in Cambridge. 
She had hoped to stay with Aunt M but this was not convenient, so Jean 
stayed in the Evelyn Nursing Home and saw M daily. Marjory was shocked 
that M was not prepared to accommodate Jean, but once the decision was 
made neither M nor Jean appeared upset by it. This shows the great difference 
between the Ingle sisters – Marjory could never say ‘No’ to any request from 
a person in need, however inconvenient to herself or others. Mollie was kind 
and considerate but immensely practical and was not prepared to let the even 
tenor of her ways alter in case the nervous strain became too great to bear.

Marjory now had the worry of two sick daughters, but was cheered by Jean’s 
message from Cambridge ‘I know that I am entering deep and uncharted 
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waters, but I am not afraid’. This was exactly the language and approach that 
was dear to her mother’s heart. And when Jean called at Sydenham in the 
late summer, prior to her return to Nyasaland, Marjory reported that she was 
‘light hearted and kept us all in cheerful mood, though Rita was lying very 
weak on the sofa.’

Within a few weeks Jean wrote from hospital in Salisbury, Rhodesia, to 
say that she had had her other breast removed, but she soon returned to 
Nyasaland and from there wrote to Marjory, thanking her for sending a book 
by Elspeth Huxley and for a regular supply of The Observer and The Sunday 
Times, adding:

Were you surprised at the Election result? We got up at 5 a.m. last Friday and 
heard the BBC direct – and listened until after 7 a.m., while we drank our 
morning tea. Everyone is very pleased with the result here of course, as there was 
a lot of talk about mass resignations, in support of our Governor, had the Labour 
Party got in. 

I am enjoying being home again. It’s hot now, but quite easy for me to keep cool 
indoors. I am being very lazy, pottering round the house and garden, reading, 
writing etc. Did I tell you that Philip has bought me a mini-piano (on the 
Never-never of course!) It is due to arrive tomorrow. It will be lovely to have it.

There had always been a piano in the Sharp household.  In fact in the late 
1930s there were two – someone had passed one on to us. Marjory taught 
Jean to play and later Jean had violin lessons but there was none of the 
musical encouragement in our family as in the Ingle household at Ely. Alison 
may have learned the rudiments of piano playing from Marjory but certainly 
no more, because Marjory had no spare time. So Alison taught herself. She 
had a wonderful ear (as she had for language), and could play any popular 
tune on request. Her light syncopated touch rendering the favorites of the 
thirties could be heard at any time of the day or evening and remains for me 
an essential part of my adolescence.

When in November 1959 Jean wrote to thank Marjory for a bundle of 
newspapers she added that quite by chance she had seen a copy of the Listener 
in Salisbury, which reported a talk broadcast by John. In this manner Jean was 
able to keep in touch with events at home and said she regarded Monday as 
her Red Letter Day when she could be sure that the lunch-time post would 



bring news from her mother.
Marjory was pleased to be of use to Jean but there was little she could do for 

Rita.  The house in Sydenham was large and Rita had only two hours each day 
when she had the assistance of a Home Help.  She was provided with Talking 
Books and had a special dial fitted to the telephone, but though useful these 
were only of peripheral help. They could not alter the fact that Rita (as she 
once told me) was ‘simply being kept alive by pills’.  Marjory endeavoured to 
protect her but her own sight was only slightly better than Rita’s.

At Christmas the Allens drove down to Devon listening to the Carols from 
Kings College as they journeyed.  This was almost a family ritual.  Ever since 
our Catley Park days a contingent of Sharps had attened the Kings College 
Chapel Carol Service on Christmas Eve, usually led by Tom.  Marjory never 
went.  She once told me that she connected the Carol Service with sweeping 
the stairs in readiness for Christmas Day – encouraged perhaps by the thought 
of one of her favourite lines from George Herbert:  ‘who sweeps a room as for 
Thy cause makes that and the action fine.’

On New Year’s Day 1960 Jean wrote to remind Marjory that they could 
now talk of leave next year adding: ‘Last night we had a small party here – 
eight of us – and went on to the Club to dance until 3 a.m.  You can see that I 
start the New Year in good form.  I do get tired, but rest every afternoon and 
go to bed at 9.30 unless entertaining or being entertained.’  A month later 
she wrote to say that Philip had been promoted to Senior Assistant Secretary:

He is very pleased, as he is now out of the rut – this being a ‘super scale’ job.  He 
is very busy with both the Monckton Commission’s visit and also the Queen 
Mother’s visit – although many people are wondering whether she will, in fact, 
come here now.  The Monckton Commission is causing a lot of headaches.  
They are such a vast crowd – about fifty altogether  – and want to tour all over 
the country. The problems of accomodation and transport are huge in remote 
spots.84

We are all very annoyed with the Press, who, we feel, made far too much of the 
so-called ‘riot’ in Blantyre when the P.M. was here. There were swarms of Press 
people here – a good 40 – and they were all the time looking for a good story. 
On that particular day, they had just been entertained to drinks in another room 

84. The Monckton Advisory commission on Central Africa led to the break up of the Central African 
Federation (Prime Minister, Sir Roy Welensky), and the eventual independence of Malawi, Zambia and – 
at long last Zimbabwe (formerly Nyasaland, North and South Rhodesia).
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of Ryall’s hotel (where the Civil Luncheon was held). When they saw a crowd of 
Africans outside, they poured out, very merry, and some people say they ‘egged 
on’ the Africans.

We are expecting an announcement about a new Chief Secretary any moment 
now and also expect a new Governor next year, unless Armitage stays on. There 
will be a lot of changes here soon and maybe we shall all be abolished! That 
would please you, wouldn’t it? However, I personally don’t think that will happen 
for another 5 – 7 years.

In a letter written about this time to Aunt M, Jean enclosed a cutting from 
the Rhodesia Herald containing photographs taken at a Reception hosted by 
Sir Roy Welensky for the British Prime Minister, Harold Macmillan and his 
wife, Lady Dorothy. The photographs, in the style of The Tatler or The Queen, 
include one of a radiant Jean, apparently in the best of health, talking to 
Mrs Savanhu, wife of the Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Home 
Affairs –the only black African photographed. In sending the cutting, Jean 
commented to M:

[The Macmillans] visit to Nyasaland was a great rush, and a headache for Philip, 
but, apart from the minor riot at Blantyre, all seemed to go off well. I enjoyed 
the lunch at Government House, although apart from conventional sentence, I 
didn’t speak to either one of them.  However, in the afternoon, I took my guests 
up the Plateau to see the view, and we found Lady Dorothy doing the same 
thing, and she was very friendly and chatty.

The letter columns of this number of the Rhodesia Herald make interesting 
reading, reflecting something of the white residents’ attitudes at that time.  
One correspondent, ‘Working Woman and Proud of it,’ complains that, ‘Mr 
Iain Macleod [the British Colonial Secretary] seems to be more anxious to 
hear the views of the Africans than those of the European residents here…  
If the Rhodesians and Kenyan white settlers are 25 years behind the times, 
then the Africans are, to my mind, at least 200 years so’ and she castigates 
the ‘armchair critics’ of the London Press.  Another correspondent in an 
‘open letter to Mr Macmillan’ assures him that opposition to giving power 
to the Africans ‘springs from me no feeling of enmity, but from a deep 
seated conviction that, at the present, the average African has neither the 
intelligence nor the other qualifications, which are necessary to make them 
safe depositories of political power.’
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It was against this background that the Monckton Commission and the 
Colonial Civil servants, like Philip, were working.  Jean, who had, in her 
early days in Nigeria, written that she preferred the blacks to the whites, had 
adapted to the white colonial scene, but had not lost her liberal instincts, and 
must, at times, have felt out of sympathy with her fellow whites.  She had 
not been brought up by a completely un-race-conscious mother for nothing.

Marjory was receiving letters from Jean as she moved around the country, 
staying in Huddersfield with us, in Hove with Alison, in Walton with Mick 
and Janet, or in Sydenham with the Allens.  She had become a floater – 
spending perhaps two months with each.  At 78 she was still remarkably 
strong, ever ready to look after my son Richard for me, or iron or wash nappies, 
but her poor sight was a great handicap and she never went out unless I took 
her in the car.  She would concentrate what sight she had for reading in the 
mornings when the light was good.  By using a magnifying glass and an eye 
shade like a journalist or tennis player, and with the help of a spot light, she 
was able to write all her letters in very black ink often drawing heavy black 
lines in order to keep straight. She kept her little radio beside her bed and 
came to rely on it more and more, particularly as she did not sleep well.  Most 
of all she liked to sit close up to the television screen peering at the features of 
well-known people in the political and literary world.  John Freeman’s series 
of Face to Face interviews, particularly one with Lord Reith, were exactly to 
her taste.  One birthday I gave her Who’s Who.  She loved to look up an entry 
concerning anyone in the news, peering through her magnifying glass until 
she could make out the words and then triumphantly reading them out to us.

During this time she received a card from Andrew who was then in the 
R.A.F. in Germany.  It simply said: ‘I was passing by Göttingen and I thought 
that you would like a reminder of it.  So here are some views.  It’s still a 
fine town!  Hope you are very well!  Love Andrew.’  This card brought back 
memories of Göttingen where Norman Ingle and his friend Chakrabarti had 
stayed as young men in the early years of the century, and where Jean had also 
visited in the 1930s.

Early in March Jean wrote to M arranging for the dispatch of some 
recordings of the Cambridge University Madrigal Singers and added:

The Monckton Commission are due to arrive tomorrow: then the Secretary of 
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State: then the Archbishop of York, and finally the Queen Mother.  Nyasaland 
will be in the news a lot in the next two months.  After which, we hope 
somewhere else will be. It may be interesting living in history, but it’s all very 
wearing for everyone as well!

I’m a bit rheumaticky at present, and even had a whole day in bed last week.  It’s 
fiendishly wet just now, and will be for another month, and my dilapidated torso 
is feeling the damp a bit. 

Jean was constantly asking for news of Rita who was only able to write a few 
spidery scrawls in marked contrast to her mother’s bold black writing.  It was as 
if Marjory was putting all her energy into those letters, willing her sick daughter’s 
recovery, and could feel hopeful when Jean wrote in April: 

Last night we went to a Monckton Commission party, and afterwords had 
Elspeth Huxley back to dinner, on the strength of us both having a son at Rugby.  
She is a charming woman... All quiet on the Zomba front!  I wonder if you’ll see 
Dr Banda on the T.V?

But at Easter Marjory received a ten-page letter from Jean.  It was an 
uncharacteristic one with a dominant note of worry about their finances – the 
children’s school fees, Philip’s flight home, the piano – and though she doesn’t 
mention it, the high cost of hospitalisation must have been on her mind, for 
she had just spent a week in hospital following an attack of vomiting. The 
other theme of her letter was suggestions concerning a place for Marjory to 
live (presumably Marjory had confided to Jean her doubts about her roving 
life).  Jean made many practical suggestions including ‘a nice, homely, warm, 
comfortable shabby digs – like undergraduates have’.  She advised her to look 
in Sydenham newspapers.  ‘If you only had somewhere of your very own, 
with no domestic ties, I’m sure it would be very much better for you than this 
constant moving around.  Let the family come to you instead.’  This had some 
sense in it but Marjory had no furniture of her own and she had not lived 
alone since those far off unhappy days in ‘digs’ in Wallasey. 

There was also an element of risk of an accident. On one visit to us she 
had hardly been in the house five minutes when I heard a muffled cry from 
her bedroom and found she had pulled the wardrobe on top of her. Such 
things as the kettle boiling dry resulting in a hole in the bottom became 
common. When visiting us she frequently caught severe colds (we had no 
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central heating) and often ended up in bed being ham-handedly nursed by 
me. She also suffered the indignity of visits from Social Security officials every 
time she moved, for by this time she was claiming Supplementary Benefit 
and had to be constantly re-investigated. She wanted the money and liked 
the independence it gave her when she collected it from the Post Office, 
preferring this arrangement to a previous one in which each son and son-in-
law contributed a sum for her maintenance.

In June Philip found time to write to Marjory. He had been very busy with 
the Queen Mother’s visit, during which time Jean had been greatly touched 
to receive a bunch of flowers in hospital with a card attached ‘from Elizabeth 
R.’ Jean, an ardent royalist, had missed all the celebrations.85 But Philip’s letter 
was to tell his mother-in-law that Jean was now permanently in hospital with 
little hope of improvement. Jean had rejected the idea of a possible delaying 
operation. This was of course, the news that Marjory had been dreading. She 
continued to write to Jean but no replies came.

Then at last Marjory received a badly scrawled letter from her daughter, 
written on Jean’s birthday in late July:

Darling Gran,

It was lovely to get such a beautiful letter at breakfast on my actual birthday – 
the mail takes 3 to 4 days here. I reproach myself for not writing to you before 
when I know from experience what pleasure letters give. I had letters, telegrams, 
flowers, little presents from England, Zomba and Salisbury – mostly at tea-time. 
Philip had arranged for three bouquets from a florist’s shop and three lovely 
cards – and at 4 p.m. he and the children marched in (Mikey having arrived on 
the Comet from London). We have had a slice of chocolate cake and a small 
glass of champagne (the two younger members refused their little bottle of 
baby champagne when they saw our, larger, stronger one!) Jo was taken back to 
Bishoplea just after 5 p.m. giggling, and actually sat down on the floor of my 
room when it popped open, so surprised was she at the sound. 

They will come back 6 to 7 p.m. and then will go with Dad and unpack and 
have a good sleep.

85. In the 1970s quite by chance I met someone in Huddersfield whose husband had been a fellow student 
of Tom’s at Westminster College. He and his wife worked for many years in Africa. Twenty years after they 
left Cambridge, she and Jean had recognised each other in a hotel lounge in Rhodesia. She told me she had 
visited Jean in hospital in Salisbury where Jean, in a scarlet dress, was full of excitement as she was about 
to listen to Princess Margaret’s wedding on the radio. My informant said she left the hospital feeling she 
had been at a party.
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My kind chaplain insisted on coming round at 11 a.m. and holding a shortened 
communion for the sick, with special laying on of hands. I’ve had a wonderful 
birthday and both your letters and little bird have helped to make it so. There are 
of course, hard patches to endure, but heavenly ones to brighten those.

Much love from Jean.

Scrawled on the outside is ‘I can’t use either of my arms or legs very – a sort 
of acute sciatica owing to the disease in the bones of spine etc. It’s like being 
in an iron lung.’

In Cambridge the practical Mollie Ingle had written to Jean’s chaplain, 
getting him to deliver flowers on her behalf. He reported ‘she has lost a 
great deal of her bounce and resilience which for so long had fooled the 
casual observer.’ A week later he wrote again to say that her condition had 
deteriorated and he had given her the last rites, he added that Jean had been 
worrying that she and Philip had only been married in a Registry Office and 
he had recently conducted a nuptial mass for them in the presence of Michael 
– a painful experience for a 15 year-old who only a year later was to be best 
man at his father’s wedding in Salisbury Cathedral.86

Jean died early in September and a week later our daughter Rebecca  
was born.

86. Some years later Philip Richardson became the only white man to represent a black country as 
Ambassador in South Africia for Dr Banda. When I commented on it my mother replied “I can only think 
what a marvellous hostess Jean would have made.’
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Chapter Seventeen 
The End Of The 
Adventure

Within a few weeks of Jean’s death Marjory set off to visit 
John and Wendy in Germany where John was head of Prince 
Rupert School, Wilhelmshaven. She kept a small diary of the 

visit, which begins in bold black writing.

Friday Sept. 30 1960.

Mick came to Cupar Road at 5.45 and we had tea and started in pouring rain to 
Liverpool Street. Once there I got into the train and had an uneventful journey. 
A kind German passenger carried my suitcase to the Customs at Harwich. I 
boarded a steamer ‘Arnhem’ and found my cabin occupied by 3 of us! Another 
passenger named Sharp had also got my berth. The steward found her another 
cabin and I got into bed. I enjoyed being ‘rocked in the cradle of the deep’ and 
slept well, only waking once at about 3 a.m. when we were well out to sea. 

At 6 a.m. we landed. A kind ‘Tommy’ Lance Corporal Tony Corrie took me in 
charge and acted as my chaperon all the way to Osnabruck (near the journey’s 
end). A fellow passenger was Miss Woodridge – she turned out to be going 
to John’s school as Matron (there are 13 Matrons and she is to be the Head 
one.) We were met at Bremen by John and Wendy. They drove us 70 miles to 
Wilhelmshaven, where we arrived about 7 p.m...

And so it goes on. She was 78 with very poor sight but to be travelling 
abroad again was a tonic. Every day she appears to have met new people, 
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mostly members of staff.  Each time she recorded their names, presumably 
as an aid to memory but she had little need of that for, like John, she had 
a phenomenal memory. She noted down little facts about the school and 
attended various parties including a Bingo session. Later she confided to me 
how shocked she was to find intelligent teachers playing such a foolish game.

A school debate on ‘All censorship is an infringement of liberty’ was very 
much to her taste and she commented ‘great speech by Mr Doherty.’ On one 
memorable day John and Wendy took her by car to Gronengen in Holland 
where she was impressed by the wide pavements, the cycle tracks and the 
‘masses of wonderful flowers for sale all along the pavement’. When she left 
on October 14th she recorded:

On the train troops were very friendly, one gave me a cigarette, one said he had 
a daughter (Dean) at Prince Rupert and praised the school. Good journey, read 
The Nun’s Story. Arrived at Hook 8p.m. Waited there till 9 and then boarded the 
boat and soon met my 3 cabin companions – all Dutch. I thought much about 
Jean and John. Reached Harwich at 6 a.m. and boarded the train at 7.30. We 
reached London at 9.13. Mick met me and put me on the 44 bus at London 
Bridge and then brought my suitcase to Battersea later.

Marjory had already taken Jean’s advice and found herself a room in Cupar 
Road, Battersea, with a landlady with whom she got on well. Rita visited her 
there each week when Mother would insist she had a good sleep during the 
afternoon, for it was obvious that Rita’s condition was deteriorating.

In the spring Mick and Janet’s first daughter, Caroline was born. At the 
christening Marjory was slightly put out that she was seen as being in the 
same age group as the baby’s great-grandmother (Janet’s Granny). She never 
saw herself as old, often referring to someone as ‘an old party’ who might well 
be younger than herself.

In the autumn of 1961 the Allens left Sydenham for a huge house in large 
grounds in the depths of the country.  Before Rita’s operation she might 
have been able to cope with the situation, now it was impossible.  The move 
necessitated leaving Judith behind to take her exams, changing schools for the 
other girls, and relying on public transport to get almost anywhere.  Marjory 
commented: ‘the goat required to be tethered and untethered daily (by 
Rita), chickens needed feeding (by Rita).  No Home Help would come from 
Chertsey (the nearest town) and the vast kitchen was poorly supplied with air 
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and sunlight, and sunshine was life to Rita.’  The place was so daunting that 
even those who might have helped in other conditions felt unable to face the 
task.  But it was here in September 1962 that Rita gave a party for Granny’s 
80th birthday, and it was a great success.

By this time Marjory was living with Mick and Janet and their two little 
girls, Caroline and Kate, in Walton-on-Thames, and was fairly close to Rita 
geographically, but neither of them was capable of making the journey without 
assistance.  Fortunately at the end of that year Denis was appointed Deputy 
Children’s Officer for Hampshire and the Allens moved to Winchester, where 
Marjory was able to pay them several visits.

In the late autumn of 1963 Denis took Rita on a tour visiting old friends, 
ending up at our house.  Rita was like an old woman needing a shawl round 
her shoulders and tending to dribble.  The worst of it was that she knew it.  
When, in the New Year, I suggested getting tickets for the theatre at Stratford-
on-Avon, she said she liked the idea but did I realise how peculiar she was 
these days and I might be ashamed of her.  I was not put to the test for on the 
very day that the tickets arrived, Denis phoned to say Rita had choked over 
her food at lunchtime and died suddenly.

One could not feel regret for Rita’s death for she had wanted to die, but 
of course there was much remorse and sense of loss. Marjory had come 
to identify with Rita, like two old ladies together, of whom in many ways 
Marjory seemed the stronger. Rita’s death came when my mother was already 
suffering from shock, for only two weeks earlier Aunt M (who never ailed) 
had dropped down dead in a neighbour’s house just as she was about to cycle 
into town to do some shopping. This meant that Marjory was faced with the 
loss of her two elder daughters and her sister – perhaps the only people who 
were her intimates. Her sister G had for many years been on the borders of 
sanity, with spells of hospitalisation from time to time, and at that moment 
no one knew where she was. Since Jean’s death, Marjory had kept up a fairly 
regular correspondence with Mollie but there were still signs of the old rivalry 
so far as M was concerned. In a letter I received from M shortly before her 
death she made several barbed comments about her elder sister adding ‘but 
she’ll outlive me.’ And then, as if she was not to be beaten, she added a P.S: ‘I 
still ride my bicycle’.
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The following year Marjory learned that her sister Gertrude had died in 
Felbourn Mental Hospital, Cambridge, so she was now the sole survivor 
of the Ingle family. Marjory had no friends, so she was now left with the 
companionship of her four sons and two younger daughters, of whom 
only Mick was in any way close to her. But she had one great solace. After 
Tom’s death she had put together the wartime letters of her children, writing 
connecting links and calling it ‘Family Documentary’. At the time of M’s 
death she had been writing an account of their brothers’ lives and much of the 
sisterly correspondence concerned requests for searches in records at Christs 
College and Ely.87 This had still to be finished. She completed it and then 
wrote rather unsatisfactory accounts of the lives of Jean and Rita.

When in the spring of 1966 my mother visited us, I met her at Wakefield 
Station as usual. This time the porter produced a wheelchair to take her across 
the railway lines, saving her taking the bridge with its many steps. To my 
surprise she enjoyed this privilege. On her return south she was to spend one 
night with Mick and Janet, whose third baby was expected, before going on to 
Alison in Brighton. As we stood waiting for the London train she repeated to 
me her anxiety that the baby might arrive while she was with Mick and Janet 
and that she would be a nuisance. I told her not to be ridiculous, the baby was 
not due for a fortnight and she would only be there one night. That evening 
my mother watched television on her own in Mick’s lounge and at one point 
left the room to go upstairs, and in doing so she heard Janet call out to her 
from the bedroom. It was to ask Marjory to cover the baby who had arrived 
suddenly while Mick had slipped out to fetch a doctor. Mother wrapped a 
blanket round the baby and Janet asked if she could tell what sex it was. Later 
Marjory reported to me ‘I felt what I thought was it’s little thing, and told her 
it was a boy’. In fact it was their third daughter, Margaret. Granny had felt the 
umbilical cord! Next day she travelled to Brighton to join Alison.

After the birth of their third child Mick arranged for Marjory to live in a 
Private Home close by where he visited her each night. She had a room to 
herself but joined the other residents for meals and occasionally sat in the 
lounge. Apart from looking forward to Mick’s visits she was not happy there, 
87. When I read Elsie M. Harrison’s book on the Brontes I found that one of the people she thanked for 
research on her behalf was Miss O.M.Ingle.  (Mrs Harrison’s daughter lived with M and taught at the 
Perse).
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and Mick soon found a better place in the same area. I think it was while 
she was in the first Home that she became rather attached to an elderly man, 
another resident. When she confided this attachment to her granddaughter, 
Joanne, the latter encouraged her to think of marriage, but Marjory said she 
felt the family would disapprove of him because he was working class and a 
Communist. Probably she was happier keeping it as a Lost Romance.

However, there was a marriage in the family that year which pleased her 
enormously. Andrew had been the only one to remain single and although 
in Marjory’s view, marriage was less important for men.  Nevertheless she 
worried that he might be lonely.  She wrote to tell me that she believed her new 
daughter-in-law’s (Ann) great virtue was faithfulness (which she underlined).

Meanwhile John had been appointed Headmaster of a brand new 
comprehensive school in Cumbria, which became something of a show 
place in educational circles.  Amongst other things, it combined with a local 
community centre and Public Library. My mother took a keen interest in all 
his plans, being particularly pleased that Russian was to be taught, though 
she regretted the dropping of Latin. On the other hand she was not in the 
least disturbed by John’s decision to abandon religious assemblies and she was 
enthusiastic about the suggestion that the school should have memorials to 
modern ‘Renaissance’ figures like Yehudi Menuhin.

Within a year of the deaths of both daughters Marjory’s two sons-in-law 
remarried.  She tried to create a relationship with each of the new wives but 
neither responded, and both wives eventually became estranged from their 
stepchildren. Perhaps they feared Marjory would be too overpowering and 
want to talk of the past.  If so I think they misjudged her. Happily for Marjory 
she remained in touch with her grandchildren and there was a moment of 
pride when Rita’s daughter, Judith, brought the first great-grandchild, Tamsin, 
to visit her in the Home (though it was the charm of Judith’s husband that I 
remember Marjory expatiating upon!

In spite of the fact that Marjory could still write incredibly clearly (with 
the help of lines), her sight had become so bad that she was entitled to a 
white stick. This she refused, hating the idea of something that might call 
attention to herself and arouse pity. However she did consent to lessons from 
a visiting teacher of the blind, a young woman in whose personal life she 
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took much interest. It was assumed that, as Marjory was over 80 she would 
find the Moon alphabet easier to learn than Braille, but after some tests she 
was delighted to learn her fingers appeared to have the sensitivity of a much 
younger person and would respond to Braille. For her this was like passing 
an examination.

My mother never became a typical resident of an Old People’s Home 
without an interest in life outside. I have a letter written after one of her visits 
to Huddersfield which is full of family news, including a report of a pregnant 
au pair girl, approval that her granddaughter Phillippa and boy-friend were 
temporarily working in a jam factory, and the information that another 
granddaughter had recently stayed in a house where ‘the husband made passes 
at her.’  She also commented ‘You are quite right about Mick being busy.  He 
is at everyone’s beck and call, always ready, always smiling. Mrs Osborn [his 
mother-in-law] says he is too obliging!’  And then she wrote something I have 
never forgotten, concerning residence in an Old People’s Home:

The thing is to remember in most cases that all the old people are displaced 
persons with a homesick feeling buried beneath. Not that they should be put in 
the home of any relative, either. The home they hanker after is non-existent – it 
is the home of their heart – when ‘midmost the beating of the steely sea’ they 
guided a beloved ship. The temporary matron we had here understood that. 

She had already asked if I would return an angle-poised lamp she had 
offered to Lawrence as she now felt it might be useful to her but promised ‘it 
will find its way back when I depart this life, if not sooner.’ Unknown to me 
she was working on her memoirs – keeping busy – the cure for homesickness 
she had learnt in her childhood. 

But the essential teacher and social worker was still very much in evidence: 

I am finding life both monotonous and varied at the same time – the human 
interest brings variety, I shall never get to the bottom of it.  The old lady who 
spoke to you about the Russian ballet confessed to me that her experence of life 
had made her hard. She speaks incoherently at times.  But she is the only one 
here who has cultured interests – and those not very deep.  I often ponder over 
their stories.  How I’d love to know them all!

But life could still have its excitements.  I remember that when staying with 
us she was quite as enthralled as my sons when the Cup Final was televised, 
and though she was less interested in Top of the Pops she whole-heartedly 
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approved of the group, Peter, Paul and Mary (‘that little girl sings her heart 
out’), and pleaded that the children should be allowed to stay up to share the 
Last Night of the Proms with her.  All her Victorian patriotism re-emerged 
for this occasion.

In August 1967 my mother wrote to tell me of ‘a lovely visit’ from Alison 
who had just passed an exam for the teaching of English to Foreigners, and 
among various bits of family news she included Penny’s A Level results in 
which she took a particular interest, for she had given her some ‘coaching’ 
prior to the exam.  Even in the Home she was able to use her gifts as a teacher, 
giving the Spanish waitress daily English lessons, adding characteristically, 
‘she wants to teach me Spanish but I’m not bothering, though I did a little’.  
The letter ends ‘I’m sure there’s more news but I can’t remember more just 
now.  I shall have to have a diary.  What about a birthday present? (an exercise 
book will do).’ 

I don’t recall whether I gave her that diary for her birthday.  She had been 
working on her memoirs and no doubt was very tired after hours of going 
through typescript re-living the emotions of earlier years.  In October Mick 
and his family went on holiday to Portugal and one Saturday night a stranger 
phoned me to say that my mother was very ill, suggesting that Mick should 
be sent for.  I opposed the idea, Mick had needed a holiday and I felt sure 
that Marjory would have agreed with me.  I decided to go to the hospital in 
Walton-on-Thames as no one else was available and the unknown informant 
kindly offered to put me up.

It was an unbelievably lovely autumn day as I walked through the beautiful 
grounds of Whiteley Wood Hospital, with the sun glinting on the gold and 
brown leaves above me.  Once inside I found Marjory very weak but gradually 
she came round and after an hour or two she was able to say ‘I thought I 
was a goner this time’.  I had just started teaching a bottom stream of 13 
year-olds in a Secondary Modern School and I presented her with some of 
my problems to which she suggested various solutions, but was much more 
concerned that I should not ‘overdo things’.

The following day she was a great deal brighter and we talked at some 
length when she expressed appreciation of my leaving my family and my 
teaching, knowing only too well what this meant, and recalling how she had 
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hurried to Cambridge when her father was dying.  When I got up to go I 
kissed her goodbye – not, you might think an unusual thing for a daughter 
and mother to do, but it was the very first time in my life that we had kissed 
each other on the mouth.  She had usually pecked my cheek and I barely 
responded.  I think we were both shaken by this intimacy.  Later as I sat 
drinking a cup of tea at Kings Cross station I suddenly found myself crying 
helplessly – as Marjory had done after visiting Tom in hospital in 1918.

At the end of October Mick phoned to say that mother had returned to 
hospital and was confused and sinking and unlikely to survive the week.  We 
felt it unlikely that she would recognise me if I went.  I was teaching all week 
and we had a Guy Fawkes Party arranged at our house for the weekend.  I was 
in two minds as to what to do but felt I had already said goodbye and that 
it might be a wasted journey.  In fact she survived that weekend and died on 
Tuesday November 8th 1967.  She was just 85.

Mick told me that the cause if death was given as senility at which I was 
shocked.  Surely her mind was her great strength?  But Mick agreed with 
the diagnosis.  One evening he had visited her and received the last pages of 
her memoirs corrected and ready for typing.  The following evening when 
he looked in from work she did not know him.  He felt it was as if she had 
turned her face to the wall once her work was finished and simply faded away.
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